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Access Grade 8 is a task-based English course designed
for learners studying English at the Secondary Level 8th
grade.

Access Grade 8 develops all four skills (listening, speaking,
reading, and writing) through a variety of communicative
tasks and systematically recycles key language items.
Above all, it is designed to promote active (activating all
new vocabulary and structures in meaningful, everyday
situations), holistic (encouraging the creative collective
use of students’ brains as well as the linguistic analytical
use of their brains), and humanistic (acquiring and
practicing language through pleasant tasks and topics,
paying attention to their needs, feelings, and desires)
learning. 

The coursebook consists of a starter unit as well as ten
modules of six lessons each. There is also a Self-Check
section at the end of each module.

Student’s Book
The Student’s Book is the main component of the course.
Each module in the Student’s Book is based on a single
theme and the topics covered are of general interest. All
modules follow the same basic structure (see Elements of
a Module). Many tasks included in the Student’s Book are
multi-sensory, enabling students to practice all four
language skills as they complete the task.

Workbook
The Workbook is in full color. It contains units
corresponding to those in the Student’s Book section. It
can be used either in class or for homework upon
completion of the relevant unit in the Student Book
section. It aims to consolidate the language presented
in the Student’s Book through a variety of exercises,
incorporating all four skills. Translation and dictation
exercises are also included.

Teacher’s Edition
The Teacher’s Edition contains detailed teacher’s notes,
which provide:
•     the objectives of each module presented clearly and

concisely.
•    step-by-step  lesson plans and suggestions on how

to present the material.

•    extra activities for stronger & weaker students.
•    games.
•    a full key to the exercises in the Student’s Book &

Workbook.
•    audioscripts of all listening  material.

Teacher’s Resource Pack
The Teacher’s Resource Pack contains exercises to
consolidate what students have been taught in each
module, as well as games, pairwork activities, portfolio
activities, tests, and a key to all exercises. 

Class Audio CDs
The Class Audio CDs contain all the recorded material
which accompanies the course. 

Student’s Audio CD
The Student’s Audio CD contains the recorded dialogues
from the Student’s Book, as well as all recorded material
for the Workbook and may be used for the purposes of
homework, preparation, and practice.

Each module starts with a module presentation page to
familiarize students with the language and patterns in
the module. The module presentation pages also whet
students’ appetites by familiarizing them with some of
the text types, pictures, and activities found in the
coming module. 

Each module contains the sections described below.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is introduced in a functional and meaningful
context and is practiced through a variety of exercises
such as picture-word association and completing set
phrases in order to help students use everyday English
correctly.

Reading
Throughout each module there is a wide variety of
reading texts such as emails, text messages, letters,
articles, poems, etc., which allow skills such as reading
for gist and reading for specific information to be
systematically practiced.

COURSE COMPONENTS

ELEMENTS OF A MODULE

Introduction
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Grammar
The grammar items taught in each module are first
presented in context, and then highlighted and clarified
by means of clear, concise theory boxes. Specific
exercises and activities methodically reinforce students’
understanding and mastery of each item. There is also a
Grammar Reference Section at the back of the Student’s
Book which offers a detailed presentation of each
grammar point.

Listening 
Students develop their listening skills through a variety
of tasks which employ the vocabulary and grammar
practiced in the module in realistic contexts. This
reinforces students’ understanding of the language
taught in the module. 

Speaking 
Controlled speaking activities have been carefully
designed to allow students guided practice before
leading them to less structured speaking activities.
Functional dialogues set in everyday contexts familiarize
students with natural language. The dialogues also
present useful expressions so that students can practice
everyday English. 

Pronunciation
Pronunciation activities help students recognize the
various sounds of the English language, distinguish
them, and reproduce them correctly.

Learning to learn
Brief tips, explanations, and reminders, at various
points throughout each module, help students
develop strategies which improve holistic learning
skills and enable students to become autonomous
learners of the English language.

Everyday English
Everyday English is practiced through matching
expressions with their meanings in order to familiarize
students with common English expressions.

Think!
Critical thinking questions and activities are included in
each module and aim to develop students’ critical
thinking skills.

Writing
Students develop their writing skills through the use of
all four language skills. Guided practice of the relevant
vocabulary is given and followed by a model text which
is thoroughly analyzed. Plans are also provided to
guide students. There are writing activities throughout
the modules, based on common types and styles of
writing, such as letters, descriptions, notes, postcards,
and articles. These progress from short sentences to
paragraphs and finally to full texts, allowing students to
gradually build up their writing skills.

Culture Corner section
In these interesting and informative pages, students
are provided with cultural information and read about
aspects of English-speaking countries which are
thematically linked to the module. The section also
contains related tasks and creative projects, such as
making a poster, which give students the chance to
process the information they have learned and
compare it to the culture of their own country.

Cross-Curricular Cut section
This section enables students to link the theme of the
module to a subject on their school curriculum, thus
helping them to contextualize the language they have
learned by relating it to their own personal frame of
reference. These sections contain lively and creative
tasks which stimulate students and allow them to
consolidate the language they have learned throughout
the module.

Self-Check
These sections appear at the end of each module and
reinforce  students’ understanding of the topics,
vocabulary, and structures that have been presented.
An answer key is provided at the end of the Student’s
Book for students to check their answers. The marking
scheme included allows students to evaluate their own
progress and identify their strengths and weaknesses.

Culture
In the Culture section, students are introduced to
aspects of their own culture, presented in English. It
contains a variety of reading and writing tasks that
consolidate students’ learning.
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Songsheets
There are three songsheets at the back of the Student’s
Book, containing songs connected to the themes of the
modules as well as related tasks. Listening to lively,
high quality songs is a humanistic activity which lowers
the students’ affective filters and allows them to absorb
language more easily.

Optional Listening Practice
This section appears at the back of the Student’s Book
and offers students extra practice on listening skills.
There is one listening task per module.

Optional Vocabulary Practice
This section also appears at the back of the Student’s
Book, right after the Optional Listening Practice
section, and offers students extra practice on the
vocabulary presented in each module. This section
helps students consolidate learning of the new words
and phrases they have encountered in each module.

A – Presenting new vocabulary
Much of the new vocabulary in Access Grade 8 is
presented through pictures. Vocabulary is always
presented in context, and emphasis is placed on
collocations and word association since memorizing
new words is easier when they are presented in lexical
sets.
Further techniques that you may use to introduce new
vocabulary include:
•    Miming. Mime the word to be introduced. For

instance, to present sing, pretend you are singing
and ask students to guess the meaning of the word.

•    Synonyms, opposites, paraphrasing, and giving
definitions. Examples:

       – Present store by giving a synonym: A store is a shop.
      – Present tall by giving its opposite: He isn’t short;

he’s tall.
      – Present weekend by paraphrasing it: I don’t work

on the weekend. I don’t work on Saturday and
Sunday.

      – Present garage by giving a definition: A garage is
a place where we put our car; it’s usually a room
attached to our house.

•     Context. Place vocabulary items in context with
examples which make understanding easier and more
complete. For instance, introduce the words city and

town by referring to a city and a town in the students’
own country: Hanoi is a city, but Panhou is a town.

•    Visual prompts. Show photographs or drawings to
make understanding easier.

•     Use of (bilingual/monolingual) dictionary. Encourage
students to guess the meaning of a word and then
use their dictionaries to check if their guess is correct.

•    Sketching. Draw a simple sketch on the board to
illustrate the word(s) to be explained. For instance:

                   tall

                                                   short

    

•    Flashcards. Make flashcards out of magazine or
newspaper pictures, photographs, drawings, and
any other visual material which may serve as
vocabulary teaching tools.

•    Use of L1. In a monolingual class, vocabulary can be
explained in the students’ native language,
although this method should be used only in
moderation. Students also need to compare their
native language to the English language to find
similarities and/or differences. 

The choice of technique depends on the type of word
or expression. For example, it may be easier to describe
an action verb through miming, and not through a
synonym or definition.

B – Writing 
All writing tasks in Access Grade 8 have been carefully
designed to guide students to produce a  successful
piece of writing.
•    Always read the model text provided and deal in

detail with the vocabulary tasks. Students will then
have acquired the language necessary to cope with
the final writing task.

•    Make sure that students understand they are
writing for a purpose. Go through the writing task in
detail so that students are fully aware of why they
are writing and who they are writing to.

•    It would be advisable to complete the task orally in
class before assigning it as written homework.
Students will then feel more confident about
producing a complete piece of writing on their own.

SUGGESTED TEACHING TECHNIQUES
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C – Assigning homework
It is recommended that homework is  regularly assigned
and routinely checked according to the  specific needs
of the class.
When assigning writing tasks, prepare students as well
as possible in advance. This will help them avoid errors
and reap maximum benefit from the task.

Commonly assigned homework tasks include:
•    Vocabulary. Students memorize the meaning of

words and phrases.
•     Spelling. Students learn the spelling of particular words

without memorizing the text in which they appear.
•     Reading aloud. Assisted by the Student’s Audio CD,

students practice at home in preparation for  reading
aloud in class.

•     Writing. After thorough preparation in class,  students
are asked to produce a complete piece of writing.

D – Correcting students’ work
All learners make errors; they are part of the learning
process. The way errors are dealt with depends on the
activity.
•     Oral accuracy. In drill work, correct students on the

spot, either by providing the correct answer and
asking them to repeat it, or by indicating the error
but allowing  students to correct it. Alternatively,
indicate the error and ask other students to correct it.

•     Oral fluency. In pairwork or free-speaking activities,
allow students to finish the task  without interruption,
but make a note of the errors made and correct them
afterwards.

•    Written work. Do not overcorrect; focus on errors that
are directly related to the point of the exercise. When
giving feedback, you may write the most common
errors on the board and help the class correct them.

Remember that praising students and rewarding good
work is of great importance. Post written work on a
bulletin board in the classroom or school, or give
“reward” stickers. Praise effort as well as success.

E – Class organization
•    Open pairs. The class focuses its attention on two

students doing the assigned task together. Use this
technique to provide an example of how the task
should be done.

•    Closed pairs. Pairs of students work together on a
task or activity, while the teacher moves around the
classroom offering assistance and suggestions.

Ensure the task is clearly understood before closed
pairwork begins.

     Stages in pairwork:
      – Organize students into pairs.
      – Set the task and time limit.
      – Rehearse the task in open pairs.
      – Ask students to do the task in closed pairs.
      – Go around the class and help students.
      – Pairs report back to the class.
•    Groupwork. Groups of three or more students work

together on a task or activity. Class projects or  role-
play are often most easily done in groups. Again,
ensure students have a clear understanding of the
task in advance.

•    Rolling questions. A student answers a question and
then proceeds to ask a question directed at the next
student in turn. This continues around the class.

F – Using the Student’s Audio CD
All dialogues and pronunciation sections are recorded on
the Student’s Audio CD. Students have the chance to  listen
to these recordings at home as many times as they want in
order to improve their pronunciation and intonation. The
suggested stages of such self-access study are:

•    The student listens to the recording and follows the
lines in the text or dialogue.

•    The student listens to the recording with pauses
after each sentence or exchange. The student
repeats as many times as needed, trying to imitate
the speaker’s pronunciation and intonation.

•    The student listens to the recording again, and then
reads aloud.

Recordings for the Listening tasks in the Workbook are
also included for students to do their homework.

At the beginning of the course, students should be
asked to obtain a suitable folder, or sectioned
expanding file,  which they will bring to each lesson
and which will hold their personal Language Portfolio.

This will be used to store not only the material given to
them from the printed supplement, Teacher’s Resource
Pack, but also a wide variety of other documents and
material.
In practice, Language Portfolios may include projects
or other written work, CDs with work or drawings
completed inside or outside the class; DVDs with the

STUDENTS’ LANGUAGE PORTFOLIOS
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students’ favorite story, filmed performances of songs,
school plays, Progress Report Cards, various realia or
pictures, and so on. In short, it is a collection of what
the learners want to keep to document what they are
learning through the medium of the English language. 

This Language Portfolio is the student’s property. It is a
tool to accompany the students’ language learning
throughout the course and is suitable for documenting
their learning both inside and outside the classroom. The
main emphasis is on the process of learning, so that while
compiling their Language Portfolios, learners develop
the skill of working independently.
The aim of the Language Portfolio is to develop the
learners’ autonomy. However, students should be guided
at first on how to organize their work, keep records,
access their own information, etc. Learners are usually
willing to experiment and try new things, but at the same
time can be discouraged if they are not sure what is
required of them. Once a routine has been established
and learners begin to develop their autonomy, they can
be given more responsibility and freedom. Learners will
still appreciate feedback and praise though, so it is
important that their efforts are monitored and facilitated.

Experienced teachers will be aware that some of their
students learn best by listening to new information,
some prefer to read about it, whereas other students
need to do something with the new information. There
is no ideal method of learning; these are all valid learning
styles, as different people learn in different ways.
Consequently, a coursebook should offer a variety of
exercises and material which stimulate all types of
learning styles in order to help the learners learn
according to their personal learning styles. 
•    Visual Learners need to see the teacher’s body

language and facial expressions to fully understand
the content of the lesson. They think in pictures and
learn best from visual displays, including diagrams,
illustrations, Powerpoint presentations, videos/DVDs,
flashcards, and handouts.

•    Auditory Learners learn best through verbal
explanations, discussions, talking things through,
and listening to what others have to say. Written
information may have little meaning until it is
heard. They often benefit from reading a text aloud
and using a CD player. 

•    Tactile/Kinesthetic Learners learn best through a
hands-on approach, actively exploring the physical
world around them. They may find it hard to sit still
for long periods of time and may become distracted
by their need for activity and exploration. These
learners express themselves through movement.
They have a good sense of balance and hand-eye
coordination. By interacting with the space around
them, they are able to remember and process
information. Involve them in role-play, pairwork, and
other classroom activities. 

Evaluation is an essential part in the learning process. It
helps the learners recognize their progress in the target
language, how much they have achieved, and what areas
need further practice. The learners’ attitude towards their
own learning experience is positively influenced as they
participate in the whole process. Evaluation also allows
teachers to reflect on the validity of their teaching
practices and the types of material being used.

The process is divided into three parts: Initial
Evaluation at the beginning of the course, Formative
Evaluation which is done on a day-to-day basis, and
Cumulative Evaluation upon finishing a module.

Initial Evaluation
This evaluation centers mainly on the students’ reports
from the previous school year. The teacher can assess
the students’ level, work already done, work which
needs to be done, strengths/weaknesses, etc.

Formative Evaluation
Any exercise a student does can be used for this type of
evaluation. The results are then recorded on the
student’s Formative Evaluation Chart.
Make as many photocopies as you need and complete
the charts as indicated. Write the names of the activities
you are going to evaluate (e.g., dialogues, songs,
pairwork, etc.) and write the scores obtained with the
help of the following code, using colors if you wish.

   c    (competence – green): the student has a full
understanding of the task and responds
appropriately

 w    (working on – yellow): the student has an
understanding of the task, but the response is not
fully accurate

TYPES OF LEARNING STYLES

EVALUATION
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  n    (non-competence – red): the student does not
understand the task and is unable to respond
appropriately

Cumulative Evaluation
Cumulative evaluation takes into account the work the
students have done throughout the module as well as
their participation and attitude. The instruments of
evaluation are:

  •    Student’s Self-Assessment Forms: After the students
have completed the Self-Check section of each
module, they fill out the photocopiable Self-
Assessment Form, giving their opinion of their own
performance. This learning-to-learn technique
enables the students to develop awareness of their
progress. The Self-Assessment Forms should be
kept in their Language Portfolio for future
reference. The Self-Assessment Forms are printed
at the back of the Teacher’s Edition.

  •    Progress Report Cards: After students complete
each module and take the corresponding test,
photocopy the respective Progress Report Card
from the Teacher’s Edition and fill out a card for
each student. The students should keep these cards
in their Language Portfolio for future reference. 

The following abbreviations are used in the Student
Book & Workbook and in the Teacher’s Edition:

T             teacher                                      sb           somebody 
S(s)        student(s)                                 sth         something
HW        homework                               n             noun
L1           students’ native language    v             verb 
Ex.          exercise                                     adj         adjective
p(p).      page(s)                                      adv        adverb
e.g.        for example                             phr        phrase
i.e.          that is                                        phr v     phrasal verb
etc.        etcetera

ABBREVIATIONS
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Starter Unit

  2    To practice asking and answering
questions about daily routines

        •    Explain the task. Choose two Ss to read the
example exchange aloud. Review telling the
time. Draw the face of a clock on the board.
Tell Ss various times. Ss in teams tell you what
the time is as follows:

          e.g.,             T:   7:15
          Team A S1:    a quarter after seven
                                T:   8:50
            Team B S1:   ten minutes to nine/eight fifty

        •    Ss do the task in pairs.
        •    Invite different pairs to ask and answer

questions.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   When do you do your homework?
          B:    After school.
          A:   Do you have breakfast at 8:00?
          B:    Yes, I do.
          A:   What do you do in the afternoon?
          B:    I play video games. etc.

Note: Remind Ss that am refers to hours
from midnight to 12 o’clock noon and pm
refers to hours from 12 o’clock noon to
midnight.

Day in, day out
Warm-up Activity
Read the title and ask Ss to look at the pictures on p. 4.
Elicit what Starter Unit a is about (daily routines).

  1    To check understanding of new
vocabulary through translation

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat the
phrases.

        •    Ask Ss to translate the phrases into their
language. Point out that the translations
should be phrases that have the same
meaning in their own language rather than
direct translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

Topic

In this Starter Unit Ss will learn how to talk about
daily routines and free-time activities using the
simple present and adverbs of frequency.

a   Day in, day out                                           4-5

Lesson objectives: To talk about daily routines, to tell
the time (review), to read for specific information
Vocabulary: have lunch/breakfast, take a bath, do
homework, get up, play video games, leave for
school/work, classes start; question words (what,
when, what time)

b   How often …?                                             6-7

Lesson objectives: To practice the simple present,
pronouns and possessive adjectives, adverbs of
frequency, can/do and question words
Vocabulary: free-time activities (watch a football
game, make models, play basketball, talk on the
phone, go skating, have coffee/a snack with friends,
watch a movie, go dancing/clubbing, hang out with
friends)

c   Pen pals                                                             8

Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
to write an informal letter to a pen pal
Vocabulary: family members (mom/mother,
dad/father, brother, sister), nationalities (review)

thirty

o’clock

quarter
after

quarter
to
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  3    To predict the content of a text
        •    Ask Ss to look at the picture and read the title of

the text. Elicit who he is (OJ Mayo) and what Ss
think his daily routine is like.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
to see if they guessed correctly.

          Suggested Answer Key
          OJ Mayo is a basketball player. He wakes up at 6:30

am. He has a big breakfast and then he goes jogging.
After that he goes to school. After school he goes to
basketball practice. He practices four times a week.
After basketball practice he goes home. He usually
does his homework in the evening.

  4    To read for specific information
        •    Teach this vocabulary in advance: relationship,

manage, worry about, grades, fall behind with,
court, ambitious, motivated, give up.

        •    Give Ss enough time to do the task.
        •    Elicit answers to the questions from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     He is a young boy from Virginia, USA.
           2     He wants to be a professional basketball player.
          3     He wakes up at 6:30 am, has a big breakfast, then

goes jogging in the park for an hour. Then he goes
to school and after that he goes to basketball
practice. He has practice four days a week and his
team often plays two games a week.

          

          4     He’s well organized so he never falls behind with
his homework. He never stays out late. He always
does his best and works hard.

          5     Ss’ own answer

  5    To talk about daily routines
        •    Ask Ss to jot down notes under the following

headings about OJ Mayo’s daily routine. Then
have them jot down notes about their daily
routine.

        •    Ss use their notes to do the task. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          OJ Mayo gets up at 6:30 am every day. I usually get up

at 7:00 am. OJ Mayo goes jogging for an hour. etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Entry Test pp. 93-96

In the
morning

In the
afternoon In the evening

Me get up at
7:00

do
homework

play video
games

OJ Mayo gets up at
6:30

goes to
basketball
practice

doesn’t stay
out late

Day in , day out

Warm-up Activity
Read the title and elicit what Starter Unit b is about (how
often we do things). Ask Ss to say something they
do/don’t do often.

 a    To review the simple present tense
               •    Read the theory box aloud. Ss do the task.
                •     Elicit more examples.
          Suggested Answer Key
          We form the simple present with the subject pronoun

and the main verb. We always add an -s to the third
person singular in the affirmative. In the interrogative
and negative forms we use do/don’t with I, you, we,

and they, and does/ doesn’t with he, she, and it, and
we never add an -s to the main verb.

        b   To identify simple present forms
               •    Ask Ss to read the text on p. 5 again and

identify the simple present forms.
          Answer Key
          ’s, gets, has, plays, is, isn’t, want, know, have to, says,

wakes up, starts, goes, ’s, finishes, goes, practices, play,
is, lose, ’s, makes, think, do, does he manage, miss,
worry, want, ’m, fall behind, stay out, do, work, stay,
give up, says

How often ...?
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  2    To practice the third person singular form
of the simple present

        •    Ask Ss to complete the verb forms.
        •    Ss do the task in pairs.
        •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.
          Answer Key
          1     plays                  5     wakes up               9     loses
          2     wants                6     starts                     10     misses
          3     knows                7     goes
          4     works                 8     finishes

  3    To practice the pronunciation of /s/, /z/,
/æz/

        •    Ask Ss to copy the table in their notebooks and
fill in the verbs from Ex. 2.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check.
          Answer Key

          

  4    To practice the simple present
        •    Ss complete the task. Then Ss compare their

answers with their partner.
        •    Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key
          1     lives                    4     doesn’t have
          2     wakes up         5     plays
          3     goes                    6     doesn’t like

  5    To practice the interrogative form of the
simple present

        •    Read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss two minutes to do the task.
        •    Ask some pairs to perform the task in front of

the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Where do you live? 
                 I live in Mexico City.
          2     Do you wake up early?
                 Yes, I do./No, I don’t. I wake up at … .
          3     How do you go to school?
                 I get to school by car/bus/train/on foot.
          4     What does your dad do?
                 He’s a … ./He works in a(n) factory/office/store etc.

          5     Do you like football?
                 Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
          6     Does your mom work?
                 Yes, she does./No, she doesn’t.

  6    To review subject/object pronouns and
possessive adjectives and check understanding
through translation

          •     Ss copy and complete the table in their notebooks.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Elicit the L1 equivalents.

          Answer Key
          Subject Pronouns: he, she, it, we, you, they
          Object Pronouns: him, her, it, us, you, them
          Possessive Adjectives: his, her, its, our, your, their

          (Ss’ own answers)

  7    To practice using subject/object pronouns
and possessive adjectives

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     They are friends.
          3     They have two dogs.
          4     He is sick.
          5     Are you talking to her?
          6     my
          7     We love swimming.
          8     I want to buy a present for him.
          9     our
       10     Her dog is black.
       11     This room is for us.

  8    To learn adverbs of frequency and
consolidate vocabulary through translation

        •    Ask Ss to read a sentence and translate the
adverb of frequency in their L1.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  9    To practice adverbs of frequency
        •    Give Ss enough time to make their sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. As an extension, elicit how

often Ss do the activities in the list.

          Answer Key
          2     … goes to school on foot.
          3     Steve often plays video games in the evening.
          4     Laura usually plays video games in the evening.
          5     Steve always goes to bed at 10:30.
          6     Laura always goes to bed at 10:30.

/s/ wants, works, wakes up, starts

/z/ plays, knows, goes

/æz/ finishes, loses, misses

How often ...?
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13

          7     Steve sometimes meets (his)friends after school.
          8     Laura often meets (her) friends after school.
          9     Steve often walks the dog.
       10     Laura never walks the dog.

10   To present new vocabulary
        •    Play the recording. Ask Ss to listen and repeat.
        •    Elicit L1 translations for each phrase.

          (Ss’ own answers)

11   To talk about free-time activities
        •    Read the example exchange aloud.
        •    Ask Ss to work in pairs and find out about their

partner’s favorite free-time activities.
        •    Monitor the activity and ask some pairs to

perform the task for the class.

          (Ss’ own answers)

12   To practice using can/do in questions
        •    Explain the task.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the blanks

and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     Do           Yes, I do./No, I don’t.
          3     Does       Yes, he does./No, he doesn’t.
          4     Does       Yes, he/she does./No, he/she doesn’t.
          5     Do           Yes, I do./No, I don’t.

          6     Can/Does      Yes, he/she can/does./
                                             No, he/she can’t/doesn’t.
          7     Do                     Yes, I do./No, I don’t.

13   To practice question words
        •    Elicit question words from Ss and write them on

the board. Help if necessary (e.g. What word do
we use to ask about a person’s name (What), a
person’s age (how old) etc.).

        •    Give Ss enough time to fill in the correct
question words, then match the questions to
the answers.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     f      Who
          2     g     How
          3     a     Where
          4     d     When/What time
          5     e     How
          6     b     How often
          7     c     What
          8     h     When

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Starter Unit Exs. 1 &
2 p. 5, Exs. 3-5 p. 6, Grammar Review Ex. 6 p. 7

How often ...?

Warm-up Activity
Read the title aloud and ask Ss to look at the text on p. 8
and identify what type of text it is (a letter). Elicit what
Starter Unit c is about (writing a letter to a pen pal).

  1    To read for specific information
        •    Preteach this vocabulary: local hospital, police

officer, long hours, get along, especially.
        •    Explain the task and read the questions aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the letter.
        •    Elicit answers to the questions.

          Answer Key
          1     T            3     T            5     F  
          2     F            4     F            6     F

  2    To review information by asking and
answering comprehension questions

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
Ask Ss to complete the task in pairs. Remind Ss
to use question words.

        •    Ask some pairs to perform the task for the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   He comes from Barcelona, Spain. What does his

mom do?
          B:    She is a doctor. Where does she work?
          A:   She works at the local hospital. What does his dad

do?
          B:    He is a police officer.   etc.

Pen pals
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  3    To listen for specific information
        •    Ask Ss to read the incomplete notes and elicit

what information is missing (1 father’s name, 2
father’s job, 3 mother’s age, 4 sister’s name, 5
brother’s age).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and do the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Tom                                   3     36                        5     9
          2     firefighter                       4     Jane 

  4    To write an informal letter
        •    Ask Ss to read through the plan.
        •    Give Ss enough time to answer the questions in

the plan. Elicit answers from Ss.
        •    Give Ss enough time to write their letters. Then

ask some Ss to read their letters aloud for the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear John,
          Thanks for your letter. I hope we become great pen

pals.
          Let me tell you all about myself. I am 15 years old and I

live in Madrid. There are three people in my family. My
mom is a nurse and my dad is a teacher.

          A typical weekday for me starts at 7:00. School starts
at 8:30. After school I play basketball, and then I do my
homework and watch TV. In my free time I play sports,
hang out with my friends, and go to the movies.

          What about you? What is a typical day like for you?
What do you like to do in your free time? Please write
soon.

          Marco

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Starter Unit 
         Exs. 7 & 8 p. 8, Pairwork Activities pp. 9 &10,
         Portfolio Activities p. 11, Game p. 12 

Pen pals
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Lifestyles
What’s in this module?

  •    Refer Ss to the title of the module Lifestyles and ask
them to suggest what it means and what they think
the module is about. Elicit answers and tell Ss to
browse through the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to the living conditions, behavior and

habits of a person or a group of people. We will learn
about how different people around the world live.

  •    Use pictures 1 and 2 to engage Ss’ attention,
stimulate discussion, and prompt their interest in
the module.

  •    Ask questions to begin a discussion about the
topics that will be covered in the module.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Ask Ss to look at pic. 1.

            T:     What page is picture 1 from? (p. 10)
         S1:     It’s from p. 10.
            T:     What can you see in picture 1?
         S2:     Downtown New York.
            T:     How do you think the picture is related to the title

of the unit?
         S3:     I think it shows something of what life is like in a

busy city.   etc.
            T:     What page is picture 2 from? (p. 10)
                    What can you see in picture 2? How do you think

the picture is related to the title of the unit?   etc.

Find the page numbers for

  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          an email (p. 11) What is an email? Do you write

emails?  Who do you send them to?   etc.

          risky jobs (p. 12) What does risky mean? Why are these
jobs risky? Would you like to do one of these jobs?
Why (not)?   etc.

           two men in uniform (p. 15) Who do you think these
men are?  What country are they from? Where do you
think they work?  Would you like to visit this place?   etc.

          a map of the New York subway (p. 16) Have you been
on the New York Subway? What is the subway system
in your country called?  etc.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about different jobs and
free-time activities and talk about lifestyles in the
city and the country.

Module page                                                        9
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: city life − country life (tall, modern
buildings, stores, movie theaters & theaters, heavy
traffic, peaceful & quiet, constant noise & pollution,
feeling isolated, fresh air, friendly, helpful people,
convenient public transportation, crowded streets,
beautiful countryside)

1a     City life − Country life                    10-11
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
the present progressive, the simple present vs. the
present progressive, write an email
Vocabulary: facilities, traffic, get homesick, by train,
miss, milk the cows, barn, feed the hens, can’t stand
the smell, take the bus, feel isolated, close at hand,
hustle and bustle

1b     Risky jobs                                            12-13
Lesson objectives: To learn jobs, forming adjectives,
relative clauses, act out an interview
Vocabulary: jobs (bank teller, dentist, pilot, actor, police
officer, desk clerk, farmer, coach, reporter, teacher),
personality adjectives (brave, imaginative, friendly,
sociable, hardworking, patient, polite, smart, honest,
careful, skillful)

1c     Modern living                                          14
Lesson objectives: To use connectors, write an article
Vocabulary: Phrases with ‘feel’

1d     Culture Corner                                         15
Lesson objectives: To read and listen for specific
information, write a short article
Vocabulary: complete, warders, introduced, prisoners,
guarded, take care of, ravens, uniform, formal
occasions, protected

1e     Round-trip, please                                 16
Lesson objectives: To buy a train/subway ticket,
introduce types of tickets, present /æ/, /i:/
Vocabulary: modes of transportation (by train,
subway, bus, motorcycle, plane, bike, taxi, car, boat,
ship, on foot), other (one-way, round-trip)

1f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Geography    17
Lesson objectives: To learn about Mexico, matching,
write a short article about New Delhi, India
Vocabulary: capital city, continent, population,
language, currency, transportation, food, tourism, leisure

Self-Check 1                                                        18
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Vocabulary

  •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat, either
chorally or individually.

  •    Ask Ss to translate the words into their L1.
  •    Refer Ss to the Word List if necessary.
  •    Choose a S to read the example. Ss prepare their

answers. Then say their part. 

Lifestyles

Warm-up Activity
Read the title and look at the pictures on p. 10. Elicit what
Unit 1a is about (Life in the city versus life in the country).

  1    To describe pictures using the senses
        •    Ask Ss to describe each picture.
        •    Tell Ss to close their eyes and imagine that they

are at one of the locations. Elicit what they can
hear, see, smell, and how they feel.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The picture on the left shows a small village in the

countryside next to a lake or a river and some hills. I
can hear the sound of water gently moving and birds
singing. I can see the green grass on the hillside and I
can smell the fresh country air. I feel relaxed and
peaceful.

          The picture on the right shows downtown New York. I
can hear the sound of traffic on the streets and horns
beeping. I can see the city and the tall buildings, and I
can smell the fumes of the cars. I feel stressed and
anxious.

  2    To read and listen for specific information
         •    Give Ss enough time to read the diary entries on

p. 10.
        •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and follow in

their books.
        •    Read questions 1-6 aloud and give Ss enough

time to answer them.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Sarah feels excited because she’s going shopping

on Madison Avenue and then to a Broadway show
this afternoon.

          2     Meg can’t stand the smell of the animals.

          3     Sarah’s school is very small.
           4     Meg misses the hustle and bustle of New York.
          5     Sarah misses the beautiful countryside and her

friends from her hometown.
          6     Sarah is getting homesick.        
        •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          swapping: exchanging
          huge: very big
          helpful: useful
          crowded: with many people or things and little free

space

  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read the words/phrases aloud. Give Ss enough

time to look up the words and make their
sentences.

        •    Ask Ss to present their sentences to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In New York people take the subway train.
          My school has great facilities.
          There is a lot of traffic in the city.
           I get homesick when I’m away from home.
          I miss my family when I am away from home.
          Farmers get up early every day to milk the cows.
          Animals on a farm live in a barn.
          Farmers feed the hens corn or other grains.
          Meg can’t stand the smell of the animals.
           When I visit my grandma I always take the bus.
          I feel isolated in the countryside.
          In the city everything is close at hand.
          I like the hustle and bustle of the city.

     

City life − Country life
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City life − Country life

  4    To personalize learning and check
vocabulary

        •    Explain the task.
         •     Give Ss enough time to complete the sentences

about themselves.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their

answers aloud.
          Suggested Answer Key
          1     I like my city because everything is close at hand.
          2     I love my school because it has brilliant facilities.
          3     I enjoy being in the countryside because I love the

fresh air and the peace and quiet.

  5    To present the present progressive tense
        •    Go through the theory box.
        •    Elicit how the present progressive is formed

(with the verb ‘to be’ and the main verb with the
–ing ending).

        •    Review the spelling rules with Ss on the board (Verbs
ending in -e drop the –e and add -ing. Verbs ending in
one stressed vowel between two consonants double
the last consonant and add -ing. Verbs ending in -ie
drop the –ie and take -y and –ing).

        •    Refer Ss to Grammar Reference Section for more
information.

        •    Elicit examples from the text.
          Answer Key
          We form the present progressive with the verb ‘to be’ and

the main verb with the -ing ending.
           Examples: Meg’s mom is making breakfast. Today we are

milking the cows in the barn and feeding the hens.

  6    To practice the present progressive tense
        •    Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Elicit answers from Ss.
          Suggested Answer Key
          1     is making         3     is leaving         5     is milking
          2     are going         4     is visiting

  7    To compare the simple present tense with
the present progressive tense

        •    Read the first sentence aloud.
         •     Ask Ss: Does the sentence describe what Ann is

doing now? (No) Does it describe what she will do
in the future? (No) Does it describe something she
does regularly i.e., a habit or routine? (Yes) What
tense is used? (the simple present)

        •    Do the same for sentences 2 and 3. Then ask Ss
to find examples of each tense and its use in the
text on p. 10.

          

          Answer Key
          1     simple present, a habit/routine
          2     present progressive, an action happening now
          3     present progressive, a future arrangement
                 Examples: Everyone wakes up later here.

(habit/routine) It’s 6:30 am and Meg’s mom is
making breakfast. (an action happening now) This
afternoon, we’re going shopping on Madison
Avenue and then we’re going to see a musical on
Broadway! (future arrangements)   etc.

  8    To practice the simple present and the
present progressive tenses

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the email and
complete the task. 

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
          1     am studying (an action happening now)
          2     am taking (a future arrangement)
          3     start (a routine)
          4     am working (action happening now)
          5     am meeting (a future arrangement)

  9    To ask and answer comprehension
questions on a text

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
        •    Walk around the class monitoring Ss as they

complete the task. Encourage Ss to use both the
simple present and the present progressive
tenses in their questions and answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Where does Sarah live?
          B:    On a farm in Vermont.
          A:   What time do they get up at Meg’s house?
          B:    They get up at 6:30 am.
          A:   What time does Sarah usually get up?
          B:    She usually gets up at 5 am.
          A:   What is happening at Meg’s house when Sarah’s

writing her diary entry on Day 2?
          B:    Meg’s mom is making breakfast.
          A:   What is happening at Sarah’s house on Day 2?
          B:    They are milking the cows in the barn and feeding

the hens. etc.

10   To write an email
        •    Go through the plan and elicit from Ss their

daily routine and plans for tonight.
        •    Remind Ss that they can use the email in Ex. 8 as

a model.
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        •    Give Ss enough time to write their emails or
assign the task for HW.

        •    Ask some Ss to read their completed emails to
the class.

        Suggested Answer Key
          Hi Janet,
          Thanks very much for your email. At the moment I’m

waiting for my exam results.
          I don’t have school, so I wake up late everyday. I

sometimes meet my friends and go shopping.

Tonight, I’m going to the movies with my friend, Ann.
          Well, that’s all for now. Write again soon.
          Jane
     
        ▶ SONGSHEETS: Module 1 p. SS1

City life − Country life

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title and the pictures on p. 12. Elicit
what ‘risky’ means (dangerous) and ask Ss what they
think Unit 1b is about (dangerous jobs).

  1    To present new vocabulary and
brainstorm for jobs

        •    Give Ss enough time to copy the web diagram
in their notebooks.

        •    Elicit/Explain any unknown vocabulary (e.g., media
− TV, newspapers, and magazines; the Arts − music,
painting, literature, movies, dance) and explain the
task.

        •    Ss write as many other jobs as they can think of
within four minutes. Ss compare their answers
with a partner.

        •    Check answers with the class on the board. Ss
copy all the jobs into their web diagrams.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Money: bank manager, stockbroker, teller
          Medicine: doctor, nurse, surgeon, vet
          Transportation: train/bus/truck driver, flight 

attendant
          The Arts: musician, dancer, artist, director, sculptor,

painter
          Law & Order: lawyer, judge, officer, legal secretary
          Restaurants/Hotels: manager, waiter, chef, maid
          Sports: athlete, referee, football player
          Media: TV commentator, DJ, newspaper/magazine

editor
          Education: principal, private tutor
          Other: firefighter, paramedic

  2    To match sounds to pictures and jobs to
people

        •    Ask Ss to look at pictures A-C on p. 12.
        •    Play the recording and elicit which sounds

match which picture.
        •    Read job titles 1-3 aloud and ask Ss to match the

job titles to the people.
        •    Elicit what each job involves.

          Answer Key
          The first sound matches picture C.
          The second sound matches picture A.
          The third sound matches picture B.

          C    1            A    2            B     3

          Suggested Answer Key
          A storm chaser photographs lightning storms and

tornadoes.
          A war photographer photographs battles during

times of war.
          A wildlife photographer photographs animals and

plants in their natural habitats.

Guess the job
Play in teams. The leader thinks of a job and mimes
it. Teams in turn try to guess what his/her job is. The
first team to guess correctly gets 1 point. Continue
the game.
         e.g. Leader (dentist) − mimes pulling out

tooth
         Team A S1: Are you a sculptor? etc.

Risky jobs
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  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the meanings of

the words in the Word List. Then elicit
definitions from various Ss around the class.

        •    As an optional extension, ask Ss to make
sentences using the words/phrases.

  4   a    To read for structure, cohesion, and
coherence and to listen for confirmation

               •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and fill
in the blanks.

               •    Prompt Ss to try each word in a blank when
they are unsure and then read the sentence
to see if it makes sense.

               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     excitement             6     bombs and rockets
          2     look for                     7     dangerous
          3     hurricanes              8     talented
          4     brave                         9     patient
          5     travel                      10     proud

        b   To present new vocabulary
               •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words in

bold in the Word List. Elicit their meanings
from various Ss.

               •    Ss explain the words in bold. Then, they say
two things they remember about each
person.

          Suggested Answer Key
          desk jobs (n): office jobs
          tornadoes (n): storms in which a strong wind spins

around 
          lightning strikes (n): flashes of light during a

thunderstorm
          require (v): need
          courage (n): bravery
          horrors (n): unpleasant experiences
          governments (n): the people who rule a country

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Explain the task and elicit/explain what personal

satisfaction means (the pleasure that you feel
when you do something you want to do or get
something you want to get).

        •    Elicit Ss’ opinion on the topic. Ask Ss to justify
their opinion. Ss do the task orally.

        •    Alternatively, Ss spend 3 minutes writing a few
sentences on the topic. Ss tell their partners.
Invite some Ss to read their sentences to the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think personal satisfaction is more important because

you spend most of your time at work, so it is important
that it makes you feel good.

Read the box aloud. Demonstrate the point by choosing
adjectives from Ex. 3, writing them on the board (e.g.,
talented, proud, patient, brave), and eliciting their
opposites (untalented, modest, impatient, cowardly).

  6   a    To present personality adjectives and
their opposites

               •    Read the list of adjectives 1-11 aloud and
elicit/explain the meaning of any unknown
words.

               •    Point out that some opposites are formed
with the word plus a prefix.

               •    Ss do the task.
               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check.

          Answer Key
          1     d         3     a         5     b         7     i           9     f         11    e
          2     c          4     j           6     h         8     k       10     g

        b   To match adjectives to jobs
               •    Read the jobs and the example aloud.
               •    Ss work in pairs and choose appropriate

adjectives to describe the jobs.
               •    Elicit answers from various pairs.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A nursery teacher needs to be imaginative and

patient.
          A firefighter needs to be brave and skillful.
          A storm chaser needs to be patient and careful.
          A lawyer needs to be hardworking and smart.
          A waiter needs to be friendly and polite.
          A doctor needs to be smart and skillful.

  7    To form adjectives from nouns
        •    Read the rule in the box.
        •    Explain that forming adjectives from nouns can

involve a change in spelling (even though the
examples do not).

        •    Give an example (sun − sunny). 
        •    Ss complete the exercise. Check Ss’ answers and

correct spelling.

Risky jobs
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          Answer Key
          1     funny          2     famous      3     beautiful

  8    To present relative clauses with who,
which, where, whose

        •    Read the examples aloud and complete the
rules with the class.

        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

          Answer Key
           1   who                                              3     which 
        2   where                                           4     whose  
        
         •     Ask Ss to give examples from the texts on p. 12.

          Answer Key
          Warren Faidley is a real-life storm chaser whose job is

to photograph …
          … adventure and excitement are the things which he

likes most about this job.
          … he wakes up in the middle of a war zone where

bombs and rockets are going off …
          It’s a job which requires a lot of courage.
          … wildlife photographer who works with … 

  9    To practice using relative pronouns
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the sentences and

fill in the correct relative pronoun.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     who                    3     who                  5     which
          2     where                4     whose

10   To practice using the relative pronouns
who/ which

        •    Ss complete the sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     which, relax
          3     who, lazy, unhelpful
          4     which, traveling
          5     which, a swimming pool

11   To act out an interview
        •    Divide the class into groups of four and assign

roles.
        •    Elicit from Ss possible interview questions and

write them on the board (e.g., What do you like
best about your job? What skills do you need to do
your job?).

        •    Ss act out their interviews in groups, taking
turns to answer the questions.

        •    Monitor the activity around the class. Then ask
some Ss to act out their interview for the class.

          Suggested Answer key
          A:   What do you do for a living, Joel?
          B:    I am a wildlife photographer for the National

Geographic Society.
          A:   Do you like your job?
          B:    Yes. I like it very much. Photography is the key to

the whole world.
          A:   What skills do you need to do your job?
          B:    You need to be patient and careful. 
          A:   And, what do you do for a living, Warren?
          C:   I’m a storm chaser. etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 Exs. 1-3 
         p. 13, Exs. 4 & 5 p. 14 

Risky jobs
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title of the unit, the title of the text,
and the picture of the boy on p. 14. Elicit what Ss think
Unit 1c might be about (an average teenager’s lifestyle).

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Ask Ss to look at the pictures at the top of p. 14

and elicit what they show (a teenager, John, and
a view of a UK city).

        •    Elicit suggestions about John’s lifestyle (is a
student, has part-time job, etc.).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To ask and answer comprehension
questions about a text

        •    Ss work in pairs and do the task.
         •    Walk around the class and monitor the activity.

Ask various pairs to give a short summary of the
text.

        •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   He comes from Swansea in Wales. What does he

say about Swansea?
          B:    It is very big, lovely, and full of friendly people. He

likes living there but he thinks it gets a bit noisy
when the tourists arrive in the summer. What is his
house like?

          A:   It is a small house close to the beach. What is his
room like?

          B:    It is on the second floor and has a great view of the
sea.  etc.

        •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          close (adj): near
          seagulls (n): seabirds with white or gray feathers 
          local (adj): belonging to the area where you live
          locals (n): the people who live in an area

  3    To learn phrases with ‘feel’
        •    Read the phrases in the box aloud.
        •    Give further examples to aid understanding

(e.g., How do you feel today? I feel happy. My
clothes feel comfortable. I feel like eating an ice
cream. etc.).

        •    Elicit which phrase can be found in the text (It
makes me feel calm).

        •    Ask Ss to make sentences of their own using the
phrases.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          It makes me feel calm.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I feel happy.
          My skin feels soft.
          I feel like staying in tonight.
          How do you feel about watching a DVD later?

  4    To learn about and use connectors
        •    Read the Learning to learn box aloud.
        •    Elicit examples from the text and write them on

the board.
        •    Ss complete the task on their own.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          I’m 15 years old and I come from Wales.
          It is very big but it’s lovely and full of friendly people.
          I really enjoy living here but it gets noisy when … 
          … we talk about music or we make plans.  etc.

          1     It’s a nice place but (it is) very expensive.
          2     We often go to Pierre’s and (we) have lunch there.
          3     We can go by bus or (we can) walk.
          4     We swim there and (we) play beach volleyball.

  5    To write an article
        •    Explain the task.
        •    Tell Ss to write the plan in their notebooks and

make notes of the answers to the questions for
each paragraph.

        •    Give Ss time to write their articles or assign the
task for HW.

        •    Remind Ss that they can use the article in Ex. 1
as a model.

        •    Ask some Ss to read their completed articles to
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
Being 14

          I’m Maria Ceres. I’m 14 years old and I come from
Spain. I live in Malaga. It is a very big city.

          My house
          I live in a small house close to the beach. My room is

on the top floor. I love my room.

          My family
          There are six people in my family: my mom, my dad,

me, and my three brothers, José, Mario, and Carlos.
My dad is a doctor and my mom stays at home.

Modern living
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          My friends
          I have lots of friends. I go to the movies with them. My

best friend, Rosa, lives in the same neighborhood as
me. We play music together.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 Grammar
Review Ex. 6 p. 15, Pairwork Acti   vities pp. 17-18

Explain that the Culture corner is designed to introduce
Ss to an interesting topic related to the culture of the US
or another English–speaking country.

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title and the picture, and elicit what
they think they are going to read about (a castle in
England and the men that guard it).

  1   a    To make predictions about a text
               •    Elicit who the men in the picture are

(Yeoman Warders) and ask Ss to guess where
they work. Ask Ss if they know what the bird
in the picture is called.

               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
text in their books.

          Answer Key
          The men in the picture are Yeoman Warders. They

work at the Tower of London. The bird is a raven.

        b   To present new vocabulary
               •    Give Ss enough time to look up the

underlined words in the Word List. Elicit their
meanings from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          complete (adj): finished
          warders (n): guards
          introduced (v): bring into use
          prisoners (n): people kept in a prison
          guarded (adj): watched over by sb to keep it safe
          take care of (phr v): look after
          raven (n): large bird with black feathers
          uniform (n): a special set of clothes a group of people

wear
          formal occasion (n): special event
          instead (of) (adv): sth done/used in the place of sth
          comes from (phr v): originates from 
          protected (adj): kept safe

     

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Ask Ss to read the text again and answer the

questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     T            2     DS         3     F            4     DS

  3    To recall information from a text
        •    Ask Ss to close their books and work in pairs.
        •    Ss complete the task. Monitor the activity, then

ask various pairs to report back to the class.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To listen for specific information
        •    Ask Ss to read through the incomplete text and

elicit what kind of information might be missing
(1 a person’s name, 2 a name of a part of the
Tower or a noun, 3 something you can buy, 4 a
time, 5 a price).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and fill in the
missing details.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     William             3     toys             5     £16.00
          2     history               4     6 pm

  5    To write a short article about a popular
tourist attraction in your country

        •    Explain the task and give some suggestions for
what Ss can write about (e.g., The Royal
Andalusian School of Equestrian Art, The Royal
Palace of Madrid, The changing of the guard in
front of the Greek Parliament Building).

         •     Suggest that Ss use the Internet, encyclopaedias,
travel brochures etc., to gather information and
assign the task for HW. Encourage Ss to add
pictures if possible. 

        •    Ask various Ss to present their projects to the class.

Modern living

Culture Corner
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        Suggested Answer Key
          A trip to Italy is never complete without a visit to the

Vatican City and the Papal Palace which is guarded by
the Papal Swiss Guard.

          The Papal Palace, also called the Apostolic Palace, is
the official home of the Pope in Vatican City. Some of
its over 1,000 rooms are open to the public including
Raphael’s Rooms. It also includes the Papal
Apartment, offices and chapels. The Sistine Chapel
with its beautiful ceiling frescoes painted by
Michaelangelo is particularly beautiful.

          The Swiss Guard is responsible for guarding the
entrances to the Apostolic Palace. The guards must be
Swiss, Catholic men between 19 and 30 who are of
good character and at least 5 feet 7 inches tall. They
are a Guard of Honor and also keep order every time
the Pope appears in public. 

          The official dress is a distinct blue, red, orange, and
yellow uniform with a metal helmet. They also carry a
spear.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 Game p. 20

23

Culture Corner

Round-trip, please
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to read the title and look at the map on p. 16 and
guess what Unit 1e is about (buying a ticket for the New
York subway).

  1    To review vocabulary for means of
transportation

        •    Go through the list of means of transportation
and check Ss’ understanding by asking for a
description, example, or L1 equivalent.

        •    Ask Ss how they commute to school/work/on
the weekend.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2   a    To understand situational language
and consolidate vocabulary through translation

               •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to
repeat.

               •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of any unknown
words (e.g. 96th street – a street in New York,
transfer, uptown/downtown (for city
commuting), one-way/round-trip (for out of
city commuting).

         •    Ss translate the sentences into their L1.
               •    Remind Ss to give the equivalent statements

in their own language, rather than direct
translations.

(Ss’ own answers)
          
               This exercise may be played as a memory game.

Tell Ss to look at the sentences for one minute
and then close their books. Ss, then, try to recall
as many sentences as they can. Elicit sentences
from Ss.

        b   To listen for specific information
               •    Ss read the dialogues.
               •    Elicit who would say each sentence/phrase. 
               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the

dialogue in their books and check their
answers.

               •    Elicit where each person wants to go.

          Answer Key
          A ticket agent would say: Next, please. Where to?

One-way or round-trip? That’s $2.00. You’re welcome.
Take the 3 train downtown.
A commuter would say: Round-trip please. Thanks a
lot. One ticket, please.

          Answer Key
          A    Cathedral Parkway               B     Boston

  3    To understand the meaning of everyday
English expressions

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read dialogues A and B and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-5.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read out their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Next, please.                   4     Thanks a lot.
          2     Where to?                        5     Round-trip.

3     That’s $2.00.
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  4    To act out a dialogue using visual prompts
        •    Explain the task and help Ss to find the relevant

information on the subway map (i.e., Lexington
Ave., Central Park, names of lines, cost of tickets).
Draw the following diagram for Ss to follow.

     •    Ss work in pairs and act out their dialogues.
Remind Ss to use dialogue A on p. 16 as a model.

        •    Walk around the class, monitoring the activity.
Ss record themselves.

        •    Ask some pairs to act out their dialogues for the
class.

        •    Explain that dialogue B is used when taking a
train, bus, or airplane out of town.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Yes, please?
          B:    How do I get to the Museum of Natural History?
          A:   Take the B line downtown. After 2 stops get off at

81st. Street.
          B:    Thanks a lot. One ticket, please.
          A:   That’s $2.00.
          B:    Here you are.

  5    To practice pronouncing /æ/, /∞/
        •    Give Ss time to copy the table in their

notebooks.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check the

correct box in the table for each word.
        •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

repeat.
        •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit further examples of

words with the same sounds.

          Answer Key

        

          Suggested Answer Key
          /∞/: heat, meet, meat 
          /æ/: hill, pin, kid

Student A
Ask for next customer.
(Yes, ...?) 

Give directions.
(Take ... .)

State price.
(That’s ... .)

Student B
Ask for directions/
state destination. 
(Can you tell me how
to get to ... .) 
Thank A. Ask for
ticket.
(Thanks a lot ... . 
one ticket, ...?)

/æ/ /∞/ /æ/ /∞/
Pete ✓ beat ✓

pit ✓ bit ✓

peal ✓ slip ✓

pill ✓ sleep ✓

Cross-Curricular Cut
Explain that the Cross-Curricular Cut introduces a
subject taught at schools in the US as part of the
National Curriculum (e.g., Geography, History, etc.).

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title of the text,
and say what they think Unit 1f will be about
(information about the people, transportation, and food in
Mexico City).

  1    To use visual and audio stimuli to speculate
about a place

        •    Play the recording and ask Ss to look at the
pictures on p. 17.

        •    Ss talk in pairs about their impressions of
Mexico City from the sounds and the pictures.

          (Ss’ own answers)
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  2   a    To read for specific information
               •    Brainstorm with the class for relevant questions

(e.g., How many people live there? What does it
have? How many people visit it every year?)

               •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and then
elicit whether Ss’ questions were answered.

          (Ss’ own answers)

        b   To match headings to paragraphs in a
text

               •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the text again and complete the task.

               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

               •    Ss explain the words in bold. 

          Answer Key
          1     C            2     A            3     D           4     B                 

        •    Ss explain the words in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          heavy traffic (n): too many cars in streets
          network (n): system
          rodeo (n): a show in which cowboys on horses chase

and catch cattle with ropes
          delicious (adj): very tasty
          beans (n): seeds from a climbing plant that are

cooked and eaten

  3    To work in groups, research using the
Internet and write a text on New Delhi

         •     Divide the class into groups and explain the task.
        •    Remind Ss to visit the website given and

encourage them to include pictures.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the project or,

alternatively, assign the task for HW.
         •    Ask various groups to present their work to the class.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Porfolio Activities p. 19

         Suggested Answer Key

New Delhi − Capital City of India
          CONTINENT: Asia
          POPULATION: 322,000
          LANGUAGE: Hindi and English
          CURRENCY: Indian Rupee
          Tourism
          New Delhi is the second best city in the world for

bird-watching. It has over 450 species. It also has
beautiful old buildings, lots of temples,
museums, and big parks. It’s a great place to
visit.

          Transportation
          It is quite easy to get around in New Delhi

because people can use buses, auto rickshaws,
and taxis. The city’s fantastic metro network has
three lines and 59 stations.

          Leisure
          In their free time, the people in New Delhi shop in

colorful street markets. They also enjoy going to
the movies and the theater. They have lots of
fairs and festivals. Cricket and soccer are the
most popular sports.

          Food
          The people of New Delhi are very friendly. The

food is excellent, too! The restaurants serve
delicious Indian food like piping hot Punjabi
makki ki rotis (flat bread prepared from corn)
and sarson ka saag (prepared from fresh, green
mustard leaves).

Write the following words on the board. Ss in
teams make sentences using the words, one team
at a time. Each correct sentence gets 1 point. The
team with the most points is the winner. city,
buildings, park, museum, nightlife, heavy traffic,
metro, network, busy street, markets, sports,
friendly people, local food, serve
        e.g., Team A S1: Milan is a city in Italy.
        Team B S1: I live in a beautiful building

in my city. 

Cross-Curricular Cut
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        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the key
at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read
the Now I can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 1 p. LP1 

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 1 p.
VP1

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 1 Exs. 7 & 8 
p. 16, Test 1 pp. 97-100

Ss play in two teams. Write all the words you’ve
learned in this module on the board. The Ss repeat
them aloud. One S from Team A is sent out of the
room and while he/she’s away, erase one of the
words. The S outside the classroom comes back and
has to guess the right word. Do the same with a S
from Team B. The team with the most points wins.

Self-Check
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What’s in this module?

  •    Refer Ss to the title of the module Narrow escapes!
and ask them to suggest what it means and what
they think the module is about. Elicit answers and
tell Ss to browse through the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to escaping from or avoiding dangerous

situations. We will learn about different natural
disasters and people’s experiences and feelings.

  •    Use pictures 1-8 to engage Ss’ attention, to prompt
a discussion and to stimulate their interest in the
module. Explain that only some of the pictures can
be found in the module, and elicit which ones these
are (Pictures 1, 2, 4, and 6).

  •    Ask questions to begin a discussion about the
topics that will be covered in the module.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Ask Ss to look at picture 1.

            T:     What page is picture 1 from? (p. 27)
         S1:     It’s from p. 27.
            T:     What can you see in picture 1?
         S2:     A ghost.
            T:     How do you think the picture is related to the title

of the text?
         S3:     I think it relates to a scary story.   etc.
            T:     What page is picture 2 from? (p. 26) What can you

see in picture 2? How do you think the picture is
related to the title of the unit? How do you think
he feels? What else can you see on p. 26?   etc.

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding. 

          Answer Key
          an extract from a novel (p. 27) What is the title of the

novel? Who wrote it? Do you know any other works by
this author? What do you think the story is about?   etc.

          a quote (p. 25) Who said this? What do you think he
meant? Are there any similar sayings in your language?
etc.

Narrow escapes!

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about natural phenomena,
stories, and people’s experiences and feelings.

Module page                                                      19
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: feelings (surprised, relieved, tired, bored,
terrified, worried, calm, excited)

2a     Experiences                                        20-21
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
the simple past, to talk about experiences
Vocabulary: crystal clear, roar, disappear, hills,
screaming, breathe, surface, safe, grabbed, gasped for
air, adjectives (sunny, massive, shocked, safe, lonely,
huge, horrified, bright, abandoned, unharmed), other
(tsunami)

2b     Nightmares                                        22-23

Lesson objectives: To listen and read for specific
information, forming adverbs, time words
Vocabulary: natural phenomena (earthquake,
lightning, flood, tornado, hurricane, volcanic
eruption), other (nightmares, drowning, swept away,
burst its banks, hit, lamppost)

2c     Relieved                                                     24
Lesson objectives: To put events in sequence,
summarizing, to write a story
Vocabulary: heavily, basement, crashing, calm down,
damage, worried, searched, bushes

2d     Culture Corner                                         25
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
to talk about a folk tale
Vocabulary: myth, legend, giants, warriors, kings,
tale, hero, overcome, obstacles, beast, incredible,
entertain, moral values, fairies, leprechaun, pots,
phrases with ‘spend’

2e     Oh my goodness!                                   26
Lesson objectives: To narrate past events, present
/∞/, /ƒ/
Vocabulary: upset, shock, shouting, screaming, snake,
fountain, stripes, cage

2f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Language Arts  27

Lesson objectives: To introduce a literature extract
Vocabulary: novelist, dramatist, ambassador, haunted
house, clank of metal, struck a match, exactly, footsteps,
slippers, dressing case, handcuffs, rusty chains, wrists,
ankles, oiling, lubricant, marble

Self-Check 2                                                        28
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Vocabulary

  •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of the words in the list. Ss
match them to the pictures. Refer Ss to the Word List
if necessary. Ss translate the adjectives into their L1
and elicit when they felt like this.

          Answer Key
          1     surprised                 4     calm                   7     bored
          2     terrified                    5     excited              8     tired
          3     relieved                    6     worried

Experiences
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title and the pictures on p. 20 and
elicit what Unit 2a is about (real life experiences, possibly
about a person who experienced a disaster).

  1    To predict the content of a text from
pictures

        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit what
they show (a tropical beach, a huge wave/
tsunami, a flooded area with damaged houses).

        •    Brainstorm with the class for ideas for what the
text might be about.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
to check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The text is about a huge wave/tsunami that hit a

vacation resort in Thailand.

  2    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss time to look up the words/phrases in the

Word List.

  3    To read for specific information and
inference

         •    Tell Ss to read through the incomplete sentences 
(1-8), then give Ss time to read the text again.

        •    Ss complete the task. Remind them to use two
to four words. Explain that some of the answers
are clearly stated in the text, while others are
paraphrased or just inferred.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     on vacation to Thailand
          2     warm and sunny
          3     run into the water/go swimming
          4     massive/huge wave
          5     pull him onto/up on
          6     a helicopter
          

          7     his mom
          8     lucky to be alive

  4    To answer questions on a text
         •    Read each question aloud and elicit answers from

around the class. Provide any necessary vocabulary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Mark experienced a tsunami/huge wave.
          2     Mark felt shocked and upset. Then he felt lonely

and lost and in the end he felt relieved and lucky to
be alive, but sorry for the locals.

                 

          (I felt shocked at what happened to him
and sorry for the locals.)

  5    To understand new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Read the list of adjectives 1-6. Tell Ss that they
may refer to the text, and read the word in
context if necessary.

        •    Ss match the adjectives to their synonyms.
        •    Then Ss explain the words in bold.

          Answer Key
          1     c           2     a           3     b           4     f           5     e          6     d

          Suggested Answer Key
          wet (adj): covered in water 
          prepare (v): make ready
          was about (phr): was going to
            pointing at (phr v): showing sth using your index finger
          swallowed (v): covered sth so that no one sees it
          palm tree (v): a tropical tree with long leaves that

grows near beaches
          felt like (phr): wanted to
          unable (adj): not able  
          move (v): change position
          rescue (v): save
          experience (n): sth that has happened to sb 

Think!TThink!hink!

Narrow escapes!
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Experiences

  6    To present the simple past tense
        •    Read the theory box aloud. Draw Ss’ attention to

the negative and interrogative forms and the
short answer.

         •     Elicit how the simple past is formed for regular
verbs in the affirmative (by adding –ed to the end
of the main verb); the negative (did not/didn’t +
the main verb without –ed) and the interrogative
(did + subject pronoun + main verb without –ed).

        •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information if necessary.

          Answer Key
          We form the simple past for regular verbs in the

affirmative by adding –ed to the end of the main verb.
We form negations with did not/didn’t + the main
verb without –ed. We form questions with did +
subject pronoun + main verb without –ed.

           Irregular verbs do not follow this pattern but they form
negations and questions with did and did not/ didn’t +
main verb.

  7   a    To identify past forms of regular and
irregular verbs

               •    Go through the list of verbs and elicit
explanations or synonyms for each one.

               •    Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers on the
board.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     be − was/were − irregular (exist)
          2     go − went − irregular (travel/move)
          3     decide − decided − regular (choose)
          4     run − ran − irregular (move quickly)
          5     can − could − irregular (be able to)
          6     hear − heard − irregular (be aware of a sound

through your ears)
           7     disappear − disappeared − regular (vanish/move

out of sight)
          8     wonder − wondered − regular (think)
          9     turn − turned − regular (change direction)
       10     swallow − swallowed − regular (put in stomach)
       11     try − tried − irregular (attempt)
       12     push − pushed − regular (move sth away from you

with force)
       13     grab − grabbed − regular (get hold of sth)
       14     pull − pulled − regular (move sth towards you with

force)
       15     gasp − gasped − regular (breathe in quickly)
       16     look − looked − regular (see/direct your eyes at sth)
       17     feel − felt − irregular (touch/experience an emotion)
       18     pass − passed − regular (go by)

       19     start − started − regular (begin)
       20     see − saw − irregular (understand through your

eyes)
       21     come − came − irregular (arrive)
       22     leave − left − irregular (depart)
       23     lose − lost − irregular (no longer have sth/not

succeed)

        b   To identify and practice /t/, /d/, /id/
               •    Explain the task and read out the example.
               •    Ss complete the table. Play the recording.

Ss listen and check their answers.

          Answer Key

          

        c    To practice the simple past
               •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task,

then check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss
to share their answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Yesterday, I went to the movie theater.
          Once, I swallowed a fish bone.
          This morning I felt tired.
          I could ride a bike when I was five.
          I started learning English four years ago.

  8    To practice the simple past
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then

check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          A    1     felt                              3     started
                 2     didn’t know           4     couldn’t
          B     1     didn’t take              2     grabbed           3     rushed

          C     1     became                    3     tried                    5     were
                 2     started                      4     didn’t work

  9    To ask and answer questions about the past 
      •    Explain the situation (sad, funny, or scary moments

on vacation) and give Ss enough time to complete
the task.

        •    Monitor Ss as they do the activity, then ask some
pairs to report back to the class.

/t/ pushed, gasped, looked, passed

/d/ disappeared, wondered, turned,
swallowed, tried, grabbed, pulled

/æd/ decided, started
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          Suggested Answer Key
          1     B:    ... Portugal.

          2     A:   What was the weather like?
                 B:    It was hot and sunny.

          3     A:   How did you get there?
                 B:    I got there by plane.

          4     A:   Where did you stay?
                 B:    I stayed at a campsite.

          5     A:   What did you do?
                 B:    I swam every day and ate local dishes.

          6     A:   What happened?
                 B:    We went sailing and there was a storm.

          7     A:   Who were you with?
                 B:    I was with my friends.

          8     A:   How did you feel?
                 B:    I felt scared.

          9     A:   What happened in the end?
                 B:    Some people rescued us.

          10  A:   How did you feel in the end?
                 B:    I felt lucky to be alive.

10   To relate someone’s experience, to practice
the simple past third person singular 

      •    Explain the task and call on various Ss around
the class to relate their partner’s experience.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Last year John went on vacation to Portugal with his

friends. They went there by plane. They stayed at a
campsite and had a great time. They swam every day,
then in the evenings they ate local dishes.

          One day they decided to rent a boat and went sailing.
Suddenly, the weather changed. Soon it started to
rain and there was a storm. They were very scared.
Luckily, some fishermen rescued them. They all felt
lucky to be alive.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Game p. 28 

Alternate Activity for weaker classes 
Write the following phrases on the board. Ss use
them to write the story.
• went on vacation with friends  • stayed at
campsite  • swam  • decided to rent  • went sailing
• suddenly  • started to rain  • were scared
• fishermen rescued them  • felt lucky to be alive

Nightmares

Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the title and the pictures on p. 22
and elicit suggestions as to what Unit 2b may be about
(natural disasters).

  1    To present new vocabulary and consolidate
through discussion

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat the
words either chorally or individually.

        •    Ask Ss to give their meanings by referring to the
pictures.

        •    Ss translate each phenomenon into their L1.
        •    As a class, discuss which, if any, occur in their

country.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In my country we often have earthquakes. 

        Give Ss 2 minutes to prepare their
answers. Ss write a few sentences on the topic, then
tell their partner. Invite some Ss to read their
answers aloud to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          To me the most dangerous ones are tornadoes, floods,

and hurricanes because they can occur suddenly,
without much warning, and cause major damage.

Think!TThink!hink!

Experiences
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Nightmares

     
     •   Read the Learning to learn box aloud. Ask Ss to

look at the words/phrases given in Ex. 2. Explain
that these key words/phrases are from the text
that follows. Elicit that key words/phrases give the
reader an idea of what the text is about.

  2    To predict the content of a text
        •    Ask Ss to read the title, introduction, and list of key

words/phrases. Elicit/Explain the meanings of any
unknown words (e.g., nightmare – bad dream,
drowning – dying under water, swept away –
washed away, lamppost – streetlight).

        •    Elicit suggestions from Ss around the class as to
what the text may be about (a flood).

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and check,
then elicit where a text like this could be read (a
magazine).

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and answer

the questions. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Scott was afraid of water.
          2     He went to Mexico on vacation.
          3     The river burst its banks, and water swept him off

his feet and washed him down the road.
          4     He grabbed a lamppost and pulled himself out of

the water.
          5     He was very relieved to be alive.
        
        •    Ss explain the words in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          desperately (adz): hopelessly
          horrible (adj): terrible
          came true (phr): actually happened
          entered (v): went into a room, building, etc.
          stepped out (phr v): walked out
          pulled himself out (phr): managed to get out by

grabbing at sth

  4    To match pronouns to nouns
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     Scott                          5     the lady in the shop
          3     Scott’s                       6     Scott
          4     the river’s                7     the lamppost 

  5   a    To present how we form adverbs
               •    Read the examples aloud and elicit which

sentence in each pair contains an adjective
and which contains an adverb.

               •    Draw Ss’ attention to the –ly endings of the
adverbs and explain the irregular example
(good – well).

                •    Elicit how adverbs are formed (we usually
form adverbs by adding –ly to the adjective).

          Answer Key
           We usually form adverbs by adding –ly to the adjective.

Adjectives ending in –le drop the –e and take –y;
adjectives ending in consonant + -y drop the –y and
take –ily; adjectives ending in –l take –ly.

                •    Talk about “friendly” which is an adjective.

        b   To practice forming adverbs
               •    Do the first item as an example, then Ss

complete the task. Check Ss’ answers. Then
Ss make sentences using the adverbs. 

          Answer Key
           slowly, happily, safely, fast, really, completely, well

          Suggested Answer Key
          She is singing happily. I always drive safely. I can run

fast. He really likes chocolate. She is completely happy.
She speaks English well.

  6    To present time words
        •    Go through the theory box with Ss. Give Ss time

to find examples in the text. 

          Answer Key
          ... and then water swept me away.
          Last year, while Scott was on vacation ... .
          ... as soon as he stepped out onto the road ... .
          Then suddenly, he ... .

        •    As an extension, ask Ss to make sentences of
their own, using the time words. (He waited until
it was dark and then he went out.)

  7    To practice using time words
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.

Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     They walked in the park until it got dark.
          3     He went on vacation after he finished school./

After he finished school, he went on vacation.
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          4     The phone rang as soon as she entered the
room./As soon as she entered the room, the phone
rang.

          5     It stopped raining and then they left the office.

 8   a    To listen for specific information
               •    Ask Ss to look at the picture, the title, and the

missing notes. Elicit what they think the listening
exercise is about (the sinking of ‘The Titanic’).

                •    Ask Ss to read through the missing notes and
elicit what type of information is missing from
each blank (1 the name of a place, 2 a date, 3 a
time, 4 a number, 5 a month). Point out that full
words are not necessary.

                •    Play the recording. Ss listen and complete the
task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     New York         3     2:20             5     September
          2     14th                    4     1,500

        b   To form, ask, and answer questions
               •    Explain the task and read out the example.
               •    Ss work in pairs and complete the task.
               •    Monitor Ss as they do the activity.
               •    Ask various pairs to ask and answer a question

aloud to check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     A:   What was its destination?
                 B:    New York.
          3     A:   What happened four days later?
                 B:    The ship hit an iceberg (in the North Atlantic

Ocean).
          4     A:   When did the ship sink?
                 B:    On April 15th. 

          5     A:   What time was it?
                 B:    2:20 am.
          6     A:   How many people died?
                 B:    More than 1,500.
          7     A:   When did they locate the ship?
                 B:    On September 1st, 1985.

  9    To make a presentation
      •    Explain the task and divide the class into groups

of three or four.
        •    Give Ss enough time to research and prepare

their presentations using the website given as
well as encyclopedias, reference books etc., or
assign the task for HW.

        •    Ss present their work to the class who may vote
for the best presentation. Encourage Ss to use
visual prompts to accompany their work. Any Ss
who are able, may prepare a PowerPoint
presentation if so desired.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Herald of Free Enterprise was a British car and

passenger ferry. On March 6th 1987, at 6:05 pm, it left
the Belgian port of Bruges-Zeebrugge on its way to
Dover in England. There were 459 passengers and 80
crew on board as well as 81 vehicles, 3 buses and 47
trucks. It started to sink a minute and a half later
because workers forgot to close the bow doors. At 6:29
pm the ship sank just 290 feet from the shore. A rescue
helicopter arrived within 30 minutes as well as the
Belgian Navy, but still 193 people died. As the ship
sank in shallow water, they managed to re-float it a
month later in April, 1987.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Exs. 1-4
p. 21

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the picture and the title and elicit
guesses as to what Unit 2c is about (a story about a scary
experience).

  1    To predict the content of a text from audio
and visual material

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and make guesses

about what the story is about.

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the story and check
if their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the story is about a hurricane which destroyed

someone’s house.

     

Relieved
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 2    To read for text structure and cohesion
        •    Demonstrate the task by reading the first

sentence of the text aloud, followed by each of
the phrases (a-e), one at a time. Elicit which
phrase fills blank 1.

        •    Tell Ss to complete the task in the same way by
trying each phrase in every blank until the text is
completed, and to check that it makes sense.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     b            2     d            3     a            4     c             5     e
        
        •    Then Ss explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          rain heavily (phr): a lot of rain
          basement (n): (of a building) the part which is below

ground level 
          all of a sudden (phr): suddenly
          crashing (adj): breaking noisily with force
          made our way (phr): moved towards
          damage (n): harm to property
          worried (v): was nervous/anxious
          searched (v): looked for

  3    To order events and give a summary of a
story

        •    Give Ss enough time to put the events into the
correct order.

        •    Tell Ss to use the plot as a guide to give a
summary of the story to the class. Ss prepare
their answers.

          Answer Key
          2     It began to rain.
          3     They went into the house.
          4     They closed the windows.
          5     They went to the basement.
          6     They heard a loud crashing noise.
          7     The wind stopped.
          8     They went outside again.
          9     They helped their neighbors.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The children were in the yard when it began to rain.

They went into the house and they closed the
windows. The family went down to the basement and
they could hear the wind blowing. They heard a loud
crashing noise and they were scared. After a while, the
wind stopped and they went outside again. They
helped their neighbors find their dog.

     
     •   Read the box aloud. Point out that before you

write a story, you need to think of the events that
happened, and present them in chronological
order to help the reader follow the story.

  4    To write a story
        •    Brainstorm with the class for unusual experiences

(e.g., earthquake, flood, etc.).
        •    Discuss the questions for each paragraph in the

plan.
        •    Ask some Ss to give an oral summary of the plot

for their story.
        •    Give Ss enough time to write their stories in

class or, alternatively, assign the task for HW.
        •    Ask Ss to read their completed story to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I was on vacation in Athens with my parents last year.

Three days before we left, we decided to go shopping
for souvenirs. It was a hot sunny day.

          We were about to leave the hotel room when,
suddenly, we heard a loud noise. The ground began to
shake and we realized it was an earthquake. My dad
told us to stay calm. We stood in a doorway and
waited for it to stop.

          It was over in a few seconds. It was a frightening
experience and we were relieved it was over. At least
we were all OK.

To write a story we first decide on the type of
story, the plot, and the main characters. In the
first paragraph, we set the scene; that is, we write
when and where the story took place, who the
main characters were, and what happened first.
In the main body paragraphs, we describe the
events in the order they happened leading to the
climax of the story (the most important event).
We normally use time words (after, when, while,
then, etc.) to show the sequence of events.
In the last paragraph, we write what happened
in the end and how the characters felt.

Writing Bank: stories
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  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 p. 22 

Alternate Activity for weaker classes 
Write the following phrases on the board. Ss use
them to write the story.
• on vacation with parents  • last year  • hot &
sunny  • hear loud noise  • ground begin to shake
• earthquake  • stand in a doorway  • stay calm
• be over  • frightening experience  • relieved

Relieved

Culture Corner

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title. Elicit what
Unit 2d may be about (stories). Then elicit what stories
may be about (fairies, gold, forests, princesses, etc.).

  1    To identify the country of origin of a music
extract

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and say which
country they associate with the music.

          Answer Key
          Ireland

  2    To listen and read for specific information
        •    Elicit whether Ss can identify any of the

creatures from the pictures (e.g., fairy).
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.
        •    Elicit information about the creatures in the

pictures from Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The man on the left is a seanchai or a storyteller.
          The creature next to him is an elf called a leprechaun,

who makes shoes and has a hidden pot of gold. The
man on the horse is a warrior/hero and the girl may
be a princess.

          The creature on the far right of the picture is a fairy.

  3    To answer comprehension questions
based on a text

        •    Read questions 1-4 aloud.
        •    Tell Ss to read the text again, if necessary.
        •    Ss answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Seanchais tell stories.
          2     Myths, legends, and folk tales.
          3     They are about giants, warriors, and kings. They

are about heroes who overcome great obstacles,
fight with magical beasts, and have incredible
adventures.

          4     They have fairies and elves, including leprechauns.

        •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          legends (n): very old stories that may be true
          warriors (n): fighters
          tales (n): stories
          obstacles (n): difficulties
          fairies (n): small creatures with magical powers
          elves (n): small magical beings with pointed ears
          hidden (adj): cannot be seen
          trick (n): prank

  4    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read the phrases aloud and elicit which phrase Ss

can find in the text (spend a cold, winter night).
        •    Give Ss time to make sentences and check Ss’

answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I spend $12 a week on bus fares.
          I spend most evenings reading or watching TV.
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Oh my goodness!

  5    To talk about stories and moral values
        •    Give Ss enough time to brainstorm about their

three favorite stories and the moral values they
teach. 

        •    Ask some Ss to share their answers with the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
         My three favorite stories are the Brothers Grimm’ ‘Little

Red Riding Hood’, and Aesop's fables ‘The Tortoise and
the Hare’ and ‘The Boy Who Cried Wolf’. The first story
teaches us not to talk to strangers/beware of wolves in
sheep’s clothes; the second teaches us not to
underestimate others, and the third story teaches us to
always be honest.

  6    To retell a popular folk tale
        •    Divide the class into groups.
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

come up with a popular folk tale.
        •    Monitor the activity and encourage Ss to think

of different tales.
        •    Ask each group to present their folk tale to the

class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The story of Icarus and Daedalus is about a boy and

his father.
          Daedalus was the architect for the King of Crete. One

day he made the king angry and he was put in prison
along with his son Icarus. He decided to try to escape,
but the only way off the island was by boat. It seemed
impossible because all the boats were full of the king’s
guards. He decided to make some wings and fly off
the island.

           He made wings for himself and Icarus from feathers
held together with wax. He told his son to make sure
that he did not fly too close to the sun, or the wax would
melt and the wings would fall apart.

          Icarus and Daedalus escaped and flew away from the
island and across the sea. Icarus was so excited to fly
that he forgot his father’s warning and flew very high.
Daedalus called out to Icarus but he didn’t listen. The
wax on his wings melted, and he fell into the sea and
drowned. 

          Daedalus named the closest island Icaria in memory
of his son, but he was sad for the rest of his life and he
never flew again.

          The story teaches us to listen to our parents.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Pairwork Activities
pp. 25-26

Culture Corner

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title of the unit and the picture and
guess what Unit 2e is about (an unexpected event).

  1    To practice pronunciation and intonation
        •    Play the recording once, then play it again with

pauses. Ss listen and repeat and identify the
stressed words.

          Answer Key
You’ll never guess what happened to me.
I had quite a shock.
What on earth was it?
What is it?
Oh, my goodness!

You look a little upset.
What was going on?
Oh, dear!

  2    To predict the content of a dialogue
        •    Explain the task and elicit guesses from Ss. (e.g.,

She saw a snake.)
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check if their

guesses were correct.

          Answer Key
          She saw a snake at the zoo. The snake escaped from

its cage and went in a fountain.
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  3    To read and give the sequence of events in
a text

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue.
        •    Ss list the events in the order they happened.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Penny went to the zoo.
          2     Penny heard people shouting and screaming.
          3     She saw people around the fountain, looking

really scared.
          4     She saw a long orange snake with black stripes

swimming in the fountain.
          5     The guards caught the snake and put it back in its

cage.

4      To consolidate new vocabulary
        •    Elicit the L1 translations for the sentences/

expressions in Ex. 1. Point out that these should
be the equivalent expressions rather than direct
translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

5      To understand the meaning of everyday
English expressions

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogue and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-5.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their
answers aloud.

          Answer Key
        1     Oh, dear./Oh, my goodness!
          2     What is it?
          3     You look a little upset.
          4     You don’t see that every day.
          5     Imagine that!

  6    To act out a dialogue
        •    Brainstorm with the class for ideas for unusual

events (e.g., see a ghost/famous person/wild
animal/find or lose something).

        •    Draw the following diagram on the board for Ss
to follow. 

        
        •    Ask various pairs to act out their dialogues in front

of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           A:   Hi, John. You’ll never guess what happened to me.
          B:    What is it? You look a little upset.
          A:   I was in the grocery store when I heard people

shouting and screaming.
          B:   What on earth was it?
          A:   Everyone was at the entrance and they all looked

really scared.
          B:    Oh, my goodness! What was going on?
          A:   A lion was outside the store.
          B:    Oh, dear! Was anyone hurt?
          A:   No. Animal Services came and took it away.
          B:    Well, you don’t see that every day, do you?
          A:   No, you certainly don’t.

7      To pronounce /∞/, /ƒ/
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and tick. Then Ss  listen

and repeat. Elicit other words with the same
sounds from Ss.

          Answer Key

          

        Suggested Answer Key
        /∞/: she, me, we /ƒ/: fear, spear, dear, deer

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 Ex. 5 p. 22

Student A
Greet friend − state
that sth happened. 
(Hi, ... . You’ll never ... .)
Say where you were 
& what you heard.
(I was ... when I heard ... .)
Describe what
people did. 
(Everyone ... .)

Describe event.
(A ... .)

Say what happened
in the end. 
(No ... .)
Reply to partner’s
comment.
(No, you ... .)

Student B
Ask for details − state
friend looks upset.
(What ...? You look ... .)
Ask for clarification.
(What on earth ...?)

Express surprise & ask
for details.
(Oh my ...! What was ...?)
Express shock & ask if
anyone was hurt. 
(Oh ...! Was ...?)
Comment on what
friend said.
(Well, you ... .)

/∞/ /ƒ/ /∞/ /ƒ/
he ✓ beer ✓

here ✓ knee ✓

bee ✓ near ✓

Oh my goodness!
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the name and picture of the author and
elicit if they know any of his works (e.g., The Happy Prince,
Lady Windermere’s Fan).

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Ask Ss to read the title of the story, and look at

the picture at the bottom of p. 27 and elicit what
they think the story is about (a ghost, a haunted
house).

        •    Ss read text A and find out.

          Answer Key
          The story is about a family that buys a haunted house.

  2    To predict the content of a text from audio
clues

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and make guesses.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the ghost moves around in chains. Someone

hears the noise and goes to see what is happening.

        •    Play the recording of the extract. Ss listen and
follow the text in their books to check if their
guesses were correct.

  3   To present and use new vocabulary
        •    Ss look up the words/phrases in the Word List.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the extract and do

the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     ambassador
          2     haunted house
          3     clank of metal
          4     ghost, handcuffs, rusty chains
          5     lubricant
        
        •    Then Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) (n): a famous Irish poet,

novelist, and playwright who was born in 1854 and
died in 1900

          include (v): contain
          ambassador (n): official who represents their country in

a foreign country
          haunted (adj): often visited by a ghost

          footsteps (n): sound of feet walking
          slippers (n): soft shoes worn in the house
          dressing case (n): small piece of luggage where sb

puts brushes, bottles, and toiletries
          wrists (n): the part of your body which is between your

arm and hand
          ankles (n): the joints between your foot and leg
          marble (adj): white stone

  4    To read for specific information
        •    Direct Ss to skim through the text and find a

suitable sentence to match the picture.
        •    Elicit answers from various Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          “My dear sir,” said Mr. Otis, “those chains need

oiling./Here, take this small bottle of lubricant./I will
leave it here for you and I will give you more if you
need it.”

  5    To continue a story
        •    Explain the task and divide the class into small

groups. 
        •    Ss discuss their ideas and then share them with

the class.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check to see if

their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think the ghost got very upset that Mr. Otis wasn’t

scared of him and went away.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 2 p. 24,
         Grammar Review p. 23

        

Chain story. Write the following sentence on the
board. 
“John was very tired, so he decided to go to bed.”
Ss, one after the other, continue the story entitled
“The ghost.”

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Self-Check
        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self -Check.

Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the
end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the
Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 2 p. LP1 

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 2 p.
VP1

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Portfolio Activities
p. 27, Test 2 pp. 101-104

Chain Story
Play in teams. Get two pieces of paper and ask the
first S in each team to write the beginning of a story.
He/She writes the last word on the line underneath
and folds the paper so that the next person can see
only the last word. The next person also writes a
sentence that continues the story, beginning with
the last word of the previous sentence. Continue this
until everyone in the class has written at least one
sentence. Ask Ss to read their stories.
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Traveling
What’s in this module?

 •    Refer Ss to the title of the module Traveling and ask
them to suggest what it means, and what they
think the module is about. Elicit answers and tell Ss
to browse through the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          In this module we will learn about different types of

vacations and vacation destinations.

 •    Use pictures 1-2 to engage Ss’ attention, to prompt
a discussion and to stimulate their interest in the
module. Ask questions to begin a discussion about
the topics that will be covered in the module.

          Suggested Answer Key
            T:     What page is picture 1 from? (p. 32)
         S1:     It’s from p. 32.
            T:     What can you see in picture 1?
         S2:     A house/building covered in snow.
            T:     How do you think the picture is related to the title

of the unit?
         S3:     It relates to a winter vacation destination.   etc.
             T:     What page is picture 2 from? (p. 34) What can you

see in picture 2?  How is it related to the title of the
unit? What is the weather like?  What time of year
do you think it is?  etc.

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
            a postcard (p. 31) Who’s the postcard to/from? Where is the

person writing from? Do you send your friends/
family postcards when on vacation? etc.

           rules on how to swim safely (p. 37) Where can you see
these rules? Do you go swimming often? Where? Are there
any similar rules in your country? etc.

          an email (p. 34) Who is the email from? How often do
you send emails? etc.

          an article about an underwater hotel (p. 30) Have you
heard of this hotel? Do you know of any other unusual
hotels? Would you like to go there? etc.

          a theme park (p. 35) What can you do/see at a theme
park? Are there any famous theme parks in your
country? etc.

Vocabulary

 •     Read the words in the list aloud. Play the recording
with pauses for Ss to repeat. Elicit the equivalents in Ss’
L1.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about making,
accepting, and turning down invitations, types of
vacations and vacation experiences.

Module page                                                      29
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: vacation time (crowded beaches, boring
nightlife, freezing cold, nice hotels, five-star restaurants,
warm & sunny, excellent views, delicious dishes, fabulous
stores, relaxing atmosphere, scorching hot, cold & chilly,
impressive sights)

3a     Places to visit                                           30
Lesson objectives: To read/listen for specific
information, the present perfect, to write a postcard
Vocabulary: vacations (safari, cruise, all-inclusive vacation,
camping trip, etc.), places to visit (theme park, castle,
museum, gallery, etc.), means of transportation (bus, ferry,
etc.), activities (snorkeling, scuba diving, hiking, rafting,
sailing, windsurfing, diving, etc.), accommodations (hotel,
tent, hostel, etc.), other (dive, underwater, hotel, guests,
impressive, dark secrets, major attraction, dark alleys,
vaults, deserted churchyards)

3b     Out of the ordinary                               32
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
the present perfect with already, yet, just, since, for,
the present perfect progressive, the simple past vs.
the present perfect 
Vocabulary: typical, melt, entire, actual, snowmobile,
warm, believe it or not, line-up, on sale, treat yourself,
just the place, trust me, local snack, reindeer meat

3c     Greetings from…                                   34
Lesson objectives: To write an email, learn about
informal style
Vocabulary: sunburned, crowded, gorgeous, rude,
disgusting, boring, wet, rainy, exciting things

3d     Culture Corner                                         35
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
form abstract nouns from verbs, write a short article
Vocabulary: plastic blocks, trip, attractions, form
models, go for a ride, driver’s license, safari trek,
landmarks

3e     How about …?                                        36
Lesson objectives: To make, accept and turn down
invitations, to pronounce /ª/, /¥/
Vocabulary: Would you like to …? How about going/
coming …? I’d love to!, That sounds great! Thanks, but
I’m afraid I can’t. I’d love to, but I can’t.

3f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Physical                    
           Education (PE)                                           37

Lesson objectives: To match text to images, a
project on water safety
Vocabulary: slip, drown, lead to, save, pay attention,
dive, stomach cramps, lifeguard, phrases with ‘keep’

Self-Check 3                                                        38
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Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures on p. 30 and the title
and elicit guesses as to what Unit 3a is about (places one
can go while on vacation).

  1    To predict the content of a text and read
for specific information

        •    Read the titles of the texts aloud and elicit
predictions as to what they are about.

        •    Brainstorm with the class for questions about
each place and write them on the board. (e.g.,
Where is Jules’ Undersea Lodge? What can you do
there? What can you see in Edinburgh? What is a
ghost walk? What can you see during a ghost
walk?)

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the texts
in their books.

        •    Elicit whether Ss’ questions were answered.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Where is Jules’ Undersea Lodge?
          In Key Largo, Florida, USA.
          What can you do there?
          You can stay there. It’s a hotel. You can do scuba

diving.
          What is a ghost walk?
          It’s a spooky evening walk around the Old Town in

Edinburgh.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the texts and then

answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     From Jules Verne, author of ‘20,000 Leagues Under

the Sea’.
          2     You dive 21 feet below the surface of the sea.
          3     It has an impressive castle, numerous museums

and galleries, five-star restaurants and fabulous
stores. 

          4     You can see dark alleys, underground vaults, and
deserted churchyards. You can listen to ghost
stories, watch the shadows dance, and explore the
real nature of ghosts.

          5     The writer wants to introduce us to two interesting
places to visit, Jules’ Undersea Lodge and
Edinburgh.

          6     Jules’ Undersea Lodge is an underwater hotel. It got
its name from Jules Verne, the author of ‘20,000
Leagues Under the Sea’. You can relax there.
Edinburgh is a great place to visit. There are a lot of
museums to visit. Lots of tourists visit it every year.
In the evening you can go on a ghost walk around
the Old Town and listen to ghost stories.

          Give Ss a few minutes to prepare their
answers. Ss can write a few sentences on the topic.
Ss read their sentences to their partner. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          I’d like to go to Jules’ Undersea Lodge. I find it exciting

to stay in a hotel under the sea./I’d like to go to
Edinburgh because there are a lot of sights to visit. I’d
definitely go on a ghost walk, as I think it’s a unique
experience.

Think!TThink!hink!
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Places to visit

Traveling

 •    Elicit which phrases are related to the weather
(freezing cold, warm & sunny, scorching hot, cold &
chilly). Ss do the task.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Picture 1: It’s freezing cold. There is snow everywhere.

There are excellent views. I feel relaxed and calm.
          Picture 2: It’s warm and sunny. The beach is crowded.

Some people are swimming. There are nice hotels and
five-star restaurants to choose from.

 •    Ss discuss the questions. Ask some Ss to share their
answers with the class. 

          (Ss’ own answers)
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Places to visit

  3    a To learn new vocabulary and synonyms
               • Read words 1-5 and a-e and elicit/explain the

meanings of any unknown words.
               • Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     d            2     e            3     a            4     b            5     c
        
       b To present new vocabulary  
     •    Then Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          dived (v): jumped into water with your head and arms

first
          surface (n): the outer/upper area of an object or body
          destination (n): the place which you are going to
          fabulous (adj): incredible
          narrow (adj): not wide
          alleys (n): narrow passages 
          vaults (n): rooms under a church
          churchyards (n): areas around churches where

people are buried
          shadows (n): dark shapes made on a surface when sth

is blocking light
          nature (n): the true character of a person
          night falls (phr): night begins  

  4    To brainstorm for vocabulary related to a
given topic

        •    Draw the mind map on the board.
        •    Elicit vocabulary for each of the subtopics and

write it on the board.
        •    Ss copy the completed mind map into their

notebooks.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Places to visit: restaurants, movie theaters, famous

buildings, ancient sites, landmarks, castles
          Type: backpacking, walking, hiking, adventure
          Means of Transportation: plane, train, bus, car,

motorbike, ship, yacht
           Activities: sailing, hiking, walking, scuba diving, skiing,

swimming, white-water rafting, sightseeing, taking
photographs, shopping

          Accommodations: chalet, ski lodge, guesthouse,
campsite, motel, budget hotel

  5    To practice new vocabulary
        •    Explain the task and read the example exchange

aloud.
         •     Ss work in pairs and use the mind map from Ex. 4

to ask and answer questions.

        •    Monitor Ss as they do the activity.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Have you ever visited a museum? Yes, I have.
          Have you ever been on a safari? No, I haven’t.
          Have you ever traveled on a ferry? Yes, I have.
          Have you ever stayed in a hostel? No, I haven’t.

  6    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task and read through the list of

activities.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match the

people to the activities.
        •    Play the recording again, if necessary, then

check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     c             2     b            3     d            4     e            5     a

  7    To present the present perfect
        •    Write on the board: I’ve been here since May.

Draw the following. 

                                              May                                         now

               Explain that the action started in May and has
continued up to now. Explain that the verb form
used is the present perfect. Elicit how it is
formed (have + past participle of main verb)

        •    Go thoroughly through the theory box with the
class. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section
for more information. Explain that Ss can consult
the list of irregular verbs at the back of the book
for past participles of irregular verbs.

        •    Ask Ss to find examples of the present perfect
tense in the texts on p. 30.

          Answer Key
          Have you ever woken up …?, Have you ever dived …?,

... you’ve never visited ..., ... few of us have ever visited ...,
Edinburgh has always been …, Have you ever seen …?,
Ghost tours have been a major attraction …

  8    To practice the present perfect
        •    Elicit the text genre (postcard). Explain that Rio

de Janeiro is in Brazil.
        •    Give Ss time to do the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     ’ve ever been                 5     ’ve tried
          2     ’ve visited                       6     haven’t visited
          3     ’ve walked                      7     haven’t had
          4     ’ve swum                        8     Have you ever been
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Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the title of the unit, the title of the
text and the pictures. Elicit guesses as to what Unit 3b
can be about (an interesting winter vacation destination).

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Elicit what type of weather the pictures show,

and ask Ss to guess where it may be and what
the people are doing.

        •    Play the recording while Ss listen and follow the
text in their books.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The weather is very cold and it is snowy. It could be a

country that has very cold winters such as Canada,
Russia, or Sweden. The people look like they are outside
in a theater made of ice. Perhaps they are watching a
movie or a performance. It seems that this theater
makes the place out of the ordinary./Maybe it snows all
year round there, so the place is out of the ordinary.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss some time to read the text again and

complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     Norway                                   4     snowmobile
          2     very cold and snowy        5     dried reindeer meat 
          3     from ice and snow

  3    To learn new vocabulary and synonyms
        •    Go through the words/phrases (1-6) and elicit/

explain their meanings.
        •    Explain the task and do the first item as an

example.
        •    Read line 2 aloud and elicit which word or

phrase on that line means the same as
‘surprisingly’ (believe it or not).

        •    Ss complete the rest of the items on their own.
        •    Check Ss’ answers, then give Ss enough time to

use them in sentences of their own.

          Answer Key
          2     lining-up                                        5     just the place
          3     isn’t on sale                                  6     Trust me!
          4     treat themselves to                          

Places to visit

  9    To write a postcard
        •    Ss read the texts on p. 30 again and choose a

place to write their postcards from. Ss do the
task orally.

        •    Give Ss enough time to write their postcards or,
alternatively, assign the task for HW.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Heather,
           Greetings from Jules’ Undersea Lodge! It’s an amazing

underwater hotel. So far, I’ve relaxed a lot and I’ve done a
lot of scuba diving, too. I’ve seen some amazing fish. I
haven’t seen an angelfish yet but there’s plenty of time!
The food in the hotel is delicious. I’ve eaten a lot of fish, of
course!

          Tomorrow I’m going to go snorkeling. I can’t wait. 
          See you in a week.
          Emily

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 p. 29

Alternate Activity for weaker classes 
Write the text in the Suggested Answer Key for Ex. 9
on the board with blanks for Ss to complete the
present perfect forms. e.g., So far, I ... (relax) a lot, ...
etc.
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          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Believe it or not, I am going on vacation tomorrow.
          2     I don’t like lining-up for anything.
          3     Ice cream isn’t on sale in the winter.
          4     My parents are going to treat themselves to a

cruise next year.
          5     I found just the place to go on vacation this

summer.
          6     Trust me! I know what I’m talking about.

  4    a To use a dictionary to find synonyms
                • Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

look up the underlined words in the Word List
or in a dictionary.

                • Elicit synonyms from Ss. Offer help and
clarification where necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          typical = usual
          entire = whole
          actual = real
          lovely = enjoyable
          warm = thermal
        
        •    Then Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          imagined (v): thought what sth would be like
          rise (v): go up
          melts (v): becomes liquid, usually because of heat
          made from (phr v): built using particular material
          treat (yourself) (v): give (yourself) sth you enjoy
          dried reindeer meat (n): meat from reindeer that is

dried
          trust me (phr): believe what I say

       b   Give Ss enough time to prepare
their answers. Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to
read their answers aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The drive-in ice movie theater makes Kautokeino out of

the ordinary. People should also visit Kautokeino to try
its delicious local snack, dried reindeer meat, and to go
for a ride on a snowmobile.

  5    To present the present perfect with
already, yet, just, since, for

        •    Read the theory box with Ss and elicit further
examples for each adverb.

         •    Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information if necessary.

         •    Elicit the equivalent adverbs in Ss’ L1. Ask Ss to
skim the text and see which ones they can find.

          Answer Key
          I have been staying here for a week and I haven’t had

enough yet.

  6    To practice already and yet with the
present perfect

        •    Explain the task and read out the examples.
        •    Ss work in pairs and complete the task.
        •    Ask various pairs to say their sentences.

          Answer Key
          He hasn’t finished packing his suitcase yet.
          He hasn’t found his sneakers yet.
          He has already packed his sports equipment.

  7    To practice just with the present perfect
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Elicit/Explain the meanings of the adjectives.
         •     Explain that Ss need to think of a reason for the

feeling the adjective describes and then make a
sentence using the present perfect and just.

        •    Brainstorm with Ss for reasons. Then Ss
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     He’s just won a competition.
          3     They’ve just realized their dog is missing.
          4     She has just heard her son is all right.

  8    To present the present perfect progressive
& practice since and for with the present perfect
progressive 

        •    Write on the board: I have been studying since
9:00 am. Draw the following.

               9:00 am  duration ➝ now

               Explain that the action started at 9:00 am and is
continuing up to now. Explain that the present
perfect progressive is used to indicate the
duration of the activity.

        •    Go through the theory box with the class
thoroughly. Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference
section for more information.

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.

➝

Think!TThink!hink!

Out of the ordinary
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Out of the ordinary

        •    Explain that we use for to refer to a period of
time (e.g. two days, two months, two years), but
we use since with a fixed day or time (e.g.,
Monday, September, 2005).

        •    Point out that Ss’ sentences will be in the
affirmative.

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          They have been traveling abroad since 2004.
          Sue has been playing outside since this morning.
          They have been living in Paris since last summer.
          Jane has been reading a book for a week.

  9    To compare the simple past and the
present perfect 

        •    Read the rubric aloud and elicit which tense is
used in each sentence. 

        •    Match the verb forms to their uses by eliciting
the answers from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     simple past – an action that finished in the past
          2     present perfect – an action that started in the past

and continues up to now

10   To practice the simple past and the present
perfect

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the quiz and
complete the sentences.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and ask Ss to give reasons for
their answers.

          Answer Key
          1     has been (continues up to now)
          2     came (action in the past)
          3     have tried (people continue to try), went, survived

(actions in the past)
          4     performed, appeared (actions in the past)

11   To write about traveling experiences,
using the present perfect and simple past

        •    Read the examples aloud and give Ss enough
time to think about their traveling experiences
and write sentences.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answers
          I’ve never been abroad, but I’ve been to lots of places

in my country. 
          I’ve been to the island of Majorca many times. 
          We went there last summer. It was hot and sunny and

we had a really nice time.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 p. 30

Niagara Falls is on the Canadian – US border,
between the Canadian province of Ontario and
the US state of New York.

Background information

44

Greetings from...

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and read the title and elicit
what Unit 3c is about (greetings from vacation destinations).

  1    To read for context and specific information
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the email and elicit

answers to the questions in the rubric.

          Answer Key
          Janet is sending it to Mike.
          Janet is in California and Mike is at home.

     
        •    Read through the theory box aloud and go over

each element of informal style. Check Ss’
understanding.
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  2    To read for cohesion and coherence and to
listen for confirmation, to identify elements of
informal style

        •    Give Ss time to read the email and fill in the
missing phrases.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1  e      2  b      3  c      4  a      5  f      6  d

        •    Ss read the email again and find examples of
informal style.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask individual Ss to give
examples of informal style found in the email.

          Suggested Answer Key
          (Informal Style)
           Short  forms: I’ve (x6), we’ve, it’s, can’t, haven’t, there’s
          Everyday expressions: so far, It’s getting better,

plenty of time, see you
          Short sentences: See you in a week
          Simple joining words: and, so, but, when
          Personal language: I got sunburned

  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to check the meanings of

the words in bold in the Word List. Ss then use
some of the sentences to describe their last
vacation. Check answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          sunburned (adj): red and sore skin from staying under

the sun
          crowded (adj): too many people and not much free

space
          gorgeous (adj): wonderful
          rude (adj): impolite
          disgusting (adj): awful
          boring (adj): uninteresting
          wet and rainy (adj): period with lots of rain
          things (n): activities

          Suggested Answer Key
          Last year I went to Crete with my parents. The weather

was gorgeous. We stayed in a hotel by the sea. Every
day we swam in the sea. Unfortunately, I got terribly
sunburned.

  4    To understand the difference between
have been and have gone

        •    Explain the task and read the examples aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     has gone                         3     has gone
          2     has been                         4     has been

  5    To write an email
        •    Explain the task and brainstorm with Ss to come

up with the information they need to complete
the task (e.g., Ask: Can you think of a summer
resort you have been to or would like to go to?
(Tenerife) Where could you stay? (in a nice hotel)
What could you do? etc.).

        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task in
class or, alternatively, assign it for HW.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Hi Ben,
          Greetings from Tenerife. I’ve never been to Spain

before. I’ve been here for three days now. So far I’ve
spent most days at the hotel’s swimming pool. I’ve
made some new friends, too. I haven’t been
sightseeing yet but there’s plenty of time for that.

          See you next week.
          Danny

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Grammar
Review p. 31

Informal emails are written to our friends,
relatives and people we know well. We start our
email with Hi/Dear + the person’s first name.
Then, we write our news e.g., where we are, who
with, what we are doing there, what the weather is
like, etc. We end our email with 
Love, Take care, etc., and our first name.

Writing Bank: informal emails giving news

Write the following words on the board. Ss in
teams, make sentences using the words, one at a
time. Each correct sentence gets 1 point. The team
with the most points wins.
sunburned, crowded, rude, disgusting, boring, 
wet & rainy.
         e.g., Team A S1: Don’t stay in the sun too

long. You can get sunburned.
         Team B S1: I don’t like crowded

beaches. I prefer quiet ones.

Greetings from ...
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what theme parks are (places with lots of fun
activities). Ask Ss if there are theme parks in their
country and which, if any, they have visited and what
they thought about the experience.

  1    To introduce the topic
        •    Ask Ss if they know what Lego is, and then direct

their attention to the title and the pictures and
elicit suggestions as to what Legoland is (a
theme park), which country it is in (USA).

        •    Brainstorm with Ss for questions about
Legoland. (e.g., What can people see/do there?
Are there a lot of attractions? Can visitors make
models there?)

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check to see if their questions
were answered.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     What can people see/do there? They can dig for

dinosaur bones, drive a fire truck, and go on a
safari trek. The can see amazing models there.

          2     Are there a lot of attractions? Yes, there is Dino
Island, the Coastersaurus rollercoaster, Fun Town,
and much more.

          3     Can visitors make models there? Not answered in
text.

  2    To read for specific information
         •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again, if

necessary, and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          a     Explore Village                    d     Miniland, USA
          b     Dino Island                           e     Fun Town
          c     Dino Island

  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words in the

Word List and find their meanings.
        •    Ss then make sentences using them.
        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking Ss to read their

sentences aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          There are a lot of great attractions at Legoland

California.
          You can dig for dinosaur bones at Dino Island in

Legoland.
          You can go for a ride on Coastersaurus, a big

rollercoaster at Legoland.

          You can get a driver’s license and drive a fire truck in
Fun Town.

          You can see lions and zebras on the safari trek.
          Be sure not to miss the chance to go to Legoland!
          At Miniland, USA, in Legoland, 20 million LEGO blocks

form models of landmarks.

  4    To form abstract nouns from verbs
        •    Read the theory box aloud and provide further

examples to demonstrate the task (e.g. develop –
development, attend – attention).

        •    Ss complete the task using their dictionaries.
Check Ss’ answers on the board.

          Answer Key
          attraction, equipment, excitement

  5    To write a short article
        •    Divide the class into small groups and

brainstorm for a special place, (e.g., tourist
attraction or theme park) in your country that Ss
can write their article about (e.g., Port Aventura,
Costa Dorada).

        •    Remind Ss they can gather information using
the Internet or reference books, and assign the
task for HW.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
                                      Port Aventura, Costa Dorada
          Port Aventura, in Salou on the Costa Dorada, is a large

theme park.
          There are lots of things to do at Port Aventura. Start by

visiting a recreated Mediterranean port in the Spanish
region of Catalua, then see Polynesia, the Great Wall
of China, the ancient culture of Mexico, and cowboys’
homes in the Wild West. There are thrilling rides and
attractions in every land, but don’t miss a ride on the
Dragon Khan rollercoaster, with its eight loops and
the Stampida rollercoaster, where two wagons race
each other! Also, don’t leave without going on Sea
Odyssey, one of the world’s most exciting underwater
adventure rides!

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Pairwork Activities
pp. 33-34

Culture Corner
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Warm-up Activity
Read the title of the unit and elicit when we use this
expression (when we want to make a suggestion/invite sb
somewhere). Elicit what Unit 3e can be about (invitations).

  1    To present useful phrases
        •    Read the sentences/phrases in the list aloud and

elicit/explain any unknown vocabulary (e.g.,
lucky − fortunate).

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen
and repeat.

        •    Extension: Play as a memory game. Tell Ss to
look at the sentences for 1 minute and then
close their books. Ss then try to recall as many
sentences as they can. Elicit sentences from Ss.

  2    To predict the content of a text
        •    Elicit suggestions as to what the dialogue may be

about from Ss.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check if their

guesses were correct.

          Answer Key
          It’s about inviting someone to a summer camp.

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation

          •     Point out to Ss that their translations should reflect
the equivalent meanings of the sentences and not
simply be word–for–word translations.

        •    Ss then read out the dialogue in pairs.
          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To understand the meaning of everyday
English expressions

          •     Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogue and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-4.

          •     Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their
answers aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     You’re lucky.
          2     Why not?
          3     Have you made other plans?
          4     Let me try to talk to them.

  5    To make, accept, and turn down
invitations

         •     Read the language box  aloud. Ss complete the
task.

        •    Ask various pairs to act out their exchanges in
front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
        •    A: Would you like to go to the movies?
                 B: I’d love to.
        •    A: How about going hiking?
                 B: That sounds great!
        •    A: Would you like to eat out?
                 B: Thanks, but I’m afraid I can’t.
        •    A: How about going on a picnic?
                 B: I’d love to, but I can’t.

  6    To act out a dialogue
        •    Explain the task and the situation. Draw the

following diagram on the board for Ss to follow.     

          •     Ss work in pairs and prepare their dialogues. Point
out that they can use the dialogue in Ex. 2, the
language in Ex. 5, and the visual prompts (types of
camps) to help them.

        •    Monitor the activity and ask some pairs to act
out their dialogues in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Have you planned your summer vacation yet?
          B:    Yes. I’m leaving next Monday.
          A:   Where are you going?
              B:     My parents have booked me a week at a sports camp.
          A:   Sports camp? What’s that?
          B:    It’s a camp for teens where you can learn and play

lots of sports.
          A:   Wow! You’re lucky. I’ve never been to a sports camp.
          B:    Would you like to come with me?
          A:   Thanks, but I’m afraid I can’t.
          B:    Why not? Have you made other plans?

Student A
Ask about vacation 
plans.
(Have you planned ...?)
Ask for destination.
(Where ...?)
Express surprise/ask
for explanation.
(... What’s that?)
Express admiration.
(Wow! You ... .)
Refuse politely.
(Thanks, but ...)
State reason.
(No ..., I just don’t        
think ... .) 
Thank friend.
(Thanks, ... .) 

Student B
Explain when you
leave. 
(I’m leaving ... .)
State destination.
(My parents ... at ... .)
Explain.
(It’s ... .)

Invite partner.
(Would you ...?)
Ask for reason.
(Why not? Have ...?)
Suggest to help.
(Let me ... .)

How about ...?
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          A:   No, I haven’t. I just don’t think my parents will let
me.

          B:    Let me try to talk to them.
          A:   Thanks, Rick. You’re a true friend.

  7    To pronounce /ª/, /¥/
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check.
        •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

listen and repeat. Elicit more words with these
sounds.

          Answer Key
        

          Suggested Answer Key
          /ª/: curb, heard, herb         /¥/: corn, torn, horn

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 p. 32,
Portfolio Activities p. 35

/ª/ /¥/ /ª/ /¥/
burn ✓ bird ✓

born ✓ board ✓

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what activities/sports, etc., they do in PE classes
at school. Elicit whether swimming is a school activity.

     
        •    Read the box aloud and explain that pictures

contain visual information that can help Ss to
understand the text.

  1    To listen and read for detailed understanding
        •    Go through the pictures one at a time and elicit

what each one shows (A – a person jumping in
the water on top of a swimmer, B – a person
shouting/talking while another person listens to
him/her, C – a person running, D – a person
sinking because their stomach is full, E – a person
diving into water that is not very deep, F v a person
reading a sign).

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit which words Ss
found helpful.

          Answer Key
          1     C (run)        
          2     D (not eat, drown)     
          3     B (call, do what they say)
          4     E (NO DIVING)      
          5     A (dive-bombing, never jump)
          6     F (displayed on signs, read)

  2    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words/

phrases in the Word List.
        •    Ss work in pairs and complete the task.
        •    Walk around the class monitoring Ss as they

complete the activity.
        •    Ask various Ss to mime the meanings for the

class.
        •    Ask Ss to explain the meanings of the words in

bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          surface (n): the outer/upper area of an object/ body 
          cramps (n): pains 
          lifeguards (n): people who save swimmers experiencing

problems 
          get into trouble (phr): start to feel that you are in a

terrible situation 
          designated areas (phr): chosen areas 
          dive-bombing (phr): jumping into water while

holding your knees to your chest 
          rules displayed (phr): instructions/guidelines written on

a sign, etc.

  3    To summarize a text through role play
        •    Explain the task.
        •    Choose various Ss to summarize the text using

the pictures while pretending to be a lifeguard.

How about ...?

Cross-Curricular Cut
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Cross-Curricular Cut

          Suggested Answer Key
          Let me just remind you of a few important safety rules

for when you are at the pool.
          You must not dive-bomb.
          You should call a lifeguard if you get into trouble.
          You must not run around the pool.
          You must not swim after eating.
          You must only dive in designated areas.
          You should always read the rules.

  4    To present and practice new vocabulary
        •    Read the phrases aloud and explain that the

words in black type form phrases with keep and
the words in coloured type are the meanings of
these phrases. Ask Ss to find one of the phrases
in the text (They are there to keep you safe.)

        •    Give Ss time to write sentences with each of the
phrases.

        •    Check Ss’ answers .

          Suggested Answer Key
          When I make a promise, I keep that promise.
          You can trust me, I can keep a secret.
          I sit by the fire to keep warm in the winter.
          People should take care to keep safe on the streets at

night.
           It’s important to keep calm in a difficult situation.
          We keep the sugar in a jar next to the tea.
          I keep forgetting his surname.

  5    To do a project on water safety
        •    Divide the class into small groups and explain

the task. 
        •    Direct Ss to the website provided. Ss can look

for other sources of information, too.
        •    Give Ss time to complete the project in class or,

alternatively, assign it for HW.
        •    Ss present their project to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          •     Always swim with a partner, whether you're

swimming in a pool, at the beach, or in a lake.
He/She can go for help in case of an emergency.

          •     Learn some life-saving techniques.
          •     Know your limits. Don't go in water that's so deep

you can't touch the bottom, and don't try to keep
up with skilled swimmers. 

          •     Look after friends who aren't as comfortable or as
skilled as you are. 

          •     Swim in places supervised by a lifeguard.
          •     If you do get into trouble, don't panic. Try to make

your way back to shore or to the side of the pool.
          •     Be careful about diving. Only dive in areas that are

known to be safe for diving.
          •     Don’t get too hot or too cool. Use sunscreen in the

open and come out of the water immediately if you
feel cold.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 3 Game 
p. 36

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the
end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the
Now I Can section and evaluate themselves.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 3 p. SS1 

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 3 p. LP1 

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 3 p.
VP2

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 3 pp. 105-108

Ss sit in a circle. One S begins by saying an English
word related to travel. The S to his/her left must
then say another word related to travel that begins
with the last letter of the previous word and so on.
The game starts again when one S misses his/her
turn and the chain is broken. 
e.g.,     A:     SafarI
             B:     IslanD
             C:     DivinG
             D:     GallerY   etc.

Self-Check
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The media
What’s in this module?

  •    Refer Ss to the title of the module (The Media) and
ask them to suggest what it means and what they
think the module is about. Elicit answers and tell Ss
to browse through the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to newspapers, magazines, radio, TV,

the Internet, and their content.
  •    Use pictures 1-5 to engage Ss’ attention, to prompt

a discussion, and to stimulate their interest in the
module.

  •    Ask questions to begin a discussion about the
topics that will be covered in the module.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on picture 1.
            T:     What page is picture 1 from? (p. 47)
         S1:     It’s from p. 47.
            T:     What can you see in picture 1? What is the person

doing?
         S2:     I can see a girl in a radio station. She may be

listening to music.
            T:     How do you think this is relevant to the title of the

module?
         S3:     Radio is a type of media. etc.
            T:     What page is picture 2 from? (p. 41) What can you

see in picture 2? How do you think the picture is
related to the title of the unit? Do you think she is
having fun? What else can you see on p. 41? etc.

          Answer Key
          1     p. 47                   3     p. 41                   5     p. 45
          2     p. 41                   4     p. 41

Find the page numbers for 
  •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding. 
          Answer Key
          newspaper headlines (p. 43) How can you easily

recognize news headlines? What tense are they
usually written in? Are they full sentences?  etc. 

          a TV guide (p. 46) How many TV channels does the
guide include? How many channels are there in your
country? Do you have any of the same or similar TV
programs? etc.

          teen magazines (p. 45) What are the names of the
magazines on p. 45? Do you read these magazines?
Which magazines do you read? etc.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about types of media
and news articles.

Module page                                                      39
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: types of media (newspapers, TV, Internet,
radio, magazines); media content (editorials,
horoscopes, documentaries, soap operas, ads, TV guide,
weather forecast, problem pages, jokes, cartoons,
headlines, game show, celebrity gossip, fashion, talk
shows, sports, forums, sitcoms, interviews, websites, real-
life stories, reviews)

4a     Daily news                                                 40
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
simple past vs. past progressive
Vocabulary: ran off, luckily, sign, come to the rescue of,
recover, panic, evidence, saved, get better, escape, fear,
fortunately, scorpion

4b     That’s incredible!                                    42
Lesson objectives: To compare the past perfect
with the past perfect progressive, to give and react
to news, to read and listen for specific information
Vocabulary: tortoise, unbelievable, crawling, balcony,
apartment, damaged, rescue, conquer, injured

4c     Lucky days                                                44
Lesson objectives: To write a news report, narrate
an experience, listen for confirmation
Vocabulary: seriously injured, swerve off, crash, avoid,
speed, witness, arrest, recover, shark, jaws, surfboard, fin,
ambulance, scratches

4d     Culture Corner                                         45
Lesson objectives: To learn about British teen
magazines and their content, to make a magazine,
to form adjectives from nouns
Vocabulary: sections, problem page, glossy covers,
celebrity gossip, horoscopes, real-life stories

4e     What’s on?                                                 46
Lesson objectives: To talk about TV programs,
pronounce /e/, /≈/, /±/
Vocabulary: wildlife documentary, news/weather,
music show, drama/action, sports program, game
show, sitcom, talk show, reality show

4f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Media 
         Studies                                                        47

Lesson objectives: To listen and read for specific
information
Vocabulary: phrases with ‘win’, ‘gain’, and ‘make’,
review (v), campus, run a station, technician, engineer,
equipment, producer

Self-Check 4                                                        48
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Daily news

Vocabulary 
  •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures. Play the

recording. Ss listen and repeat the words. Ss then
translate the words into their L1.

  •    Read the words/phrases in the list aloud and
elicit/explain the meaning of any that Ss are unsure
of. Refer Ss to the Word List, if necessary. Ss then
work in pairs and match them to the media in the
pictures. Point out that some can be found in more
than one type of media.

  •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
            newspapers: editorials, horoscopes, ads, TV guide,

weather forecast, cartoons, headlines, celebrity
gossip, fashion, sports, real-life stories, reviews

          TV: documentaries, soap operas, ads, weather
forecast, cartoons, game shows, talk shows, sports,
sitcoms

          Internet: horoscopes, ads, TV guide, weather forecast,
jokes, headlines, games, celebrity gossip, fashion,
sports, forums, interviews, websites, real-life stories,
reviews

           magazines: editorials, horoscopes, ads,   problem pages,
jokes, cartoons, quizzes, celebrity gossip, fashion, sports,
interviews, real-life stories, reviews

          radio: horoscopes, soap operas, ads, weather forecast,
jokes, headlines, games, talk shows, celebrity gossip,
sports, interviews, real-life stories, reviews

  •    Elicit how often the different media are used by Ss
through a show of hands.

  •    Elicit which medium is the most popular in the
same way. Elicit some possible reasons for this from
Ss.

  •    Conduct a brief class discussion about how the
media can use images of beautiful people to
influence us.

          Give Ss a few minutes to discuss the
topic. Then ask them to write a few sentences
about the last question. Invite some Ss to read their
answers aloud to the class.          

          Suggested Answer Key
          The media can use images of beautiful people to try

and influence us to buy a product. Such images can
also affect our own self-image and influence how we
feel about our bodies and our appearance.

Think!TThink!hink!

The media

Warm-up Αctivity
Ask Ss to look at the title, the pictures, and the texts on
p. 40 and guess what Unit 4a is about (News stories).

  1    To understand the context and predict the
content of a text

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the texts and elicit where
each one could be found.

        •    Read the headlines aloud and elicit what each
text could be about.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books to check if their guesses were
correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A    on the Internet – could be a story about a bear
          B     in a magazine – a dog saves a boy’s life
          C    in a newspaper – someone found a scorpion in a

bunch of grapes

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Read statements 1-5 aloud and give Ss enough

time to read texts (A-C) again.
        •    Ss mark the statements. Check Ss’ answers

around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     T
          2     F The bear ran off into the forest.
          3     F Buddy rescued his owner.
          4     F     Mrs. Roberts found the scorpion on the kitchen

table.
          5     F Mr. Roberts caught the scorpion.

        •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          fairy tale (phr): magical story for children 
          forest (n): a large area of land full of trees
          hiking (v): going on a long walk in the mountains or

country
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          groceries (n): food and other things sb buys at a
grocery store

          bunch of grapes (phr): group of small round green or
dark purple fruit 

          hiding (v): keeping out of sight
          beast (n): an uncontrollable animal

  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read the words/phrases (a-f) aloud and elicit/

explain their meanings. 
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task. 
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
         ran off – d             came to the rescue of – b
         Luckily – f              recovering – c
         sign – a                   panic – e

  4    To identify with a situation
        •    Give Ss enough time to do the task. 
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to share their

answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
         I would call out for help./I would start screaming./ 
         I would faint. etc.

     
        •    Read the box aloud and provide examples using

the simple past and the past progressive in Ss’
L1.

  5    To present the past progressive and
compare it with the simple past

        •    Ss’ books closed. Write on the board: I was
watching TV at 7 o’clock yesterday evening. Elicit
what the verb form means (action in progress at a
specific time in the past).

          •     Elicit the form of the past progressive. (We form
the past progressive with the simple past of the
verb ‘to be’ (was/were) and the main verb + -ing.
We form questions by putting was/were before
the subject, and we form negations by putting
‘not’ after was/were.) Refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference section for more information, if
necessary.

        •    Elicit the rules for the past progressive in Ss’ L1
and compare them to the English rules.

        •    As an extension, ask Ss to find examples of the
past progressive in the texts on p. 40.

               Examples in the texts: was eating, was hiking,
was putting, were hiding

        •    Ss open their books. Ask Ss to identify the verb
forms in bold.

          •     Ss then complete the matching task. Elicit when we
use the past progressive and when we use the
simple past. (We use the past progressive for an
action in progress at a stated time in the past, for two
or more actions which were happening at the same
time in the past, to give background information in a
story, and for a past action which was in progress
when another action interrupted it. We use the simple
past for the action that interrupts the longer action.
We use the simple past for an action that started and
finished in the past.)

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     past progressive, simple past/ b
          2     simple past / d
          3     past progressive, past progressive / a
          4     past progressive / c

  6    To practice the past progressive
        •    Explain the task and choose two Ss to read the

example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task in pairs.
        •    Monitor the activity, then check Ss’ answers by

asking pairs to act out their exchanges in front
of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     A:   Was John reading a magazine at 6 o’clock?
                 B:    No, he wasn’t. He was sending a text message.

          3     A:   Was Sue sending text messages on her cell
phone at 6 o’clock?

                 B:    No, she wasn’t. She was watching TV.

          4     A:   Was Tony sending emails at 6 o’clock?
                 B:    No, he wasn’t. He was reading a newspaper.

          5     A:   Was Mary watching TV at 6 o’clock?
                  B:    No, she wasn’t. She was reading a magazine.

  7    To practice the simple past vs. the past
progressive

         •     Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ask individual Ss to read out their sentences,

giving reasons to justify their tense choice.

Think!TThink!hink!
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          Answer Key
          1     caught (action that interrupted another past action),

was driving (action in progress in the past)
          2     were traveling (action in progress in the past), fell

(action that interrupted another past action)
          3     was talking (action in progress in the past),

happened (action that interrupted another past
action)

          4     was flying (action that was in progress at a certain
time in the past), started (action that interrupted
another past action)

          5     were watching, were helping (two actions that
were happening at the same time in the past)

  8    To practice the past progressive
        •    Explain the task. Ask a pair of Ss to read the

example aloud.
        •    Ss work in pairs and complete the task.
        •    Walk around the class monitoring the activity.
        •    Ask some pairs to act out their exchanges in

front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What were you doing at 12:30 pm on Saturday?
          B:    I was having lunch. What were you doing at 2:30

pm on Saturday?

          A:   I was drinking coffee. What were you doing at 5:00
pm on Saturday?

          B:    I was watching TV. What were you doing at 9:00
pm on Saturday?

          A:   I was watching a movie at the movie theater.

  9    To practice the simple past and the past
progressive

        •    Explain the task and tell Ss to work in pairs.
        •    Monitor Ss as they do the activity. Then ask

some pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Last Sunday I was at home.
          B:    Were you doing your homework?
          A:   No, I wasn’t.
          B:    Were you watching TV?
          A:   No, I wasn’t.
          B:    Were you reading a book?
          A:   Yes, I was.   etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 Exs. 1-3 p. 37

Daily news

Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the title and pictures on p. 42 and
elicit suggestions as to what Unit 4b may be about (an
incredible story about a tortoise).

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Read the first exchange aloud and elicit

suggestions as to what the dialogue is about
from Ss.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books to check if their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The interview is about an experience a taxi driver had as

he was finishing his shift.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Ask Ss to read the reporter’s notes and say what

type of information is missing from each blank
(1 a name, 2 a time, 3 a verb, 4 a verb, 5 a verb, 6
an adjective to describe the car, 7 an adjective to
describe Mr. Shaw’s feelings).

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue and
complete the task.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Mr. Shaw (taxi driver)
          2     4 o’clock (in the afternoon)
          3     fell
          4     crawling on the balcony (of a tenth floor

apartment)
          5     fell off (and onto Mr. Shaw’s car)
          6     damaged
          7     (a bit) shocked

  3    To understand the meaning of everyday
English expressions

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogue and find the matching
phrases to phrases 1-4.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their
answers aloud.
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          Answer Key
           1     Go on.                                        3     Who were they?
           2     That’s unbelievable!          4     I’m not surprised!

  4   a   To give a third person account of an
event

               • Ss work in pairs and take turns to tell each
other what happened.

               • Monitor the activity and then ask some Ss to
tell the class what happened.

          Suggested Answer Key
            Mr. Shaw was driving home in his taxi when suddenly

something fell from the sky and hit his car. He was very
surprised when he saw it was a huge tortoise. He stopped
the car and got out and the tortoise was lying on the
ground. Two people were running towards it. They were
the tortoise’s owners. They said it was crawling on the
balcony of their tenth floor apartment when it fell off and
onto Mr. Shaw’s car. The tortoise was fine, but Mr. Shaw’s
car was badly damaged and he is still a bit shocked.

        b   To understand new vocabulary and act
out an interview

               • Give Ss enough time to look up the words in
bold. Elicit definitions from Ss.

               • Then Ss act out the interview in pairs. Ask
some pairs to act out their interview in front
of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          shift (n): period of work or duty that is scheduled
          fell out of the sky (phr): fell from above
          hit (v): come into contact forcefully
          lying (lie) (v): being in a flat position
          owners (n): the people to whom sth belongs
          apartment (n): one of a number of houses inside a

building
          sharing (v): telling sb thoughts/experience
        
  5    To present the past perfect progressive

and compare it to the past perfect
        •    Ss’ books closed. Write on the board: They had

been waiting for three hours before the rescue
workers arrived. Tell Ss that the underlined verb
is in the past perfect progressive. Elicit what the
tense means (action that started and ended in
the past before another action, with emphasis
on duration).

          •     Read the theory box aloud and go through the
examples thoroughly. Refer Ss to the Grammar
Reference section for more information, if
necessary.

         •     Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Elicit the forms of the past
perfect and past perfect progressive from Ss.

        •    Ss find examples of the two tenses in the
dialogue on p. 42.

          Answer Key
           We form the past perfect with the simple past of the verb

‘have’ (had) and the past participle of the main verb. We
form the past perfect progressive with ‘had been’ + the
main verb + -ing.

          Examples in the dialogue
          past perfect: had finished
          past perfect progressive: had been crawling

  6    To practice the past perfect affirmative
and negative

         •     Explain the task. Ask a S to read the example
aloud. Elicit how the negative of the past perfect is
formed (negative form of past form of ‘have’ + past
participle of main verb).

         •     Give Ss enough time to do the task in pairs. 
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ask individual Ss to tell the class what Laura

had/hadn’t done by the end of the day.

          Suggested Answer Key
           She hadn’t bought a birthday card for Julie by the end of

the day, but she had already done the shopping.
           She hadn’t watered the plants by the end of the day,

but she had already sent Tim an email.

  7    To practice the past perfect and simple
past and combining sentences with time words

         •     Explain the task and read out the example. Elicit
why the verb left is in the past perfect in the
combined sentence (to indicate that the action
‘left’ preceded the action ‘came’). Explain that Ss are
to use the time expressions in parentheses and
put the preceding verb in the past perfect.

        •    Give Ss enough time to do the task individually.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ask individual Ss to share their answers with the

class.

          Answer Key
          2     By the time his mom got home, Steve had done

the washing up.
          3     Her classes had already started when she arrived

at school.
           4     We went for a walk when it had stopped raining.
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  8   a    To practice the past perfect progressive
and simple past

               • Read the example aloud and explain the
task. Tell Ss that they are to use because to
join the two clauses, as in the example.

               • Give Ss enough time to do the task
individually.

               • Check Ss’ answers.
               • Ask individual Ss to share their answers with

the class.

          Answer Key
           2     Her eyes were red because she had been crying.
           3     Sam was sunburned because he had been lying on

the beach all morning. 
           4     Sally was exhausted because she had been writing

exams all week.
           5     She was angry because she had been waiting for

half an hour.

        b   To consolidate the past perfect and the
past perfect progressive

               • Explain the task.
               • Give Ss time to write their sentences.
               • Check Ss’ answers.
               • Ask individual Ss to share their answers with

the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     I had already had breakfast before coming to my

English class today.
           2     I had been reviewing my notes before coming to my

English class today.
           3     I had already been to my math class before coming

to my English class today.

  9    To give and react to news
         •     Direct Ss’ attention to the headlines and the

example exchange. Ss work in pairs and act out
exchanges using the headlines. Monitor Ss as they
perform the task, then ask pairs to act out their
exchanges in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          •   A:   Did you hear that a falling tortoise stopped a

taxi?
                 B:    Wow! Really?

          •   A:   You won’t believe this! Some teenagers
conquered Everest.

                 B:    That’s unbelievable!

          •   A:   Did you hear that 130 people were injured in a
train crash?

                 B:    Really? Oh, dear! That’s terrible!

10   To listen and take notes
          •     Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss listen and

complete the task. 
         •     Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          when/where it happened
          Last night, 10 Harrow Road, West London

          who was involved
          Simon Graves and his sister, Katy

          how the fire started
          a window had blown open and had knocked over a

candle

          what happened
             Simon ran upstairs to rescue his sister in her bedroom. He

broke the bedroom window and climbed down a tree with
Katy on his back. Then he called the firefighters on his cell
phone. The firefighters put out the fire quickly, but the house
was badly damaged.

          how the characters felt
          They were both fine but shocked.

11   To act out an interview
         •     Give Ss enough time to make up and practice their

interviews. Monitor Ss as they do the activity.
         •     Ask pairs to act out their dialogues in front of the

class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           A:    Good evening, Simon. I’m a reporter from ABC news.

Can you tell me what happened?
           B:    Well, last night, I had just finished washing the

dishes when I smelled smoke. I went into the living
room and saw it was on fire.

          A:   Wow! What did you do?
            B:    I ran upstairs to get my sister Katy, who had been

playing in her bedroom. I broke her window and we
climbed down the big tree outside.

     A:   That’s unbelievable! How do you feel now?
          B:    Well, I’m still a bit shocked!
          A:   I’m not surprised! What a story, Simon! Thank you

for sharing it!

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 p. 38,
Grammar Review p. 39

That’s incredible!
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title of the unit, the pictures and
guess what Unit 4c is about (an accident).

  1    To describe an event from pictures
        •    Give Ss enough time to formulate their answers,

then ask individual Ss to describe what
happened.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A school bus was driving down the road when a car

came round the corner on the wrong side of the road.
The bus swerved to avoid crashing into the car and
crashed into a wall.

  2    To listen and read for confirmation
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books to check and see if their guesses
were correct.

  3    To read for context, purpose and structure
        •    Read each question aloud one at a time and

elicit answers from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     in a newspaper
          2     to inform
          3     para 1 – summary of the event (who, what, when,

where, etc.)
                 para 2 – what exactly happened
                 para 3 – what happened in the end
          4     students, seriously injured, school bus, swerved off

the road, crashed, driving along, car came around
the corner, wrong side of the road, swerved to
avoid crashing, drove into a low wall, speeding,
witnesses, driving too fast, police arrested, injured
students, recovering, in the hospital

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          injured (adj): hurt
          crashed (v): smashed
          took place (phr): happened
          avoid (v) : stay away from
          arrested (v): captured (by police)

  4    To narrate an experience
         •    Ask Ss to put themselves in the place of one of

the Ss on the bus on their way to school.
        •    Start the narration by saying “I was on the school

bus yesterday morning on my way to school  when
…”. Give Ss enough time to prepare their
answers.

        •    Ask other Ss to narrate the experience also.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I was on the school bus yesterday morning on my way

to school when, suddenly, the bus swerved onto the
other side of the road. I didn’t see what happened to
cause the driver to swerve, but the next thing I knew we
were crashing into a wall. I hit my arm very badly. The
ambulance came and took a few of us to the hospital.
My parents were very worried. It was a frightening
experience.

  5    To read to predict content, to listen for
confirmation

         •     Ask Ss to read the headline and the key words.
Elicit suggestions as to what Ss think happened to
the tourist. (The tourist was surfing last Sunday
when he saw a shark fin in the water. The shark
attacked him and bit off part of the board. He
grabbed the broken board, stuffed it into the shark’s
mouth and swam towards the shore. Some people
on the beach called an ambulance but, apart from a
few scratches, he was alright and is recovering from
shock.)

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check whether
their guesses were correct.

  6    To write a news report
        •    Explain the task. Ask Ss to follow the notes in the

plan to prepare their answers.
        •    Ss use their own ideas as well as the headline

and the key words from Ex. 5 to help them. 
        •    Give Ss time to write their news report in class

or, alternatively, assign the task for HW.
        •    Ask Ss to read their report to the class.
         •    Check Ss’ answers. Alternatively, Ss swap papers

and evaluate their partner’s piece of writing in
terms of paragraphing, grammar, spelling, topic/
supporting sentences.

          Suggested Answer Key

          26-year-old Tourist Escapes from Shark’s Jaws
          26-year-old Simon Taylor from California was on

vacation in Hawaii last Sunday when a shark attacked
him.

          Simon was paddling on his surfboard towards some
huge waves, when he saw a shark’s fin. The shark bit
off the front part of his board. Simon grabbed the
broken board quickly, and stuffed it into the shark’s
mouth. 

Lucky days
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Warm-up Activity
Elicit what Unit 4d is about (teen magazines) and ask Ss
which magazines they read.

  1    To identify the readership and content of
magazines

        •    Explain the task. Direct Ss’ attention to the
magazine covers and ask questions to help Ss
complete the task (e.g., What is the name of the
magazine on the left? (Shoot) What does the
picture on the cover show? (a soccer player) Who
do you think would read this magazine? (boys)
What do you think you could read inside? (articles
about soccer), etc.

          Suggested Answer Key
          ‘Shoot’ is a magazine for boys about soccer.
          ‘Cosmo Girl’ is a magazine for girls about fashion,

celebrities, and looks.

  2    To listen and read for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.
        •    Ask Ss to read the incomplete sentences aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     … beauty and fashion, celebrity gossip, real-life

stories, horoscopes, quizzes, and problem pages.
          2     … make them more attractive to teenagers and

easier to understand.
          3     … it can help them find solutions to problems they

don’t feel comfortable discussing with their
parents.

        
        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          glossy (adj): smooth and shiny
          include (v): contain
          celebrity gossip (phr): talk about famous people’s

lives
          contain (v): include
          serious (adj): important; not funny
          solution (n): answer to a problem

  3    To relate the topic to Ss’ own culture
        •    Elicit various magazine titles and their content

from Ss.

          (Ss’ own answers)

           Simon then swam as quickly as he could towards the
shore. When he reached the shore, some people called an
ambulance. Apart from a few scratches, he is alright. He is
in the hospital, recovering from shock.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 p. 40

A news report usually consists of three
paragraphs. In the first paragraph, we give a
summary of the event, that is what happened,
when and where and who was involved.
In the second paragraph, we present the events
in detail. We normally list them in the order they
happened. 
In the last paragraph, we write what happened
in the end. A news report always has a title that
informs the reader of the content of the report. It
is mainly formal in style.

Writing Bank: news reports

Lucky days

Culture Corner
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Culture Corner

  4    To form adjectives from nouns
        •    Read the theory box aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the sentences,

then elicit answers from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     successful        3     harmless
          2     helpful

  5    To make a magazine
        •    Divide the class into small groups and explain

the task.
        •    Ss in groups decide what each one does, e.g.,

crossword puzzle, joke, etc. When all material is
collected, Ss arrange it in a six-page layout, then
present it to the class. Ss can use pictures from
magazines, or draw their own if they like.     

          Suggested Answer Key   ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Portfolio Activities 
         p. 43
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What’s on?
Warm-up Activity
Read the title aloud. Direct Ss’ attention to the picture
and elicit what Unit 4e may be about (TV).

  1    To read for specific information
         •     Draw Ss’ attention to the TV guide. Elicit where

you could see it (in a magazine, newspaper, etc.).
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the TV guide. Then

ask Ss to say a type of program from it.
        •    Ask Ss to tell the class what their favorite type of

TV program is.

          Answer Key
          the news & weather, a drama/an action film, a

documentary, a sports program, a game show, a talk
show, a music show, a sitcom, a reality show, a gossip
show

          Suggested Answer Key
          My favorite type of TV programs are sports programs.

  2    To present new vocabulary
        •    Play the recording. Tell Ss to pay special

attention to the intonation.
        •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

repeat.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Do you feel like watching it?
          Sure. I really like documentaries.
          What channel is it on?
          I hate sports.
          Why? What’s on?
          Oh no, not that.

  3   a    To predict the content of a text
               •    Direct Ss to read the sentences in Ex. 2 again

and elicit what they think the dialogue is
about.

               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
text in their books to check if their guesses
were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The dialogue is between two people who are talking

about which TV program(s) to watch.

        b   To read a dialogue aloud and
consolidate new vocabulary through translation

               •    Ss work in pairs, take roles and read out the
dialogue.

               •    Ask some pairs to read out the dialogue in
front of the class.

               •    Elicit the L1 translations for the sentences in
Ex. 2. Remind Ss that these should be the
equivalent expressions rather than direct
translations.

          (Ss’ own answers) 

  4    To understand the meaning of everyday
English expressions

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogue and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-3.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their
answers aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     Do you feel like watching it?
          2     Sure.
          3     I hate sports.

  5    To act out a dialogue using visual prompts
        •    Ss work in pairs and use the TV guide and their

own ideas to act out their dialogues. Inform Ss
that they can also use the dialogue in Ex. 3 as a
model, if they wish. Draw the following diagram
for Ss to follow.

        •    Walk around the class and monitor the activity.
        •    Ask some pairs to act out their dialogues in front

of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           A:    ‘American Idol’ is on TV. Do you feel like watching it?
          B:    Sure. I like music programs. What channel is it on?
          A:   On Fox. There’s a sitcom on after.
          B:    OK. I like comedies.

  6    To pronounce /e/, /≈/, /±/
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check.
        •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

listen and repeat. Use the recording until you
are confident of Ss’ correct pronunciation.

        •    Elicit other words with these sounds.

Student A
State what’s on TV,
suggest watching it.
(There’s ... . Do you ...?)
Name channel/say
what else is on
afterwards.
(On ... . There’s ... .)

Student B
Agree, ask what
channel.
(Sure. I like ... . 
What channel ...?)
Agree to watch it,
too.
(OK. I like ... .)
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          Answer Key

        

        /e/: merry, Nelly
        /±/: carry, mad
        /≈/: hairy, dairy

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 4 Ex. 4 p. 37,
Pairwork Activities pp. 41-42

/e/ /≈/ /±/ /e/ /≈/ /±/
belly ✓ marry ✓

Harry ✓ Mary ✓

fairy ✓ ferry ✓

What’s on?

Cross-Curricular Cut

Warm-up Activity
Explain that Media Studies is a school subject related to
the media, and ask whether it is taught in Ss’ school.
Draw Ss’ attention to the picture and elicit what Unit 4f
is about (student radio stations).

  1    To introduce the topic
        •    Read the questions aloud in the rubric and elicit

answers from around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
            Yes, I listen to the radio. I like music and talk shows.

  2    To read and listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books.
        •    Read the questions aloud and elicit answers

from Ss.

          Answer Key
          1     Students who are studying media courses or hope

to work in the radio industry, work at  college radio
stations.

          2     College radio stations entertain local people and
the students by playing all the latest music and
chart hits. They also review bands, movies, and
new CDs. They inform the students about all the
news on campus and in the local area.

          3     A radio station needs several people such as a DJ,
journalists, a technician or engineer, and a
producer.         

        •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          media courses (phr): school lessons that teach you

about the types of media and how they work
          radio industry (phr): companies involved in radio

broadcasting

          entertain (v): provide amusement to people by
offering sth they enjoy watching or listening to 

          inform (v): provide information
          smoothly (adv): without difficulty
          producer (n): sb who organizes a play, movie, or

broadcast
          involved (adj): related or affected by sth
          gain (v): get or acquire
          experience (n): skill or knowledge gained

  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Explain the task. Ss complete the phrases.
         •    Refer Ss to the Word List to check their answers.

Ss translate the phrases into equivalent ones in
their L1.

          Answer Key
          1     gain     2     win       3     win       4     gain

  4    To present and practice new vocabulary
        •    Go through the mind map.
         •     Give Ss time to find one of the expressions in the

text (make new friends) and to write sentences with
each of the phrases.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Steven Spielberg made a lot of movies with Harrison

Ford.
          My mom always makes me a cake on my birthday.
          Tom is very funny. He makes me laugh.
           This money will make it possible for me to buy a car.
          He made a mistake and he was sorry.
          Jack found it difficult to make a decision.
          His mom made the suggestion and he agreed.
          I like to make new friends.
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Cross-Curricular Cut

  5   a    To listen for gist
               •    Explain the task. Tell Ss to pay attention to

the beginning of the recording in particular.
               •    Play the recording. Elicit answers to the

questions in the rubric.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It starts with the time and name of the radio station.
          The news is about a student who was knocked off her

bike by a car on her way to the college, the arrest of a
man who broke into a student’s apartment, and a
student who cheated in a race.

        b   To act out a radio program
               •    Divide the class into groups of five and

explain the task.
               •    Brainstorm with the class for recent events at

school or in the local area that Ss can include
in their radio program.

                 •     Point out that Ss should think of a name for their
radio station, include a jingle, and suggest that
they take the roles as outlined in the text (DJ,
journalists, technician, producer).

               •    Give Ss time to prepare their radio program
and record it.

                 •     Ss play the recording of their radio program to
the class.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  6    To make a presentation
        •    Explain the task and tell Ss to work in small groups.
         •    Direct Ss to the website provided and encourage

them to find other websites, too. 
        •    Encourage Ss to include visual material, such as

printouts.
         •     Ss gather information and present it to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key

          How A Radio Station Works

          
equalizes, compresses, and limits the DJ’s voice to
make it louder and clearer.

          Then, the signal goes out of the studio to an equipment
room and into an audio processor to tailor the sound.
Then it goes to the studio transmitter via an antenna.

          The signal leaves the transmitter and goes up the
tower through a big cable to the antenna on top of
the tower, and out to the listeners.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Game p. 44

This is a typical radio
studio with a control
console, mic, CD players,
digital audio system, etc.
The microphone feeds
into a microphone
processor which 

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-Check.
Ask Ss to check their answers against the key at the
end of the Student Book section. Then Ss read the
Now I can section and evaluate themselves.

     
  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 4 p. LP1

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 4 
p. VP2

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 4 pp. 109-112

Ask one S (the leader) to think of a high-tech
gadget. Ss take turns asking questions, to which
the leader answers “Yes”, “No” or “Perhaps”. The S
who correctly guesses what the high-tech gadget
is becomes the leader and the game continues.
e.g.,                S1:      Do you read it? 
               Leader:      Perhaps.
                        S2:      Do you play games on it?
               Leader:      Yes.
                        S3:      Do you talk to people with it?
               Leader:      Yes. 
                        S4:      Is it a cell phone?
               Leader:      Yes.

Self-Check
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Our future
What’s in this module?
 •    Refer Ss to the title of the module, Our future, and

ask them to suggest what it means and what they
think the module is about. Elicit answers and tell Ss
to browse through the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to the future. We will learn about

different types of high-tech gadgets and new
technology that will play an important role in our
future.

 •    Use pictures 1-2 to engage Ss’ attention, to prompt
a discussion, and to stimulate their interest in the
module. Ask questions to begin a discussion about
the topics that will be covered in the module.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on picture 1.

            T:     What page is picture 1 from? (p. 55)
         S1:     It’s from p. 55.
            T:     What can you see in picture 1?
         S2:     Two teenagers playing games on a games

console in front of the TV.
            T:     How is the picture related to the title of the unit?
         S3:     I think it relates to what gadgets teens have. etc.
            T:     What page is picture 2 from? (p. 52) What can you

see in picture 2? How do you think the picture is
related to the title of the unit? What else can you
see in the pictures on p. 52? etc.

Find the page numbers for 
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.

Answer Key
          instructions (p. 56) What are the instructions for?

Where could you see instructions like these?

           a quiz (p. 52) What is the quiz about? Where can you
find quizzes? Do you like doing quizzes? etc.

          a bar graph (p. 55) What does the graph show? Do you
use graphs at school? In which classes? Do you find bar
graphs useful? etc.

           opinions (p. 54) What are the opinions about? Which do
you agree/disagree with? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat.

Elicit the international words (TV, laptop, DVD, MP3,
camera, robot).

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about technology and
science, gadgets, expressing opinions, and giving
instructions.

Module page                                                      49
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: high-tech (digital TV, laptop, DVD player, cell
phone, MP3 player,  robots, digital camera, satellites, CCTV
cameras, games console), receive/transmit signals, store
music files, surf the Net, text messages

5a     E-society                                              50-51
Lesson objectives: To introduce the topic of the digital
divide, will/be going to/present progressive, write a short
text
Vocabulary: educate people, language barrier, can’t
afford, use the Internet, go online, old-fashioned way of
thinking, equal opportunities, right software, local
languages, take new technology for granted, phone line,
modem, have access, technology gap, subscription, bridge
digital divide

5b     Science matters                                52-53
Lesson objectives: To read for specific purposes, 1st,
2nd, 3rd conditionals, wishes, do a presentation on
global warming
Vocabulary: renewable energy, global warming, genetic
engineering, artificial intelligence, cloning, run out, genes,
resist diseases, famine, pollute, temperatures rise, polar ice
caps, take over, enslave

5c     Life in the future                                     54
Lesson objectives: To read for gist, express an opinion
and agree/disagree, write an opinion article
Vocabulary: scientists, cures, diseases, robots, GM food

5d     Culture Corner                                         55
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
conduct a survey, to interpret and make a bar graph
Vocabulary: high-tech, equipment, MP3 players, games
console, DVD player, hi-fi system, digital, allowance, gold
mine

5e     Sounds easy                                             56
Lesson objectives: To give instructions, pronounce /≤/, /∑/
Vocabulary: turn on, connect, access email account,
create, type, click on, include email address

5f      Cross-Curricular Cut: IT                        57
Lesson objectives: To read for text structure, cohesion
and coherence
Vocabulary: Phrases with ‘develop’; phrases with
‘popular’ and ‘famous’, simulating reality games,
computer simulations, cockpit, flight simulators, design,
develop, at risk

Self-Check 5                                                        58
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 •    Give Ss enough time to match the phrases to the
words 1-10 and then make sentences.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          We use a laptop to surf the Net and send emails.
          We use a DVD player to watch movies.
          We use a cell phone to call friends and send text

messages.

          We use an MP3 player to listen to music and store
music files.

          We use a robot to do the chores.
          We use a digital camera to take pictures.
          We use satellites to receive and transmit signals.
          We use CCTV cameras to make our streets safe.
          We use a games console to play video games with.

63

E-society
Warm-up Activity
Elicit what the prefix ‘E’ stands for (electronic). Ask Ss to
look at the title of the unit and the pictures on p. 50 and
elicit what they think Unit 5a is about (modern life and
communication).

  1   a    To compare pictures
               •    Elicit what the people are doing in the pictures

from Ss. Then compare the actions in the top
picture to the actions in the bottom one.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The top picture shows people using old-fashioned

means of communication such as writing letters by
hand, a postman delivering a letter, and someone who is
sending a message by telegraph. The second picture
shows modern means of communication such as cell
phones, email, laptops, and satellite communication.

        b   To infer information and read for
confirmation

               •    Read the question aloud in the rubric and
elicit answers from various Ss.

               •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
text in their books. Elicit the answer.

          Answer Key
          The gap between those who have access to new

technology and those who don’t is called the ‘digital
divide’.

        c    To ask and answer questions based on
a text

               •    Ss work in pairs and ask each other simple
comprehension questions.

               •    Monitor Ss as they do the task.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   How many people have never used a telephone?
          B:    50% of the people in the world. How many people

can use the Internet?
          A:   Fewer than 17% of the people in the world. What

do you need to go online?
          B:    A computer, the right software, a phone line, a

modem, and a subscription to an Internet provider.
Why can’t everyone afford to go online?

           A:    Because the equipment isn’t cheap. How many
websites are in English?

           B:    Four-fifths. Why is it difficult to teach people how to
use a computer?

           A:    Because many people can’t read or write in their own
language, let alone in English. What’s another reason
why the technology gap exists?

           B:    Because people don’t understand how it can help
them. How can we solve the problem?

           A:    We need to educate people and train them. We
should also introduce local languages into
computer usage. etc.

           
  2   a    To present new vocabulary
               •     Give Ss enough time to look up the words/

phrases  in the Word List.
               •    Ask Ss to give an oral summary of the text

using the words/phrases. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          Today, we take new technology for granted. There is a

huge gap between those who have access to new
technology and those who don’t. It is called the ‘Digital
Divide’. To use the Internet and go online you need a
computer, the right software, a phone line, a modem,
and a subscription to an Internet service provider. A lot
of people can’t afford it. There is also a language
barrier. Most websites are in English. The technology
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gap also exists because many people have an old-
fashioned way of thinking. Governments and
educational institutions should work together to
educate people and introduce local languages into
computer usage. When we bridge the digital divide, then
everyone will have equal opportunities and the power
that information will give.

        
        •    Ask Ss to explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          it’s likely (phr): probable
          service provider (phr): a company that provides you

with Internet service
          let alone (phr): to show a statement is even more true

than the next thing you will say
          exists (v): is real
          education (n): the process of getting knowledge
          industries (n): businesses that employ many people

and produce goods/services
          introduce (v): teach; make known
          connected (ad): joined
          population (n): the people in an area
          access (n): availability

          b    Give Ss three minutes to write a
few sentences on the topic. Ss read their
sentences to their partner. Ss say how we can
bridge the digital divide.         

          Suggested Answer Key
            Governments should introduce IT technology in schools,

so that people can learn how to use computers.

           They should also introduce local languages into
computers because many people do not read or write
English.

  3    To present will/be going to/present
progressive

        •    Write on the board:
               A I’m going to travel abroad this year.
                 B I think Suzy will win the competition.
                 C I’m meeting Hanna tonight. 
                    Ask which sentence expresses: a definite plan in

the near future? (C) a future intention? (A) a
prediction based on what we think? (B) Go
through the theory box.

        •    Ask Ss to provide further examples for each use.
Elicit examples from the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
          What are you going to do today? (future plan/

intention)
          Perhaps you’ll email your friends, (prediction based on

what we imagine)
           you’re going to surf the Net (future plan/intention)
           it will be hard to teach them (prediction based on what

we think)
          everyone will have equal opportunities (prediction

based on what we imagine)

  4    To practice will/won’t
          •     Brainstorm with the class for future predictions.

Elicit sentences about what Ss think will/won’t
happen in the future. Point out that the text
contains someone’s future predictions also. Give Ss
enough time to read the text and complete the
task. Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     will               3     won’t          5     will               7     will
          2     will               4     won’t          6     won’t

          Suggested Answer Key
           Brad predicts that people will have flying cars that use a

non-polluting fuel. He thinks there won’t be any traffic
jams or gas.

  5   To practice be going to
          •     Give Ss enough time to complete the task and then

check Ss’ answers by asking Ss to read their
sentences aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I’m going to play football tonight.
          I’m not going to visit a museum next week.
          I’m going to have a party tonight. 
          I’m not going to meet my friends this weekend.
          I’m going to buy a car when I finish school. etc.

  6    To practice the present progressive
        •    Ss work in pairs and ask and answer questions using

the present progressive. Tell Ss that they can turn
the statements from Ex. 5 into questions and use
those if they wish. Monitor Ss, then ask some pairs
to act out their exchanges.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A: Are you playing football this weekend?
          B: Yes, I am./No, I’m not.

Think!TThink!hink!

Alternate Activity for weaker classes 
Write the text in the Suggested Answer Key with
blanks for Ss to complete with the words/phrases
in bold.
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          A: Are you visiting a museum this weekend?
          B: Yes, I am./No, I’m not. 
          A: Are you having a party this weekend?
          B: Yes, I am./No, I’m not. etc.

  7    To practice will and be going to
        •    Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     will                              3     will                              5     will
          2     am going to           4     are going to

  8    To listen for gist
         •     Explain the task. Play the recording. Ss listen and

mark what David is talking about.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          A    the importance of technology

  9    To write a short text
          •     Brainstorm ideas for new inventions of the future

and write some of the best ideas on the board (e.g.,
underground cities, robots, hover shoes, cures for
every disease, etc.).

        •    Ss use the ideas to write their text.
        •    Ask various Ss to read their texts aloud for the

class.

          Suggested Answer Key
            I believe we will have underground cities and we will all

live below the sea. The atmosphere will be too polluted
above ground, but we will have big machines to provide
air for us to breathe. There won’t be many animals or
plants left but, while we live underground, the Earth will
repair itself.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Exs. 1 & 3
p. 45

E-society

Science matters

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title and the pictures. Elicit what the
pictures show (the sun, a sheep and a model of a DNA
strand, Earth on fire, vegetables, a robot) and ask Ss to guess
what Unit 5b is about (science in the future).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words/

phrases in the Word List.
         •    Elicit explanations to confirm Ss’ understanding,

then elicit which phrase matches which picture.

          Answer Key
          A    renewable energy     D    genetic engineering
          B     cloning                            E     artificial intelligence
          C    global warming   

  2    To read for specific purposes
         •     Elicit/Explain what optimistic (hopeful for the

future) and pessimistic (someone who thinks that
bad things are going to happen) mean.

          •     Give Ss enough time to read the text and do the
quiz. Elicit which Ss answered mostly A and which
mostly B by a show of hands.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Renewable energy is energy that comes from a source

that doesn’t run out, such as the wind or the sun.
Genetic engineering is used by scientists, mostly on
plants. Frogs, mice, sheep, and cows are amongst the
animals which scientists have successfully cloned.        

        •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          run out (phr v): be used up/have no more left of sth
          heating underground rocks (phr): warming rocks

found under the Earth’s surface
          as long as (phr): provided that 
          solar energy (phr): energy from the sun
          genes (n): parts of cell that control what is passed

from parents to children
          resist (v): fight against sth
          genetically modified (phr): sth whose genes have

been changed to make it better
          rising (v): increasing
          polar ice caps (n): the ice around the north and south

poles
          melting (v): turning to liquid because of heat
          state (n): condition
          cloned (n): made an exact copy of
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          search engine (n): an internet program or system that
helps you find information by typing in keywords

          intelligent machines (phr): machines that can think like
humans          

          •     Ss say three things they remember from the text.

  3     To express an opinion about cloning
        •    Read out the question. Ss discuss the question in

closed pairs. Monitor the activity. Alternatively,
give Ss three minutes to write a few sentences on
the topic.

         •     Ask some Ss to share their opinion with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I believe that people should be allowed to clone

human organs for transplants, but they shouldn’t be
allowed to clone humans and produce a copy of
someone because they shouldn’t interfere that much
with nature.

  4    To present the 1st, 2nd and 3rd conditionals
        •    Ss books closed. Write on the board:

                 If you ask him,    (he will help you.)
                  hypothesis        main clause
             
                 Elicit which tenses are used and whether the

sentence refers to the present, future, or past.
Explain that the two clauses are separated by a
comma, provided the if-clause is before the
main clause. Explain that this is the 1st
conditional and that we use it to talk about a
possible event in the future. Elicit the rule (if +
simple present ➝ will + bare infinitive).

        •    Write on the board:

                 If we all reduced our gas usage, 
                                    hypothesis

                 the air would be less polluted.
                                  main clause             
                    Elicit which tenses are used and whether the

sentence refers to the present, future, or past.
Explain that the two clauses are separated by a
comma, provided the if-clause is before the main
clause. Explain that this is the 2nd conditional and
that we use it to talk about an impossible event in
the present/ future, or to give advice. Elicit the rule
(if + simple past ➝ would + bare infinitive).

        

        •    Write on the board:                 
                 If we had taken action sooner,
                                 hypothesis

                 the planet would have been in a better state.
                                            main clause

                 Elicit which tenses are used and whether the
sentence refers to the present, future, or past.
Explain that the two clauses are separated by a
comma, provided the if-clause is before the
main clause. Explain that this is the 3rd
conditional and that we use it to talk about
imaginary events in the past. Elicit the rule (if +
past perfect ➝ would have + past participle).

         •     Ss’ books open. Go through the theory box and
elicit further examples for each conditional. Refer
Ss to the Grammar Reference section for more
information.

        •    Ss find examples in the text on p. 52.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
            If there were more genetically modified (GM) food, it

would stop …/it would harm … (2nd conditional)
            If we hadn’t been so careless, the planet wouldn’t

have been in this state. (3rd conditional)
            If we don’t do something about it now, we will have to

…/we will die. (1st conditional)
            If we didn’t have this, we wouldn’t have any

computer games, Internet search engines or robots.
(2nd conditional)

            If we keep creating intelligent machines, they will make
our lives easier …/they will take over the … (1st
conditional)

  5    To practice the 1st conditional
        •    Elicit what i-Cybie is (a high-tech robot dog.)

Explain the task. Ask a S to read out the
example. Elicit what tense the hypothesis is in
(simple present) and what tense the main clause
is in (will + bare infinitive).

        •    Give Ss enough time to do the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask individual Ss to share

their answers with the class.

          Answer Key
          2     If you don’t play with it, it will go to sleep.
           3     If you program it, it will wake you up for school. 
          4     If you praise it, it will wag its tail. 
          5     If you don’t pay attention to it, it will get ill. 

Think!TThink!hink!
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  6    To practice the 2nd conditional
          •     Explain the task. Ask a S to read the example aloud.

Elicit what tense the hypothesis is in (simple past)
and what tense the main clause is in (would + bare
infinitive). Ss do the task in pairs. 

         •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some pairs to share their
answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     A: What would you do if a friend cheated on an

exam?
                 B: If a friend cheated on an exam, I would be quite

disappointed in him/her.
          3     A: What would you do if you got lost on a

mountain?
                 B: If I got lost on a mountain, I would be very

scared.
          4     A: What would you do if your friend was sick?
                 B: If my friend was sick, I would visit him.
          5     A: What would you do if you found a wallet in the

street?
                   B: If I found a wallet in the street, I would hand it

over to the police.

  7    To practice the 3rd conditional
          •     Explain the task. Ask a S to read out the example.

Elicit what tense the hypothesis is in (past perfect)
and what tense the main clause is in (would have +
past participle). Point out that in the transformation
affirmative verbs become negative, and vice versa.

     •    Give Ss enough time to do the task.
     •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask individual Ss to share

their answers with the class.

          Answer Key
          2     If I hadn’t eaten a lot, my stomach wouldn’t have

hurt.
            3      If John hadn’t been tired, he would have gone out.
          4     If Becky hadn’t gone skiing, she wouldn’t have

broken her leg.

 8    To further practice the 1st, 2nd & 3rd
conditionals

          •     Explain the task. Tell Ss to look at the verb form that
is given (either in the hypothesis or main clause) in
order to identify the type of conditional. This will
help them select the right tense.

        •    Give Ss enough time to do the task.
         •     Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          1     did (2nd conditional)
          2     stops (1st conditional)

          3     had got up (3rd conditional)
          4     wouldn’t eat (2nd conditional)
          5     would have played (3rd conditional)

  9   a    To present wishes
                 •     Read out the examples. Explain to Ss that both

people wish that something was different, but
one speaker is making a wish for the present
and the other is expressing regret about
something that happened or didn’t happen in
the past. Elicit which sentence expresses what.

               •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask Ss to come up with
their own examples for each usage.

          Answer Key
          I wish/If only I had an umbrella. (wish for the present)
           I wish/If only I hadn’t eaten so much. (regret about the

past)

        b   To practice wishes
               •    Ask a S to read out the example.
               •    Give Ss enough time to rewrite the

sentences with I wish/If only. Point out that in
the transformation affirmative verbs become
negative, and vice versa.

               •    Check Ss’ answers.
               •    Ask individual Ss to share their answers with

the class.

          Answer Key
          2     I wish/If only we hadn’t lost the match.
          3     I wish/If only it wasn’t so hot.
          4     I wish/If only I hadn’t failed my test.
          5     I wish/If only I had won the competition.

10   IT project on global warming
        •    Direct Ss to the website given and encourage

them to find similar websites on their own.
         •    Give Ss enough time to gather information and

prepare their presentation or, alternatively, assign
the task for HW.

        •    Encourage Ss to include visual material.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Global Warming
           Man has caused global warming through deforestation

and pollution. These factors have greatly increased the
carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide in the air.
These are all greenhouse gases that help trap heat near
Earth’s surface.

          

Science matters
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          What might happen in the future?
           Global warming could have bad effects on wildlife.

More than a million species face extinction. Glaciers
around the world could melt, causing sea levels to rise.
The sea level could rise between 7 to 23 inches by the
end of the century and this would affect a hundred
million people around the world. The climate will
change and natural disasters like hurricanes may
become commonplace in many parts of the world.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Ex. 3 p. 45,
Game p. 52

Science matters

Life in the future

Warm-up Activity
Direct Ss’ attention to the title of the unit and the pictures
on p. 54, and elicit suggestions as to what Ss think Unit 5c
is about (opinions about life in the future).

  1    To read for gist
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the short text, and

elicit which opinion it matches.
        •    Then, elicit which words Lucy has used to list her

points.

          Answer Key
          Sentence A
          words to list points = Firstly, Secondly, Finally

     
        •    Go through the theory box with Ss. Point out that a

topic sentence familiarizes the reader with the
content of the paragraph, whereas the supporting
sentences further expand on the idea of the topic
sentence.

  2    To identify topic sentences and supporting
sentences

        •    Ss work in pairs and identify the topic sentence
and the supporting sentences in the text.

        •    Elicit appropriate alternatives from Ss around
the class.

          Answer Key
          Topic: I believe we will be healthier and our lives will

be easier in the future.
          Supporting sentences: Firstly, scientists will find cures for

many diseases and we will live longer. Secondly, we
might have robots to do all the work, so we will have
more free time. Finally, I think with GM food there will be
enough food for everyone.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I think life in the future will be much better than today.

  3    To express opinion, agree and disagree
with an opinion

        •    Explain the task and set Ss in pairs.
        •    Monitor Ss as they complete the task, and then

choose some Ss to act out their discussion in
front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   In my opinion, people will live longer in the future.
          B:    I agree with that, but I think our planet will be in

trouble.
          A:   I don’t agree with that. I think Earth won’t face any

problems in the future.
           B:    I disagree. I think that lots of animals and plants

won’t exist anymore. 

4      To write a short opinion article
        •    Explain the task and ask Ss questions to make

sure they understand what they have to do (e.g.,
What are you going to write? How many
paragraphs are you going to write? What is your
opinion of life in the future? etc.).

         •     Give Ss time to complete their articles, or,
alternatively, assign the task for HW.

         •    Check Ss’ answers. Alternatively, Ss swap papers
and evaluate their partner’s piece of writing in
terms of paragraphing, grammar, spelling, topic/
supporting sentences.
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          Suggested Answer Key
          In my opinion, life will be more difficult in the future.
          I believe life will change for the worse. Firstly, our

planet will be in trouble and lots of animals and plants
won’t exist anymore. Secondly, pollution will get worse
and it will be harder to breathe. Finally, global
temperatures will be so high that we will all have to
stay indoors all the time.

            All in all, I think the future will be bad for everyone.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Grammar
p. 46

Opinion articles are articles in which we express
our opinion on a specific topic. An opinion article
consists of an introduction in which we present
the topic and we express our opinion. In the
main body paragraph(s) we write our viewpoints
supported by reasons. In the conclusion, we
restate our opinion, using different words.

Writing Bank: opinion articles

Life in the future

Culture Corner

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and conduct a quick class
survey to discover which gadgets Ss have. 

  1    To listen and read for specific information
         •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and answer the questions in the
rubric.

          Answer Key
          Nine out of ten receive them as Christmas or birthday

presents. Others buy them with their pocket money or
with money earned by working.

  2    To read for specific information and interpret
a bar graph

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and
study the bar graph. Then elicit answers to the
questions from Ss.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     50%
          2     an MP3 player and a PC
          3     13%        
        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          equipment (n): things used to do a job or sport 
          board games (n): games with small pieces which are

moved on a checkered board
          

          traditional (adj): having existed a long time without
change

         innovations (n): new inventions 
          survey (n): a set amount of questions many people

are asked in order to determine their opinion or
behavior

          worth (adj): the value of sth
          earn (v): make money 
          goldmine (n): sth very valuable 
          fair (adj): reasonable
          value (n): what sth is worth, usually in terms of money 

  3    To explain information in a bar graph
        •    Explain the task. Explain that a bar graph shows

the relation between two things, in this case the
relation of British teens (vertical line) to the
gadgets they have (horizontal line). Elicit what
the first column indicates in the bar graph (that
50% of British teens own a hi-fi).

        •    Then choose individual Ss to explain the
remaining columns of the bar graph.

        •    Conduct a quick class survey to discover how
many Ss have any of the items in the bar graph.

          Suggested Answer Key
          50% of British teens have a hi-fi and a DVD player. 
          30% of British teens have an MP3 player and a PC. 
          13% of British teens have a digital TV.

          (Ss’ own answers)
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  4    To conduct a survey and make a bar graph
        •    Explain the task and write the pieces of high-

tech equipment and gadgets from the bar
graph on the board. You may add others if you
wish (e.g., cell phone, laptop, games console).

        •    Go through the list and ask Ss to raise their hand
if they own each one. Count the raised hands
each time and write the number next to each
item on the board.

         •     Ss copy the list and the numbers into their
notebooks, calculate the percentages (e.g., in a
class of 20 if 10 Ss have a cell phone, then
explain that this is 50%, etc.), and then use the
results to make a bar graph like the one on p. 55.

        •    Ss present the results to the class in percentages.
         •     Alternatively, Ss prepare a questionnaire, make

photocopies, and give it out to their classmates.

                The questionnaire will look as follows:

        •    Ss fill in their answers. Each S collects the
completed questionnaires, calculates the
percentages as explained before, and then uses
the results to make a bar graph.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 Grammar
Review p. 47

Which gadgets do you have? Check (✓).

MP3 player ...                cell phone ...
Hi-fi ...                               laptop ...
PC ...games console ...
digital TV ...                    other ...
video camera ...

Culture Corner

Sounds easy

Warm-up Activity
Read the title of the unit and ask Ss to guess what they
think Unit 5e is about (giving instructions).

  1    To understand email and website addresses
        •    Explain the task and elicit which of the addresses

are from a website and which are from an email.
         •     Read the key aloud and ask Ss to read the

addresses aloud and help with pronunciation
where necessary.

        •    Play the recording for Ss to check their
pronunciation.

          Answer Key
          http://www.google.com – website
          kathy@me–online.bu – email
          Steve@pen_mail.com – email

  2    To distinguish between giving and asking
for instructions

        •    Read the sentences aloud.
        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen

and repeat.
        •    Elicit which sentences give and which ask for

instructions.
        •    Ss then say the sentences in their L1.

          Answer Key
          Give instructions:
          First, turn on your computer.
          Now connect to the Internet.
          Then, access your email account.
          Ask for instructions:
          Can you help me send an email?
          Got it! What’s next?
          Is that all?

  3    To decode information and order visual
material

         •     Explain the task. Go through pictures A-F and
elicit what each one shows (A – the Internet, 
B – a ‘send’ button, C – a ‘create message’ button,
D – turning on a computer, E – a ‘sign in’ page, F –
typing on a computer keyboard).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text in
their books. Play the recording again if necessary.

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     D                   3     E                    5     F     
          2     A                   4     C                   6     B
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  4    To understand the meaning of everyday
English expressions

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogue and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-4.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read out their
answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Do you have a minute?          3     Got it!
          2     Sure.                                                 4     Is that all?

  5    To act out a dialogue
        •    Read the instructions aloud and explain the task.
         •     Remind Ss to use the dialogue in Ex. 3 as a model.

Ss act out their dialogues in pairs. Draw the
following diagram on the board for Ss to use.

         

        •    Monitor Ss as they complete the task. Ss record
themselves if there is appropriate equipment.

        •    Ask pairs to act out their dialogues in front of
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Can you help me send an SMS?
           B:    No problem. First, switch on your cell phone.
          A:   All right.
          B:    Now go to the menu on your phone. Then, choose

‘messages’.
          A:   Got it! What’s next?
          B:    Select ‘create message’ and then ‘new text

message’, and write your text message. When you
finish, select ‘send to’.

          A:   Is that all? Sounds easy.
          B:    Yes, it is. Don’t forget to select the cell number of

the person you’re sending the text message to, and
press ‘send’.

          A:   Thanks.

  6    To pronounce /≤/, /∑/

        •    Ss copy the table into their notebooks.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check. 
        •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

listen and repeat.

          

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Pairwork Activities
pp. 49-50

Student A
Ask for help.
(Can you ...?)

Agree.
(All right.)

Ask for
next instruction.
(Got it! What’s ...?)

Say how easy it seems.
(Is that ...? Sounds
easy.)

Thank B.
(Thanks.)

Student B
Agree to help. Give
first instruction.
(No problem. First, ... .)
Give second and
third instruction.
(Now ... . Then, ... .)
Give final
instructions.
(Select ... . When 
you finish, ... .)
Agree & add last
point.
(Yes, it is. 
Don’t forget ... .)

/≤/ /∑/ /≤/ /∑/

Mark ✓ son ✓

cup ✓ love ✓

71

Warm-up Activity
Elicit what IT stands for (Information Technology) and ask
Ss what this lesson is called in their language and what it
is for (to help students acquire general IT competencies e.g.,
use a computer, create websites, etc.).

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Ask Ss to look at the picture and the title, and guess

what Unit 5f is about (computer simulations).
        

     •    Give Ss enough time to read and check if their
guesses were correct.

  2    To read for lexico-grammatical structure
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and

choose the correct word for each blank. Ss
compare their answers in pairs.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check their
answers.

Cross-Curricular Cut
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          Answer Key
          1     C            2     B            3     B            4     B            5     C

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to do the task.
        •    Elicit answers to the questions from various Ss

around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
           1     A computer simulation is a computer program, like a

video game, that imitates reality.
          2     Pilots can use a flight simulator to practice their

skills, and engineers can use simulations to design
and test new products.

          3     Simulations are useful because they enable us to
study or test something that we can’t study or test
in real life, because it’s too difficult or dangerous.
We can develop and test new things without
putting people’s lives at risk.

        •    Elicit the meaning of the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          simulations (n): imitations of sth real
          skills (n): abilities to do sth well after training and

practice
          cockpit (n): the place in an aircraft where the pilot sits
          design (v): plan, make, draw

  4    To present and practice new vocabulary 
        •    Read out the phrases and explain that the words

in black type are the phrases, and the words in
colored type are the meanings.

        •    Elicit which phrase is in the text, then give Ss time
to write sentences with each of the phrases. 

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          … we can develop and test new things …

          Suggested Answer Key
          There are genetic tests available to discover if some

people may develop cancer.
          I took my vacation photos to be developed.
          Jack has developed his own video game.
          My brother went to drama school to develop his

acting skills.  

  5    To distinguish between popular and famous
        •    Explain that both words are related to the idea of

“well known” but are used in a different context.
Ss fill the blanks with the correct word and then
check their answers in their dictionaries.

          Answer Key
          1     popular                    3     famous
          2     famous                     4     popular

  6    To consolidate information through speaking
        •    Give Ss some time to read the text again, then

close their books and tell their partner three
things they remember from the text.

        •    Ask pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Sims is one of the most popular video games

among teenagers.          
          We use simulations for things we cannot study or test

in real life, as it is too difficult or dangerous.

          Engineers use computer simulations to design and
test a product before people use it.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 5 p. 48,
Portfolio Activities p. 51

Write these words on the board. Ss in teams make
sentences using the words, one at a time. Each
correct sentence gets 1 point. The team with the
most points is the winner.
       • video game  • real life  • computer simulation  
       • at risk  • go online  • language barrier  
       • technology gap  • genetic engineering  
       • global warming  • clone  • artificial intelligence
       • cures  • turn  on
       e.g.,  Team A S1:  Sim City is a video game.
                Team B S1:  We can’t test some things in

real life because it’s very
difficult.
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        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the
key at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss
read the Now I Can section and evaluate
themselves.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 5 p. SS2

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 5 p. LP1

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 5 
p. VP3

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 5 pp. 113-116, 
Midterm-Test pp. 117-120

Divide the room in four parts: agree, somewhat
agree, somewhat disagree, and disagree. Make a
statement about life in the future like “The digital
divide will be bridged in the future”. Ss move to the
area that best shows how they feel about the
statement. Ss in each area discuss why they feel this
way for a few minutes and present their views to the
class. 
e.g.  S from the Disagree team: The Digital Divide will

not be bridged because technology progresses
faster and faster so the people who do not have
access to it will not be able to keep up with the
changes. 

Self-Check
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What’s in this module?

 •    Refer Ss to the title of the module (Safety comes
first) and ask them to suggest what it means and
what they think the module is about. Elicit
answers and tell Ss to browse through the units
and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to how important safety is. We will

learn about how to stay safe in different situations.

Find the page numbers for

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          an email (p. 64) Who is the email to/from? Do you

send emails? How often? Who to? What for? etc.

           a flyer (p. 62) Where could you see a flyer like this?
What is a flyer’s purpose? What else can you see on p.
62? etc.

           an article about dangerous animals (p. 60) Where
could you read an article like this? What is its purpose?
What do you know about the animals in the pictures?
etc.

           teenage problems (p. 64) Do you or your friends have
teenage problems as those listed? Who do you turn to
for help? Do you think it’s difficult being a teenager?
etc. 

Vocabulary

 •    Read words 1-7 aloud and then play the
recording with pauses for Ss to repeat. 

 •    Elicit the L1 equivalents.
 •    Read out the phrases in the list aloud. Elicit/

Explain the meaning of any unknown vocabulary.
Then give Ss enough time to match them to
pictures 1-7 and then describe the pictures.

 •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key 
          1     A boy is spraying paint on a wall.
          2     A man is breaking into a house.
          3     A man is trying to steal a car.
          4     A man is stealing another man’s wallet.
          5     A man is robbing a bank.
          6     A man is driving too fast.
          7     A woman is stealing clothes from a store.

Safety comes first

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about safety, crime and
accidents, giving advice, and being sympathetic.

Module page                                                      59
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: breaking the law (vandalism, burglary, car
theft, picking pockets, robbery, speeding, shoplifting), verbs
(steal, rob, spray paint, break into)

6a     Danger down under                       60-61
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
modals (must, have to, should, can, may, might, could),
modals (past), to prepare a flyer on sun safety
Vocabulary: residents, venom, lethal, shallow, tricked,
occur, dusk, sting, symptoms, toxic, spines, defend,
painful, shark, attacks, fatal, feeding time
6b     Streetwise                                           62-63
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
reported speech (statements, orders, commands,
questions), to listen for gist, write a list of safety tips
for a trip
Vocabulary: crime (burglary, mugging, murder,
pickpocketing, robbery, shoplifting, vandalism), safety
(safe and sound, crime victim, personal safety, keep in
touch, attract thieves, busy area, plan in advance, give a
ride home, high-tech gadgets, tempt thieves, oncoming
traffic, keep valuables out of sight)

6c     Take it easy                                               64
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information and
to understand structure, to write an email giving advice
Vocabulary: teenage problems (losing sth valuable,
arguing with a friend, changing schools, disagreeing with
parents, taking exams, having no money, moving into a new
house, being bullied/teased at school, gaining/losing weight)

6d     Culture Corner                                         65
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, give a
presentation on special police forces in your country
Vocabulary: portable radios, symbol, leather riding boots,
control traffic, shift, serve, train, stand still; phrases with “carry”

6e     Oh dear!                                                      66
Lesson objectives: To express being sympathetic, to
listen for gist, pronounce /∑/, /¬/
Vocabulary: sprain your wrist, bang your head, twist your
ankle, cut your finger, break your leg, hurt your back

6f      Cross-Curricular Cut: IT                        67
Lesson objectives: To read to identify purpose,
genre, and target audience
Vocabulary: antivirus program, system, screen name, run
programs, make backups, online, data, visit chatrooms,
nickname, mouse, personal information

Self-Check 6                                                        68
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the title of the unit, the title of the text,
and the pictures and guess what Unit 6a is about
(dangerous animals that live in the sea in Australia).

  1    To listen and read for specific information
and match words to pictures

        •    Ask Ss if they recognize any of the animals in the
pictures.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books. Then ask Ss to match the words
to the pictures and elicit answers to the
questions from Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     shark (bite you, eat/attack you)
          2     stonefish (sting you)
          3     Irukandji jellyfish (sting you)
          4     cone shells (sting you)

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Students enough time to read the text

again and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     the stonefish, Irukandji jellyfish, cone shell
          2     the shark
          3     the stonefish
          4     the cone shell
          5     the cone shell
          6     the stonefish

  3    To learn new vocabulary through synonyms
        •    Ss do the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          1     d            3     g            5     a            7     b     
          2     e            4     c             6     h            8     f

        •    Ss then explain the underlined words/phrases.

          Suggested Answer Key
          wonders (n): things that cause surprise and

admiration
          reef (n): a line of rocks and sand in the sea
          is home to (phr): is the place where sth (e.g., an

animal) is most typically found
          allowed (v): permitted 
          sandy seabed (phr): the surface of the earth under the

sea covered in sand
          spines (n): long sharp points of an animal or a plant
          nasty sting (phr): a very bad wound caused by an

animal or a plant that makes a small hole in sb’s skin
which is usually accompanied by pain

          poisonous (adj): containing or producing poison
          symptoms (n): signs that you have a particular illness
          treated (v): provided with medical care
          toxic (adj): poisonous
          painful (adj): causing pain
          humans (n): people
          attacks (n): violent acts to hurt sb
          fatal (adj): causing death
          dawn (n): the early morning
          feeding time (phr): the specific time at which animals

eat

        •    In pairs, Ss then tell each other the two things
that impressed them the most from the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The two things that impressed me the most were that

there are some jelly fish the size of a thumbnail and
that there are shells which are poisonous.

  4   a    To introduce modals
                •    Read the examples in the box and explain the

meaning of obligation (to have the duty to do
something), prohibition (not to allow
someone to do something), recommendation
(to give someone a piece of advice or offer a
suggestion), and possibility (the likelihood
that something will happen).

Background information

The Great Barrier Reef in Australia is the world’s
largest coral reef system. It is actually made up of
more than 2,800 coral reefs and about 900 islands. It
is one of the seven natural wonders in the world.
About 30 species of whales, dolphins, and tortoises
live there. Six species of sea turtle come to the reef
to breed. Over 200 species of birds live there, as well
as species of shark and sea snake. There are also
hard and soft corals on the reef. The greatest threats
to the Great Barrier Reef are climate change,
pollution, and declining water quality. The reef is
popular with tourists, especially those who like
scuba diving.

Danger down under
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Danger down under

                •     Present the modals must/must not, have
to/don’t have to, should, can, may, might, could. 

               •    Ss complete the task.

          Answer Key
          Must and have to are used to express obligation,

must not is used to express prohibition, don’t have to
is used to express no obligation, should is used to express
recommendation, can/may/might, could are used to
express possibility.

       b   To identify modals
                •    Give Ss enough time to scan the text, find the

modals, and complete the task.
                •    Check Ss’ answers.
                •    Ask individual Ss to read their answers aloud.

          Answer Key
           you have to be careful (l. 5) – obligation 
           a nasty venom which can be very painful (l. 10-11) –

possibility
          you must not touch the reef while swimming 

(l. 12-13) – prohibition
           you should make sure you always wear shoes or

sandals (l. 13-14) – recommendation
          terrible symptoms that might kill you, unless treated

properly (l. 21-22) – possibility
          They are really snail-like creatures that can give you a

toxic and painful sting (l. 26-28) – possibility
           you must get to the nearest hospital as soon as possible

(l. 30-31) – obligation
           you should always swim, dive, or surf with other people

(l. 36-38) – recommendation
           you must not swim at dusk or at dawn (l. 38-39) –

prohibition

  5    To practice modals

        •    Ss complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

Answer Key
          1     don’t have to                5     should
          2     have to                            6     might
          3     must                                  7     can
          4     must not

          •    Ss then make a sentence with the other modal.
        •    Ask some Ss to read their sentences aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     You must not go diving at dusk.
          2     You may see big fish during your dive.

          3     You must not forget to check your equipment
before a dive.

          4     You don’t have to be young to scuba dive.
          5     You might get disoriented while scuba diving, so

always dive with a partner.
            6     You should place a surface marker buoy in the water

when scuba diving, so boats know that you are there.
          7     You should always be alert while scuba diving.

  6    To further practice modals
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          You must not tell people’s secrets.
          You don’t have to/must/have to/can go to work on

Sundays.
           You must/have to/should wear sunscreen at the

beach.
          You must not touch coral reefs.
          You can hurt yourself if you aren’t careful.

  7    To introduce past modals
         •    Read the examples in the box. Present the past

modals explaining that could is used to express
general ability/repeated action in the past,
had to is used to express obligation in the past,
was able to is used to express ability on one
given occasion/situation in the past, and
couldn’t/wasn’t able to is used to express
general lack of ability in the past.

         •    Ss say the corresponding past modals in their L1.

  8    To practice past modals
         •     Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to complete

it.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     could                              3     had to
          2     were able to               4     couldn’t/weren’t able to

  9    To consolidate present and past modals
         •    Explain the task. Give Ss enough time to do the

task in pairs.
        •    Walk around and monitor the activity.
         •     Ask some Ss to share their answers with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
         •     I have to pay attention in class at school. I don’t have

to wear a uniform at school.

76
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Streetwise
Warm-up Activity
Elicit what ‘Streetwise’ means (to know how to be safe on
the streets). Elicit what precautions people should take to
be safe on the streets (e.g., walk in groups, keep valuables
out of sight, not walk alone at night, etc.). 

  1    To introduce the topic and listen and read
for specific information

        •    Read the questions aloud and elicit answers
from Ss around the class.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books to check if their answers are the
same as those in the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     You shouldn’t use it when you think someone

might steal it.
          2     You should sit near the driver.
          3     You should plan in advance how you will get

home.
           4     You might tempt thieves, or you might not hear the

oncoming traffic, or someone approaching from
behind.

  2    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words/

phrases in the Word List. Ss discuss in pairs
which crimes are the most serious, justifying
their opinion.

        •    Ask some Ss to share their answers with the
class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          We think murder and mugging are the most serious

crimes. In the first crime someone loses his/her life,
and in the second crime someone is attacked and
injured.

  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words/

phrases in the Word List. Tell Ss to read the text
again and then use the phrases to give a
summary of it.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The text is about how we can make sure we are safe

and sound when we are out and about, and how not
to become a crime victim by taking our personal
safety seriously.

          Cell phones are great to use to keep in touch, but may
attract thieves, so we should keep them hidden.

          If we have to wait at a station, we should wait in a
busy area. We should always plan in advance how
we are going to get home. We can ask our parents to
give us a ride home.

Danger down under

          •     I had to study for my chemistry exam yesterday. I
didn’t have to do any household chores yesterday.

          •     I could read when I was five. I couldn’t play the
violin when I was five.

          •     I was able to win the spelling competition last week. I
wasn’t able to convince my sister to lend me her new
jacket yesterday. 

10   To prepare a flyer using IT
          •     Direct Ss to the website given and encourage

them to find similar websites on their own. Ss
gather information and prepare their flyer.
Alternatively, you can assign the task for HW.

          

Suggested Answer Key

BE SAFE IN THE SUN!
           We all know that too much sun can be dangerous, so

follow these simple rules to have a great summer.

           •     You must put on sunscreen with a high SPF about 30
minutes before going out into the sun.

          •     You must reapply sunscreen regularly.
          •     You must wear a hat and sunglasses.
          •     You must not sunbathe for a long time during the

hottest part of the day (from 10am-4pm).
          •     You should drink plenty of water when in the sun.
           •     You should stay in the shade most of the time. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 4 p. 54,
Portfolio Activities p. 59
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          We should keep high-tech gadgets out of sight on the
street, so we don’t tempt thieves. We shouldn’t wear
headphones because we may not be able to hear
oncoming traffic.

           Finally, we should keep our valuables out of sight.

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          aware (adj): having knowledge of sth
          surroundings (n): everything around a place
          out and about (phr): going out and doing many

things
          railroad station (n): a building by a railroad track

where trains stop to allow people to get on or off
          plan (v): decide in detail what you are going to do
          chance (n): luck
          oncoming (adj): moving towards you

  4    To present and practice reported statements
          •     Elicit when we use reported speech (to report a

person’s actual words). Ask Ss to look at the table.
Refer Ss to the Grammar Reference section for
more information.

          •     Ask questions to elicit how tenses, personal
pronouns, and time expressions change in
reported speech.

               e.g., T:       How does the simple present change
in reported speech?

                        S1:    It changes to simple past.
                          T:       Look at the first sentence. How does “I”

change in the reported statement?
                        S2:    It changes to “he”.
                          T:       How does the reported sentence start?
                        S3:    With “He said that”.
                             T:        In which sentence have quotation marks

been used?
                        S4:    In the direct speech statement. 

        •    Ss report Lisa’s sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ask individual Ss to read their answers aloud.

          Answer Key
          2     Lisa said that he drove carelessly.
           3     Lisa said that the test lasted thirty minutes.
          4     Lisa said that I couldn’t enter that room.
           5     Lisa said that she had met Mr. Erickson the day

before.
          6     Lisa said that she hadn’t cooked yet.
          7     Lisa said that John would be back at 6:00.

  5    To present and practice reported orders/
commands

         •    Ask Ss to read the table. Elicit how the reported
orders/commands start (He told … to). Refer Ss
to the Grammar Reference section for more
information.

        •    Ss report commands 1-5.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ask individual Ss to read their answers aloud.

          Answer Key
          2     She told Bob not to be late.
           3     She told Kim not to walk alone at night.
          4     He told Sue to keep her bag closed.
           5     He told us to ask our parents to give us a ride home.

  6    To present and practice reported questions
         •     Ask Ss to read the table. Refer Ss to the Grammar

Reference section for more information.
        •    Ss change sentences 1-5 to reported speech.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ask individual Ss to read their answers aloud.

          Answer Key
          2     He asked Mary if/whether she had called her

parents.
           3     He asked Jenny when he had called.
          4     He asked me how old I was.
           5     She asked Bob if/whether he was leaving.

Alternate Activity for weaker students 
Write the text in the Suggested Answer Key on the
board with blanks and ask Ss to fill in the
words/phrases in bold.
e.g.,  The text is about how we can make sure we are

1) .... when were are out and about, etc.
Ss will use the words/phrases in Ex. 3 to complete
the text, making any necessary changes.

Play in groups of three as in the example. Say
something. The second person in the group reports it
to the third person in the group. Continue the game
taking turns saying things, asking, and reporting.
e.g.,    S1:     I can’t do this exercise.

  S2:     What did he say?
  S3:     He said that he couldn’t do that exercise.

etc.
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Take it easy
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what some common problems teenagers face
today are and what they can do about them (e.g., exam
stress/make a study plan; bullying/tell an adult etc.).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Go through the teenage problems and elicit/

explain what each one means.
        •    Elicit which problems are the most stressful by

conducting a quick class survey through a show
of hands.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The thing that stresses me the most is being

bullied/teased at school.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Choose a S to read the extract aloud and elicit

what Penny’s problems are from the rest of the
class.

          Answer Key
          Penny gets picked on by 9th grade students and she

feels lonely.

  3    To read for gist
        •    Explain the task and elicit/explain the meaning

of being sympathetic (showing kindness &
understanding to sb who is going through a
difficult situation) and ‘hope’ (want, wish, desire
sth).

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text then elicit
answers from around the class.

          Answer Key
          Para 1 illustrates that Stella’s being sympathetic.
           Para 2 gives Stella’s advice & expected results.
          Para 3 expresses Stella’s hope that her advice helps.

Streetwise

  7    To further practice reported speech
         •     Explain the task. Ask a pair of Ss to read the

example aloud. Ss in closed pairs take it in turns,
saying sentences and reporting what their partner
says.

        •    Walk round the class, monitoring the activity
and offering assistance when needed.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ask some pairs to do the activity in front of the

class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   I want some ice cream.
           B:    She said that she wanted some ice cream. Be quiet.
           A:    She told me to be quiet. Who’s that?
           B:    She asked who that was. etc.

  8    To listen for gist
        •    Read the subjects aloud and explain the task.
        •    Play the recording, twice if necessary. Ss circle

the subject which the person is talking about.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          B − MP3 players

  9    To write an email giving advice to a friend
        •    Explain the task and brainstorm with the class

for appropriate suggestions (walk in well-lit
streets, etc.). 

         •     Ss complete the task in class or for HW. Remind Ss
they can use ideas from the listening in Ex. 8 and
the text on p. 62 if they want to. Give Ss the
beginning and ending from the Suggested
Answer Key to help them.

          Suggested Answer Key
           Hi Mike, 
           Here’s some advice for your trip to the big city.
            You should always be aware of your surroundings and

walk in well-lit streets at night. You shouldn’t use your cell
phone or your MP3 player in public, as they might tempt
thieves. You should also wait in busy areas at bus and
railroad stations, and sit near the driver on public
transportation. You shouldn’t carry a lot of cash on you.
You should also keep your bag close to you and your
valuables well hidden. 

          Hope my advice helps. Have a great trip!
          John
     
  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 1 p. 53,

Exs. 5, 6 & 7 p. 54, Ex. 10 p. 56
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Culture Corner
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss if horses are used by the police force in their
country. Elicit how the RCMP may be useful and what
special duties they may have.

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and find

and explain how the words/phrases listed are
related to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
          The Royal Canadian Mounted Police carry portable

radios.

          The Royal Canadian Mounted Police wear a uniform
called the Red Serge. It includes a Stetson hat, a scarlet
coat, and brown boots.

  2    To describe a picture, using given
vocabulary

        •    Ask various Ss to describe the man in the
picture, using the given vocabulary.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The man in the picture is a mounted police officer in

the RCMP. He is wearing a uniform called the Red
Serge. He is wearing a scarlet coat, a Stetson hat, and
brown boots. He is carrying a portable radio.

Take it easy

  4    To identify opening and closing remarks
        •    Elicit/Explain that opening remarks can be

found at the beginning of a(n) letter/email and
closing remarks can be found at the end of a(n)
letter/ email.

        •    Read the sentences (1-4) aloud and elicit which
are opening remarks and which are closing
remarks from various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     O           2     C            3     C            4     O

  5    To make sentences giving advice
        •    Explain any unknown vocabulary (spread,

relieve). Explain the task and read the first
example sentence aloud.

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          The best thing you can do is get a good night’s sleep.

This way, you’ll feel relaxed.
          The best thing you can do is spread your studying over

several days. This way, you’ll prepare better for the
exam.

          The best thing you can do is talk to others. This way,
you’ll relieve stress.

  6    To write an email giving advice
        •    Go through the paragraph plan with Ss.
        •    Elicit a variety of opening/closing remarks,

pieces of advice from around the class. Tell Ss to
use ideas from Ex. 5.

        •    Jot these down in the plan on the board. Ss can
copy the plan into their notebooks. Check orally
in class. Then give Ss enough time to complete
the task in class. Alternatively, assign it for HW.

        •    Ask some Ss to read their email to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Holly,
           I’m really sorry to hear that you’re feeling stressed

about your exams, but I think I can help you. 
          The best thing you can do is make notes as you read.

This way, you will remember things more easily. You
should also get a good night’s sleep. This way, you’ll
feel more relaxed.

          I really hope my advice helps. Write and let me know
how your exams go. 

          Love,
          Janet

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 2 
p. 53, Grammar Review p. 55

Emails giving advice are written to express
sympathy and to give encouragement. They are
normally informal in style. In the first paragraph
we express our sympathy and state the reason
for writing. In the second paragraph we give our
advice, supported by possible results. In the last
paragraph we write our closing remarks.

Writing Bank: email giving advice
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  3    To read for specific information
        •    Ss read the text again and answer the questions

in pairs.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
          Answer Key
          1     RCMP officers wear their Red Serge for civil

ceremonies, festivals, and memorials.
          2     Their duties are to patrol streets and parks on their

horses and control traffic and crowds, especially at
sporting events, festivals, and celebrations.

          3     Horses learn how to walk and run correctly and
how to stand still, be calm, and move through
traffic and crowds during their training.

          4     Para 1: introduction to the RCMP & description of
their uniform

                 Para 2: the officers’ duties
                 Para 3: the horses & their training
                 Para 4: how Canadians feel about the RCMP

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          symbols (n): images that represent a group or idea 
          scarlet (adj): bright red
          consists of (v): is made up of
          pants (n): trousers
          ceremonies (n): formal events on important occasions
          memorials (n): events in honor of sb or a group of

people who has/have died
          shift (n): a period of work
          patrol (v): go around an area to make sure that there is

no trouble
          proud of (phr): have a high opinion of sth or feeling

pleased because you are related to or involved with
sth good

          mounted police (n): police officers who ride horses
when they are on duty

  4    To consolidate information in a text
        •    Direct Ss to select information from the text and

describe a typical day for a RCMP officer in the
first person. Ss prepare their presentation.

        •    Select various Ss to complete the task in front of
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          On a typical working day, I patrol the streets and parks

of our city with my partner. Sometimes, we also have
to help control traffic. If there is a special sporting
event, festival, or other celebration happening, we go
along to help control the crowds. Other times, we have

to attend a formal ceremony, festival, or memorial. On
those days, we wear our Red Serge, our traditional
uniform.

        •    Ss say whether this job suits their personality,
giving reasons.

          Suggested Answer Key
          This job suits my personality because I love animals

and I like helping people.

  5    To present and practice new vocabulary
        •    Read the phrases aloud and explain that the

words in black print are the phrases, and the
words in colored print are the meanings.

        •    Give Ss enough time to write sentences with
each of the phrases.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.
          Suggested Answer Key
          Everyone should carry their ID.
          She carried the shopping to the car.
          Mr. Taylor will carry on teaching for another year,

and then he will retire.
          The bus can carry 70 people.

  6    To make a presentation on special police
forces

        •    Divide the class into small groups and explain
the task. Tell Ss they can use the Internet and
reference books to find information.

        •    Give enough time for Ss to gather their
information and prepare their presentations.
Alternatively, assign the task for HW.

        •    Ss make their presentations to the class.
          Suggested Answer Key
          There are five separate national police forces in Italy

and each one has a different uniform and different
duties. 

         The Arma dei Carabinieri (military police) wear
navy blue uniforms with berets. They are armed
police. The Guardia di Finanza (financial and
customs police) investigates money-related crimes.
They wear gray uniforms with green berets. The
Polizia di Stato (state police) is the national police of
Italy. They perform general police duties and they
patrol the highways, airports, train stations, bridges,
and canals. They wear gray pants, dark blue shirts,
and black hats. The Polizia Penitenziaria (prison
police) look after and run the Italian prison system
and transport prisoners to and from the prisons.
They wear a navy blue uniform with silver buttons.
The Corpo Forestale dello Stato (forestry police) are
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Culture Corner

like park rangers and they take care of the national
parks and forests. They fight any fires and protect
wildlife. They wear a gray uniform with gold buttons
and a green stripe down the side of the pants.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6  
         Pairwork Activities pp. 57-58

Oh dear!
Warm-up Activity
Elicit that Oh dear! is a phrase that expresses being
sympathetic. Elicit an L1 equivalent.

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Go through the phrases. Choose two Ss to read

the example aloud. Ss do the activity in pairs.
        •    Monitor Ss as they complete the activity. Ask

some pairs to act out their exchanges in front of
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Have you ever banged your head?
          B:    Yes, I have.
          A:   How did it happen?
          B:    I fell off my bike.

          A:   Have you ever twisted your ankle?
          B:    Yes, I have.
          A:   How did it happen?
          B:    I did it when I was playing basketball.

          A:   Have you ever cut your finger?
          B:    Yes, I have.
          A:   How did it happen?
          B:    I did it while I was cutting fruit.

          A:   Have you ever broken your leg?
          B:    Yes, I have.
          A:   How did it happen?
          B:    I did it when I was skiing.

          A:   Have you ever hurt your back?
          B:    Yes, I have.
          A:   How did it happen?
          B:    I lifted a heavy box.

  2    To identify expressions of sympathy
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and repeat.
        •    Elicit which expressions express sympathy.

          Answer Key
          I’m sorry to hear that …
          Oh, dear! You poor thing!

  3    To listen for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen, follow the lines, and

say what happened to the people.

          Answer Key
          Ben has hurt his ankle. Helen has hurt her back.

  4    To understand the meaning of everyday
expressions

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogues and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-4.

     •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their
answers aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     Are you all right, Ben?
          2     Don’t panic!
          3     It’s killing me.
          4     I’ll let you know.

  5    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation and to review reported speech

        •    Elicit the L1 translations for the sentences in
Ex. 2. Remind Ss that these should be equivalent
expressions rather than direct translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Ss turn dialogue A into reported speech.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          Ann asked Ben if/whether he was all right.
          Ben said no, that he couldn’t move, and that his ankle

really hurt.
          Ann told him not to panic and to just stay where he

was, and that she would call an ambulance.
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Cross-Curricular Cut
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss how often they use the Internet, what they use it
for, and whether they visit chatrooms.

  1    To identify the purpose and target audience
of a text as well as the reader’s intention

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the article and
answer the questions.

        •    If Ss are unsure, ask more questions to help
them understand the task better (e.g., Why did
the writer write the text? Who did the writer think
the reader would be when he wrote it? etc.).

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Its purpose is to give tips about safe Internet

surfing.
          2     It is addressed to teens who use the Internet.
          3     In order to learn how to protect themselves and

their computer, when on the Internet.

  2    To present new vocabulary
        •    Direct Ss to find the words/phrases in the text to

see them in context and then to look them up in
the Word List.

        •    Give Ss enough time to use them in sentences
of their own to give their partner advice.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to share
their advice with the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Don’t run programs unless you know what they are.
          Make backups of your data in case you lose it.
          Keep online friends in the virtual world.
          Beware when you visit chatrooms. 
          Don’t use your real name in a chatroom, use a

nickname. 
          Grab a mouse and surf safely.
          Don’t share personal information with anyone on

the Internet.
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Oh dear!

          Ben said that it was killing him.
          Ann said that she thought he’d broken it, but it was

going to be all right. She said that help was on the
way.

  6    To act out a dialogue
        •    Explain the task. Draw the following diagram on

the board for Ss to follow.

        •    Ss work in pairs and act out their dialogues.
        •    Monitor the activity. Ask some pairs to act out

their dialogues in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Are you all right, Dan?
          B:    No. My ankle hurts. It’s killing me!

          A:   Oh dear! You poor thing! 
          B:    I think I’ll go to the hospital.
          A:   I hope everything will be OK. 
          B:    Thanks. I’ll let you know.

  7    To pronounce /∑/, /¬/

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check. Play the
recording again with pauses. Ss listen and
repeat.

        •    Elicit other words with the same sounds.

          Answer Key

          

          Suggested Answer Key
          /∑/: bun, run /¬/: howl, brown 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 6 Ex. 3 p. 53,
Ex. 9 p. 56, Game p. 60

Student A
Ask if friend is OK.
(Are you ...?)

Express being
sympathetic.
(Oh dear! ... .)
Express hope.
(I hope everything 
... .)

Student B
Explain what the
problem is.
(No. My ... .)
Explain what you’ll
do.
(I think I’ll ... .)
Thank friend. 
(Thanks. I’ll ... .)

/∑/ /¬/ /∑/ /¬/

bud ✓ foul ✓

town ✓ ton ✓

noun ✓ nun ✓

done ✓ down ✓
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Self-Check

84

         Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the
key at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss
read the Now I Can section and evaluate
themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 6 p. LP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 6 
         p. VP4

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 6 pp. 121-124

A S has to tell two lies about themselves and one
true fact, related to safety and accidents. The rest
of the class ask questions to find out what the true
fact is. The S who finds the true fact is the next to
start the Lying Game. 
e.g.,     A:     “I broke my leg while skiing last February.”
                      “I saw a shark while swimming last year.”
                      “My father works as a police officer.”
             B:     How old were you when you started

skiing? 
             C:     Where were you when you saw the shark?

etc.

Cross-Curricular Cut

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          share (v): tell sb sth
          hang out (phr): spend time in a particular place
          remain (v): continue to be
          origin (n): source
          in doubt about (phr): unsure about something
          stick to (phr): continue doing sth
          track you down (phr): find you or find information

about you
          adult (n): grown-up
          face-to-face (phr): in person

  3    To present phrases with clean and clear
         •    Elicit/Explain that “clean” means “not dirty” and

“clear” means “not confusing, not dark”.
        •    Ss use their dictionaries if necessary and complete

the sentences.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     clean          2     clear            3     clean          4     clear

  4    To paraphrase the text using should/
shouldn’t

        •    Tell Ss to read the text again and make notes
under the headings should/shouldn’t.

        •    Ss use their notes, take the role of an IT teacher,
and tell the class what to do/not to do online.

        

          Suggested Answer Key
            When online, you should never share personal

information like your name or where you hang out.
You should remain as anonymous as possible. Also,
you should use a good antivirus program. You
shouldn’t run programs of unknown origin, and you
should make backups of your data regularly. As for
Internet sites, you should stick to the ones you know.
And when you visit chatrooms, you should always use
a nickname that is different from your screen name. If
you feel uncomfortable in a situation, you should exit
the chatroom and tell an adult. Finally, you shouldn’t
meet friends you meet online face-to-face, but if you
do, you should tell your parents first. 

Should Shouldn’t

  •    remain anonymous
  •    use a good antivirus

program
  •    make backups
  •    stick to Internet sites you

know
  •    use a nickname
  •    exit the chatroom if you

feel uncomfortable
  •    tell your parents if you

plan to meet online
friends

  •    share
personal
information

  •    run
programs of
unknown
origin

  •    meet online
friends face-
to-face
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Profiles
What’s in this module?
 •    Refer Ss to the title of the module Profiles and ask

them to suggest what it means and what they think
the module is about. Elicit answers and tell Ss to
browse through the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to descriptions of people’s appearance,

character, and lifestyle.

Find the page numbers for 
 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask

questions to check Ss’ understanding.
          Answer Key
           job ads (pp. 74, 76) What are the job ads for? Where

could you see them? Are they part-time or full-time? Do
you have a job? etc.

           an English queen (p. 77) Do you know the name of this
queen? Do you know any other kings and queens of
England? What do you know about the present queen
of England? etc.

           a web diagram (p. 71) What is the web diagram about?
Do you find web diagrams useful? Why (not)? Do they
help you review vocabulary? etc. 

           a famous author (pp. 72, 73) Have you read any books
by this author? What do you know about this person?
Who is your favorite author? etc.

Vocabulary
 •    Read the words/phrases aloud. Then play the

recording with pauses for Ss to repeat. 
 •    Elicit the L1 equivalents.
 •    Ask various Ss around the class to describe the

pictures.
          Suggested Answer Key 
           1     Peter is in his late twenties. He is tall and well-built,

with dark skin and long dark curly hair. He has a
tattoo.

           2     John is middle-aged. He is medium-height and slim.
He has wavy fair hair and a mustache and beard.

           3     Steve is a teenager. He’s medium-height and thin. He
has a long face, big eyes, pale skin, and thin lips.

           4     James is old, short, and chubby. He has a round face
and he is bald.

Think of your favorite actor, actress, singer, etc.
Describe him/her to your partner. Your partner
tries to guess who the person is.
e.g.,     A:   She has long brown hair, full lips, and big

eyes. She is in her ...
  B:   Is it ...?

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about people’s appearance
and character and how to compare people, as well as
dreams and ambitions, and expressing possibility and
certainty.

Module page                                                      69
Lesson objectives: Overview of module
Vocabulary: appearance (teenager, middle-aged, short,
tall, medium-height, chubby, slim, skinny, oval, pale, bald,
wavy, curly, thin, pointed, tattoos, mustache, etc.)

7a     Same but different                          70-71
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
comparative/superlative forms, comparing
Vocabulary: character adjectives (shy, lonely, lovable,
cunning, nutty, brave, intelligent, sociable, charming),
appearance (slim, skinny, scar, beard, medium-height,
teenager, middle-aged, spiky hair, round face, etc.), other
(transform)

7b     Success                                                 72-73

Lesson objectives: To read/listen for specific
information, too − enough, tag questions, reflexive
pronouns, to write a short article
Vocabulary: be rich, get a degree, have a big family, have
a successful career, live overseas, start my own business,
win awards, famous, overnight, career, took off

7c     Job ads                                                        74
Lesson objectives: To read for gist and specific
information, to write an application letter for a job
Vocabulary: formal language (the position of, as
advertised in, suitable qualities, available for interview,
expect, consideration, I look forward to, have work
experience)

7d     Culture Corner                                         75
Lesson objectives: To make notes on a text, table
completion
Vocabulary: customs & traditions, original inhabitants,
elements of nature, traditional costume, tattoos, war dance,
special occasions, drawings, tribe

7e     Take a seat, please.                                76
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
act out an interview, to pronounce /e/, /±/
Vocabulary: take a seat, good at, give somebody a try,
honest, hardworking, reliable, trial period

7f      Cross-Curricular Cut: History            77
Lesson objectives: To learn about life in Victorian
times, to form opposite adjectives, to describe a
typical day for a Victorian boy
Vocabulary: chimney sweepers, coal mines, orphans,
coal trucks, cruel masters, cotton factories, free schools,
phrases with “break”

Self-Check 7                                                        78
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Same but different

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title and guess what
Unit 7a is about.

  1    To describe people and predict the
content of a text

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit a
description of each one from various Ss. 

        •    Elicit how they are related (Johnny Depp is an actor
and he plays the characters in movies). 

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen, follow in their
books, and check if their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Captain Jack Sparrow has long dark hair and a

mustache and beard, which is tied in braids.
          Edward Scissorhands has black messy hair, pale skin,

and thin lips. He also has lots of scars on his face.
          Willy Wonka has medium length straight brown hair,

brown eyes, and pale skin.
          Johnny Depp has wavy dark hair and brown eyes. He

also has a mustache and a beard.

          Answer Key
          They are related because Johnny Depp plays all the

characters in these movies.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

read the text again and match the character
descriptions to the movies.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Edward Scissorhands
          2     Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 
          3     Edward Scissorhands
          4     Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 
          5     Pirates of the Caribbean
          6     Charlie and the Chocolate Factory

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          scissors (n): small tool used for cutting things, such as

paper
          owner (n): sb to whom sth belongs
          factory (n): building with machines where large

quantities of goods are produced
          have in common (phr): share the same interests,

attitudes etc.
          pale (adj): almost white
          messy (adj): untidy or dirty
          lovable (adj): easy to like
          cunning (adj): clever at getting what you want, crafty
          likeable (adj): pleasant and easy to like
          headscarf (n): piece of cloth you wear on your head
          inventor (n): sb who invents sth
          inventions (n): things that have never been made

before
          eventually (adv): finally

  3    To reflect on a reading
        •    Give Ss three minutes to prepare their answers.

Ss should justify their answers. Ask some Ss to
tell the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
            People change their appearance to renew themselves, to

make a new start, to fit in with others, or to stand out, etc.
Sometimes our appearance can reflect our character,
but other times appearance can be deceiving. For
example, someone who looks kind, may turn out to be
less sweet than he/she appears to be.

  4    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read aloud words 1-9 and explain the task.
        •    Ss match the words to their synonyms, using

their dictionaries if necessary.
        •    Elicit L1 equivalents or explanations and which

are positive and which are negative.
        •    Check Ss’ answers as they use them to talk

about the three movie characters on p. 70.

          Answer Key
          1     b            3     a            5     f              7     g            9     e
          2     d            4     c             6     h            8     i

          Positive: lovable, brave, intelligent, sociable,
charming, easy to like, pleasant, smart, courageous,
friendly

          Negative: shy, lonely, cunning, timid, crafty, alone
          Note: nutty and crazy can be both positive and

negative

Background information

Johnny Depp was born in Kentucky on June 9th,
1963, and was raised in Florida. He got into acting
after a visit to Los Angeles, California, where he
met Nicolas Cage. He made his movie debut in A
Nightmare on Elm Street (1984).
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          Suggested Answer Key
          In “Edward Scissorhands,” Johnny Depp plays a

lovable character.
          In “The Pirates of the Caribbean,” Johnny Depp plays a

cunning, nutty, and brave pirate.
          In “Charlie and the Chocolate Factory,” Johnny Depp

plays an intelligent, sociable, and (not so) charming
man.

  5    To practice and extend new vocabulary
        •    Put Ss in pairs and tell them to copy the web

diagram into their notebooks.
        •    Give Ss enough time to brainstorm in pairs for

more related vocabulary and add it to the web
diagram.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Build − fat, well-built, chubby
          Special features − glasses, dimples, tattoo
          Height − six-foot, tiny, huge
          Age − elderly, baby, grown-up
          Hair − messy, long, dyed
          Face − wide, long, square

          As an extension, ask Ss to use the completed web
diagram to describe their favorite actor/actress.

        e.g., Antonio Banderas is ...

  6    To introduce comparative and superlative
forms

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the table. Ss scan the text
and fill in the missing forms.

        •    Elicit/Explain how comparatives/superlatives are
formed. Refer Ss to the relevant page in the
Grammar Reference section for more information.

        •    Elicit whether this is the same in Ss’ L1 and
check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          braver, funnier, the most famous

        One-syllable adjectives and most two-syllable
adjectives form the comparative by adding –er, and
the superlative by adding –est. Adjectives with three
or more syllables form the comparative with more,
and the superlative with most. Some two-syllable
adjectives (e.g., smart, narrow, gentle, friendly) form
the comparative and superlative with either -er/-est
or with more/most.

  7    To practice comparatives and superlatives
        •    Ask Ss to look at the three girls and read the

example aloud.
        •    Explain that we use the comparative form +

than to compare two people or things, and we
use the + the superlative form + of/in to
compare one person or thing with more than
one other person or thing in the same group.

        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          2     Laura is the most charming of all.
          3     Laura is shorter than Jill.
          4     Kelly is shorter than Laura.
          5     Laura is more sociable than Kelly.
          6     Jill is the most serious of all.
          7     Kelly is the shyest of all. 
          8     Kelly is as old as Laura. 
          9     Jill is older than Laura. 
       10     Laura is the thinnest of all.

  8    To practice comparatives and superlatives
        •    Give Ss enough time to make comparisons

between members of their family or their friends,
and write them in sentences.

        •    Ask various Ss to share their comparisons with
the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          My brother is older than me. He is thinner than me. He

is more sociable than me and my sister. My sister is the
youngest of us all and she is the shyest of all.

     
  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Exs. 1 & 2

p. 61, Ex.  5 p. 62

Same but different
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Success
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and the title, and guess
what Unit 7b is about (fame and success, about two
people and how they became famous and successful).

 1    To present and practice new vocabulary
        •    Read aloud the list of phrases related to

ambitions.
        •    Elicit/Explain the meaning of any unknown

words (e.g., degree – university qualification,
career – working life, etc.).

        •    Give Ss enough time to list the items in order of
importance and compare with their partner.

        •    Ask various pairs to report back to the class.
        •    Ss then make sentences using the phrases.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their

sentences aloud in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I want to become a famous movie star.
          I want to have a successful career in cinema.
          I want to be rich.
          I want to win lots of Academy Awards.
          I want to travel around the world.
          I want to live overseas.
          I want to own a big house.
          I want to start my own business.
          I want to have a big family.
          I want to get a degree.

  2    To activate prior knowledge and listen and
read for specific information

        •    Elicit the names of the people pictured (J.K.
Rowling, Brad Pitt) and have an open class
discussion about them. Ask individual Ss what
they know about each person.

        (Ss’ own answers)

        •    Play the recording while Ss listen and follow the
text in their books. Ask various Ss to say what
the people in the pictures did before they were
famous.

          Answer Key
          J.K. Rowling was a secretary.
          Brad Pitt was a refrigerator delivery boy and a

limousine driver.

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and

answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     J.K. Rowling                   3     Brad Pitt
          2     Brad Pitt                          4     J.K. Rowling

        •    Ss then say two more things they remember
about each person.

          Suggested Answer Key
          J.K. Rowling studied French at the University of Exeter

and wore thick glasses when she was in school.
          Brad Pitt studied Journalism at Missouri University’s

School of Journalism and played the part of a hitchhiker
in the movie Thelma and Louise.

  4    To present new vocabulary and their
synonyms

        •    Read the list of words/phrases (1-7) aloud and
give Ss enough time to match them to the
underlined words/phrases in the text on p. 72.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          miracles – 1                   dropped out – 5
          in common – 2            thought up – 6
          picture – 3                      took off – 7
          wild – 4                            

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          ambitions (n): goals
          disorganized (adj): not good at organizing things
          billionaire (n): very rich; with many millions
          in any case (phr): anyway; besides
          imagination (n): your ability to form pictures in your

mind
          dull (adj): not interesting
          eventually (adv): finally
          thick (adj): having a large distance between opposite

sides

Background information

J.K. Rowling is a successful author. She was born in
Chipping Sodbury, Gloucestershire, England, on July
31st, 1965. Her family kept moving. While she was a
teenager, her mother was diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis. She died while J.K. Rowling was writing
Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone. 

Brad Pitt is a successful actor. He was born in
Shawnee, Oklahoma, on December 18th, 1963. Soon
afterwards his family moved to Missouri. His first
supporting role in a movie was in Cutting Class. He
has starred in many movies such as Spy Game, Troy,
Ocean’s 11/12/13, and Mr. and Mrs. Smith.
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          overnight (adj): within one night
          matters (v): is important
          grow (v): develop
          journalism (n): the job of writing new stories for

newspapers, magazines, television, or radio
          in his senior year (phr): in his final year
          delivery boy (n): sb who takes products from a store or

company to a customer’s home
          hitchhiker (n): sb who travels by getting a free ride in

sb else’s car
          charity work (n): doing sth to help people who are

poor, sick etc.

  5    To present too and enough
        •    Go through the theory box and write on the

board: John is old enough to drive a car. Peter is
too young to drive a car. Ask: Who can drive a car?
(John). Elicit that enough has a positive meaning,
whereas too has a negative meaning. Elicit how
they are used in a sentence (adj + enough, too +
adj). Refer Ss to the relevant pages in the
Grammar Reference section for more
information, if necessary.

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the theory box
themselves and find examples in the text.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          she wasn’t graceful enough
          She just wasn’t organized enough!
          her imagination was way too wild
          he just wasn’t interested enough

  6    To practice using too and enough
        •    Explain the task and do the first item with the

class as an example.
        •    Give Ss enough time to compete the task. Then

check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     too busy                          4     enough qualifications
          2     too expensive               5     too late                    
          3     old enough                   6     brave enough

  7    To present and practice tag questions
          •     Read aloud the examples in the theory box and

elicit how we form tag questions in English. Ask
Ss questions to help them deduce the rules, if
needed. (e.g., Which verb form from the main
clause do we use to form the tag question: the main
verb or the auxiliary? If the verb in the main clause is
in the affirmative, which form is the verb in the tag
question in: the affirmative or the negative?).

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ask Ss if there are similar structures in their

language.

          Answer Key
           We form tag questions with the auxiliary verb from

the main sentence and the appropriate subject
pronoun. When the verb in the main sentence is in the
affirmative, the verb in the tag question is in the
negative. When the verb in the main sentence is in the
negative, the verb in the tag question is in the
affirmative.

        •    Then Ss write five sentences with a tag question
based on the text.

        •    Ask a few Ss to read their sentences aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          J.K. Rowling used to be a secretary, didn’t she?
          J.K. Rowling wanted to become a ballerina as a child,

didn’t she?
           J.K. Rowling wasn’t organized enough as a secretary,

was she?
           Brad Pitt worked as a refrigerator delivery boy, didn’t

he?
           Brad Pitt didn’t complete his degree in Journalism, did

he?

  8    To present and practice reflexive pronouns
        •    Read out the theory box and refer Ss to the

Grammar Reference section for more information.
        •    Drill Ss on reflexive pronouns.
               e.g., T:       they
                        S1:    themselves
                          T:       you, singular
                        S2:    yourself, etc.
        •    Ss complete the sentences with the appropriate

reflexive pronouns.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     herself               3     herself               5     myself
          2     themselves     4     ourselves         6     yourself

  9    To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task and read sentences 1-5 aloud.
        •    Play the recording, twice if necessary. Ss listen

and check the sentences accordingly.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     F            2     T            3     T            4     T            5     F

Success
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Success

10   To write a biography
        •    Tell Ss they need to do research to find the

information for each paragraph in the plan.
        •    Refer Ss to the website given and give them

enough time to complete the task in class, or
assign it for HW.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Alternatively, Ss can write about another

famous author.

          Suggested Answer Key
               Beatrix Potter was born on July 28th, 1866. She

was famous for her books about Peter Rabbit.
               Beatrix didn’t go to school. She was educated at

home. She learned reading, writing, music, and art.
               In 1893, Beatrix wrote about Peter Rabbit in a

letter to a young boy. When she published it, it was an
overnight success. She wrote many books and bought
a farm in the Lake District. She married in 1913, and
when she died, in 1943, she left all her land to the
National Trust.

               Beatrix Potter was a talented writer and artist,
whose books are still popular today.

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 7 p. SS3 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 4 p. 61,
Exs. 6, 7, 8, 9 & 10 p. 62
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Job ads

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss if any of them have a job or have ever worked.
Ask those who have to tell the class about it.

  1    To read for context and specific
information

        •    Elicit where such ads may be seen (a noticeboard,
a newspaper, online, etc.).

        •    Ask Ss to skim the texts and find what positions
the ads are advertising.

          Suggested Answer Key
          You could see the ads in a newspaper, magazine, or

on a website. They are both job ads. The first one is
advertising for Activities Organizers for summer
camps, and the second one is advertising for a part-
time salesperson for a summer camp store.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the application

letter. Then elicit answers to the questions in the
rubric from Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          It is for the part-time salesperson job. It starts with

‘Dear Mrs. Brown’ and ends with ‘Yours sincerely’.

     
•   Go through the box and elicit further examples for

each item.

  3    To understand formal language used in
letter writing

        •    Explain the task and do the first item with Ss as
an example (I want to apply – I am writing to
apply). Then give Ss enough time to complete
the exercise.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          I want to apply = I am writing to apply 
          I haven’t worked before = I have no work experience
          I have what you need for the job = I feel these are

suitable qualities for the position
          I’m free to see you = I am available for an interview
          I want to hear from you = I look forward to hearing

from you

  4    To plan the content of an application letter
        •    Go through the questions one at a time and

elicit answers for each one from around the
class.

          Answer Key
          1     Mr. Jefferson
          2     to apply for the position of Activities Organizer

          Suggested Answer Key
          3     in Saturday’s Tribune
          4     I am a 17-year-old student, studying for my SAT

exams.
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Job ads
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          5     I have experience as a babysitter. Over the last two
years, I have taken care of three children, now
aged between 8-11 years old, on a regular basis. 

          6     I am an enthusiastic and fun-loving person and I
have an energetic and pleasant personality.

          7     I am available for an interview in the evenings and
on weekends.

  5    To write an application letter 
        •    Give Ss enough time to write their letter

following the plan. Alternatively, assign the task
for HW.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Mr. Jefferson,
          I am writing to apply for the position of Activities

Organizer, as advertised in Saturday’s Tribune. 
          I am a seventeen-year-old student currently studying

for my SAT exams. I have experience working with
children as a babysitter. Over the last two years, I have
taken care of three children, now aged between 8-11
years old, on a regular basis. I am an enthusiastic and
fun-loving person, and I have an energetic and
pleasant personality.

          I am available for an interview in the evenings and on
weekends. Thank you for your consideration. I look
forward to hearing from you.

          Yours sincerely,
          Ellen Taylor

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 13 p. 64,
         Portfolio Activities p. 67, Grammar Review p. 63

Application letters are written to apply for a job.
They are usually formal in style. In the first
paragraph we write the reason we are writing our
email, and where we saw the position advertised.
In the second paragraph we write who we are, our
qualifications, previous experience, if any, and our
qualities and skills. In the last paragraph we write
when we are available for an interview and our
closing remarks. 
If we know the name of the person who is going
to read our letter, we start our letter with Dear +
person’s last name, and we sign off with Yours
sincerely and our full name. If we don’t know the
name of the person who is going to read our
letter, then we start our letter with Dear
Sir/Madam, and we sign off with Yours faithfully
and our full name.

Writing Bank: application letter

Culture Corner
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to guess what country the people in the pictures
come from (New Zealand) and ask what, if anything,
they know about them.

  1    To predict the content of a text, and to
listen and read for specific information

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and play the
extract.

        •    Elicit guesses to answer the questions in the
rubric.

        •    Play the recording while Ss listen and follow the
text in their books, and check if their guesses
were correct.

          Answer Key
          The people are the Maori from New Zealand. They are

dancing because it is a special occasion.

  2    To paraphrase information in a text
        •    Explain the task and read the phrases aloud.
        •    Ss make sentences using their own words. 
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The Maori are the original inhabitants of New Zealand.
          The haka is a Maori war dance.
          Traditional Maori belts have designs on them to

symbolize elements of nature. 
          Ta moko is the Maori word for tattoos.
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Culture Corner
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          Kakahu is the name of the traditional Maori
costume.

           The Maori still keep their customs and traditions alive.

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          original inhabitants (n): the people who first lived in

a country or place before other people moved there
          means (v): refers to
          customs (n): things that are done by people in a

particular society
          traditions (n): beliefs or customs that have existed for

a long time
          alive (adj): continuing to exist
          occasions (n): important events
          includes (v): has sth as one of its parts
          elements of nature (phr): earth, air, fire, and water
          unique (adj): being the only one of its kind

  3    To scan a text for specific information and
consolidate new vocabulary through translation

        •    Elicit which are the Maori words in the text and
write them on the board.

        •    Elicit what the words refer to in English and
write these words on the board also. Then ask
various Ss what their L1 equivalents are.

          Answer Key
          haka – Maori war dance
          kakahu – traditional Maori costume
          ta moko – tattoos

          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To reflect on a reading
        •    Read the question aloud and elicit answers from

various Ss. Ss can do the task in writing.

          Suggested Answer Key
            People should keep their customs and traditions alive

because they remind them of where they come from, and
they remind them of the history of their ancestors. It is
very important not to forget where you come from.

  5    To make notes from a text and to speak on
a given topic using notes

        •    Copy the table on the board and complete it
with Ss.

        •    Ss copy the completed table by making notes
from the text.

        •    Ask various Ss to talk about the Maori using
their notes.

          Suggested Answer Key

          

          The Maori people live in New Zealand, but they are
originally from Polynesia. They speak English and
Maori.

          They have many traditions. Their traditional dance is
a war dance called the haka, and they perform it on
special occasions. Their traditional costume is called
kakahu, and it includes a grass skirt and a special belt.
The belts have special designs on them that symbolize
elements of nature. The Maori have tattoos on their
faces. The men have them all over their faces while the
women have them on the lips and chins.

  6    To do a project on a local traditional dance.
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to talk

about/research e.g., a traditional dance, what it
means, when it is performed, and what the
people wear when they are dancing.

        •    Choose various Ss to tell the class about it.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Flamenco is a passionate dance. It combines guitar

playing, singing, chanting, dancing, and handclapping.
Those who aren’t singing may shout “olé”or “baile!
baile!” (dance! dance!) to encourage the dancers. It is
performed mostly for tourists these days, but you can see
the best flamenco dancers at the annual flamenco
festivals in Andalusia, Spain.

          The women wear long dresses in bright colors. The
men wear fitted black pants and loose white shirts.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 12 
p. 64

Name the Maori people

Where they live New Zealand

Origin Polynesian

Languages English, Maori

Traditions

a war dance they perform on
special occasions, a costume
that includes a grass skirt
and a belt with  designs on it
related to the elements of
nature, tattoos − men have
them all over their faces,
women have them on their
chin and lips
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Take a seat, please.
Warm-up Activity
Read the title of the unit aloud and elicit when and
where a person may say/hear this, and what Unit 7e
might be about (job interviews).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen

and repeat. Tell Ss to pay special attention to
the intonation.

  2    To match speakers to utterances in a
situational dialogue

        •    Explain the task and give pairs enough time to
decide who says each sentence.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
dialogue in their books and check their answers.

          Answer Key
          Please take a seat. − employer
          I’m also friendly and polite. − job applicant
          It says here you’re good in math. − employer
          Are you able to work Saturdays? − employer
          Yes, that’s not a problem. − job applicant
          I think I’ll give you a try. − employer
          Come in at 8:30. − employer

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue and

complete the task. Check Ss’ answers. Ss act out
the dialogue in pairs.

          Answer Key
          1     a cashier                                           
          2     honest, hardworking, reliable, friendly, and polite
          3     math
          4     Saturdays
          5     Monday, 8:30

  4    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation

        •    Ss translate the sentences in Ex. 1 into their L1.
         •    Remind Ss to give the equivalent statements in

their own language rather than direct translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To understand the meaning of everyday
English expressions

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogue and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-6.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their
answers aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     Please, take a seat.
          2     Yes, that’s right.
          3     I’m actually top of my class.
          4     Yes, that’s no problem.
          5     I’m free on Monday, though.
          6     … if all goes well …

  6    To act out an interview
        •    Direct Ss to read the ad and explain the jobs

(e.g., a cashier is someone who takes payment for
purchases).

        •    In pairs, Ss take roles and act out an interview.
Draw the following diagram on the board for Ss
to follow.

              

        •    Monitor Ss around the class as they do the
activity and offer help, if necessary. Ask some Ss
to act out their interviews in front of the class.

        •    Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Good morning. Please, take a seat.
          B:    Good morning. Thank you.
          A:   So, why do you want to be a store assistant, Jack?
          B:    Well, I’m honest, hardworking, and reliable. I’m

also friendly and polite.
          A:   Are you able to work on weekends?
          B:    Yes, that’s not a problem.
          A:   Well, could you come in for a couple of hours

tomorrow?
          B:    Absolutely.
          A:   OK. Come in at 8:30 and I’ll show you how

everything works and, if everything goes well, you
can start next week.

          B:    Thank you very much.

Student A
Greet B. Offer
him/her a seat.
(Good ... . Please ... .)
Ask why apply
for position.
(So, why ...?)
Ask if able to work
weekends.
(Are you ...?)
Suggest day to start.
(Well, could ...?)
Say time to start &
explain trial process.
(OK. Come in at ... and
I’ll ... .) 

Student B
Greet A, thank.
(Good ... . Thank ... .)

Describe your
character.
(Well, I’m ... .)
Reply positively.
(Yes, ... .)

Agree. 
(Absolutely.)
Thank A.
(Thank you ... .)

93
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Take a seat, please.

  7    To pronounce /e/, /±/

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check. Play the
recording again with pauses. Ss listen and
repeat.

        •    Elicit other words with the same sounds from Ss
around the class.

Answer Key

          

          Suggested Answer Key
          /e/: met, fed /±/: hat, fat 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Pairwork 
Activities pp. 65-66

/e/ /±/ /e/ /±/

set ✓ cattle ✓

sat ✓ kettle ✓

bad ✓ pet ✓

bed ✓ pat ✓
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Cross-Curricular Cut
Warm-up Activity
Conduct a brief class discussion about Queen Victoria
and the Victorian times to find out how much Ss know
about the topic.

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures in the text

and elicit guesses as to what the children are
doing and what their lives were like (they worked
hard, their lives were difficult).

          •     Play the recording. Ss listen, follow the text, and
check if their guesses were correct.

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          narrow (adj): not wide
          threads (n): long very thin piece of cotton, nylon, or

silk used for sewing
          pushed (v): used force to move something away from

you
          tunnels (n): long underground passages
          masters (n): the men that a servant works for
          wages (n): regular payments for work
          conditions (n): circumstances

  2    To present and practice new vocabulary
         •     Give Ss enough time to look up the

words/phrases in the Word List. Then Ss make
sentences about Victorian times with them. Check
Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Small boys often worked as chimney sweepers in

Victorian times.
          Many children worked in coal mines in Victorian

times.
          Victorian homeless children or orphans were often

chimney sweepers.
          Children who worked in coal mines in Victorian times

pushed coal trucks.
          Many Victorian employers were cruel masters.
           Many Victorian children worked in cotton factories.
          Lord Shaftesbury started free schools for poor

children.

  3    To form opposite adjectives
        •    Read the theory box aloud. Then ask Ss to find

examples in the text.

          Answer Key
          unsafe, unhealthy

         •     Read the adjectives in the list aloud and elicit/
explain the meanings of any that Ss do not know.

        •    Ss form opposite adjectives and check them in
their dictionaries. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          dishonest, displeased, illogical, unattractive,

uncertain
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          Suggested Answer Key
          My dad was displeased when I broke his watch.
          Most of his arguments were illogical.
          Her smile was very unattractive until she got her teeth

whitened.
          I am uncertain about what I want to do when I finish

school.

  4    To learn phrases with ‘break’
        •    Read aloud the phrases.
        •    Elicit which phrase can be found in the text.

Then give Ss enough time to write sentences
with each of the phrases.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          when the cotton threads broke

          Suggested Answer Key
          People who break the law should be punished.
          I never break a promise.
          I broke a glass when I was washing the dishes

yesterday.
          We usually break for lunch at 1 o’clock.

  5    To consolidate information from a text and
develop critical thinking skills

        •    Ss, in pairs, tell each other the two things that
surprised them the most in the text.

         •     Give Ss three minutes to prepare their answers. Ss
then share their opinion on whether children
should work, justifying their stance on the topic.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The two things that surprised me the most were that

poor children had to work from the age of five and that
they had to do dangerous jobs.

           I think children shouldn’t work because a child’s life
should be stress free. I believe that their parents or
guardians should be responsible for providing for them.

  6    To talk and write about a typical day for a
Victorian boy

        •    Explain the task and tell Ss to choose one of the
jobs in the text.

         •     Write each job on the board and brainstorm with
the class for the main elements of each one (e.g.,
chimney sweeper – boy is small and thin,
dangerous job, may fall down chimney, climb up
inside narrow chimney with brush to sweep out
soot, dirty, difficult to breathe, cruel master etc.).

         •     Ss choose a job and describe a typical day to their
partner. Then they write a short paragraph about
it from the point of view of a 15-year-old Victorian
boy.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
           I am a chimney sweeper. I get up in the morning and

go to work. I don’t have breakfast because my master
wants to keep me thin so I can fit in the chimneys. We
arrive at a big house and I climb up the chimney with
a long brush and sweep out all the soot. It’s very
dangerous because I can’t see very well and it’s
difficult to breathe. I also slip and fall down
sometimes. It’s very hard work and I am very tired and
hungry every day.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 7 Ex. 3 
p. 61, Game p. 68

Alternate Activity for weaker students 
Write the text in the Suggested Answer Key with
blanks for Ss to complete. Suggested words to be
filled in: get up, have breakfast, fit in, climb up,
sweep out, dangerous, breathe, hard work, hungry.

Cross-Curricular Cut

95

Self-Check
        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-

Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the
key at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss
read the Now I Can section and evaluate
themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 7 p. LP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 7 
         p. VP4

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Test 7 pp. 125-128

Bring pictures of various people to class. One S
selects a picture. He/She then describes the person
in the picture to the rest of the class with as many
details as possible. The rest of the Ss draw the
person described. After the description is
complete, Ss evaluate the drawings. The S whose
drawing comes closest to the original picture is the
winner and chooses the next picture.
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What’s in this module?

 •    Refer Ss to the title of the module Our precious Earth
and ask them to suggest what it means and what they
think the module is about. Tell Ss to browse through
the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to the planet we live on and how we

should take care of it. We will learn about environmental
problems and what we can do about them.

 •    Use pictures 1-6 to engage Ss’ attention, to prompt a
discussion, and to stimulate their interest in the
module. Point out that only some of the pictures can
be found in the module and elicit which ones these are
(pictures 2 and 3). Ask questions to begin a discussion
about the topics that will be covered in the module.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on picture 1.
            T:     Can you find picture 1 in the module? (No)
            T:     What can you see in picture 1? (I can see the Earth

feeling hot and sweating.)
             T:     How do you think the picture is related to the

module? (I think it relates to environmental
problems ie, global warming … etc.)

             T:     What page is picture 2 from? (p. 87) What can you
see in picture 2? How do you think the picture is
related to the title of the unit? What else can you
see on p. 87? etc.  

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
           an ancient building (p. 80) Do you know this building

and where it is? How old do you think it is? Can you name
some ancient buildings in your country? etc.

            a donation form (p. 86) Have you ever made a donation to
an environmental organization? What else can people do
to help these organizations do their work? etc.

           various birds (p. 85) Do you recognize any of these
birds? Do any of them live in your country? Have you
ever seen any of them? etc.

           an Earthship (p. 82) Do you think this type of house is a
good idea? Would you live in one? Are there any houses
like this in your country? etc.

           a fact file about the Great Sphinx (p. 83) Where do you
think it is? Would you like to visit it? What ancient
monuments have you visited? etc.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about environmental
problems, animals, and wonders of the world.

Module page                                                      79
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: environmental problems (global
warming, acid rain, air pollution, endangered species,
deforestation, water pollution)

8a     World wonders                                 80-81
Lesson objectives: To read and listen for specific
information, to learn a/an/the and the simple present
passive
Vocabulary: restoration, conserve, peaks, melting, due to,
considered, sand dunes, bones, extinct animals, civilization,
goddess, protect, acid rain, source

8b     Special buildings                             82-83
Lesson objectives: To read and listen for specific
information, to learn the passive in the simple past,
present perfect, simple future, the causative, to write
about the Great Sphinx
Vocabulary: materials (recycled tires, stone, wood, earth,
bottles, bricks, mud, steel, cans, sandstone, rocks, clay);
waste, designed, generate, except, stored, released,
filtered, heating system, reused

8c     Born free                                                    84
Lesson objectives: To talk about animal protection,
to write a pros and cons essay
Vocabulary: natural habitats, advantages, breed,
educational, behavior, drawbacks, separately, endangered
species, depend on, in the wild, survive

8d     Culture Corner                                         85
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
write a short text about a nature reserve
Vocabulary: remote, bluebells, field mice, golden eagle,
geese, puffins, wetlands, deer, rare, flocks of swans

8e     Help out!                                                    86
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
act out a dialogue, pronounce /¡/, /¡º/
Vocabulary: (one-time) donation, environmental
organization, representative, caller, campaigns, method of
payment, bank account, regular mail

8f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Science            87
Lesson objectives: To talk about acid rain
Vocabulary: burn gas, emit toxic fumes, gathered in
clouds, react with oxygen & water, carry polluted clouds,
become toxic, kill fish & plants, poison trees & plants,
people feel sick, use public transportation, use less
electricity, work together

Self-Check 8                                                        88

Our precious Earth

96
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Vocabulary

 •    Read the words/phrases aloud. Then play the
recording with pauses for Ss to repeat. 

 •    Elicit the L1 equivalents.
 •    Start a class discussion about pollution in Ss’ area. 

          Suggested Answer Key
           Our area has an air pollution problem caused by the

amount of traffic on the roads. There is also a lot of
pollution in the rivers caused by local factories. Litter is
also a problem in the local parks and on the beaches.

           We can use public transportation, share cars, use bikes,
or walk to school or work, to reduce the air pollution
caused by traffic. We can organize clean-up campaigns
to clean the local parks and beaches. We can also make
sure there are plenty of garbage cans.

Our precious Earth
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World wonders
Warm-up Activity
Elicit what the title means (unusual places/buildings that
people admire for their beauty). Ask Ss if they know of any
protected areas in their country such as national parks or
ancient buildings, and what threatens them.

  1    To generate interest in a text

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and the title. 
        Elicit questions about the places and write them on

the board.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text

in their books and see if they can answer the
questions.

          Suggested Answer Key
          How old is the Acropolis? (Doesn’t say)
          Why is there no water in the Willandra Lakes Region?

(10,000 years ago the water dried up)
          What is so special about the Tibetan Plateau? (All of

the world’s peaks over 22,000 ft. high are either there
or in the Himalayas)

           Who or what are these places protected by? (UNESCO)

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and

answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     the Willandra Lakes Region
          2     the Tibetan Plateau
          3     the Acropolis
          4     the Acropolis
          5     the Willandra Lakes Region

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Read the underlined words/phrases aloud and
give Ss enough time to match them to their
synonyms in the list using their dictionaries if
necessary. 

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
        •     becoming liquid − melting
          •     mountains − peaks
          •     because of − due to
          •     protect − conserve
          •     repair − Restoration

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          freshwater lakes (n): lakes containing water that is

not salty
          dry lake bed (n): the bottom of a lake which is dry
          sand dunes (n): hills of sand on the coast or in a sand

dessert
          sacred rock (n): holy rock used in building and

sculpture

Background information

UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific,
and Cultural Organization) was established in 1945.
Its purpose is to contribute to peace and security,
promoting international collaboration through
education, science, and culture in order to further
respect for justice, the rule of law, human rights,
and fundamental freedoms. It is based in Paris with
offices and institutes throughout the world.
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          marble (n): a kind of hard rock
          dedicated (adj): made for a particular purpose
          goddess (n): female god
          acid rain (n): rain that has been polluted by a

chemical substance

  4   a    To personalize learning
               •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

read the text again and write their answers.
               •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their

answers aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I would choose to protect the Tibetan Plateau in Asia.

It is important to protect it because it is the source of
many of Asia’s major rivers such as the Ganges and
the Mekong. If it melts, many people who depend on
these rivers will suffer.

       b   To develop critical thinking skills
               •    Give Ss 3 minutes to write a few sentences

on the topic. Ss read their sentences to the
class aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It is important to protect historic sites because they

are symbols of our past. We need to conserve them, so
that they remind us of our history.

  5    To present the definite and indefinite articles
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the theory box and

complete the rules (a/an, the). 
        •    Refer Ss to the relevant pages in the Grammar

Reference section for more information. Then
elicit further examples from the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Willandra Lakes Region, the most important, the

world, a rich area, the water, the region, a dry lake bed,
the Tasmanian tiger, the Acropolis, the most famous
historic site, ‘the sacred rock’, the most important
monuments, the Parthenon, the Greek goddess, the
site, the Tibetan Plateau, the world’s peaks, the
Himalayas, ‘the roof of the world’, the source, the
Ganges, the Mekong, the roof

  6    To practice using the definite article, to read
for specific purposes, and to listen for confirmation

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the sentences (1-5)
and fill in the where necessary.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then ask Ss to say whether
the statements are true or false.

        •    Play the recording for Ss to check their answers.

          Answer Key
          1     The, the                    3     The                             5        −
          2     −                                  4     The, the       

          1     T            2      F           3     T              4     F           5        F

  7    To present the simple present passive 
        •    Write on the board:
               Lots of tourists visit the Acropolis. (Active)
               Elicit which is the subject (S), verb (V), and object

(O). Show Ss how the sentence structure
changes if we start the sentence with the object
of the active sentence as the subject.

               The Acropolis is visited by lots of tourists.
                 Explain that to form the passive verb form we

need the verb to be and the past participle of
the main verb. Elicit that the subject of the
active sentence becomes the agent (A), and is
introduced with by. Explain that the passive
sentence gives emphasis to the action, rather
than the person who did it.

        •    Read the theory box and answer any questions
Ss may have.

        •    Give Ss enough time to find examples of the
simple present passive in the text.

          Answer Key
          is considered, is ... known, is dedicated to, is visited, is

done, are located, is known 

  8    To practice the simple present passive 
        •    Explain the task and do the first item with Ss.
        •    Ss complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.

         Answer Key
          1     is spoken              3     is eaten         5     is celebrated
          2     are produced     4     is danced

  9    To further practice the simple present
passive 

        •    Give Ss enough time to rewrite the sentences in
the passive. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     The Great Barrier Reef is visited by more than two

million tourists every year.
          2     The eagle is protected in many countries.
          3     The best ice cream in the world is made by the

Italians.
          4     Halloween is celebrated in October by the

Americans.
          5     Tulips are grown in large numbers by the Dutch.

World wonders
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10   To paraphrase information in a text
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again.
        •    Then Ss close their books and work in pairs and

tell each other two things about each of the
places in the text. Monitor Ss around the class as
they do the activity and ask some pairs to report
back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Willandra Lakes Region is just a dry lake bed. The

Tasmanian Tiger lived there.
          The Acropolis is in Greece. You can see the Parthenon

there.
          The Tibetan Plateau is known as ‘the roof of the

world’. It is melting due to global warming.

11   To make a quiz
        •    Point out that Ss can use the sentences in Ex. 6

as a model, and that they can use the Internet
and/or reference books such as encyclopedias
and atlases to gather the information they need.
Ss do the task. Tell each pair to swap their
statements with another pair and do the quiz.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Tokyo is the largest city in the world. (True)
          2     Mount Kilimanjaro is the tallest mountain in the

world. (False − Everest)
          3     The Thames is the longest river in the UK.  (False −

Severn)
          4     The biggest continent is Africa. (False − Asia)
          5     The Giant’s Causeway in Ireland is the result of a

volcanic eruption. (True)
          6     The highest lake in the world is in South America.

(True)
          7     The deepest ocean in the world is the Pacific

Ocean. (True)
          8     Antarctica is the coldest place on Earth. (True)
          9     Mawsynram in India is the hottest place in the

world. (False − the wettest)
       10     The Colosseum is in Florence. (False − Rome)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Ex. 4 
p. 69, Ex. 6 p. 70  

World wonders
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Special buildings
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to name some special buildings in their country
and say why they are special. Ask Ss to look at the
pictures and discuss why the houses shown are special.

  1    To present new vocabulary and predict the
content of a text

        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words/
phrases in the Word List.

        •    Elicit guesses as to which materials were used to
make the houses in the pictures.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check if their guesses were
correct.

          Answer Key
          Recycled tires, earth, cans, and bottles.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Read the questions aloud and give Ss enough

time to read the text again carefully and answer
the questions.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     An architect named Mike Reynolds.
          2     He wanted to create an environmentally friendly

house.
          3     Car tires, earth, cans, and bottles.
          4     The sun heats the earth in the tires that are used as

bricks. This heat is stored and slowly released. 
          5     Rainwater is filtered and stored in tanks under the

house. Dirty water from the kitchen and bathroom
is filtered and reused for the toilet.

          6     Because it costs close to nothing, it is easy to build,
and there aren’t any bills to pay.

          Suggested Answer Key
          7     I find it a really exciting idea because I would help

protect the Earth.
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  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Give Ss enough time to match the words to their
synonyms using their dictionaries if necessary.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit which words sound
similar in Ss’ L1.

          Answer Key
          waste − garbage
          designed − planned
          generate − create
          except − apart from
          stored − kept
          released − let go
          filtered − purified

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          architect (n): sb whose job is to design buildings
          environmentally friendly (phr): not harming the

environment; ecological
          cans (n): metal containers in which foods, drinks, etc.

are put
          tires (n): thick pieces of rubber fitted onto the wheels

of cars, buses, etc.
          bricks (n): blocks of baked clay used for building

houses, etc.
          shape (n): form
          tanks (n): large containers for holding liquid or gas
          filtered (adj): free from any unwanted substances by

using a special device
          bills (n): pieces of paper showing the money you owe

for goods  or services

  4    To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Explain the task. Tell Ss that they are to use the

advantages presented in the text as arguments
to convince their friends to build their own
Earthship.

        •    Give Ss enough time to write their paragraph.
        •    Ask individual Ss to read their paragraphs aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          You should build an Earthship because it is the ideal

home. Firstly, it is environmentally friendly. You can
build it with recycled materials such as used car tires,
earth, cans, and bottles. Secondly, it is very
economical. It costs close to nothing to build and
there aren’t any bills to pay, as the sun powers the
house’s heating system and rainwater is used as a
water source.

  5    To present the simple past, present
perfect, and simple future passive

        •    Read the example sentences aloud and elicit
how we form the passive in the simple past
(with was/were and the past participle of the
main verb), how we form the passive in the
present perfect (with has been/have been and the
past participle of the main verb), how we form
the passive in the future (with will be and the past
participle of the main verb).

        •    Ask Ss to provide L1 translations for the
example sentences and then find more
examples in the text.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Refer Ss to the relevant page in the Grammar

Reference section for more information.

          Answer Key
          was designed (l. 2), (was) built (l. 2), was built (l. 5), will

be built (l. 14)
     
  6    To make simple past, present perfect, and

simple future passive sentences
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Give Ss enough time to make sentences using

the prompts in the columns. Then ask various Ss
around the class to read their answers aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The plants were watered last night. 
          The hotel rooms have been cleaned already. 
          Spanish is spoken in South America.
          The earth is heated by the sun.
          The garbage will be collected tomorrow. 

 7    To further practice the simple past, present
perfect, and simple future passive

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
        •    Ss complete the task on their own. Check Ss’

answers.
        •    Ss explain in which sentences the agent is

omitted and why.

          Answer Key
          2     The first Earthship was created by Mike Reynolds.
          3     The new stadium will be built next summer. (agent

omitted − unimportant)
          4     The building was destroyed by fire.
          5     The Alhambra was designed as a palace. (agent

omitted − unknown)
          6     A new heating system has been invented. (agent

omitted − unimportant)
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          7     Central heating will be installed. (agent omitted −
unimportant)

  8    To further practice the passive 
        •    Give Ss enough time to fill in the blanks in the text.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. 

          Answer Key
          1     is            3     is            5     has               7     is
          2     is            4     was      6     was

        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.
Then Ss complete the task in pairs. Point out
that Ss should use the passive form in their
questions.

        •    Monitor Ss as they complete the activity. Then
ask some pairs to ask and answer a question in
front of the class. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          B:    … What is it known as?
          A:   A famous fortress and palace. What is it made of?
          B:    Red clay. When was it built?
          A:   In the 13th century. What has happened to part of

it?
          B:    It has been destroyed. When was it declared a

national monument?
          A:   In 1870. Who is it visited by?
          B:    Millions of tourists every year.

  9    To present and practice the causative
        •    Read aloud the theory box and refer Ss to the

Grammar Reference section for more information.
        •    Give enough time for Ss to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ask some Ss to read aloud their sentences.

          Answer Key
          2     We have our lawn mowed (by Mr. Jones) every

week.
          3     Jane has just had her nails painted by Laura. 
          4     Gary will have his hair cut (by the hairdresser).
          5     Frank had a birthday cake made by the baker.

10   To infer information and listen for specific
information and confirmation

        •    Ask Ss to try to fill in any blanks they can from
their existing knowledge.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and fill in the
remaining blanks and check their answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Cairo                         3     2500                   5     2
          2     Egyptians                4     protect

11   To talk and write about the Great Sphinx
        •    Ss work in groups and expand the fact file into

full passive sentences.
        •    Ss take turns to present the Great Sphinx to

their group and then write a short text about it.
        •    Monitor Ss as they make their presentations and

check Ss’ written work.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The Great Sphinx is located near Cairo in Egypt. It is

made of sandstone and it was built by the ancient
Egyptians around 2500 BC. It was built to protect Giza
and it is visited by 2 million tourists every year.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 8, 9 &
10 p. 70

Special buildings
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Born free
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what they think the title of the unit means and
ask them to guess what they think Unit 8c is about
(animals (born free) in the wild).

  1    To give an opinion on a statement
        •    Read the statement aloud and direct Ss to

discuss whether they agree with it or not and
why in pairs. Monitor Ss as they do the activity
and ask some pairs to report back to the class. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          I agree that animals should live in their natural

habitats because I believe that they will be happier
there.

  2    To make notes from a text
        •    Explain the task and elicit/explain what is meant

by Pros and Cons (advantages and disadvantages,
points for and points against) and justifications
(reasons).

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the essay and
complete the table. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key

          

     
•    Read the box aloud and elicit which, if any, joining

words Ss already know.

  3    To introduce joining words
        •    Explain the task and read each joining word/

phrase in bold in the text aloud and elicit what
function it serves.

          Answer Key
          list points: Firstly, Also, First of all, Secondly
          conclude: To sum up
          introduce an opposite opinion: On the other hand

  4    To identify pros/cons, think of
justifications for them, and listen for confirmation

        •    Read out item 1 and elicit whether it is a pro or a
con and then elicit justifications from Ss around
the class (they may feed it the wrong food or keep
it under the wrong conditions, and it may get sick
and die).

        •    Ss complete the rest of the task in small groups.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then play the recording for

Ss to check if their justifications match those on
the tapescript. Complete the table on the board.
Ask Ss to copy it into their notebooks.

          Suggested Answer Key

          

  5    To write a pros & cons essay (See Writing
Bank p. 104)

        •    Explain the task and go through the paragraph
plan drawing Ss’ attention to the joining words/
phrases used.

        •    Give Ss enough time to write their essays or
assign the task for HW. Remind Ss to use the
completed table from Ex. 4.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Can you imagine yourself having a wild animal as a

pet? It sounds exciting, but is it right to keep one at
home?

          There are certain advantages to having wild animals
as pets. Firstly, having a wild animal as a pet is the

Pros Justifications

help animals survive

can be educational

safe place to live, food
to eat, safe place for
endangered species to
breed
people can learn about
animals & their
behavior

Cons Justifications

animals kept in small
places/cages
not natural for animals
to live separately from
each other

are often unhappy

animals depend on
each other for survival

Pros Justifications

It is a good way to
learn about them.

You help protect their
species.

If you take care of an
animal every day, you
learn a lot.
If you keep more than
one, you can breed them
& help them survive.

Cons Justifications

Owners don’t know
how to take care of
them.
They can be
dangerous.

They need special food &
care.

They may attack
because they are not
used to human contact.
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best way to learn about them. You can learn how they
behave, play, or eat. Secondly, you help to protect
their species. If you are able to have more than one
wild animal in a safe and healthy environment, you
can breed them, and help them survive.

          On the other hand, there are certain drawbacks to
having wild animals as pets. First of all, owners don’t
know how to take care of them. These animals need
special food and care. Also, wild animals can be very
dangerous. They are not used to human contact, so
they may attack their owners.

          To sum up, there are strong arguments both for and

against having wild animals as pets. I believe that we
should leave wild animals where they belong, in the
wild, and do our best to help protect them in their
natural habitats.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Grammar
Review p. 71, Game p. 76

Culture Corner
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what birds are native to their country and what
national parks and nature reserves they know of.

  1    To predict the content of a text and listen
and read for confirmation

        •    Brainstorm with the class for three questions
about these places (e.g., Where are the Insh
Marshes? What can you see at St. Kilda? When is
the best time to visit Loch Lomond?).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and see if their questions were
answered.

        (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To present new vocabulary and read for
specific information

         •    Read the words/phrases in the list aloud and
elicit/explain the meaning of any unknown ones.

        •    Give Ss enough time to do the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          bluebells − Loch Lomond
          field mice − St. Kilda
          golden eagles − Loch Lomond
          geese − Insh Marshes
          swans − Insh Marshes
          puffins − St. Kilda
          deer − Loch Lomond

        •    Ss then explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          sheep (n): a farm animal covered with wool
          diving (n): the sport of swimming under the water

using special equipment

          north (n): the direction which is on your left when you
look toward the east

          wildlife (n): animals and plants living in the wild
          woods (n): small forests 
          rare (adj): not common

  3    To ask and answer questions based on a
text

        •    Ss work in pairs and ask and answer rolling
questions to complete the task. 

        •    Monitor Ss around the class as they do the
activity.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   What animals are there in St. Kilda?
          B:    There are over 1 million seabirds, including puffins

and unique species of sheep and field mice. When
is the best time to visit?

          A:   From May through July. Where are the Insh
Marshes?

          B:    In the north of Scotland. What can you see there?
          A:   Hundreds of birds in the spring and flocks of swans

and geese in the winter. Where’s Loch Lomond?
          B:    In the west of Scotland. What is it famous for?
          A:   Its impressive wildlife and woods. What can you

see there in spring?
          B:    Bluebells, deer, and golden eagles.

  4    To write about a local nature reserve
        •    Point out that Ss can use the Internet and/or

reference books and tourist guides to gather the
information they need.

        •    Give enough time for Ss to complete the task or
assign it for HW. Encourage Ss to include pictures.

        •    Check Ss’ answers and display the best projects
around the class.

Born free
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          Suggested Answer Key
          Sa Dragonera
          Sa Dragonera is a desert island nature reserve in the

western part of Majorca. Sa Dragonera has lots of
Mediterranean plants, such as rosemary, heather,
wild olive trees, buckthorns, and dwarf palms. There
are also rich colonies of bird life, including the herring
gull and Eleonor's falcon. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Exs. 1 & 5
p. 69, Exs. 12 & 13 p. 72 

For-and-against essays are a formal type of
discursive writing in which we discuss the pros
and cons of a specific topic. A for-and-against
essay consists of: 
•  an introduction in which we present the topic

making a general remark about it.
•   a main body in which we present the points for

and against in separate paragraphs, supporting
our arguments with justifications/examples.

•   a conclusion which summarizes the pros and cons
and gives a balanced consideration of the topic.

Writing Bank: for-and-against essays

Help out!

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss if they or their parents/friends have ever made a
donation to a good cause and elicit where and when.
Note: WWF (World Wildlife Fund is a non-profit
environmental organization)

  1    To practice pronunciation and intonation
of situational language

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen and
repeat. Play it as many times as you feel is necessary.

  2    To match speakers to utterances in a
situational dialogue

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
decide who says each sentence.

         •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
dialogue in their books and check their answers.

          Answer Key
          How can I help you? R
          I’m interested in making a donation. C
          A monthly donation, please. C
          Can I pay in cash? C
          You can deposit it into our bank account. R
          Could I have your full name and address, please? R
          Thanks a lot. C

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogue and

the gapped donation form and fill in the blanks.

         •     Check Ss’ answers. Then elicit the L1 equivalents
for the sentences in Ex. 1.

          Answer Key
          1     $17                             4     34 Scarsdale Road, Billings,
          2     month                              MT.
          3     Matt Russell           5     Cash

  4    To understand the meaning of everyday
English expressions

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogue and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-3.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their
answers aloud.

          Answer Key
          1     How can I help you?
           2     Could I have your full name and address, please?
          3     Of course.

  5    To act out a dialogue
        •    Explain the task and remind Ss to use the

sentences in Ex. 1. Draw the following diagram
on the upper right for Ss to follow.

     • Ss act out their dialogues in pairs using the
prompts in the ad. 

        •    Monitor Ss as they act out their dialogues. Then
ask some pairs to act out their dialogues for the
class.

        •    Ss record themselves. 
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          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Hello, Save the Whales. How can I help you?
          B:    Hello. I’m interested in making a donation.
          A:   That’s great. Do you want to make a one-time

donation or would you prefer to make a regular
monthly one?

          B:    A monthly donation, please. Let’s say $20 per
month. Can I pay in cash?

          A:   Sure. You can deposit it into our bank account. It’s
Barcley’s Bank, Account No. 456789123. Could I
have your full name and address, please?

          B:    Of course. My name’s John Cummings and I live on
147 Magnolia Road, Miami, Fl.

          A:   Thank you very much, Mr. Cummings. We’ll send
you our magazine every month and regular mail
about our campaigns.

          B:    Thanks a lot. Goodbye.

  6    To pronounce /¡/, /¡º/
         •     Play the recording. Ss listen and check. Play the

recording again with pauses. Ss listen and repeat.
        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then elicit more words with

these sounds from various Ss around the class.

          Answer Key

          

          Suggested Answer Key
          /¡/: buy, try, fry /¡º/: fire, tire

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Pairwork
Activities pp. 73-74

Student A
Greet B, say name of
organization. Ask how
to help.
(Hello,....
How can I...?)
Ask what type of
donation B                  is
interested in. 
(Do you want ...?)

Confirm, say where to
pay money, ask for full
name/address.
(Sure. You can... .Could 
I have ..., please?)
Thank and say what 
you intend to send.
(Thank you ... . We’ll send
you ... .)

Student B
Greet A, explain reason
for calling.
(Hello. I’m interested
... .)

Express your
preference, ask how to
pay.
(A ..., please.
Can I pay ...?)
Give full name/
address.
(My name’s ... .
I live ... .)

Thank and close.
(Thanks ... . Goodbye.) /¡/ /¡º/ /¡/ /¡º/

my ✓ tired ✓

mine ✓ hire ✓

tied ✓ why ✓

Help out!
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Cross-Curricular Cut
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss if they know what acid rain is or they can guess
from the pictures.

  1    To introduce the topic, read and listen for
specific information and for confirmation

        •    Initiate a general discussion with the class to
elicit what Ss know about acid rain.

        •    Brainstorm with the class for questions about
acid rain and write them on the board (e.g., How
is it caused? What damage does it do to the
environment? Can we reverse the damage? What
can we do to stop acid rain?). etc.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check to see if their questions
were answered.

        •    Ss then say what else they learned about acid
rain.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To present and practice new vocabulary
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up the words/

phrases in the Word List and use them to make
sentences about acid rain.

        •    Check Ss’ answers by asking various Ss to read
their sentences aloud to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The problem starts when cars burn gas and emit

toxic fumes.
          The pollution is gathered in clouds and turns into

acid when it reacts with the oxygen and water in the
atmosphere.
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Cross-Curricular Cut

          The wind carries the polluted clouds far away.
          The acid rain makes lakes and rivers become toxic.
          It kills fish and plants.
          Acid rain goes through the soil and poisons trees and

plants. 
          Acid rain can also make people feel sick.
          To help solve the problem we can use public

transportation more often.
          We can also use less electricity. 
          If we work together, we can help to stop acid rain.

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          reacts (v): combines chemically
          distances (n): the spaces between two places or

objects
          flows (v): moves steadily and continuously
          poisons (v): harms with chemicals
          turn off (phr v): switch off
          harmful (adj): damaging

  3    To consolidate learning through a talk 
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

prepare their talk.
        •    Ask some Ss to share their answers with the

class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          If the whole world was listening, I would tell them that

acid rain is a serious problem. It threatens humans,
animals, plants, and pollutes our air and water
supplies. I would ask that we all work together to fight
this problem. For example, we can use public
transportation more often to help decrease the
emissions of toxic fumes, and factories can use new
technologies to make factory smoke less harmful to
the environment.

  4    To give a talk on acid rain
        •    Divide the class into small groups.
        •    Each group should draw a picture or diagram

illustrating acid rain and its effects. 
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete their picture

or assign the task for HW.
        •    Each group then takes turns talking to the class

about acid rain, using their picture as a visual
aid.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Ex. 3 p. 69,
         Portfolio Activities p. 75 
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Self-Check

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the
key at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss
read the Now I Can section and evaluate
themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 8 p. LP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 8 
         p. VP5

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 8 Ex. 2 p.
69, Ex. 7 p. 70, Test 8 pp. 129-132

A student chooses a secret vocabulary word from
the module. Then he/she creates a sentence which
uses the word correctly. In place of the chosen
word, however, the S says “gobbledegook”. Any S
who believes that he/she knows what the word
‘gobbledegook’ represents should raise his/her
hand. The S who guesses correctly chooses the
next word. 
e.g.,     A:     “Gobbledegook” is a big problem in the

area I live in. 
             B:     Air pollution?
             A:     No. 
             C:     Deforestation? 
             A:     Yes!   etc.
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Choices
What’s in this module?

 •    Refer Ss to the title of the module Choices and ask
them to suggest what it means and what they think
the module is about. Elicit answers and tell Ss to
browse through the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to making choices and relates to

choosing what to buy and what to eat and drink.

 •    Use pictures 1-2 to engage Ss’ attention, to prompt
a discussion, and to stimulate their interest in the
module.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Focus Ss’ attention on picture 1.
            T:     What page is picture 1 from? (p. 90)
         S1:     It’s from p. 90.
            T:     What can you see in picture 1?
         S2:     Two smiling girls with lots of shopping bags.
            T:     How do you think the picture is related to the title

of the unit?
         S3:     I think it relates to choosing what to buy. etc.
            T:     What page is picture 2 from? (p. 92) What can

you see in picture 2? How is the picture related to
the title of the unit? What other types of food/
drink can you see on p. 92? etc.

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding.

          Answer Key
          cartoons (p. 95) What do the cartoons show? What

topic are they related to? Do you like cartoons? etc.

           a quiz (p. 95) Do you often do quizzes for fun? What is
the quiz about? Do you know any of the idioms? etc.

          an invitation (p. 94) Who is the invitation for/from?
What is he/she being invited to? When was the last
time you got an invitation?  etc.

          a food chain (p. 97) Do you know what a food chain is?
Have your learned about this at school?  etc.

Vocabulary

 •    Read the words/phrases in the list aloud. Then play
the recording with pauses for Ss to repeat. 

 •    Elicit the equivalents in Ss’ L1.
 •    Discuss the bullet points as a class. Elicit what each store

sells, which stores Ss have in their neighborhoods, Ss’
shopping habits, and opening/closing times by asking
various Ss around the class to include everyone in the
discussion.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about shopping, food, and
eating habits, as well as how to express thanks and
admiration and write an invitation letter.

Module page                                                      89
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: shopping & products (boutique,
pharmacy, department store, grocery store, fish market,
shopping mall, antique shop, stationery store,
delicatessen, supermarket, eyewear store)

9a     Shopping time                                  90-91
Lesson objectives: To read and listen for specific
information, to give advice, plurals
Vocabulary: be after, persuading, appeal to, fit in with,
effect, last, swap, recycled, sick of, donate, allowance,
brands, charity shop, e-card, phrases with match, suit
and fit

9b     Food for thought                             92-93
Lesson objectives: Countable/uncountable nouns
and quantifiers, to talk and write about eating habits
Vocabulary: food categories (fruit, meat, vegetables,
desserts, drinks, dairy products, seafood, poultry),
food/drinks (yogurt, nuts, sugar, liver, oranges, cereal,
lobster, lettuce, etc.), other (mood, brain chemicals, school
performance, mental boost, steady source, stimulate,
raise, contain, increase)

9c     Be there!                                                     94
Lesson objectives: To listen for specific information,
to read for cohesion and coherence, to write an
invitation letter
Vocabulary: phrases with “give”

9d     Culture Corner                                         95
Lesson objectives: To learn about idioms and
sayings, to write a quiz
Vocabulary: idiom, saying, cooks, spoil, broth, spilt
milk, cucumber, couch potato, piece of cake, pie

9e     Just for you                                               96
Lesson objectives: To offer presents/express thanks, to
read and listen for specific information, to pronounce
/s/, /z/
Vocabulary: parka, skirt, T-shirt, cap, shirt, sweatsuit,
gloves, jeans, top, sneakers, dress, exchange, size

9f      Cross-Curricular Cut: Science            97
Lesson objectives: To talk about the food chain, to
make a food chain, to read for lexico-grammatical
correctness
Vocabulary: food chain, producer, herbivore, carnivore,
omnivore, decomposer, primary, secondary, tertiary
consumer

Self-Check 9                                                        98
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          Suggested Answer Key 
          •     You can buy women’s clothes at a boutique.
                 You can buy medicine, cosmetics, and healthcare

products at a pharmacy.
                 You can buy men’s, women’s, and children’s

clothes as well as shoes, accessories, and
household goods at a department store.

                 You can buy cold meats and cheese at a
delicatessen.

                 You can buy fish at a fish market.
                 You can buy all sorts of food and drinks and

household items at a supermarket.
                 You can buy many things from many different

types of stores at a shopping mall.
                 You can buy antique furniture, pottery, paintings,

and so on at an antique shop.

                 You can buy groceries at a grocery store.
                 You can buy glasses, sunglasses, and contact

lenses at an eyewear store.
                 You can buy paper, pens, envelopes, and writing

supplies at a stationery store. 
          •     I usually go shopping twice a year with my friends

during the sales period. We buy clothes and
accessories.  

          •     In my country, stores are usually open from 
9 am – 1:30 pm and from 5:00 pm – 9 pm on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays, and from 9 am –
3:30 pm Mondays, Wednesdays, and Saturdays.
Some big department stores and malls are open
from 9 am to 10 pm every day, including Sunday.

108

Shopping time
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what their favorite stores are, when they like to
go shopping, and who they like to go with.

  1    To introduce the topic
        •    Read the questions in the rubric aloud and elicit

answers from various Ss around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The last time I went shopping for clothes was with my

sister. We went to a big department store and we
bought some T-shirts and a pair of pants.

  2    To discuss reasons for shopping and
present new vocabulary

        •    Read the expressions in the list aloud.
        •    Initiate a class discussion. Then elicit which ones

Ss would say by a show of hands.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Good prices and special offers usually make me buy

things.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  3    To predict the content of a text
        •    Read the title of the text aloud and elicit guesses

from around the class as to what the text might
be about.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the text
in their books and check to see if their guesses
were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The text is about what makes us decide to buy

something, and it gives us ideas on making smart
choices.

  4    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again, if

necessary, and answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     We can see product ads everywhere.
          2     We buy things because we need them. We also buy

things to fit in with our friends and simply because
it’s fun to shop.

          3     We can think carefully about why we are buying
something and whether we really need it. We can
buy things that will last a long time. We can share
or swap things with friends and we can buy
recycled products and recycle our old things.

  5    To develop critical thinking skills
        •    Give Ss enough time to think about their

answers and elicit answers from various Ss
around the class.
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        •    Use Ss’ answers to start a class discussion on the
topic.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Companies get us to buy things we don’t really need

by using smart slogans and by using attractive colors
and beautiful, smiling people in their ads. Companies
also try to find out what young people find cool and
then make ads that appeal especially to them.

  6    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Read aloud the list of words/phrases (1-10) and
point out that Ss can use the line reference to
see them used in context in the text.

        •    Give Ss enough time to match them to their
synonyms/meanings (a-j). Then check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     b            3     f              5     d            7     g            9     j
          2     a            4     c             6     e            8     h         10     i

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          advertise (v): tell/inform sb about sth
          slogans (n): short, easy to remember phrases used by

companies to sell products
          cool (adj): fashionable, attractive
          effect (n): result
          natural resources (n): resources found in nature, not

man-made
          tempts (v): makes sb want to do sth
          e-card (n): card sent by email
          last (v): continue to happen or to exist
          share (v): give a part of sth to sb
          recycled items (n): objects or materials that are

processed so that they can be used again
          charity shop (n): store selling goods cheaply and

giving profits to charity

7      To present new vocabulary 
        •    Explain that these verbs are used when we talk

about clothes.
        •    Ss complete the sentences using their

dictionaries to help them, if necessary.

          Answer Key
          1     suit               2     match                3     fit

  8    To consolidate information in a text
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to re-

read the text and then give advice in pairs. Ask
Ss to use the phrases listed.

        •    Monitor Ss as they do the activity. Then ask
some Ss to give advice to their partner in front
of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          You should think about whether you really need

something or not before you buy it.
          Why don’t you send an e-card instead of a paper one,

for example? It’s also a good idea to buy well-made
clothes that will last a long time. etc.

  9    To present the rules for singular/plural
nouns

        •    Direct Ss to read the theory box and elicit
whether the English rules are similar to Ss’ L1
rules.

        •    Go through the theory box and refer Ss to the
relevant page in the Grammar Reference section
for more information if necessary.

        •    Elicit examples from the text from various Ss
around the class. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          Regular plural nouns: companies, pockets, products,

slogans, colors, coolhunters, things, resources,
chemicals, choices, ideas, friends, magazines, games,
items, brands etc.

          Irregular plural nouns: people
          Always singular nouns: money, food, clothing, music
          Always plural nouns: clothes

10   To practice plurals
        •    Explain the task. Ss do the task. Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     babies                       5     friends                   9     roofs
          2     children                   6     stereos                10     stores
          3     wolves                      7     stories                 11     parties
          4     companies             8     bunches             12     classes

11   To practice subject-verb agreement with
singular/plural nouns

        •    Ss complete the task and then compare answers
in pairs. Ask Ss to provide reasons for their
answers.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

Shopping time
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Warm-up Activity
Ask various Ss around the class to say what their favorite
foods are and what they ate today.

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read out the categories and elicit/explain the

meaning of any unknown words.
         •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task using

their dictionaries to help them, where necessary.
        •    Draw a table on the board with the categories at

the top of each column. Check Ss’ answers by
calling on Ss and completing the table on the
board.

        •    Elicit more words for each category and write
them in the table. Ss copy the completed table
into their notebooks.

        •    As an extension, ask Ss which of these words
sound similar in their language.

          Answer Key
          Meat: liver, beef, (pork, lamb)

          Vegetables: lettuce, cabbage, peas, beans, potatoes
(carrots, broccoli)

          Desserts: chocolate, candy, cake, ice cream (apple
pie, chocolate pudding)

          Drinks: water, low-fat milk, wine, tea, beer (fruit juice,
coffee)

          Other: nuts, sugar, cereal, brown rice, pasta, flour
(bread, pepper)

          Dairy Products: yogurt, cheese, low-fat milk (butter,
cottage cheese)

          Seafood: lobster (prawns, crab)

          Poultry: chicken, turkey (duck, goose)

          Fruit: oranges, bananas, apples, pears (lemons,
melon)

  2    To predict the content of a text
        •    Read the title of the text aloud and elicit Ss’

guesses to answer the question in the rubric.
        •    Play the recording while Ss listen and follow the

text in their books to see if their guesses were
correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          What we eat affects the brain chemicals which are

responsible for the changes in our mood.

  3   a    To read for detailed understanding
               •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

and complete the task. Check Ss’ answers.
               •    Ss then say if there are words/phrases in the

text that are similar in their L1.

          Answer Key
          1     Brain chemicals          5     Dopamine
          2     Some foods                   6     Sugar and fat
          3     Too much coffee         7     Carbohydrates (without  

4     Protein                                    protein)

        b   To present new vocabulary and
consolidate new information 

               •    Ss explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          brain chemicals (n): substances in your brain
          leafy (adj): with lots of leaves
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          Answer Key
          1     is                   4     is                   7     are            10     is
          2     are               5     are               8     is                11     is
          3     is                   6     is                   9     are            12     is

12   To listen for specific information
        •    Explain the task and play the recording.
        •    Ss listen and match each dialogue to the correct

place.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

        •    As an extension, ask Ss to act out similar dialogues.
Refer Ss to the tapescripts as models.

          Answer Key
          1     C            2     A            3     B

  ▶    SONGSHEETS: Module 9 p. SS4

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 1
p. 77, Ex. 6 p. 78, Portfolio Activities p. 83

Shopping time

Food for thought
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          keep awake (phr): not fall asleep
          mental boost (n): a lift in how sb feels
          irritable (adj): oversensitive, ill-tempered
          dopamine (n): type of brain chemical
          carbohydrates (n): substances found in some foods

that provide you with energy
          calming effect (n): relaxing result
          whole grain rice (n): rice with its outer covering
          serotonin (n): a hormone which makes you feel happy

and relaxed

               •    Ss then say five things they remember from
the text on p. 92 in closed pairs. Ask
individual Ss to share one thing they
remember from the text with the class in
order to check Ss’ answers. 

          Suggested Answer Key
          The food we eat affects the brain chemicals that are

responsible for changes in our mood.
          Nuts and green leafy vegetables are brainy foods.
          We should have meals that contain lots of protein but

not much fat in order to feel energetic.
          Milk, chicken, bananas, and leafy green vegetables

produce happy feelings because they stimulate a
chemical in the brain called dopamine.

          Eating brown rice makes you feel calm and relaxed.

  4    To present & practice
countable/uncountable nouns and quantifiers

        •    Read the box aloud and present the theory. Refer
Ss to the relevant pages in the Grammar Reference
section for more information, if necessary. Ask Ss
to compare the grammar structures to similar ones
in their own language.

        •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric from
various Ss around the class. Then ask Ss to find
more examples in the text on p. 92.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          We use too many, a few, not many, very few only

with countable nouns.

          We use too much, a little, not much, very little only
with uncountable nouns.

          We use a lot of/lots of, some, not any with both
countable and uncountable nouns.

          examples in the text:
          a lot of nuts, a lot of milk, some oranges and cereals,

too much coffee, a lot of protein, not much fat, too
much sugar or fat

  5    To identify countable/uncountable nouns
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     U            3     U            5     U            7     U            9     U
          2     U            4     C            6     C            8     C

  6    To practice using quantifiers
        •    Explain the task and do the first item with the

class as an example.
        •    Ss complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     much, a little         4     any, some, a few
          2     much, a little         5     any, some
          3     much, too much

  7    To further practice using quantifiers
        •    Explain the task and read the phrases and the

example aloud.
        •    Ss talk in pairs about their day-to-day eating

habits.
        •    Monitor Ss as they complete the task. Then ask

some pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I drink a lot of milk and I eat a lot of cookies. Too many

cookies aren’t good. I should try to eat fewer. etc.

  8    To write about eating habits
        •    Explain the task and read the example aloud.

Give Ss enough time to complete the task. Then
ask various Ss to read their pieces of writing aloud.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I eat a lot of cookies. I should try to eat fewer and eat

more fruit and vegetables. etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Exs. 2, 3 &
5 p. 77, Exs. 7, 8 & 9 p. 78

Food for thought
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Warm-up Activity
Read aloud the title of the unit and ask Ss to say what
they think it means (“Be there” is an expression used to
urge someone to go somewhere like a party) and what
they think Unit 9c is about (invitations).

  1    To identify text type and to listen for
specific information

        •    Ask Ss to look at the text and elicit what type of
text it is (an invitation).

        •    Elicit what type of information is missing (1 a
number, 2 a number, 3 a day, 4 an adjective, 5 a
noun (e.g., food or drink).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and fill in the blanks.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     13                 3     Saturday                 5     swimming suit
          2     14                 4     Spanish

  2    To predict the content of a text
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the letter. Then

elicit how it is related to the invitation.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The invitation is for the party described in the letter.

  3    To read for structure, cohesion, and
coherence

        •    Read the sentences (A-D) aloud and give Ss
enough time to read the letter again and decide
which sentence fits which blanks.

        •    Ss compare answers with their partner.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check.

          Answer Key
          1     C            2     D           3     B            4     A

  4    To identify opening and closing remarks
        •    Read each sentence aloud and elicit whether it

is an opening remark or a closing remark.
        •    As an extension, ask Ss to justify their answers

by giving a reason.

          Answer Key
          1     O (gives the reason for writing)
          2     O (greets the person)
          3     C (refers to a future event)
          4     O (greets & explains the delay in writing)

  5    To learn new vocabulary
        •    Read the phrases aloud and explain that the

words in black print are the phrases, and the
words in colored print are the meanings.

        •    Elicit which phrase can be found in the text.
Then give Ss enough time to write sentences
with each of the phrases.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          give me a call (= phone me)

          Suggested Answer Key
          I always give my brother a present on his birthday.
          My parents give money to charity regularly.
          My teacher gave me permission to leave school early

to go to the dentist.
          I gave a talk on birds for my geography class

yesterday.

  6    To talk about plans/preparations for a party
        •    Brainstorm with Ss for vocabulary related to the

headings and write it on the board.

               place/time: my house/in the garden/at a hotel/by
the pool/next Saturday evening/Sunday morning

                 guests: friends, relatives, neighbors
                 decorations: balloons, streamers, party hats
                 food/drinks: burgers, pizza, snacks, sandwiches,

soft drinks, orange juice
                 theme: Spanish, Portuguese, Greek, Italian,

American, Mexican
                 clothes: casual, T-shirt, jeans, shorts, etc.

        •    Ss work in pairs and talk about an imaginary
party, using the prompts and ideas from the text
in Ex. 3.

        •    Monitor Ss as they do the activity. Then ask
some pairs to report back to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The party will be at my house next Friday at 7:00 pm.

My school friends will be there. I’ll have balloons and
streamers. The theme is Mexican. There will be burgers
and tacos. We don’t need formal clothes, just a T-shirt
and jeans.

  7    To write an invitation letter (See Writing
Bank on p. 114)

        •    Give Ss enough time to write their letters or
assign it for HW.

        •    Remind Ss to use their answers from Ex. 6 and
point out that they can use the letter in Ex. 3 as
an example.
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Culture Corner
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss if they know any popular sayings or idioms in
English related to food.

  1   a    To distinguish between words that are
often confused

               •    Ss read the dictionary definitions. Elicit an
answer to the question in the rubric.

          Answer Key
          An idiom is a group of words that have a different

meaning when used together than when used
separately. A saying is a sentence that people use to give
advice or information about life and experience.

        b    To distinguish between sayings and idioms
               •    Direct Ss’ attention to the cartoons and elicit

which are sayings and which are idioms.
Then elicit what each one means.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Too many cooks spoil the broth. – saying
          (Things get ruined if too many people are involved.)
          Don’t cry over spilt milk. – saying
          (Don’t get upset about sth that happened that you

can’t change )
          as cool as a cucumber – idiom
          (someone who is calm/cool)
          a couch potato – idiom 
          (someone who spends most of their time watching

TV)

  2    To practice idioms/sayings
        •    Ss complete the task individually and then

compare their answers with a partner.
        •    Check Ss’ answers and elicit Ss’ scores.

          Answer Key
          1     B            2     A            3     C            4     C            5     B

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation

        •    Elicit any similar L1 expressions, idioms, and
sayings that express the same ideas as those in the
quiz.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  4    To write a short quiz with food idioms/
sayings

        •    Ss work in pairs.
        •    Give Ss enough time to look up idioms and

sayings on the Internet or in a dictionary, and
choose 5 or 6 to make a short quiz similar to the
one in Ex. 2.

        •    Remind Ss to stick on or draw pictures to go
with their quiz.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.
        •    Ss swap their quizzes with another pair and try

to answer the questions.
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          Suggested Answer Key
          Dear Jenny,
          Hi! How are you? I’m having a party at my house for

my birthday on Friday, July 20th. I’d love you to come!
          There’ll be lots of food. The theme is Mexican and

there’ll be some great dishes to choose from, such as
tacos and burgers. My sister will take care of the
decorations. She has already bought balloons and
streamers. You don’t need any special clothes, just
your jeans and a T-shirt.

          The party starts at 6 pm and you can spend the night if
you want. Do try and come.

          love,
          Maggie

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Grammar
Review p. 79

Be there!
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Culture Corner

Warm-up Activity
Elicit when the phrase “Just for you” is used (when we
offer sb a present). Ask Ss to talk about the last time they
gave or received a present.

  1    To practice pronunciation and intonation
of situational language

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen
and repeat as many times as necessary.

  2    To listen and read for specific information
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the texts

in their books.

        •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric.

          Answer Key
          Billy has to exchange his gift. His sneakers are too big.

  3    To consolidate new vocabulary through
translation

         •    Ss translate the sentences in Ex. 1 into their L1.
        •    Remind Ss to give the equivalent statements in

their own language rather than direct
translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

Just for you

          Suggested Answer Key

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 4 p. 77,
Ex. 12 p. 80 

Informal invitation letters are written to relatives,
friends, or other people we know very well. 
In the first paragraph we write our reason for writing
(to invite) stating the type of event (birthday party)
and place it will be held (my house). In the main body
paragraphs we give details of the event such as food,
music, etc., and directions or arrangements on how
to get to the place. In the last paragraph we write our
closing remarks.

Writing Bank: Informal invitation letters

Alternate Activity for weaker students 
Photocopy the quiz in the Suggested Answer Key
and hand it out to Ss to do. 

        Quiz
          1     He’s the ......... of his mother’s eye.
                 A apple
                 B banana
                 C cherry

          2     He’s always in a bad mood because he has a
......... on his shoulder.

                 A potato
                 B chip
                 C crisp

          3     You haven’t passed the test yet, so don’t count
your ......... .

                 A eggs 
                 B cheese
                 C chickens

          4     Thinking you can win the lottery is ......... in the
sky.

                 A cake
                 B pie
                 C biscuit

          5     Don’t worry about what she says; it’s just sour
......... . 

                 A grapes
                 B cherries
                 C lemons

          Answer Key
           1     A             2     B              3     C             4     B              5     A
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  4    To understand the meaning of everyday
expressions

         •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogues and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-6.

         •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read their
answers aloud.

          Answer Key
1     Awesome!
2     Don’t mention it.
3     Do they fit you?
4     Hang on a sec.
5     This is for you.
6     It really looks nice on you.

  5    To act out a dialogue
        •    Ss take roles and act out a dialogue in pairs.

Point out that they can use the dialogues in
Ex. 2 as models. Remind Ss to use the phrases
from Ex. 1. Draw the following diagram for Ss to
follow.

        

          •     Monitor Ss as they do the activity and offer help, if
necessary. Ask some Ss to act out their dialogues in
front of the class. Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   This is for you.
          B:    That’s very kind of you. What is it?
          A:   Open it and see.
          B:    Wow! It’s an awesome shirt.
          A:   Try it on and see if it fits.
          B:    OK. Hang on a sec. There. It’s exactly my size. What

do you think?
            A:    It really looks nice on you. It matches the color of your

eyes.
          B:    Really? Thank you very much.

  6    To pronounce /s/, /z/
        •    Ss copy the table into their notebooks.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check the correct

boxes.
        •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

listen and repeat.
         •    Elicit other words with the same sounds from Ss.

          Answer Key

          

          Suggested Answer Key
          /s/: twice, mice                       /z/: tease, present 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Pairwork
Activities pp. 81-82

/s/ /z/ /s/ /z/

face ✓ please ✓

phase ✓ dice ✓

police ✓ raisin ✓

Student A
Offer present.
(This is … .)

Tell B to open it to
find out content
by themselves. 
(Open it … .)
Ask B to try it on 
to see if it fits. 
(Try it on … .)

Comment
positively. 
(It really … .)

Student B
Thank − ask what it is.
(That’s very … . What
…?)
Express admiration.
(Wow! It’s … .)

Agree & ask how A likes
it.
(OK. Hang … . There. It’s
… . What do …?)
Thank A.
(Really? Thank you … .)
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures and guess what Unit 9f  is
about (the food chain, how each organism gets its food).

  1    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read the dictionary entry aloud and elicit what a

food chain is (a series of living things connected to
each other because each one feeds on another in
the chain).

  2    To read for cohesion and coherence
        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to

read the text and fill in the blanks.
        •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and check

their answers.
        •    Elicit answers to the questions in the rubric from

Ss around the class.

          Answer Key
          1     the              3    a                   5   the             7     its
          2     They           4    they            6   They         8     a/the

          Suggested Answer Key
          Green plants that make their own food from sunlight

and water are called producers.
          We call an animal that eats green plants a primary

consumer.
          We call animals that eat other animals secondary and

tertiary consumers.
           We call the plants and animals such as fungi, worms,

and bacteria that break down dead organisms and
return them to the soil decomposers.

  3    To present new vocabulary and talk about
a process using a diagram

        •    Ss explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          hunt (v): search, choose
          sunlight (n): light from the sun
          herbivores (n): animals that eat plants
          carnivores (n): animals that eat other animals
          omnivores (n): animals that eat plants and animals
          bacteria (n): germs, viruses
          worms (n): small animals with a long, narrow, soft

body
          break down (phr v): divide, make smaller
          link (n): part of sth
          organisms (n): animals or plants
          extinction (n): the state of not existing anymore
          survive (v): continue to exist

        •    Explain the task and choose various Ss to
explain the food chain to the class, using the
diagram. Give help if necessary.

          Suggested Answer Key
           The food chain starts with sunlight and water. A

producer, such as a green plant, uses the sunlight and
water to produce its own food. Then a primary
consumer, such as a rabbit, comes and eats the
producer. Then a secondary consumer, such as a snake,
comes and eats the rabbit. After that, a tertiary
consumer, such as a hawk, eats the snake. When an
animal dies, decomposers, such as fungi, bacteria, and
worms, break it down and return it to the soil. Then the
food chain starts all over again.

  4    To make a food chain diagram
        •    Explain the task, divide the class into small

groups, and direct Ss to the website given.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task in

class or assign it for HW.
        •    Ss present their food chains to the class. 

          Suggested Answer Key

sunlight grass

grasshopper frog

snake

owl
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          Grass uses energy from the sun to produce its own
food. The grasshoper eats the grass. Then the frog
eats the grasshoper. After that, the frog is eaten by a
bigger animal such as a snake which is then eaten by
an owl. When an animal dies, decomposers break it
down and return it to the soil. Then the food chain
starts all over again.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Ex. 11 p.
80

Cross-Curricular Cut
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        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the
key at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss
read the Now I Can section and evaluate
themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 9 p. LP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 9 
         p. VP5

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 9 Game 
         p. 76, Test 9 pp. 133-136

Ss stand up and mix in the classroom. Keep saying
words based on one of the themes in the module
(e.g., stores), then say a word not related to the
theme. Ss should then find a chair. Ss that sit down
at the wrong time or fail to find a chair when the
unrelated word is said are out of the game.
e.g.,     Teacher: eyewear store, grocery store, 

supermarket, antique shop, brown
rice (Ss have to sit down)  etc.

Self-Check
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It’s fun!
What’s in this module?

 •    Refer Ss to the title of the module It’s fun! and ask
them to suggest what it means and what they think
the module is about. Elicit answers and tell Ss to
browse through the units and check.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The title refers to sports and entertainment. We’ll learn

about different sports & types of entertainment.

Find the page numbers for 

 •    Ss find the page numbers for the items listed. Ask
questions to check Ss’ understanding. 

          Answer Key
           a quiz (p. 101) How much do you know about the

Olympics? Where could you see a quiz like this?  etc.

          a list of showtimes (p. 106) How often do you go to the
movie theater? What types of movies do you like to
see? What was the last movie you saw? etc.

          video game screen shots (p. 102) Do you play video
games? Why (not)? Which ones? How often? etc.

Vocabulary

 •    Draw Ss’ attention to the pictures. Play the recording
with pauses for Ss to listen and repeat the words/
phrases. Ss then translate them into their L1.

 •    Start a class discussion about sports. Direct Ss
attention to the sports in the pictures again and elicit
answers to the questions in the rubric.

          Answer Key
          Team sports: basketball
          Individual sports: ice-skating, the javelin, horseback

riding, the pole vault, weightlifting, kitesurfing,
gymnastics, and snowbiking

          Extreme sports: kitesurfing and snowbiking 
          Boxing is a violent sport.

 •    Read the places in the list aloud and elicit/explain
the meaning of any unknown ones. Then elicit
where each sport can be played/done.

          Answer Key
          You can play tennis on a court.
          You can throw the javelin in a stadium.
          You can go horseback riding in the countryside.
          You can box in a ring.
          You can do the pole vault in a stadium.
          You can do weight lifting in an indoor arena.
          You can go kitesurfing in the sea.
          You can do gymnastics in an indoor arena.
          You can play basketball on a court.
          You can go snowbiking on a mountainside.

Topic
In this module Ss will learn about video games, sports,
music and movies, buying tickets at the movie theater,
festivals, and CD reviews.

Module page                                                      99
Lesson objectives: Overview of the module
Vocabulary: sports (go ice-skating, play tennis, throw the
javelin, go horseback riding, box, do the pole vault, do
weightlifting, go kitesurfing, do gymnastics, play
basketball, go snowbiking), places (ring, court, rink,
stadium, sea, indoor arena, mountainside, countryside)

10a  Extreme sports                            100-101
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
the –ing form, the infinitive, would rather – had better,
to write a quiz
Vocabulary: extreme sports (snowbiking, parkour, thrill-
seeking experience, keep on growing, obstacles, by storm, craze,
top speed, kitesurfing), the Olympics (medal winner, competed,
held, medals, winners, awarded, score, holds the record, won)

10b  Game on                                         102-103
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information,
prepositions of movement, some/any/no/every and
compounds, giving directions
Vocabulary: burning pits, bridge, tunnel, guard, torch,
axe, corridor, staircase, sword, magic key, crystal, cave,
dragon, spider web, bow and arrow

10c   On the charts!                                        104
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information, to
write a review
Vocabulary: types of music (rock, pop, jazz, classical, rap,
funk, soul, heavy metal), singer, script, acting, plot, sound
effect, lyrics, music charts, cast, role, special effects,
songwriter, top ten, musical instruments, top band, catchy
tunes, latest album

10d  Culture Corner                                      105
Lesson objectives: To read for structure, cohesion and
coherence, to talk about a festival in your country
Vocabulary: takes place, enjoy live performances, top
bands, variety of music, theater performances, camp in
tents, trailers, stalls selling food, ticket cost, admission free,
money raised, charities, phrases with “raise”

10e  Next, please.                                          106
Lesson objectives: To buy tickets at the movie
theater, to act out a dialogue, to pronounce /ª/, /oµ/
Vocabulary: altogether, change, afraid, sold out, discount,
tickets, showing, one adult, one child

10f   Cross-Curricular Cut: Music             107
Lesson objectives: To read for specific information and
general understanding, to match music and visuals
Vocabulary: stereotypical, clichés, movies (adventure, romance,
documentary, thriller, comedy, science-fiction, animated, horror)

Self-Check 10                                                   108
118
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Extreme sports
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures on p. 100 and ask them to
guess what Unit 10a is about (unusual and extreme
sports). Ask if Ss know or have tried any of these sports.

  1    To listen and read for specific information
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures.
         •    Read the rubric aloud, and then play the recording.
        •    Ss listen and follow the text in their books.
        •    Elicit answers from around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          You need a bike with skis instead of wheels to go

snowbiking.
          You don’t need any equipment for parkour.
          You need a parachute and a board to go kitesurfing.

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again and

complete sentences 1-7.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     proper training and appropriate equipment
          2     a bike that has skis instead of wheels
          3     in North America
           4     get from point A to point B in the fastest way possible
          5     in France
          6     kiting and surfing
          7     a parachute and a board

  3    To present new vocabulary through
synonyms

        •    Read through the underlined words/phrases in
the text. Draw Ss’ attention to the fact that
‘taking by storm’ is one phrase.

        •    Give Ss enough time to match them to
meanings  a-f using their dictionaries, if
necessary.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          obstacles – a                 combine – d
          proper – b                      taking by storm – e
          challenge – c                attached – f

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          slopes (n): sides of a mountain, inclines
          thrill-seeking (adj): looking for excitement from

dangerous activities
          wheels (n): the circular objects underneath a vehicle

which makes the vehicle move
          benches (n): long seats for more than one person

          spreading (v): reaching or effecting a larger and
larger area or a growing number of people

 4    To identify international words
        •    Direct Ss to skim the text for words that are the

same or similar in their language.
        •    Elicit answers from Ss around the class.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  5    To personalize learning
        •    Elicit answers to the question from Ss around

the class, asking them to justify their answers.
Alternatively, give Ss 3 minutes to write a few
sentences on the topic. Ss read their sentences
aloud to the class. 

        •    Ask Ss to find a person in the class who would
like to try the same sport as they do. Ss compare
the reasons each of them gives to support their
preference.

          Suggested Answer Key
          I would like to try snowbiking, as it seems like a fun

and exciting sport. It also doesn’t seem to be as
dangerous as parkour or kitesurfing. I love the snow
and think this activity is ideal for people like me, who
like winter sports.

  6    To present the –ing and infinitive forms
and would rather – had better

        •    Read the theory aloud and answer any
questions Ss may have.

        •    Refer Ss to the relevant Grammar Reference
section for more information.

        •    Give Ss enough time to find examples in the text
and then check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          would rather live, keep on finding, Let’s take a look,

You’d better not try, can’t wait, How about trying,
involves riding, keeps on growing, trying to get, like
running, climbing and jumping, must get, rather than
going, combine kiting and surfing, involves flying,
difficult to learn

  7    To practice the infinitive and –ing forms
        •    Explain the task and do the first item with Ss as

an example.
        •    Ss complete the task.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     to try                  4     learning                   7     seeing
          2     doing                 5     go                                8     not talk
          3     help                    6     stay
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Extreme sports
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  8    To practice the infinitive and –ing forms
        •    Explain the task and remind Ss to use the

appropriate –ing or infinitive form.
        •    Give Ss enough time to complete the task, and

then check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          2     I hope to win the boxing match.
          3     I like going swimming.
          4     I’d like to watch Real Madrid play.
          5     I can play basketball very well.
          6     I can’t wait to try surfing this summer.
          7     I have difficulty catching the ball.
          8     I promised to be on time for soccer practice.
          9     It’s worth buying a pair of soccer shoes if you play

a lot.
       10     I can’t stand playing rugby.
       11     I’d rather go kitesurfing.
       12     You’d better have the appropriate equipment and

training if you’re going kitesurfing.

  9    To present new vocabulary, do a quiz, and
listen for specific information

        •    Instruct Ss to write the words/phrases in bold in
the quiz in a list in their notebooks. Then look
each one up in the Word List.

        •    Give Ss enough time to read the quiz and
choose the answer they think is correct for each
question, and compare their answers with their
partner’s.

        •    Play the recording so that Ss can listen and
check if their answers were correct.

          Answer Key
          1     B            2     C            3     C            4     B     

10   To write a quiz
        •    Divide the class into small groups and direct Ss

to the website given.
        •    Give Ss enough time to write their quizzes or

assign the task for HW.
        •    Ss swap quizzes with another group and see if

they can do it. 
        •    Display the quizzes around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     How many world records were broken or equaled

at the 1932 Olympics in Los Angeles?
                 A    10                        B     15                 C     18

          2     At the Seoul Olympics in 1988, Christa Luding-
Rothenburger became the only person in history to
win Winter and Summer medals in the same year
in which sports?

                 A    speed skating and cycling 
                 B cycling and skiing
                 C speed skating and swimming

          3     Where were the first Games in Asia held?
                 A    Seoul                  B     Tokyo         C     Nagano

          4     Which were the first Olympic Games to be shown
on television?

                 A    London 1948
                 B Helsinki 1952
                 C Melbourne 1956 etc.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 1 p.
85

Game on
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to look at the pictures on p. 102 and the title, and
guess what the topic of Unit 10b is about (video games).
Elicit when “Game on” is used (to start a video game). Ask
if Ss play video games and, if yes, which is their favorite.

  1    To present new vocabulary through pictures
        •    Read the words/phrases in the list aloud and

elicit/ explain their meanings by asking various
Ss to find them in the pictures.

          Answer Key

burning pits, a
bridge, a tunnel

1
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  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and

answer the questions.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     T            2     F            3     F            4     F

        •    Ss explain the words in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          tunnels (n): long underground passages
          tokens (n): round, flat metal discs that are used

instead of money, for example, in a machine 
          remaining (adj): left
          labyrinth (n): complicated series of paths from which it

is very difficult to find your way out
          corridors (n): long passages with doors at sides
          avoiding (v): staying away from sb or sth
          traps (n): devices used to catch sb/sth or to prevent

sb/sth from escaping
          cave (n): a large hole in the side of a hill, cliff, or

mountain
          tricky (adj): difficult to deal with
          magic (adj): having mysterious powers
          crystal (n): natural clear rock
          pit (n): a large hole in the ground
          flames (n): bright red steams of light rising from sth

burning

  3    To present prepositions of movement
        •    Read aloud the prepositions and elicit the Ss’ L1

equivalents.
        •    Mime the first one as an example, and then choose

some Ss from around the class to mime the others.
        •    Give Ss enough time to skim through the text

again and find examples of prepositions of
movement in the text.

          Suggested Answer Key
           run through, jump over, walk across, make their way

toward, going along corridors, up and down staircases,
fall into, takes players into, get through the obstacles,
out of the cave, made their way past

  4    To listen for specific information/to give
directions

        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the picture. Elicit what
they can see (a man, a field, a hill, a cottage, a
tunnel, a stream, a boat, a forest).

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and say which route
Peter followed.

        
        •    Ss then work in pairs and use the picture to give

directions (e.g., from the cottage to the field, or
from the forest to the field).

          Answer Key
           Peter went across the field and jumped over the fence,

and then toward the hill. He went over the hill and down
the other side, and then toward the stream. He got into
the boat and went across the stream, and then through
the tunnel to the cottage.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Go through the tunnel and toward the stream. Use the

boat to get across the stream and walk along the path
toward the hill. Go up the hill and down the other side.
Jump over the fence and into the field.

a guard, a corridor, a
staircase, a sword, 
a magic key

2

a torch, a cave, 
a bow and an arrow

3

an axe, a crystal, 
a dragon, a spider
web

4

Game on
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On the charts!
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to say what they think the title means and then
guess what Unit 10c is about (album reviews).

  1    To recognize types of music/present new
vocabulary

        •    Read out the types of music in the list and
elicit/explain what each is.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and match the
music types to the extracts they hear.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     E            4     A            7     D
          2     C            5     B            8     H
          3     F            6     G    

  2    To listen for gist
        •    Explain the task. Play the recording.
        •    Ss listen and circle the answer which best

describes the content of the recording. 
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          B

  3    To classify new vocabulary
        •    Explain the task and write a table on the board

with two columns music and movies.
        •    Point out that the words/phrases in the list refer

to either music or movies. Give Ss enough time
to complete the task and elicit answers to
complete the table on the board.

         •    Ss then look up the words/phrases in the Word List.

          Answer Key
          Music                                               Movies
          singer                                              script
          lyrics                                                acting
          music charts                                plot
          songwriter                                    sound effects
          top ten                                            cast
          musical instruments               role 
          top band                                        special effects 
          catchy tunes                        
          latest album

  4    To recognize text type
        •    Ask Ss to look at the text and say what type it is,

giving reasons.

Game on

  5    To present some/any/no/every and their
compounds

        •    Go through the theory box and the examples.
        •    Answer any questions Ss may have and direct

them to the relevant page in the Grammar
Reference section for more information.

        •    Elicit which compounds are used for people/
things/places and elicit Ss’ L1 equivalents.

        •    Ask various Ss to find similar compounds in the
text.

          Answer Key
           We use somebody/someone, everybody/everyone,

anybody/anyone, nobody/no one for people.
          We use something, everything, anything, nothing for

things.
            We use somewhere, everywhere, anywhere, nowhere for

places.

          Answer Key
          Somewhere on this level there are …
          ... search the cave for anything that …

  6    To practice using some/any/every/no and
compounds

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
complete it.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     anybody/anyone
          2     something 
          3     somewhere
          4     everywhere
          5     something, anything
          6     everywhere, somewhere
          7     anybody/anyone, no one

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 3 
p. 85, Exs. 5 & 6 p. 86, Portfolio Activities p. 91
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Culture Corner
Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss to name some festivals in their country and say
where and when they are held and how people
celebrate them.

  1    To predict the content of a text
        •    Draw Ss’ attention to the title and the picture

and elicit guesses about the festival.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text and see if

their guesses were correct.

          Suggested Answer Key
          It takes place in June. You can enjoy live performances

from some of the top bands in the world as well as
dance, comedy, circus, and theater performances. 

  2    To read for text structure and paragraph
order, to listen for confirmation

        •    Explain the task and elicit the correct paragraph
order. Elicit which words/phrases helped Ss find
the answer.

          Answer Key
          a review (it starts with the title of an album and the

name of the singer and the stars show the rating)
(letters & stories have a different layout)

  5    To read for specific information
        •    Read the fact file aloud and elicit what information

it asks for.
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the review and

complete the fact file.
        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Answer Key
          1     Insomniac
          2     “Do You Know”
          3     3 songs in Spanish and “I Miss You”
          4     5 stars

  6    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the review again

and find the specific adjectives used and make a
note of the adjective/noun phrases.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Then ask various Ss to use
them to talk about Enrique’s album.

          Answer Key
          talented singer, great voice, powerful music, exciting

lyrics, awesome album, catchy tunes

          Suggested Answer Key
          “Insomniac” by the talented singer Enrique Iglesias is

an awesome album. He has a great voice and the
powerful music, exciting lyrics, and catchy tunes make
this album a great buy.

  7    To write a CD review (See Writing Bank on
p. 128)

        •    Explain the task and tell Ss to copy the headings
from the fact file from Ex. 5 into their notebooks,
and fill it in with information about their favorite
CD.

        •    Give Ss enough time to think of their favorite
album, talk about it, and then write a short
review about it, similar to the one about Enrique
Iglesias’ album. Alternatively, assign the task for
HW.

        •    Check Ss’ answers.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Artist: Avril Lavigne
          Album: The Best Damn Thing
          Most popular song: “Girlfriend”
          Album also includes: “I Don’t Have To Try”, 

“Innocence”
          Rating: 5 stars

          The Best Damn Thing, Avril Lavigne
          “The Best Damn Thing” is the new album by Avril

Lavigne. Avril is a talented singer who is popular with
teens all around the world. She has a great voice,
powerful music, and exciting lyrics. 

          The most popular song from the album so far is
“Girlfriend”. The album also includes catchy tunes
such as “I Don’t Have To Try” and “Innocence”. 

          The album is sure to be at the top of the music charts
for months!

          Rating *****

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 2 
p. 85, Pairwork Activities pp. 89-90

On the charts!
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Culture Corner

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check.

          Answer Key
          1     D           2     A            3     B            4     C

          Suggested Answer Key
          words/phrases that helped: Every year, Book your

tickets now, usually

  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read the words/phrases aloud in the list. Give Ss

enough time to look them up in the Word List.
        •    Ss use them to make sentences about the

Glastonbury Festival.
        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          The festival takes place in June.
          You can enjoy live performances from top bands

there.
          There is a variety of music.
          There are also theater performances.
          Usually, festival-goers camp in tents or stay in trailers

on the site.
          There are lots of stalls selling food.
          Tickets cost around $300 for the weekend, but for

children admission is free.
          Most of the money raised goes to charities, so it’s a

worthy cause.

  4    To talk about a festival
        •    Ss talk about the festival using the prompts in

pairs.
        •    Monitor Ss as they complete the activity, and

offer help where necessary.
        •    Ask some pairs to talk in front of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Let’s go to the Glastonbury Festival.
          B:    Where is it?
          A:   It takes place in Somerset.
          B:    What can you see there?
          A:   You can enjoy live performances by some of the

top bands in the world as well as dance, comedy,
circus, and theater performances.

          B:    How long does it last?
          A:   It lasts three days.
          B:    Where can you stay?
          A:   You can stay in a tent in a field next to the site, or in

a trailer.

  5    To learn phrases with ‘raise’
        •    Read out the phrases and explain that the words

in black print are the phrases and the words in
colored print are the meanings.

        •    Elicit which phrase can be found in the text.
Then give Ss enough time to write sentences
with each of the phrases.

        •    Check Ss’ answers around the class.

          Answer Key
          Most of the money raised goes to charities ...

          Suggested Answer Key
          My mother raised me on her own.
          I always raise my hand in class when I know the

answer to a question.
          Our school bake raised $800 for charity.
          The local supermarket has raised its prices many

times this year.

  6    To write and talk about a local festival
        •    Tell Ss to copy the table into their notebooks

and complete it with information about a
festival from their country that is similar to the
Glastonbury Festival.

        •    Ask various Ss to use their completed tables to
present the festival to the rest of the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          Name: Benicàssim International Festival
          Type: music festival (pop, rock, electronic)
          Location: Benicàssim, southern Spain
          When it takes place: July
          Events/Activities: live music and theater

performances, fashion shows, movies

          The Benicàssim International Festival is a very popular
music festival. It takes place every July in Benicàssim,
in southern Spain, and it lasts for three days. There are
all sorts of exciting events and activities there. There
are lots of live music performances, mostly by pop,
rock, and electronic music bands. You can also see
theater performances, fashion shows, movies, and
many other things. 

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Game 
p. 92
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Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss who would say “Next, please.” (a cashier or ticket
teller) as in the title and elicit what Ss think Unit 10e is
about (buying tickets at the movie theater).

  1    To practice pronunciation and intonation
of situational language and consolidate vocabulary
through translation

        •    Play the recording with pauses for Ss to listen
and repeat as many times as necessary.

        •    Ss translate the sentences into their L1.
        •    Remind Ss to give the equivalent statements in

their own language rather than direct
translations.

          (Ss’ own answers)

  2    To match speakers to utterances in a
situational dialogue

        •    Give Ss enough time to decide who says each
sentence.

        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and follow the
dialogues in their books to check their answers.

          Answer Key
          Next, please. T
          That’s $20 altogether. T
          Here are your tickets and your change. T
          Two tickets for Ocean’s Thirteen at 6 pm, please. C
          I’m afraid it’s sold out. T
          Is there a discount for students? C
          Enjoy the movie! T

  3    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the dialogues. Then

elicit answers to the questions in the rubric.

          Answer Key
          A    Spider-Man, 7 pm
          B     Ocean’s Thirteen, 9 pm

  4    To understand the meaning of everyday
expressions

        •    Explain the task and give Ss enough time to
read the dialogues and find the matching
phrases for phrases 1-4.

        •    Check Ss’ answers. Ask some Ss to read aloud
their answers.

          Answer Key
          1     That’s $20 altogether.
          2     I’m afraid it’s sold out.
          3     Is there a discount for students?
          4     Enjoy the movie!

  5    To act out dialogues
        •    Direct Ss to read the movie theater showing

times in the ad and explain the task. Draw the
following diagram for Ss to follow.

        •    Ss take roles and act out dialogues in pairs. Point out
that they can use the dialogues in Ex. 3 as models.

        •    Monitor Ss as they do the activity and offer help, if
necessary. Ask some Ss to act out their dialogues
in front of the class.

        •    Ss record themselves.

          Suggested Answer Key
          A:   Two tickets for Pirates of the Caribbean 3 at 4 pm,

please.
          B:    I’m afraid it’s sold out. We still have tickets for the 7

pm and the 10 pm showings.
          A:   Oh, OK. Two tickets for 7 pm then, please.
          B:    That’s $24, please.
          A:   Is there a discount for students?
          B:    Yes. Tickets are $8 for students.
          A:   OK. Here you are.
          B:    Thank you. Enjoy the movie!

  6    To pronounce /ª/, /oµ/
        •    Ss copy the table into their notebooks.
        •    Play the recording. Ss listen and check the

correct boxes.
        •    Play the recording again with pauses for Ss to

listen and repeat.
        •    Elicit other words with the same sounds from Ss

around the class.

Student A
Ask for tickets. 
(Two tickets for … .)

Agree on that. 
(Oh, OK. ... tickets ... .)
Ask for
discount. 
(Is there …?)

Give money. 
(OK. Here … .)

Student B
Explain there are none
left and say what is
available.
(I’m afraid … . We still
have … .)
Say how much they cost.
(That’s … .)
Explain what the
discount is. 
(Yes, tickets … .)
Thank A and wish that
he/she enjoys the
movie. 
(Thank you … . Enjoy ...!)

Next, please.
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Next, please.

          Answer Key

          

          Suggested Answer Key
          /ª/: turn, learn, her
          /oµ/: cone, loan, home
     

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10
Grammar Review p. 87

/ª/ /oµ/ /ª/ /oµ/
burn ✓ fir ✓

bone ✓ foam ✓

126

Warm-up Activity
Ask Ss what they do in their music classes at school and
what their favorite type of music is.

  1    To read for gist
        •    Read the headings in the list aloud and give Ss

enough time to skim through the text and
match them to the paragraphs.

        •    Play the recording for Ss to listen and check
their answers. Then elicit which words in the
text helped them decide.

          Answer Key
          A    Before sound (grandparents, old silent, without

the music)
          B     Musical clichés (particular moods and feelings)
          C     Stereotypical music sounds (loud sounds let you

know, something frightening, violin music,
emotional scenes, romantic movies, adventure
movies, sharp and fast sounds, action scenes)

          D    Music around the world (Hong Kong, xylophone
music, Paris, accordion melodies)

          E     Listen carefully (pay attention to the music)

  2    To read for specific information
        •    Give Ss enough time to read the text again

carefully.
        •    Read the questions aloud, one at a time, and

elicit the answer to each one from various Ss
around the class.

          Suggested Answer Key
          1     Because they were silent and without it, they

wouldn’t be that fun.
          2     They used it to create particular moods and

feelings.

          3     In horror movies and thrillers, loud sounds usually
let you know that something frightening is going
to happen. Violin music often accompanies
emotional scenes in romantic movies, while sharp,
fast sounds are usually used for action scenes in
adventure movies. 

          4     Xylophone music reminds us of Hong Kong, and
accordion melodies remind us of Paris. 

        •    Ss then explain the words/phrases in bold.

          Suggested Answer Key
          silent (adj): without making any sound
          accompanied (adj): happened at the same time
          fun (n): amusement, pleasure
          particular (adj): specific
          moods (n): emotional states
          horror movies (n): very frightening movies
          emotional scenes (n): parts of movies which cause

strong feelings
          sharp (adj): sudden
          action scenes (n): parts of movies which are exciting
          introduce (v): set the scene by describing sb or sth to a

person when one first meets them
          shots (n): sequences of pictures in a movie
          spot (v): notice

  3    To present new vocabulary
        •    Read aloud the list of movie genres and elicit/

explain the meaning of any unknown words.
        •    Direct Ss’ attention to the pictures and elicit

which types of movie they show.

          Answer Key
          1     science-fiction             3     thriller/horror
          2     animated                       4     comedy

Cross-Curricular Cut
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  4    To match music to types of movies
        •    Explain the task and play the recording.
        •    While Ss listen, ask various Ss to describe how

they feel.
        •    Then elicit which of the types of movies from

Ex. 3 the music extracts seem to match.

          Answer Key
          1     (science-fiction)
          3     (horror)

  5    To match music to a scene
        •    Explain the task and point out that Ss can

choose romantic music to match an emotional
scene, loud dramatic music to match a
frightening scene, light airy music to match a
comedy scene, etc.

        •    Point out that the music can be any type
(classical, pop, rock, etc.) as long as they can
justify why it matches the picture.

        •    Ss work in groups and complete the task for HW.
Then they present the piece of music and the
picture to the class.

          Suggested Answer Key

                           
          Music - Clair de lune, Claude Debussy

          The picture shows a couple under an umbrella in the
rain, sitting on the edge of a fountain. The scene is
romantic and a little mysterious because we don’t
know what they are talking about or why they are
there.

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Exs. 9 &
10 p. 88

        Give Ss 10 to 15 minutes to complete the Self-
Check. Ask Ss to check their answers against the
key at the end of the Student Book section. Then Ss
read the Now I Can section and evaluate
themselves.

  ▶    OPTIONAL LISTENING PRACTICE: Module 10 p.
LP2

  ▶    OPTIONAL VOCABULARY PRACTICE: Module 10 
         p. VP6

  ▶    TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK: Module 10 Ex. 4 p. 85,
Ex. 7 p. 86, Test 10 pp. 137-140, Exit Test 

         pp. 141-144

Play in teams. The leader thinks of a word included in
the vocabulary of the module and describes the
word to the class. The class has thirty seconds to
guess what the word is. The S who guesses correctly
becomes the next leader. 
e.g.,  Leader:Something that makes it difficult for you

to go where you want to go. 
       Team A S1:     Door.
               Leader:     No.
       Team B S1:     Fence.
               Leader:     No.
       Team A S2:     Obstacle.
               Leader:     Yes!   etc.

Self-Check
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CD reviews are written to evaluate a CD.
In the first paragraph we write the name of the CD
and the name of the singer, giving some information
about him/her (his/her voice, type of music, etc.).
In the next paragraph we write about the most
popular song from the CD, the types of
music/songs it contains, etc.
In the last paragraph we write our general
comments about the CD.

Writing Bank: CD reviews

Self-Check

128
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Culture Key

Culture 1

  1    In Vietnam, life in the city is busy, markets and
streets are crowded every day, whereas in the
countryside, life is simple and most people are
farmers. In the cities, the buildings are from the
19th century or there are French-style public
buildings. In the South of Vienam, there are
American-style houses, but in the North the
houses are like ones you can see in Russia. In
Vietnamese villages, people live in rectangular
brick houses or houses with thatched roofs, and in
highland areas they live in houses on stilts.

  2    1    In Hue.
        2    In Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City.
        3    in the North of Vietnam
        4    In the central provinces of Vietnam.
        5    In the highland areas of Vietnam.

Culture 2

  1    The picture shows Hat Cheo, a traditional musical
theatre in Vietnam. It’s a kind of performance that
involves folk songs, pantomime, music and dance.

  2    1    traditional musical theatre in Vietnam.
        2    in the 12th century during the Ly Dynasty.
        3    folk songs, pantomime, music and dance.
        4    a hero, a heroine and a clown.
        5    (the sound of) the Cheo drum.
        6    in amateur village performances or

professional ones that take place in theatres.

Culture 3

  1    It’s Hoi An, a small beautiful port, very well-
preserved, as it was built in the 15th century. While
there, you can visit the peaceful villages in the
area and see crafts or tour the area by motorbikes,
bicycle, kayak or motorboat.

  2    1    It’s a place that looks like it was between the
15th and the 19th century. It’s well-preserved,
with ancient streets, houses, pagodas, temples,
halls and tombs.

        2    Vietnamese, French, Chinese and Japanese
cultures.

        3    Because there are more than a thousand places
of interest nearby.

        4    Visitors can tour the Quang Nam Province and
the Thu Bon River by motorbike, bicycle, kayak
or motorbike. 

        5    Visitors can visit peaceful villages in the area
and see crafts such as carpentry, bronze
making, pottery and silk making.

Culture 4

  1    Yes, I do./No, I don’t. It takes place in Tay Ngyen,
on the banks of the Serepok River near Ban Don,
during the third lunar month, in spring.

  2    1    F    (... preparations begin weeks before hand)
1st par., lines 3-4.

        2    F    (“On the day of the race, elephants ... Don
Village.”) 2nd par., lines 1-2.

        3    T    (“The spectators wear brightly-coloured
costumes”) 2nd par., line 3.

        4    F    (“The racetrack is ... side by side.”) 2nd par.,
lines 5-6.

        5    T    (“After the race ... Serepok River”) 3rd par.,
lines 1-3.

Culture 5

  1    The legend is about Uncle Toad, whose bravery
saved the Earth from a terrible drought.

  2    1    he needed his help to bring back the rain.
     2    a crab, a bear, a tiger, a fox and a swarm of bees.

        3    gates of heaven.
        4    to go outside and see what the noise was.
        5    that he would send rain if he promised never to

go there again.
        6    the toad croaks loudly, so the King knows it’s

time to send more rain.

Culture 6

  1    They’re wearing helmets. the Vietnamese law states
that all riders over to age of six  must wear a helmet.

  2    1   over          2    without          3    or 
        4    for              5    but 6    in
        7    on              6    of 9    like      10  to

Culture 7

  1    The Hmong People live in the mountains of
southern China, Laos and Northern Vietnam. They
have their own language and follow their own
customs as well as the customs of the country they
live in. They are very good at making clothes and
silver jewellery.
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Culture Key

  2    1    in the mountains of southern China, Laos and
Northern Vietnam.

        2    from their mothers and grandmothers.
        3    bright colours and special motifs that are

handed down through families.
        4    sell their handicrafts to tourists and buy items

for themselves.
        5    for weddings or other significant occasions.

Culture 8

  1    The Siamese Crocodile is an endangered species
due to habitat loss and fishing. They’re also
captured and sold illegally. The Indochinese tiger
are threatened by hunting and habitat loss. The
Black-Crested Gibbon lives in the rainforest and is
becoming extinct because of deforestation. All
three animal species are critically endangered.

  2    1    The Siamese Crocodile and the Indochinese
Tiger (“They are also threatened ... illegally.)
par. 1 lines 5-7 / (hunting and habitat loss) par.
2 line 4

        2    The Indochinese Tiger (“... none have been ...
since 1997.”) par. 2 line 3

        3    The Black-Grested Gibbon (“Conservationists ...
a gibbon sanctuary.”) par. 3 lines 4-5

        4    The Black-Crested Gibbon (“They live ...
groups.”) par. 3 line 2

        5    The Siamese Crocodile (“They are also
threatened ... nets and traps.”) par. 1 lines 5-6

Culture 9

  1    Pho is the national dish of Vietnam.

  2    1    B    (“It is very popular street food.”) line 3
        2    D   (“This dish ... 100 years.”) line 4
        3    A    (“They are filled ... or crab” and “In South

Vietnam ... sauce.”) lines 1-2 and lines 3-5
        4    C    (“It is a noodle soup .. at breakfast, ...”) line 2

Culture 10

  1    There are two types: the modern and the classic.

  2    1    It started in the 20th century. (par. 1 lines 3-5)
        2    Some include singing and dancing while

others are like a play or have songs one after
the other without a story. (par. 2 lines 1-3)

        3    The classic type is about legends and historical
stories while the modern type is about
Vietnamese society today.

        4    It’s the Tran Huu Trang Theater in Ho Chi Minh
City. (par. 4 lines 1-2)

        5    Hong Nga, Que Tran, Ngoc Giau and Tan Beo
are some well-known Cai-Luong performers.
(par. 4 lines 4-5)
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Songsheets Key

Module 1
  1    Lifestyles

  2    a place where you belong and makes you
happy

  3    (Ss’ own answers)

  4    •  It’s good to be tidy.
        •   To be proud of one’s home.

Module 3
  1    vacations

  2    ’Cause you make every day such fun / But I have
adventures with you every day

  3    to have fun, to have adventures, to find
sunshine, to explore, to visit different places

  4    •  Traveling makes you more open-minded.
        •   A person constantly traveling forms no

attachments.

Module 5
  1    bright

  2    can change our lives / make our world a healthy
place / If we all work together / we can build a
perfect world / we’ll find a way to help all those
in need / I believe we’ll find a way / To help all
those in need / we’ll put an end / To misery and
greed / We’ll build a world of happiness / Where
people can be free / live lives full of love and
hope

  3    •   No machine is better than man.
        •   Nothing can stop time or the sea from

moving.

Module 7

  1    life ambitions

  2    a)  he wants stardom, fortune, and fame.

     b)  make himself known to everyone on Earth

  3    (Ss’ own answers)

  4    (Suggested Answer Key)
        I would prefer happiness because I believe it’s

more important than fame or wealth. For
example, if you have fame or wealth, but are not
happy, life may be unfulfilling.

  5    −    Good luck is more important than money.
     −    A present reality is better than two future

possibilities. 
     −    A person who starts something first has a

better chance of success.

Module 9

  1    1    stare                  4   shelf               7   new
        2   enough             5   trees               8   head
        3   cool                    6   anyway

  2    The singers suggests that:
        •    we should stop and think before buying a

product
        •    we don’t need products to be cool
        •    we leave the garbage on the shelf
        •    we be careful on our spending sprees
        •    we don’t throw away our cash on things we

don’t need
        •    we don’t let ads think for us
        •    we make our own choices and buy

something we really need

        (Ss’ own answers)

  3    (Ss’ own answers)

  4    −    Outward appearances can be deceptive.
      −    Small gifts can be very special or expensive.

(e.g., diamonds, gold).
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Optional Practice Key
Optional Listening Practice

Module 1
         1    B          2    A          3    A          4    B          5    C    

Module 2        
         1    B    

Module 3
       1    B                 3    C                 5    C                 
        2    A                4    C                 6    B                 

Module 4
         1    C          2    A          3    A

Module 5
         1    B          2    E           3    D

Module 6
       1    B                 3    B                 5    A                
        2    C                 4    A                6    A                            

Module 7
         1    Summer               3   Mr. Leavy
        2   15th                       4   9455420      

Module 8
       1   paintings              4   20 pounds
        2   dolls’                      5   5:15  
        3   Easter

Module 9
         1    D          2    A          3    E

Module 10
         1    A          2    E           3    D          4    H          5    C

Optional Vocabulary Practice

Module 1
  1    1    after                       3    for                           5    up
        2    forward to           4    after                 

  2    1    on                           5    about                    9    for
        2    of                            6    on                         10    at
        3    from                       7    from
        4    of                            8    at

  3    1    long                       3    friendly                 5    clear
        2    expensive            4    hard                       6    helpful
     
  4    1    imaginative         4    skillful 
        2    sociable                5    brave
        3    dishonest            6    impolite

  5    1    stand                     5    protect 
        2    miss                       6    arrive
        3    requires                7    serves
        4    are guarding       8    is feeding

Module 2
  1    1    on                           3    off                           5    on
        2    back                       4    out

 2    1    of                            5    in                            9    for
        2    for                           6    for                         10    to
        3    of                            7    to
        4    with                       8    in

  3    (Suggested Answers)
         A person feels surprised when they get sth they

don’t expect.
         A person feels relieved when sth bad that was

expected doesn’t happen in the end.
         A person feels tired when they want to rest or

sleep.
         A person feels bored when they have nothing to

do.
         A person feels terrified when they are scared of sth.
         A person feels worried when they feel sth bad

might happen.
         A person feels excited when they think about sth

pleasant which is going to happen.

  4    1    D                3    A                5    E                 7    C 
        2    H                4    F                 6    B                 8    G   

       1    rusty chains                     4    moral values 
        2    haunted house               5    massive wave     
        3    welcome change                            

Module 3
  1    1    after                       3    with
        2    without                 4    on
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Optional Practice Key

  2    1    in                            5    of                            9    of
        2    in                            6    on                         10    of
        3    from                       7    above
        4    for                           8    into

  3    1    beaches                4    museums 
        2    restaurants          5    dishes
        3    stores                    6    weather   

  4    1    E                 3    D                5    C                 7    F 
        2    A                4    B                 6    H                8    G

        1    driver’s license          4    city-break destination
        2    pay attention            5    rollercoaster
        3    true friend

Module 4
  1    1    down              3    into                  5  into
        2    off                    4    after                    

  2    1    of                            5    of                            9    from
        2    into                        6    with                     10    to
        3    on                           7    to
        4    of                            8    in

  3    1    G                3    E                 5    F                 7    D 
        2    C                 4    A                6    B                 8    H

        1    celebrity gossip              4    chart hits
        2    take place                         5    soap opera
        3    weather forecast

  4    1    injured                               5    arrested
        2    swerve                               6    speeding
        3    crashing                            7    recovering
        4    called                                 8    reported

Module 5
  1    1    on                           3    down
        2    up                           4    down        

  2    1    on                           5    for                           9    for
        2    for                           6    from                     10    to
        3    to                            7    to
        4    for                           8    in
     
  3    1    afford                    4    earns               7    include
        2    resist                      5    spend             8    connect
        3    train                       6    bridge

  4    1    C                 3    E                 5    F                 7    D 
        2    A                4    B                 6    G                

        1    let alone
        2    equal opportunities
        3    search engine
        4    language barrier
        5    technology gap

Module 6
  1    1    into                        3    down                     5    away
        2    up                           4    down              

  2    1    of                            5    to/of                      9    from
        2    at                            6    to                          10    in
        3    to                            7    to
        4    in                            8    to

  3    1    E           2    A          3    C          4    B          5    D
     
  4    1    out                         5    face                 9    bullied
        2    oncoming            6    hurts             10  taking
        3    share                     7    track
        4    sound                    8    killing

Module 7
  1    1    on                           3    off                    5    in
        2    after                       4    on

  2    1    in                            5    at                            9    in
        2    for                           6    for                         10    in
        3    to                            7    for
        4    of                            8    into

  3    1    full                          3    skinny                   5    slim
        2    curly                      4    chubby        
        
  4    1    F                 3    A                5    C                 7    E 
        2    H                4    B                 6    D                8    G   

       1    has a degree
       2   become famous overnight
       3   drop out of school
       4   have work experience
       5   work long hours
       6   keep, customs and traditions

Module 8
  1    1    off                    3    away                      5    away
        2    up                    4    back          
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Optional Practice Key

  2    1    of                            5    to                            9    in
        2    by                           6    in                          10    in
        3    of                            7    to
        4    in                            8    to

  3    1    E           3    C          5    G          7    I           9    J
        2    A          4    D          6    B          8    F        10    H

        1    Global warming
        2   Factory smoke
        3   public transportation
        4   extinct animal
        5   heating system

  4    1   causes                   4   conserve
        2   release                  5   melt
        3   survive                  6   emit
        

Module 9
  1    1    up                           3   round
        2   on                           4   back

  2    1    on                           5    to                        9    on
        2    in, of                      6    to                     10    for
        3    on                           7    with
        4    of                            8    about

  3    1    F           3    A          5    G          7    I           9    E
        2    H          4    C          6    D          8    J         10    B

        1    Whole grain rice             4   recycled items
        2   food chain                        5   shopping mall
        3   couch potato

  4    1    bargain                 5   tempt
        2   fit                            6   spilt
        3   matches               7   effect
        4   last                         8   labels

Module 10
  1    1   out                         3   through
        2   up                           4   out
     
  2    1    with                       5    at                            9    for
        2    at                            6    of                          10    to
        3    at                            7    to
        4    of                            8    in
     
  3    1    E           3    A          5    B          7    D         9    F
        2    H          4    G          6    C          8    I         10    J

        1   live performances
        2   thrill-seeking experience
        3   extreme sports
        4   catchy tunes
        5   horror movies

  4    1    holds                            5   cost
        2   awarded                     6   raised
        3   spreading                   7   free
        4   raised                           8   place
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E1 © Express Publishing  PHOTOCOPIABLE

Evaluation criteria:           c (green)                      w (yellow)                         n (red)

Students’ names:                                                                                  Grade and comments

Name of game/activity: ...........................................................................................................................................................................................

Aim of game/activity: ...............................................................................................................................................................................................

Module: . ..........................................................................     Unit: ...................................................................      Course: ....................................

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

24

25

21

23

22

Formative Evaluation Chart
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Cumulative Evaluation
Student’s Self-Assessment Forms

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 1

  •    talk about city life/country life
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about jobs
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about character adjectives
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    interview a person about his job
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about my house, my family & my friends
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    buy a ticket for the subway
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 1 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself.

  •    write an email to my American pen pal about my daily routine & plans for tonight
  •    write an article about my house, my family & my friends
  •    write a text about living conditions in New Delhi

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 2

  •    describe feelings & experiences
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about natural phenomena
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    tell a folk tale from my country in English
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    narrate past events
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 2 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a story
  •    write a popular folk tale from my country in English

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good
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CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 3

  •    talk about types of vacations & vacation destinations
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about the weather
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about theme parks
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    invite, accept & turn down
         ............................................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 3 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a postcard from a summer resort
  •    write sentences about my travel experiences
  •    write an email from a summer resort
  •    give instructions on water safety

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 4

  •   talk about types of media
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    give & react to news
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    interview a person about a past event
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    choose TV programs
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 4 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a news report
  •    make a six-page magazine

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 5

  •    talk about the digital revolution & high tech gadgets
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about science & technology
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    make predictions & talk about future plans
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about global warming
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    give instructions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 5 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a short text making predictions
  •    write an opinion article

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good
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CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good

Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 6

  •    talk about tourist precautions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about crime & street safety
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about teenage problems
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about special police forces in my country
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    express being sympathetic
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    explain how to surf the Net safely
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 6 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a flyer about what we must/must not do while in the sun
  •    write an email to a friend advising him/her how to avoid becoming a crime victim   
  •    write an email giving advice

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 7

  •    talk about people’s appearance & character & compare
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about my ambitions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    have a job interview
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about traditions in my country
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 7 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good

  •    write a biography
  •    write an application letter for a job

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 8

  •    talk about environmental problems/acid rain
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about wonders of the world
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about environmentally friendly houses
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    present a monument
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about the pros & cons of keeping animals in zoos
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    make a donation
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 8 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    write a quiz about places in the world
  •    write a pros & cons essay about having wild animals as pets
  •    write a short article about a nature reserve in my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 9

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good

  •    write about my eating habits
  •    write an invitation letter   
  •    write a quiz about food idioms/sayings in English
  •    make my own food chain

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

  •    talk about stores & products
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about food/drinks & eating habits
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    offer presents & express thanks
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about the food chain
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 9 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Student’s Self-Assessment Form                                                                                   Module 10

  •    talk about sports, places & equipment
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about video games
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    give directions
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    talk about music & movies
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................
  •    buy tickets at the movie theater
        ..............................................................................................................................................................................

Go through Module 10 and find examples of the following. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 

CODE

**** Excellent                                 *** Very Good                                 ** OK                                             * Not Very Good

  •    write a quiz about the Olympic Games
  •    write a CD review
  •    make a presentation of a festival in my country

Go through the corrected writing tasks. Use the code to evaluate yourself. 
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 1

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about city life/country life
talk about jobs & character adjectives
interview a person about his job
talk and write about his/her house, family & friends
buy a ticket for the subway
write an email about his/her daily routine &
plans for tonight
write a text about living conditions in New Delhi

Progress Report Cards

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 2

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

describe feelings & experiences
talk about natural phenomena
tell a folk tale in English
narrate past events
write a story
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 3

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about types of vacations & the weather
talk about vacation destinations
talk about theme parks
invite, accept & turn down
write a postcard from a vacation resort
write sentences about his/her travel experiences
write an email from a summer resort
give instructions on water safety

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 4

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about types of media
give & react to news
interview a person about a past event
choose TV programs
write a news report
make a six-page magazine
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 5

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about the digital revolution & high tech 
gadgets
talk about science & technology
make predictions about the future
talk about global warming
give instructions
write a short text making predictions
write an opinion article

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 6

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about tourist precautions
talk about crime & street safety
talk about teenage problems
talk about special police forces in his/her country
express being sympathetic
explain how to surf the Net safely
write an email to a friend giving advice
write sentences describing people’s clothes
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 7

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about people’s appearance & character
talk about his/her ambitions
have a job interview
talk about traditions in his/her country
write a biography
write an application letter for a job

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 8

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about environmental problems/acid rain
talk about wonders of the world
talk about environmentally friendly houses
present a monument
talk about pros & cons
write a quiz about places in the world
write a pros & cons essay
write a short article about a nature reserve
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Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                            Module 9

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well
talk about stores & products
talk about food/drinks & eating habits
offer presents & express thanks
talk about the food chain
write about his/her eating habits
write an invitation letter  
write a quiz about food idioms/sayings in English
makes his/her own food chain

Progress Report Card

......................................................... (name) can:                                                                                                                         Module 10

                                                                                                               very well                             OK                           not very well

talk about sports, places & equipment
talk about video games
give directions
talk about music & movies
buy tickets at the movie theater
write a quiz about the Olympic Games
write a CD review
make a presentation of a festival
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Starter Unit c
Ex. 3 (p. 8)

Hi! My name’s Steve Miller and I’m fifteen years old. My
father’s name is Tom and he’s thirty-seven years old. He’s a
firefighter! He loves his job, but it’s very dangerous. I get
along really well with my dad. We often go to football games
together!

My mom’s name is Helen and she’s thirty-six years old.
She’s a teacher. She likes her job, too.

I have one sister, Jane, who’s thirteen years old and one
brother, Andy, who’s nine. I get along really well with them!

Want a pen pal? I’d love to hear from you! Tell me all
about yourself and your family!

Unit 1b
Ex. 4a (p. 12)

Interviewer: … you’re listening to Lifestyle Radio, 98.2 FM.
Now, I’d like to welcome to the studio today three very
special people who really don’t like desk jobs! They much
prefer adventure and excitement. Sometimes, in fact, they
even look for a little danger! 
First of all, we have Warren Faidley, who is a real-life storm
chaser in the USA. Warren, what exactly is a storm chaser?
Warren Faidley: Well, basically a storm chaser is someone
who photographs things like tornadoes, lightning strikes
and hurricanes for a living. 
Interviewer: Wow! You must be really brave!
Warren Faidley: Well, yes, I guess so. I have to be really
determined too though to get the best pictures.
Interviewer: I can imagine! So what do you like most about your
job?
Warren Faidley: Well, that’s easy! Definitely the travel and
the adventure. Oh, and the excitement of course!
Interviewer: Thanks, Warren. Now, someone else who has an
exciting job is Jonathan Alpeyrie, who is a war photographer.
Just imagine – every day he wakes up in the middle of a war
zone where bombs and rockets are going off all the time!
Obviously, it’s a very dangerous job, which requires a lot of
courage. Jonathan, why do you want to do such a dangerous
job?
Jonathan Alpeyrie: Good question! Well, basically I want to show
the world the horrors of war so that governments do more to
stop them.
Interviewer: I see. OK, well finally I’d like to introduce Joel
Sartore, who is a very talented wildlife photographer working
with the National Geographic Society. Joel, your job must be
really exciting, too. Do you enjoy it?
Joel Sartore: Oh yes, I love it! Photography is the key to the
whole world, you know. You have to be very patient
sometimes and, of course, very careful when photographing
wild animals, but when I see the pictures I’ve taken, then I
feel really proud!
Interviewer: Well, in my opinion you should all feel very
proud of yourselves. You’re certainly braver than I am! Guys,
thanks so much for coming on the show!

Culture Corner 1d 
Ex. 4 (p. 15)

… and now for the next part in our series on Britain’s
best tourist attractions.

This week we’re looking at the Tower of London, one of
London’s most popular attractions and one of the most
famous buildings in the world! So, let’s begin with a little
history! For those of you who don’t know, the first buildings of
the Tower of London were built in 1078 by the Norman king
called William the Conqueror.

On a visit to the Tower, we recommend that you take one
of the free tours that The Yeomen Warders, who work there,
give. They are the best people to tell you all about the
fascinating history of the tower! Also, don’t miss seeing the
famous Crown Jewels!

Don’t forget to pay a visit to one of the five tower shops
before you leave where you can buy all sorts of souvenirs
such as guide books, jewelry and toys.

The tower is open from 9 am to 6 pm from Tuesday to
Saturday and from 10 am to 6 pm on Sundays and Mondays.
You can avoid long lines for tickets by booking online on the
Tower of London’s website. Tickets cost £16.00 for adults and
£9.50 for children.

In our opinion, a visit to the Tower of London is a great
day out that the whole family will enjoy! So, that’s all for
today. Next week we’ll be telling you all about …

Unit 2
Module page – Vocabulary

   1    That man isn’t afraid of me. I’m so surprised!
   2    I was absolutely terrified when I saw the long orange

snake in the water!
   3    Thank goodness I passed my exams. I’m so relieved!
   4    I wasn’t at all afraid when I saw the ghost. I felt very calm.
   5    I can’t wait for my party on Saturday. I’m so excited!
   6    I was really worried when I saw the snake in the water. I

didn’t know what it was!
   7    I have nothing to do. I’m so bored!
   8    Ooh, it’s so good to relax. I’m so tired!

Unit 2b
Ex. 8a (p. 23)

Radio presenter: (radio jingle) … Welcome back, I’m John
Stewart, it’s just before four o’clock on Tuesday, April 10th and
you’re listening to 88.9 FM. In just a few minutes, we’ll bring
you the latest news, but first let’s go back in time to this day in
history. On April 10th, 1912, when the RMS Titanic left
Southampton for New York for the very first time, it was the
largest passenger steamship in the world.
On Sunday, April 14th, at 11:40 in the evening, the Titanic hit a
massive iceberg in the middle of the North Atlantic Ocean. The
ship’s engines stopped and on April 15th, at 2:20 in the
morning, the ship sank. Some people managed to get into
lifeboats, but many others didn’t. Altogether, more than 1,500
people lost their lives. 

Student Book Audioscripts
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On September 1st, 1985, an oceanographer called Dr.
Robert Ballard found the RMS Titanic over 13,000 feet down
near Newfoundland, Canada. After this, many explorers,
film crews and even tourists have visited the ship!
And that’s all for today’s ‘This Day in History’. Next up, the news …

Unit 2f
Ex. 5 (p. 27)

For a moment the Canterville ghost stood quietly in the hall.
Then, he threw the bottle of lubricant upon the floor and he ran
down the corridor. Just as he reached the top of the great
wooden stairs, a door opened and two little white-robed
figures appeared, and a large pillow flew past his head! There
was no time to be lost, so, he vanished through the wall, and
the house became quiet again.

On reaching a small secret room, he leaned up against a
wall to get his breath. He wasn’t very happy. For the first
time in three hundred years, he felt insulted.

Unit 3a
Ex. 6 (p. 31)

 A:     Morning, Sally! Are you having fun?
  B:    Oh, hi, Paul. Yes, I’ve had such a great time so far.  I’m

so glad I decided to come on this adventure vacation
with you guys instead of going away with my parents
again!

 A:    I know, it’s cool, isn’t it! Listen, I think I’m going hiking
today. Want to join me?

  B:     Actually, I’ve already decided to go scuba diving. What
about the others? Perhaps Ed and Jenny would like to go
hiking!

 A:    Oh, I just saw them at breakfast. Ed wanted to have a
windsurfing lesson, but the class was full for this
morning. He’s going rafting instead.

  B:    Wow! And Jenny? 
 A:    Err … I think she’s just going swimming at the beach.
  B:    Oh, right. Oh look, there’s Lisa! I bet she’s going sailing

again. She loves it!
 A:    Actually, I’ve just spoken to her too and she said she’s

going to the beach with Jenny. She wants to try
snorkeling.

  B:    Really? That sounds like fun! Maybe I’ll do that
tomorrow!

 A:    Well, have a great day then, Sally. See you at dinnertime!
  B:    Sure. You have fun, too!

Unit 4b
Ex. 10 (p. 43)

A twelve-year-old boy was a hero last night after he
rescued his sister from a fire.

Simon Graves of 10 Harrow Road, West London, was
washing the dishes in the kitchen last night. He had smelled
smoke; so he went into the living room and saw that it was
on fire. He then bravely ran through the smoke and upstairs
to rescue his sister, who had been playing in her bedroom.

He managed to break the bedroom window and climb
down a tall tree with Katy on his back. Then he called the
firefighters on his cell phone.

It seems the fire started after a window had blown open
and had knocked over a candle. The firefighters managed to
put out the fire quickly but the downstairs of the house was
badly damaged.

The children were recovering in hospital last night. They
were both fine but very shocked. 

The children’s mother, Mrs. Diana Graves, who was walking
the dog when the incident happened, said that she was very
upset about the incident, but also very proud of her son.

Unit 4c
Ex. 5 (p. 44)

26-year-old Simon Taylor escaped serious injury last
week when a tiger shark attacked him while he was on
vacation in Hawaii. The attack took place while he was
surfing on Waikiki Beach on Sunday afternoon.

Mr. Taylor was floating on his surfboard, when suddenly
he saw a shark’s fin approaching between two huge waves.
He panicked and tried to surf back to shore, but then the shark
attacked. “Its head appeared out of the water, then it opened
its huge jaws and bit off the front part of my board!” Mr. Taylor
said. “I didn’t have time to think. I just grabbed the broken
board and stuffed it into the shark’s mouth. Then I swam
towards the shore as fast as I could.”

Some people saw what happened from the beach and
called an ambulance. Amazingly, Mr. Taylor only had a few
scratches, but he is still in hospital recovering from shock. “It
was an absolutely terrifying experience,” he told us, “but at
least it was only my board that I lost and not an arm or a leg!”

Cross-Curricular Cut 4f
Ex. 5a (p. 47)

It’s five o’clock and you’re listening to the latest news
report on Campus Radio 91.3 FM.

First year Science student Kate Marsden was seriously
injured this morning when a speeding car knocked her off her
bike as she was cycling to the college. The car then drove
away. Police are asking any witnesses to call them with
information about the car or its driver. Kate is recovering in
hospital with a broken leg and two broken ribs. 

Police arrested a man early this morning after students
caught him climbing through a window into their
apartment on Meadow Road. The students called the police
and locked the man in the bathroom until they arrived.
Police are now questioning the man about this incident and
three other burglaries that took place on Meadow Road last
week.

And finally, third year politics and history student Adam
Rowley was disqualified from the college charity fun run
yesterday when he tried to trip up race leader Richard O’Reilly, a
second year medical student. Mr. O’Reilly went on to finish first,
completing the run in a record two hours and nine minutes.

That’s all for now. Our next news update is in an hour. 

SA2
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Unit 5a
Ex. 8 (p. 51)

I’m going to my grandparents’ this weekend because I want
to teach my grandfather how to send me emails. He doesn’t
know how to use a computer. Can you imagine that! I really
can’t imagine my life without technology! I use it all the time! I
listen to my MP3 player on the way to school, I send text
messages to my friends, and I use the Internet when I get
home to help me with my homework. But I think technology
will become even more important in the future. I think we’ll
use technology more and more in our daily lives. I think we’ll
definitely have robots to do most of the chores, for example.
That’ll be great! 

Unit 6b
Ex. 8 (p. 63)

Of course, they’re great! Most teenagers have one now and
they use them almost everywhere. However, I think they
should be careful. I mean, they’re even more dangerous than
our cell phones. For example, if you have your headphones
on and you’re listening to your favorite songs while you’re
walking home alone at night, you simply can’t pay attention
to everything around you. You won’t be able to hear a
mugger or a pickpocket sneak up on you. I guess it’s OK to
listen to it if you’re sitting on a bus or if you’re in a taxi,
though. Still, we need to be careful ... .

Unit 7b
Ex. 9 (p. 73)

I wouldn’t like to have an office job or start my own
business or anything like that. Actually, I really hope to
become a professional soccer player. Everyone says it’s too
difficult, but I want to give it a try. Of course, I will finish
school and go to college and get a degree first. Then I’ll
have an education to fall back on if I don’t manage to
achieve my goal. At the moment, I play for my school and
my local team. My school coach says I’m good enough to
get into the regional team. Then, I’ll get to travel around the
country and play against other teams in national
championships. I will miss my family but that’s OK. After a
few years, I might be able to move on to playing for a
professional team if I do well. Imagine if I get to play in the
Premiership and the Champions League! And I’d love to
play for my country. If that happens, it will be my dream
come true! I will be rich and famous, and have a fast car, and
a big house. That would be awesome!

Unit 8a
Ex. 6 (p. 81)

Host: Hello and welcome to World Geography Quizmaster.
Please state your name and occupation.
Jack: My name’s Jack Conrad and I’m a florist from Boston.
Host: Now, Jack. You know how the game goes. You have
10 seconds to answer each question. Each correct guess

earns 5 points. Two wrong answers and you’re out of the
game. Ready?
Jack: Yes, let’s start.
Host: Now for 5 points, the Pacific Ocean is bigger than the
Indian Ocean, true or false?
Jack: True.
Host: Right! It never rains in Egypt, true or false?
Jack: False.
Host: Right! Now for 15 points, the Nile is the longest river in
the world, true or false?
Jack: True.
Host: Yes! Very good, Jack! To reach 20 points, the dodo
lived in the USA, true or false?
Jack: True.
Host: Oh, I’m sorry Jack! It’s false. The dodo lived on the
island of Mauritius. Now be careful. If you get one more
answer wrong, we will have to say goodbye to you. So for
20 points, London is Europe’s largest capital city, true or
false?
Jack: False.
Host: That’s right! Moscow is Europe’s largest capital city!
Congratulations, Jack! You’ve made it to the next round!

Unit 8b
Ex. 10 (p. 83)

…  And now for something that may be of interest for those of
you who like history and archeology. There will be a lecture
this evening all about the Great Sphinx in Egypt. For those of
you who don’t know, the Great Sphinx is a huge ancient statue
of a creature with the body of a lion and the head of a human,
and it is located next to the Pyramids in Giza near Cairo in
Egypt. It is made of sandstone and was built by the ancient
Egyptians about 4,500 years ago in around 2,500 BC! The exact
reason that this amazing monument was built is still a mystery,
but many believe that it was built to protect Giza, almost like
an ancient security guard! It’s one of the oldest and most
amazing monuments in the world, so it’s not surprising that
around 2 million tourists visit it each year! If you’re interested in
finding out more, go to the Town Hall Theater on Main Street
this evening at 7 pm. Entrance is free!

Unit 8c
Ex. 4 (p. 84)

 A:    Hello you’re on the air at Radio Wave. What’s your name?
 B:    Hi, I’m Karen Thompson.
 A:    Hi, Karen. What’s your question for today’s guest

zookeeper John Brown?
 B:    Is it a good idea to have a wild animal as a pet?
 A:    That’s a very good question. What’s the answer John?
  C:     Well, there are a number of drawbacks to having wild

animals as pets. The main reason is that people don’t know
how to take care of them. They need special food and care.
Depending on the animal, the food may even have to be
live. Also wild animals can be very dangerous simply
because they are wild. They are not used to human contact,
so they may attack their owners or even try to eat them.
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       On the other hand, there are some advantages. Having an
animal as a pet is the best way to learn about them. You can
learn a lot more from caring for an animal and watching its
behavior than from reading about it in books or going to
the zoo. Also, you can help to protect its species. If you are
able to have more than one wild animal in a safe and
healthy environment, you can breed them and even release
the young into the wild with expert supervision, of course.

 A:    I hope that answers your question, Karen. Now who’s
the next caller and what’s your question for Mr.
Brown?

Unit 9a
Ex. 12 (p. 91)

   1    A:  Do you want to go to the mall?  I want to buy a new
CD.

         B:  I’d love to, but I have homework to do. Maybe we
can go over the weekend?

         A:  How about Saturday?
         B:  OK, sounds good. I have to go to science class now,

so I’ll see you later.

   2     A:  Are these books really printed on recycled paper?
          B:  Yes, all the books in our store are made that way. We

want to do our part to help the environment.  
          A:  That’s great. I’m going to recommend you to my

friends.
         B:  Thank you, we appreciate your support.

   3    A:  Hello, is there something I can do for you?
         B:  Yes, I saw an ad on television that your sweaters are

on sale this week.
         A:  Yes, the sweaters are on the second floor.
         B:  Thank you for your help.

Unit 9c
Ex. 1 (p. 94)

Frank: (telephone ringing) … Hi, this is Frank’s cell phone. I
can’t take your call at the moment so leave me a message
and I’ll get back to you!
Sophie: Hi, Frank! It’s Sophie! I hope you are well! I haven’t seen
you for ages! Anyway, I just wanted to let you know I’m having a
party to celebrate my 13th birthday. It’s going to be at my house,
which is on 14 Lincoln Street. The party’s at 6 o’clock next
Saturday, which is June 18th. I’ve decided to make it a Spanish
theme party this year. Oh, and bring your swimming suit. It’s
going to be warm so we can swim in the pool. Anyway, hope to
see you there! Bye!

Unit 10a
Ex. 9 (p. 101)

 A:    Welcome to Mastermind. Please state your name and
occupation.

 B:    I’m James Myers and I’m a teacher from New Jersey.
 A:    James Myers you have chosen the Olympic Games as

your specialist subject and your time starts now. How

many athletes competed in the very first modern
Olympic Games in 1896? Was it 119, 241 or 366?

 B:    241.
 A:    Right! When the 1900 Olympics were held in Paris,

what shape were the medals that the winners
received, round, square or rectangular?

 B:    Rectangular.
 A:    Right! Which country was awarded the most gold medals

at the 2004 Olympics in Athens, China, Russia, or the USA?
 B:    China.
 A:    Wrong! It was the USA. Larisa Latynina holds the

record for the most medals ever won at the modern
Olympics which is 18. What was her sport? Was it
swimming, gymnastics, or athletics?

 B:    Gymnastics. BEEP BEEP
 A:    Right! And at the end of that round James Myers you

have scored 40 points!

Unit 10b
Ex. 4 (p. 103)

Walk across the field toward the fence. Jump over it and go
up the hill. Come down the other side of the hill. Walk
toward the stream and jump into the boat. Paddle it across
the stream. Get out of it and walk toward the tunnel. Go
through it and walk toward the cottage.

Unit 10c

Ex. 2 (p. 104)

Beyoncé is a great R&B singer with an awesome voice who is
always in the top ten of the music charts. She is very popular
with teens. She started out in a girl’s band called Destiny’s
Child and in 2005, when the band broke up, she went on to a
successful solo career. Her latest album is great. It’s full of
catchy tunes and the lyrics are good, too. The most popular
song is ‘Beautiful Liar’, which she sings with Shakira. Beyoncé
is very talented. Besides singing, she has also given acting a
go, starring in several movies such as “Dreamgirls” and “The
Fighting Temptations”. “Dreamgirls” is about the lives of
three young singers who make up a promising girl’s band
called the Dreams. 

Optional Listening Practice

Module 1
(p. LP1) 

Mark: Hi, Carol, do you think you can give me some advice?
Carol: Yes, of course. What for?
Mark: Well, I have a four-day weekend and rather than stay
home or visit my grandparents, I am thinking of going away
for a few days. But, I can’t decide where to go.
Carol: Oh, right. Well, what exactly do you have in mind? Do
you want to get away from the hustle and bustle of the city,
or do you enjoy the crowded streets, traffic, and noise in the
city?
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Mark: I do like the activity of the city and the fact that
everything is close at hand. I’m afraid I might feel isolated in
the countryside. But, on the other hand, I do need some
peace and quiet and I love the fresh air in the countryside.
Carol: Remember, it is only four days! I don’t think you are going
to get bored in that short time. If you really want to relax,
unwind, and get some rest, I think the countryside is your best
choice. There are lots of places that offer the best of everything.
Mark: What do you mean?
Carol: A friend of mine runs an organic farm where the guests
can help in any way they like. You can just enjoy the scenery,
ride the horses, and go for walks. Or, if you really want to
experience farm life, you can get involved in the daily chores
and feed the chickens or milk the cows. 
Mark: That sounds interesting. Can I have her telephone
number to book a room?
Carol: Yes, of course. I think it’s the perfect choice for you.
Mark: Thanks, Carol. See you when I get back!

Module 2
(p. LP1)

I couldn’t believe my eyes. There was a huge wave of water
coming towards me. I knew right away it was a tsunami and
that I was in trouble. People around me ran in all directions,
screaming. I was terrified and I didn’t know which way to go. I
tried to help a woman but I lost her in the water. I felt wet and
cold as another massive wave hit me. At that point, I woke up
and found myself lying next to the bed. What a nightmare!

Module 3
(p. LP1)

Jessica: Hi, Peter, why are you in a hurry?
Peter: Oh hi, Jessica. I am going home to pack my things.
Jessica: Really? Where are you going? Maine?
Peter: No! To Florida for two weeks with my wife and kids.
Jessica: Oh really? I just got back from there. It’s really lovely.
Peter: I hope so. Is there anything to do?
Jessica: Well, besides the beaches there are a lot of activities
to choose from: swimming, tennis, volleyball. Do you like
surfing?
Peter: Well, I’ve never tried it before.
Jessica: Well, since Florida can get windy at times, it is the
best place to try it.
Peter: That’s good to know.  I was wondering, is there a fee at
the beach?
Jessica: Yes. But it’s not expensive. You can enjoy a day on
the beach for not much more than $5.
Peter: That’s not bad. Anyway, I better go. See you in two
weeks!
Jessica: Goodbye, Peter! Have fun!

Module 4
(p. LP1)

   1    Claire: Hi, Bonnie. Did you watch the soap opera I told
you about yesterday?

         Bonnie: No, I didn’t. I was going to, but then I saw that
there was a documentary about bears on PBS, so I
watched that instead.

          Claire: Oh, right. But don’t forget to watch our favorite
sitcom tonight!

         Bonnie: It’s tonight? I thought it was on Wednesday!

   2    Robbie: Is that a sports magazine you’re reading, Julie?
         Julie: Yeah. It’s my brother Tim’s. I’m reading an article

about my favorite football team.
         Robbie: I thought you only read fashion magazines.
         Julie: No, I like keeping up with sports too, but I usually

read the scores in the newspaper.
         Robbie: I prefer watching the games on TV or live on

the Internet.

   3    Ellie: Did you read today’s newspaper, Marissa?
         Marissa: No, why?
         Ellie: It had an incredible story on the front page. 
         Marissa: Yeah, what?
         Ellie: A huge tortoise fell out of the sky and onto a

man’s car!
         Marissa: Oh, that’s nothing. Did you read yesterday’s

story about the woman who found a hungry bear in her
kitchen?

         Ellie: Yeah! Did you read last week’s story about the
man who found an enormous spider in his groceries?

Module 5
(p. LP1)

   1    A: Hi, can I help you? 
         B: Yes, I’m looking for the computer game ‘Battlefield

2’. Do you have it?
         A: I’m afraid I sold the last one this morning. But I can

order it for you.
         B: That would be great. Thanks.

   2    A: Good morning. Can I help you?
         B: Yes. I’d like to exchange this shirt for a bigger size.
         A: Do you have the receipt?
         B: Yes, here you are.

   3    A: Could you please stop here?
         B: Sure.
         A: How much is it?
         B: $5.50, please.
         A: Here you are. Keep the change.

Module 6
(p. LP2)

Angie: Hi, Harry! Where are you going? 
Harry: Actually, I’m going to my first aid class. I’m going to be
my football team’s first aid representative.
Angie : Oh, that’s great! Where do you take the class? 
Harry: At a community center. It’s close to Main Street, just
next to Oak Shopping Center.
Angie : Oh, I think that’s Green Street. It’s opposite that new
movie theater, “Planet 2050”, isn’t it? 
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Harry: Yes, that’s right. 
Angie : You know, my sister might be interested in doing a
first aid class because she wants to be a nurse when she’s
older. She’s only twelve though.
Harry: Oh, it’s OK. This class is for ten to sixteen-year-olds. 
Angie : Well, I’ll tell her about it, then. Maybe she could sign
up for the next course. 
Harry: Yes! She can sign up anytime next week, from Monday
through Thursday. She could come with me when I go to my
next class on Tuesday.
Angie : OK, I’ll ask her. How much does it cost?
Harry: Hmm, I think it’s less than sixty dollars altogether. Let’s
see … it’s five dollars for each class, and there are ten classes
…
Angie : Oh, so that’s only fifty dollars altogether then. That’s
cheap! 
Harry: Yes, it is. Well, I’d better go now.
Angie : Sure. Does your class start at five o’clock?
Harry: Actually, it’s at six o’clock, but I have to go to the library
first. It closes at five-thirty.
Angie : Oh, OK. Well, enjoy your class!
Harry: Thanks, bye!

Module 7
(p. LP2)

Hi, it’s Laura. I can’t answer the phone right now, but please
leave a message after the tone and I’ll call you back as soon
as possible. (beep)
Hello, this is Mr. Leavy from Super Summer Camps. I saw your
application letter and would like you to come for an interview
on Monday, April 15th at 10 am. Please call me back to
confirm. That’s Mr. Leavy, that’s L-E-A-V-Y, and my number is
9-4-5-5-4-2-0.  

Module 8
(p. LP2)

Good morning everybody and welcome to Windsor Castle.
My name is George and I would like to tell you a few things
about the castle before we begin the tour.

First of all, this castle is home to the Queen and is over 900
years old, so we are lucky to be standing here at the doors to
this wonderful castle. When we enter, we are going to walk
around the State Apartments where you will see a lot of
beautiful things, such as famous paintings and sculptures. Of
course, I know you can’t wait to see Queen Mary’s dolls’
house and I’m sure you’ll love it. 

Unfortunately, we won’t see the Queen as she only lives here
at Easter and for a week in June, but I’m sure everybody will
enjoy the visit anyway. So if everybody has their entrance fee
of í20.00 ready, we can begin the tour. Don’t forget that the
museum closes at 5:15, so we don’t have much time.

Module 9
(p. LP2)

   1    A:   Hello. May I help you?
         B:    Yes, I was wondering if you have these pants in a

smaller size?  This pair is too big.
         A:   I’ll check and be right back.
         B:    OK, I’ll wait here by the counter.

   2    A:   Good afternoon. Can I help you?
         B:    Yes, could you please tell me where you keep the

fresh fruit and vegetables?
         A:   Sure. All the fruit and vegetables are in aisle three,

right after the meat and poultry.
         B:    Thank you for your help.

   3    A:   I’d like to send this package, please.
          B:    Certainly. Please place it on the scale. What’s inside?
         A:   Oh, some exercise equipment. How much will it

be?
          B:    It’s rather heavy. It weighs over ten pounds. Just let

me check ...
Module 10

(p. LP2)

Mary: Hi, Danny! Did you sign up for sports week?
Danny: Hey, Mary. Yes, I sure did. I signed up for kitesurfing.
It’s the new craze and it sounds like fun.
Mary: Not to me. I refuse to try anything too extreme like
kitesurfing or snowbiking. 
Danny: So you chose tennis, right?
Mary: Actually, I went for ice-skating. Julie the daredevil
decided to try snowbiking! 
Danny: What about Beth? What did she sign up for?
Mary: She was going to try horseback riding, but then she
decided to try parkour.
Danny: How about David? I bet he signed up for basketball. 
Mary: Yeah, he thought about giving windsurfing a try with
Peter, but in the end he chose basketball.
Danny: Sounds like we’re all in for a great time!
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Starter Unit a
  1    a)   1    do homework           5    have lunch    
               2    have breakfast          6    leave for work    
               3    take a bath                 7    play video games
               4    get up                          8    classes start

         b)  a    I have breakfast in the morning.
                     I leave for work in the morning.
                     I get up in the morning.
                     Classes start in the morning.
               b    I have lunch at noon.
               c    I do my homework in the afternoon.
                     I play video games in the afternoon.
               d    I take a bath in the evening.

  2    1    C          2    B        3    C          4    B          5    C

Starter Unit b
  1    1    works           7  does not drive   13   does not finish
        2    writes           8  catches               14   walks   
        3    has                9  arrives                 15   cooks
        4    gets            10  makes                 16   surfs
        5    starts          11  sits                       17   loves
        6    goes           12  relaxes                18   says

  2    1    A          3    B              5    C                 7    A
        2    B          4    A              6    B                 8    C

  3    2    She is sometimes late for class./Sometimes she
is late ...

        3    Bill doesn’t usually go to sleep early./Bill usually
doesn’t ...

        4    Does Jenny always visit her parents on the
weekend?

  4    1    Where                   3    When              5    Which
        2    Who                       4    Why                 6    How
                               

Starter Unit c
  1    A    3          B    1              C    4                 D   2

  2    1    Canada               3    sister               5    the movies
        2    four                     4    football          6    action

  3    1    He is a teacher.
        2    What time is it?
        3    There are pens, pencils, books, and notebooks

in my bag.
        4    Let’s go to the movies tonight. That’s a great

idea!
        5    Where’s the car?
        6    There are lemons, carrots, apples, and bananas

in the basket.

        7    This cake is delicious!
        8    Ann goes to work by bus.

Unit 1a
  1    1    e                 3    b                 5    g                 7    c
        2    d                 4    f                  6    a                 8    h

        1    noisy               4    miserable             7    unfriendly
        2    huge               5    boring                   8    small
        3    excited           6    bored

  2    2    is meeting         5    is going             8    are eating
        3    is cooking          6    is doing             
        4    are playing        7    is visiting          

  3    2    Is your father reading a book now?
        3    Are you going to a party on Saturday?
        4    Are your parents flying to Paris tomorrow?
        5    Is your friend listening to music now?

  4    2    are not doing (at the moment of speaking)
        3    swim (daily routine)
        4    am relaxing (at the moment of speaking)
        5    is windsurfing (action taking place now)
        6    is enjoying (action taking place now)
        7    Are you studying (action taking place now)
        8    Is it raining? (action taking place now)
        9    spend (daily routine)
      10    eat (daily routine)
      11    go (daily routine)
      12    is organizing (arrangement in the future)
      13    are going (arrangement in the future)

Unit 1b
  1    1    c                 3    a                 5    f            
        2    d                 4    b                 6    e           

        1    typical             3    go off                     5    at risk
        2    talented         4    rewarding            6    involves

  2    1    doctor              3    actor                     5  teacher
        2    reporter           4    waiter

        Extra job: dentist

  3    1    friendly            5    skillful                      9    polite
        2    patient             6    honest                  10    risky
        3    brave                7    imaginative 
        4    dangerous      8    careful     
        
  4    1    where               3    who                5    where
        2    which               4    whose           6    which

  5    1    e        2    f        3    d              4   a         5        c    6  b
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Unit 1c
  1    1    and                        4    and                  7    and
        2    or/and                   5    but                   8    or  
        3    and                        6    also     

  2    1    b          2    c           3    a           4    d

  3    1    I really enjoyed your letter and I’m glad you like
Knoxvillle. 

         2    I like the city, but I like the peace and quiet of
the countryside more.

        3    Macy’s friends are interesting and they are also
helpful.

        4    We can go to the movies or go out for dinner.

  4    1    Moscow has many beautiful sights to see.
         2    The nightlife in Paris is exciting.
        3    The people are very kind.
        4    Rome is the ideal place for a vacation.

  5    1    O          2    C          3    O          4    C

  6    1    Write back soon.
        2    Hope you can make it.
        3    Love, Alex
        4    Sorry for the delay.

        Examples from:
        •    How’s everything going?
        •    Why don’t you come and stay with me for a few

days?

  7    1    an email                                         3    b, d, e
        2    your American pen pal

  8    (Suggested Answer) 
        Dear Cathy,
               Hi! How’s everything going? Thank you for your

email describing the place you live.
                 Sydney is a beautiful city in the south of Australia.

There are many fantastic sights to see such as the
Sydney Opera House or the Sydney Harbor Bridge.

               There are many fine restaurants and huge
shopping centers. You can also find many clubs,
theaters, and museums to choose from.

                I suppose I could go on talking about Sydney for
hours. Why don’t you come and visit? You can stay
with me for as long as you like. Write back soon!

         Love,
         Tania

Unit 1d
  1    1    T           2    F           3    F           4    T           5    F

  2    1    Buckingham Palace      4    A marching band
        2    Most people                    5    the new guards’
        3    the soldiers

  3    1    complete             4    uniform
        2    take care of         5    formal occasions
        3    protect                  6    guard

Unit 1e
  1    a)   bike        car         motorcycle       ship
               taxi         boat      bus                        train

        b)  I like traveling/to travel by plane because it’s
the fastest way to travel long distances.

                I like traveling/to travel by train because its the
quickest and easiest way to get around downtown.

               I like traveling/to travel by bike because it’s a
great way to get exercise and it’s good for the
environment too! etc.

  2    1    b          2    b          3    a           4    b          5    a

  3    1    C          2    B          3    C          4    A

  4    A:   Yes, please.
        B:   One ticket, please.
        A:   Where to?
        B:   Rhode Island.
        A:   One-way or round-trip?
        B:   Round-trip, please. How much is it?
        A:   That’s $30.00, please.
        B:   Here you are.

Unit 1f
  1    1    Mexico
         2    The weather in California is hot and sunny.
        3    Rodeo Drive is the most popular shopping area

in California.
        4    Lots of successful actors and actresses live in

Beverly Hills.

  2    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 1 on p. WDT1.)

                                         Unit 2a
  1    1    tired                       4    bored           7    surprised
        2    excited                  5    worried              
        3    terrified                6    calm              

  2    1    c                        3    d                 5    f
        2    e                       4    a                 6    b

        1    loud roar                           4    crystal clear waters.
        2    huge wave                       5    reach the surface
        3    terrible experience        6    gasp for air
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  3    1    knew                     6    came               11    went
        2    wondered            7    found              12    heard
        3    saw                        8    turned            13    started
        4    ran                          9    tried                14    dived
        5    decided              10    felt                   15    looked

  4    1    2    went                            4    Did you like
               3    did you see                5    was
        
        2    1    did not/didn’t come            3    happened
               2    had                                            4    broke

Unit 2b
  1    A    flood                      E    tornado 
        B    lightning              F    earthquake
        C    hurricane             G   volcanic eruption
        D   tsunami                
     
  2    1    grabbed             4    burst                 7    washed
        2    shouted             5    had                   8    pulled
        3    came                   6    swept

  3    1    happily               5    terribly              9    slowly
        2    really                   6    early                10    completely
        3    well                      7    fast        
        4    carefully             8    easily    

  4    1    as soon as          5    so                        9    until
        2    after                    6    and then        10    after
        3    until                     7    when
        4    when                  8    and then

Unit 2c
  1    A    4          B    2          C    3          D   1

        1    A story about a frightening experience.
        2    Betty
        3    She stopped to take photos.
        4    She fell.
        5    A tour guide.
        6    She felt relieved.

  2    1    D          3    G          5    A          7    E
        2    F           4    B          6    C

  3    1    Tina turned off the lights and left the house.
         2    Ben didn’t go to Ann’s party because he was

out of town that weekend.
        3    It was very late so Sue got a taxi back home.
        4    Meg phoned Helen but she wasn’t at home.
        5    Philip was in the bathroom when the telephone

rang.

  4    (Suggested Answer) 
        Last Sunday was a beautiful clear day and Chris

was sitting on the riverside, making the most of
the summer sun. He always went fishing on days
like this. Chris was looking out at the calm waters,
enjoying the peace and quiet, when suddenly, he
saw something he had never seen before!

  5    (Suggested Answer) 
        He rushed home to his country house and showed

the coin to his dad. His father was a history teacher
and Chris was sure that he would know where the
coin was from. When his father saw it, he looked at
it and couldn’t believe his eyes! It was over a
thousand years old! Chris felt so happy, that he
never forgot the day he found a real gold coin at
the riverside. 

  6    (Suggested Answer) 
        Introduction (Para 1)
         Main Character: Betty
        Place: very quiet little beach
        Time: beautiful summer morning

        Main Body (Paras 2 & 3)
         Events:     1    arrive at beach
                            2    Betty goes for a swim
                            3    feels a cramp in leg
                            4    shouts for help
                            5    friends try to help
                            6    dolphin comes to rescue

        Conclusion (Para 4)
        •    Betty holds on to fin, is pulled to safety
        •    Betty was happy and grateful

  7    (Suggested Answer) 
               One beautiful summer morning, Betty and her

friends decided to spend their day at the beach. So
they decided to visit a very quiet little beach fairly
close to their house.

               When they arrived at the beach, Betty decided
to go for a swim. After half an hour of swimming
she felt a cramp in her leg.

               Betty began shouting for help. Her friends
heard her and they started swimming quickly to
help her. She had almost drowned when a dolphin
came to rescue her.

               Betty managed to hold on to the dolphin’s fin
and it pulled her to safety. She felt so happy to be
alive and was grateful to the dolphin for its help.
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Unit 2d
  1    1    spend             3    fight                       5    entertain
        2    overcome            4    protect

  2    1    adventures    4    characters            7    giants
        2    values             5    storyteller
        3    warriors          6    tales

  3    1    ... to leave home and find work.
         2    ... saved a trapped donkey, a dog from hunters

and a rooster from a hungry fox.
        3    ... a thieves’ den filled with a good lord’s jewels.
        4    ... the thieves and they ran away scared.
        5    ... his new helper.

  4    1    Are you interested in myths and legends?
         2    When they saw the tiger they started screaming./

They started screaming when they saw the tiger.
        3    He left the hotel as soon as it started raining./

As soon as it started raining he left ..
        4    She stood up, put on her coat, and left the office.
        5    Where did he go last night?

Unit 2e
  1    1    furniture        3    elevators     5    bridges
        2    windows        4    buildings     6    news bulletins

  2    1    b                       2    a                     3    a

  3    1    You’ll never guess what happened to me.
         2    What is it                    
        3    I had quite a shock  
        4    What on earth was it
        5    Oh my goodness

Unit 2f
  1    1    d          3    g          5    a           7    e
        2    h          4    f            6    b          8    c           

        1    strange noise               5    clank of metal
        2    struck a match            6    old-fashioned clothes
        3    marble table                7    rusty chains
        4    put on her slippers    8    haunted house

  2    1    Ted was tired, but he went to the party.
         2    Lisa put on her coat, then (she) went outside.
        3    John was about to pay the taxi driver when he

realized his wallet wasn’t in his bag.
        4    They decided to go home as it was late.
        5    As soon as Laura turned on the TV, the phone

rang.

  3    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 2 on p. WDT1.)

                                        Unit 3a
  1    1    excellent              4    five-star          7    vacation
        2    relaxing                5    delicious        8    impressive
        3    fabulous               6    boring

  2    1    crowded               3    gallery            5    vaults
        2    safari                      4    alley                 6    theater

         1    accommodations           4    entertainment
        2    sights                                 5    activities
        3    weather  

  4    2    have been                  6    have not/haven’t visited
        3    have been                  7    have not/haven’t tried
        4    have done                  8    have bought
        5    have already visited

Unit 3b
  1    1    Believe     3    melts        5    create       7    check
        2    rise            4    line-up     6    treat          8    Trust

  2    1    warm        3    local          5    tourist      7    actual
        2    entire        4    drive-in    6    popular

  3    1    has been living               4    has been cooking
        2    have been studying      5    has he been playing
        3    has been working

  4    1    never        3    for             5    yet
        2    just            4    already     6    ever

  5    2    A:   Has she lived
               B:   went
        3    A:   Have the children been
               B:   took − enjoyed

Unit 3c
  1    a)   1    C          2    E           3    D       4    A          5    B

        b)  1    C          2    D          3    B        4    A          5    E

W F G L B N Q L J V X D A R
E E N T E R T A I N M E N T
A D X Z G D I P V O U T H J
T N B A B R I X A S H F M D
H A X N Z T L Q Z I D C X L
E Z M S M Y F P S G X T E K
R W V P Q U V F G H B J W P
A C C O M M O D A T I O N S
Y P O R E S A Q T S H D S L
H A C T I V I T I E S K F S
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  2    1    and            2    but            3    when            4    so 

  3    b)  1    b                 3    c               5    f                  7    d
               2    g                 4    a              6    i                  8    e

  4    1    spend               10    stole            
        2    are staying     11    was dancing
        3    is                        12    haven’t visited
        4    came                13    are visiting/going to visit
         5    have seen       14    are spending/going to spend
        6    went                 15    will have
        7    spent                16    will call
        8    joined              17    come
        9    took

  5    a)   Text type:  Letter
               Audience:   A friend
               Content:      1    Appropriate opening remark
                                      2    Where you are & what the

weather is like 
                                            Place(s) you have visited
                                      3    Place(s) you have not visited yet
                                            An unexpected event
                                            Future plans
                                      4    Appropriate closing remark

         b)  (Suggested Answer) 
        Dear Matthew,
               Greetings from New York City. The weather is

great and we’re having a fantastic time here. There
are many things to see and do here. We have been
to the Yankee Stadium to see a baseball game.

               We have not been to the American Museum of
Natural History yet, but we have visited the Statue
of Liberty. It has been a wonderful trip so far and
we have taken lots of pictures. The only bad thing
was, while I was taking pictures, someone stole my
purse. Luckily, I didn’t have much money in it!

                Well, I must go now. We are going to Brooklyn
today.

         Love,
         Jane

Unit 3d
  1    1    A          2    B          3    C          4    C          5    A

  2    1    truck                3    rollercoaster              5    zebras
        2    plane               4    giraffes                        6    lions

  3    1    attraction      4    amazement      7    agreement
        2    creation         5    excitement       8    enjoyment
        3    impression    6    collection

Unit 3e
  1    1    Would you like                4    I’m afraid I can’t
        2    That sounds                     5    Let’s
        3    How about                       6    love to

  2    1    B                 4    C                 7    B              10    A
        2    C                 5    A                8    C              11    B
        3    B                 6    B                 9    B              12    C

  3    1    19                           4    mountains    7    $700
        2    wind surfing        5    30th    
        3    theme park         6    $350

Unit 3f
  1    1    slip                   3    jump                   5     lifeguards
        2    drown             4    signs   

  2    1    B                       3    A                             5    B
        2    B                       4    A                             6    A

  3    2    had                   7    slipped              12    put
        3    had to              8    fell                      13    has been
        4    started             9    helped              
        5    was                 10    couldn’t 
        6    was                 11    called

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 3 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 4a
  1    1    advice problems  4    horoscopes     7    forecast
        2    soap operas          5    headlines         8    sitcoms
        3    editorial                 6    forums    

  2    1    recovering            4    ran                      7    catch
        2    panic                       5    sign                    
        3    rescue                    6    saved

  3    1    was riding             6    was trying 
        2    saw                          7    followed 
        3    thought                 8    saw
        4    saw                          9    was walking
        5    was moving

  4    1    He was studying when the phone rang.
        2    I was reading the newspaper while John was

washing the car.
        3    We were jogging in the park when I lost my wallet.
        4    My brother was surfing the Net while I was

talking on the phone.

Unit 4b
  1    1    off                    3    crawling               5    damaged
        2    lying                4    owns
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  2    1    had already left              5    had been saving
        2    had been driving           6    had been painting
        3    had finished                     7    had been walking
        4    had been studying

  3    1    had been planning        3    had been cooking
        2    had left                              4    had finished

  4    2    The guests had already left the party when we
arrived.

        3    Sam had eaten his lunch by the time his mom
came home.

        4    William had done his homework before he
played video games.

  5    1    C          2    B          3    A          4    C          5    C

Unit 4c
  1    a)   1    B          3    A          5    A          7    A       
               2    C          4    C          6    B          8    B        

        b)  A    2, 3, 4              B    5          C    1    

  2    1    Woman Gives Birth to Twins on Plane.
        2    Trouble on Roads after Snowfall.
        3    Famous Actress Finds Missing Sister.
        4    New Simpsons Movie to Come out Next Week.
         5    Hamilton not to Take Part in Grand Prix Race.

  3    1    seriously injured            6    around the corner
        2    speeding                          7    wrong side
        3    swerved                            8    crashed
        4    drove into                         9    arrested
        5    witness                            10    recover

  4    a)   Audience:     Newspaper reader/class members
               Content:        An accident

               Introduction (1) information about time, place
and people involved in the crash

               Main Body (Paras 2 & 3)
               Crash described in more detail

               Conclusion (4) people’s comments about the
crash or state of anyone who may have been
injured

         b)  1    Two people are in hospital after a man lost
control of his speeding car.

               2    The driver was not paying attention and
came round the corner on the wrong side of
the road.

               3    He swerved to avoid hitting a lady crossing
the street and crashed into a grocery store.

               4    He hit a woman buying vegetables and the
grocer, but they were not seriously hurt.

               5    The police arrested the man and an
ambulance took the people to the hospital.

Unit 4d
  1    1    c           2    d          3    e           4    a           5    b

  2    1    problem         3    horoscope        5    fashion
        2    popular          4    quizzes

  3    1    wonderful            3    careless
        2    playful                   4    colorful

  4    1    C          2    D          3    A          4    B

Unit 4e
  1    1    D          2    A          3    C          4    E           5    B

        1    TV sitcoms                 4    reality shows
        2    soap operas               5    wildlife documentaries
        3    sports programs

  2    A    2          B    1          C    4          D   3

  3    1    I think they are really boring.
        2    What’s it about?
        3    What’s on after that?
         4    Great, I love the excitement of guessing the

correct answer.

Unit 4f
  1    1    D          2       C        3    E           4    B          5    A

        1    on campus                              4    radio industry
        2    practical experience            5    media courses
        3    chart hits

  2    1    entertain              3    run                   5    break
        2    review                   4    present           6    make

  3    GAIN:  power, time, weight
        WIN:    a game, money, a war, a prize

  4    1    It was John’s birthday yesterday.
        2    Tony was working on his computer all

morning, yesterday.
        3    My father traveled to China last week.
        4    The birds were singing and the sun was shining

when he left the house.
        5    Jenny finished high school last July.
        6    What were you doing at 7 o’clock last night?
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  5    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 4 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 5a
  1    1    subscription        4    transmit         7    industries
        2    opportunities     5    watch              8    divide
        3    files                        6    barrier

        Hidden word: software

  2    1    e                 3    b                 5    c                 7    a
        2    d                 4    f                  6    g

  3    1    Internet                             6    access
        2    computer literate           7    own language
        3    can’t afford                      8    train people
        4    go online                          9    way of thinking
        5    websites                         10    technology

  4    1    will look                            6    will people fly
        2    is leaving                          7    will win
        3    is going to rain                8    am meeting
        4    will help                            9    will probably be
        5    will take                          10    am going to play

Unit 5b
  1    1    a    A                       3    e    C                             5    b    E
        2   d    B                       4    c    D

  2    1    intelligent machines                  6    polar ice caps
        2    wind                                                7    save
        3    diseases                                         8    robots
        4    genes                                              9    clone
        5    famine                                         10    atmosphere

  3    1    passes                                 4    don’t, won’t 
        2    didn’t                                 5     didn’t, would
          3     would have been              6    doesn’t, won’t           

  4    2    I wish I had put on my coat.
        3    I wish I had studied harder/more.
        4    I wish we would/could find it.
        5    I wish I spoke/could speak Italian.
        6    I wish it would stop snowing.

Unit 5c
  1    1    F                 3    B                 5    C
        2    D                4    A                6    E

  2    a    Ending                                     c    Beginning
        b    Beginning                               d    Ending

  3    1    b                 2    c                 3    a

  4    1    b                 2    a                 3    c

  5    1    In my opinion − to give opinion
        2    To begin with − to list points
        3    In addition − to add more points
        4    For example − to give examples
        5    However − to give opposing view points
        6    In other words − to give explanations
        7    In conclusion − to conclude

  6    1    ✓                       3    ✗                       5    ✓
        2    ✓                       4    ✗                       6    ✓

  7    (Suggested Answer)
               Some people believe that technology will

totally change the way that schools work in a 100
years’ time. In my opinion, schools will have to
change to cope with advances in technology, but
the basic school system will not change greatly.

                 To begin with, while it is very likely that students
will work on computers, the teacher will still be
necessary. Many students are not able to work on
their own and need the teacher to guide and
motivate them.

                In addition, there will be more emphasis on the
personal and social development of students. For
example, new subjects that are related to health
and communication skills will be taught by the
teacher.

               However, many people believe that advances in
technology will radically alter education. Computers
will enable the teacher to find and use lesson plans
and techniques from the Internet. Students will also
be able to find information on all subjects on the
Internet.

                 In conclusion, I believe that technology will affect
our schools, but the need for social interaction will
prevent schools from changing completely.

Unit 5d
  1    1    c    B                 3    a    D                5    b    A
        2    e    C                 4    d

        Games console is missing

  2    1    A          2    B          3    C          4    B          5    C

  3    1    60% of teenagers have their own computer.
        2    40% of teenagers own a DVD player.
        3    A TV set is the most popular hi-tech gadget.
        4    Half the teenagers own cell phone.
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Unit 5e
  1    1    Net                                            6    chat
        2    personal computer              7    emails
        3    click                                           8    account
        4    page                                         9    service
        5    addresses                             10    connect

  2    1    d          2    c           3    e           4    a           5    b

  3    1    will tidy                             4    am going to buy
        2    will go                                5    am having
        3    is going to rain

  4    •   I am/am not going to play video games.
      •   I am/am not going to do household chores this

weekend.
         •   I am/am not going to watch a movie this

weekend.
         •   I am/am not going to surf the Net this weekend.
         •   I am/am not going to send emails this weekend.
        •   I am/am not going to listen to music this

weekend.

Unit 5f

        1    pilots                     4    famous           7    danger
        2    develop                5    simulation     8    craze
        3    popular                 6    cockpit           9    reality

  2    1    dangerous           3    possible         
        2    difficult                 4    risky

  3    1    have worked   
         2    will wear           
          3     left
          4     crashed, was driving                           
          5    is swimming
          6     was working, have not finished

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 5 on p. WDT1.)

Unit 6a
  1    1    robbery                4    speeding       7    theft
        2    pickpocketing    5    vandalism            
        3    burglary               6    shoplifting    

  2    1    B          2    C          3    A          4    B          5    C

  3    sting:  bees, jellyfish, scorpions
        bite:    snakes, sharks

  4    1    E                 3    B                 5    G                7    D
        2    F                 4    C                 6    A

        1    sharp spines                    4    feeding time
        2    shallow water                  5    natural world
        3    innocent-looking           6    painful sting
               creature                            7    poisonous animals

  5    1    must not       3    have to           5    was able to
        2    should            4    can                   6    couldn’t
        

Unit 6b
  1    1    e           3    h          5    a           7    j            9    b
        2    f            4    i            6    c           8    g        10    d

  2    1    out and about    4    safe and sound
        2    Think twice          5    plans in advance
        3    out of sight   

  3    1    She said (that) she would help me.
        2    Mary said (that) her father was working then.
        3    Jordan said he didn’t want to go to the hospital.
        4    The doctor told me not to use my cell phone in

the hospital.
         5    They said (that) they had seen that movie twice.
        6    He said (that) he couldn’t go to the party with me

that night.
        7    The teacher told the children to be quiet.
        8    He said (that) his grandfather had met the

President of the United States.
        9    Harry asked where I was going on vacation that

summer.
       10   Ann asked if Jessica had been at the party the

night before.

  4    1    If you’re inside the room, keep the door locked
at all times.

        2    Did you ask for room service? Don’t open the
door if you don’t know who it is.

        3    Don’t forget to use the main entrance of the
hotel if you’re going out late at night.

         4    If you leave the room, don’t leave your money!
Take it with you.

 1 G Y C R A Z E Y V L C A Q W T
K R O G D D W P I L O T S Y S
D E V E L O P Z D M C R E Q D
X A G H J K O L D B K N M A A
C L V B R N P M F L P K H D N
J I H S I M U L A T I O N G G
G T F D S D L A M W T R T H E
Y Y U O K P A L O H G V C R R
V B B G H C R T U T S D R W Y
Z F T E S T J R S O P L N U L
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Unit 6c
  1    a)   1    C                 3    A                5    B
               2    F                 4    D                6    E

        b)  Para 1:    Expressing being sympathetic for this
friend

               Para 2:    Giving advice with reasons
               Para 3:    Expressing the wish that things get

better

  2    Let them think you don’t care.
        Keep walking − they’ll get tired   
        Invite friends home − you’ll feel less lonely

  3    a)   The best thing you can do is, You can also, This
way you will, If you

        b)  1    Why don’t you let them think you don’t care.
                2    How about inviting a few kids to your house ...
               3    Then, you will make new friends ...
               4    Keep walking when they call you names so

that they will get tired ...

  4    1    c                 2    b                 3    d                 4    a

  5    a)   1    Your friend                2    To give advice

        b)  2    If you see your doctor, he will tell you what
to eat.

               3   If you start exercising regularly, it will help
you stay fit and healthy.

               4    If you weigh yourself regularly, you will feel
better when you see the results.  

  6    (Suggested Answers)
        1    you have gained weight
        2    to make a plan
        3    see a doctor, he will tell you what to eat.
        4    start exercising to stay fit and healthy.
        5    weigh yourself regularly.
        6    you will feel better when you see the results.
        7    I’m sure this will help you to lose weight.

Unit 6d

  2    1    carries                   3    in                      5    still
        2    portable               4    events             6    of

  3    1    was driving         3    broke              5    has been
        2    crashed                 4    didn’t get       6    was

  4    1    T           2    F           3    F           4    T           5    T

Unit 6e
  1    1    cut                          3    hurt                 5    sprained
        2    twisted                 4    broke              6    banged

  2    1    What’s wrong with you?    4    You poor thing!
        2    Are you all right, Steve?     5    I’ll let you know.
        3    What’s the matter?              6    My ankle hurts.

  3    1    c           2    a           3    d          4    b    

  4    1    B          2    C          3    C          4    C          5    B

Unit 6f
  1    1    i            3    j            5    b          7    h          9    g
        2    e           4    a           6    d          8    f         10    c

  2    1    Make backups                 6    go online
        2    up to date                         7    personal information
        3    screen name                    8    antivirus program
        4    visit chat rooms              9    use a nickname
        5    steer clear of                 10    face-to-face

  3    1    can                         3    might              5    shouldn’t
        2    should                   4    must not

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 6f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 7a
  1    a)   1    F           2    E           3    A          4    C          5    B

         b)  Robert is not described. He has very short
brown hair and a beard. He is well-built and has
tattoos.

  2    1    sociable          4    intelligent            7    charming
        2    nutty               5    timid
        3    lonely              6    friendly

         Hidden word: cunning

  3    1    thin                  3    bald                       5    round
        2    chubby           4    straight

  4    1    in         2    of         3    at         4    into

S C C S E R V E W Q
H O O O R W D I O C
I P A T R O L U E R
F T T S Y M B O L O
T F Y D A S C K G W
C I V I L Z F W P D
C E R E M O N I E S

 1
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  5    2    bravest     5    funniest                   8   more sociable
        3    worse       6    bigger                           
        4    as tall        7    the most cunning         

Unit 7b
  1    1    famous           3    gracefully             5    dangerous
        2    eventually     4    journalism

  2    1    dropped out of               4    in any case
        2    soon found out               5    worked miracles
        3    pictured himself as        6    famous for

  3    2    too long                           4    too expensive
        3    experienced enough   5    enough experience

  4    1    b          2    d          3    e           4    c           5    a

  5    1    themselves          3    himself           5    yourself    
        2    myself                   4    ourselves

Unit 7c
  2    B

  3    I am writing, I have had some work experience, I
feel I am suitable for, I am available for an
interview, I look forward to hearing from you

        1    c           2    a           3    b

        It matches job ad A.

  4    1    c           2    d          3    e           4    a           5    b

  5    1    a           2    c           3    b

        The second is a correct answer because it uses a
formal style.

  6    (Suggested Answer)
        Dear Mrs. Granger,
                I am writing to apply for the position of part-time

salesperson as advertised in the local newspaper.
               I am an eighteen-year-old law student and

looking for a part-time job. I have had some
experience in selling clothes as I worked for JC
Penny’s last summer. I am reliable and
hardworking and I am also friendly. Therefore, I
feel I would be very suitable for this position.

               I am available for an interview every afternoon
at your convenience. I look forward to hearing
from you.

        Yours sincerely,
        Jane Howard

Unit 7d 
  1    1    b          2    b          3    c           4    b          5    c

  2    a)   1    h          3    g          5    b          7    a
               2    c           4    d          6    e           8    f

        b)  1    original inhabitants   5    special occasions
               2    follow the lifestyle      6    traditional costumes
               3    elements of nature   7    perform dances
               4    belongs to a tribe     8    keep alive

Unit 7e
  1    1    get             3    good               5    job
        2    all               4    take                 6    top

  2    1    b          2    b          3    a           4    b          5    b

  3    1    d          2    a           3    e           4    f

  4    2    Anne is taller than Claire.
        3    Sandra is the youngest of all.
        4    Sandra is more experienced than Claire.
        5    Claire is the oldest of them all.

  5    2    smarter than                 4    more expensive than
        3    the most difficult         5    the fastest 

Unit 7f
  1    1    chimney sweepers          4    hours
        2    factories                           5    wages
        3    coal mines                        6    accidents

  3    1    cruel                      4    tunnels           7    mines
        2    wages                   5    orphans         8    masters
        3    narrow                  6    cotton

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 7f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 8a
  1    1    c           2    d          3    a           4    e           5    b

un il dis
✓ healthy
✓ certain

✓ logical
✓ attractive

✓ pleased
✓ happy

✓ honest
✓ advantage

 2
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  2    1    located           4    preserve            7    considered
        2    melt                 5    dedicated                   
        3    conserve        6    dried up                   

  3    1    1910                3    explorer                5    World
        2    France            4    Calypso

  4    1    the             3    −          5    the      7    −          9    the
        2    the             4    the      6    −          8    −       10    the

  5    2    is          3    are       4    are       5    are       6    is

  6    2    This statue is made of marble.
        3    The dollar is used in the USA, Canada, and Australia.
        4    Ibiza is visited by thousands of tourists every year.
        5    Soccer is played in many countries.
        6    Paella is considered Spain’s national dish.

Unit 8b
  1    2    are made of wood         4    is made of bricks
        3    is made of glass

  2    a)   1    c           3    e           5    a           
               2    f            4    b          6    d          

        b)  1    keep alive                   4    recycled products
               2    heating system        5    pay bills
               3    green home              6    local dumps

  3    1    The Mona Lisa was painted by Leonardo Da
Vinci.

        2    The new museum will be opened by the
Governor.

        3    The winners have been announced by the
Mayor.

        4    The Pyramids were built by the Egyptians.
        5    The emails have been sent by the secretary.

  4    2    Jane had her hair cut yesterday.
        3    We have our house painted every year.
        4    The girls are having their nails done right now.
        5    I have my car serviced once a year.

Unit 8c
  1    1    On the one hand              5  Firstly/First 
        2    Firstly/First                          6  Also
        3    Secondly                             7  To sum up
        4    On the other hand

  2    Arguments for cloning
        1    will allow scientists to produce animals
        2    helps stop disease
        3    solves the world’s food problem

        Arguments against cloning
        1    humans should not interfere with nature
        2    could lead to human cloning
        3    there will be no control

  3    1    To start with     2    Also           3    Finally, such as

  4    Topic sentences: There are some advantages to
cloning animals, there are a few drawbacks to
cloning animals.

  5    3

  6    (Suggested Answer)
               Did you know that most cosmetics and

medicines are first tested on animals before being
produced? Is it right to test products on animals?

                On the one hand, there are advantages to testing
products on animals. Firstly, by testing medicines on
animals we learn if they are safe and in this way save
lives. Secondly, we cannot test cosmetics on people
unless we are sure that they will not cause damage.
Testing cosmetics on animals means that we don’t
take any risks with people’s health.

              On the other hand, animal testing has its
drawbacks. First, many people believe that animals
have rights, and we shouldn’t use them in this way.
Also, sometimes testing can cause pain and
damage to an animal’s health.

               To sum up, there are strong arguments for
animal testing, but there are also arguments
against. Although animal testing has brought
benefits to humans, I believe that animals have
rights and that they can feel pain. We should think
twice about how we test drugs on animals and we
need to stop testing cosmetics on animals.

Unit 8d
  1    1    Geese                 4   Bluebells       7    Field mouse  
        2    Golden Eagle   5   Puffins           8    Sheep
        3    Swans                 6   Deer   

        Hidden word: seabirds

  2    1    flood                   4   woods                7    rare
        2    unique               5   remote               8    flocks
        3    marshes             6   wildlife  

  3    1    Trees are cut down by people to make furniture.
        2    The world’s forests are destroyed by acid rain.
        3    Nature reserves have been created by people

to save wildlife.
        4    The valley was flooded by the rain.
        5    The meeting will be held in two weeks’ time.
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  4    1    were                3    are                   5  are
        2    is                       4    was

Unit 8e
  1    1    C          2    A          3    B          4    C    

  2    1    e           3    f            5    a           7    c    
        2    b          4    g          6    d          

        1    method of payment             5    credit card
        2    pay in cash                             6    bank account
        3    one-time donations            7    full address
        4    regular mail

  3    1    b          2    a           3    a           4    b          5    a

Unit 8f
  1    1    gathers               4   use                    7    emit
        2    makes                 5   poisons            8    carries
        3    causes                6   burn           

  2    2    are made                       6    is burned (burnt)
        3    is caused                       7    are emitted
        4    is used                           8    are carried
        5    are poisoned

  3    1    Cars burn gas and emit toxic fumes.
        2    The air we breathe becomes more polluted each

day.
        3    We all need air to survive.
        4    Acid rain causes serious damage to important

buildings.

  4    1    A                3    C                 5    C
        2    B                 4    B                 6    B

  5    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 8f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 9a
  1    1    g                 3    a                 5    b          7    e
        2    c                 4    d                 6    h          8    f

  2    1    fit in with                5    swap                   9  suit
        2    last                            6    fit                 10    is after
        3    matches                  7    share
        4    persuade                8    produce

  3    1    designer            4   allowance         7    harmful
        2    good                   5   beauty                8    charity
        3    smart                  6   recycled             9    natural

  4    1    friends                           6    companies
        2    roofs                               7    babies
        3    classes                            8    wives
        4    parties                            9    beaches
        5    wolves                         10    boxes

  5    1    are             4  is              7    is           10    is
        2    is                5  are            8    is 
        3    is                6  is              9    is

Unit 9b
  1    1    flour − Dairy Products    4    grapes − Vegetables
        2    rice − Meat                      5    nuts − Seafood
        3    beans − Fruit                   6    pork − Poultry

  2    1    U                4    C                 7    U              10    C    
        2    U                5    U                8    C              11    U
         3    C                 6    U                9    U              12    U

  3    1    h          3    j            5    g          7    i            9    c    
        2    b          4    e           6    d          8    f         10    a

        1    sugar levels                            6    calming effect
        2    source of fuel                         7    low-fat milk
        3    school performance            8    leafy vegetables
        4    appropriate foods                9    whole grain
        5    mental boost                         10  feel energetic

  4    1    keep                      3    affect               5    contain
        2    improve                4    supply

  5    1    some            5    a little                       9    a few
        2    no                  6    a lot of                   10    any
        3    any                7    a lot of            
        4    any                8    some

Unit 9c
  1    a    A friend                       d    Start: Hi, Tony!
        b    Very well                           End: Love, Jane.
        c    3                                    e    Informal

  2    Model A: 
        He accepts the invitation.
        Para 1   Thanks
        Para 2   Accept (comments/questions)
        Para 3   Closing remarks

        Model B:
        She turns down the invitation.
        Para 1   Thanks                      
        Para 2   Turn down (reasons)
        Para 3   Closing remarks

  3    1    I         2    TD      3    I         4    A       5    A    6    TD

  4    1    I wouldn’t miss it for the world
        2    but I’m afraid that/but unfortunately
        3    would like you to share
        4    Of course I’ll be there
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  5    1    A friend          3    Hi Belinda!        5    Informal
        2    very well        4    Love, John.        

  6    (Suggested Answer)
        Hi Belinda!
               Thank you for your last email and the invitation

to your birthday party next Saturday.
                 I wish I could be there, but I’m afraid I can’t make it.

I am going on vacation with my parents on Thursday
and we won’t be back for a couple of weeks.

               I really hope you have a great day and I’m sure
the party will be awesome.

        Love,
        John

Unit 9d
  1    1    hot potato                 4    an apple a day
        2    as easy as pie                   keeps the doctor away
        3    as busy as a bee       5    cool as a cucumber

  2    Across      1    coffee       5    peach           8    lemon
                            4    tea             7    grapes          

        Down       1    cake          3    eggs              6    apple
                            2    fish            5    pork              

  3    1    F        2    A         3    G       4    C        5    D          6    B 

Unit 9e
  1    1    tie, shirt, suit            2  jeans, top     3  skirt, boots

        b)  1    cap                   3    gloves                   5    dresses
               2    jeans               4    parka/jacket

  3    1    b          2    a           3    a        4    a           5    b        

  4    1    C          2    A          3    C        4    B          5    A       
        

Unit 9f
  1    1    leaves                    3    frog           5    bacteria
        2    grasshopper       4    eagle        

  2    1    d                 3    f                      5    b                 7    h
        2    c                 4    e                     6    g                 8    a

        1    break down                   5    living things 
        2    hunt for food                6    use sunlight
         3    organic compounds    7    in danger of extinction
        4    food chains                   8    link breaks

  3    1    any                         6    any                      11    a
        2    some                     7    some                   12    any
        3    an                           8    a                           13    some
        4    any                         9    some                   14    a
        5    some                   10    some

  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 9f on p. WDT1.)

Unit 10a

  2    1    stadium          3    obstacles       5    court
        2    slope               4    ring                  6    rinks

        Hidden word: sports

  3    1    f                  3    d                    5    c                 7    a
        2    e                 4    b                    6    h                 8    g

        1    living dangerously            5    taking ... by storm
        2    appropriate equipment  6    spreading fast
        3    proper training                   7    love a challenge
        4    thrill-seeking experience   8    be the sport for you

  4    1    to be               4    to study          7    to pass
        2    playing           5    to sing                   8    to study 
        3    writing            6    learning

Unit 10b
  1    2    over                 5    into                  8    past
        3    along              6    across             9    under
        4    through         7    toward
        
        A    4          C    9          E    1          G   3          I     8
        B    2          D   6          F    5          H   7

  2    1    into                               3    across             5    out of
        2    through/down         4    over

  3    1    Someone       5    something        9    Everything
        2    anywhere      6    Everybody      10    somewhere
        3    nothing          7    anything
        4    nobody          8    anything                  

  2    a) H
H
J
A
C
K
E
T
H
V

L
D
R
E
S
S
E
S
T
W

S
Y
L
G
T
J
K
P
S
Q

N
W
I
L
E
P
P
T
H
U

E
R
N
O
R
A
Q
R
I
P

A
C
B
V
I
R
H
I
R
T

K
S
R
E
W
K
Y
X
T
R

E
G
H
S
P
A
N
T
S
C

R
P
W
Y
X
Z
Q
O
T
A

S
J
E
A
N
S
R
P
F
P

  1  
go ice-skating, horseback riding,

snowboarding, kitesurfing
do pole vault, gymnastics, weightlifting

play tennis, basketball

throw javelin
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Unit 10c
  1    Para 1     Title/type/actors
         Para 2     Plot
         Para 3     Recommendation

  2    It’s an adventure movie, the story begins with, It’s
well worth seeing

  3    a)   Good:    excellent, fantastic, thrilling, great,
enjoyable, fascinating, adventurous,
top-rated

                Funny:  amusing, hilarious
                Boring: dull, uninteresting, slow
                Bad:       terrible, awful, sad, frightening, silly

         b)   (Suggested Answer)
               Vanilla Sky was so slow that I fell asleep in the

middle of the movie.

  4    (Suggested Answer)
                 Home Solo is a terrible movie. It tries to be

amusing, but in the end it is just silly and uninteresting.
                Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix is a

top-rated movie, full of adventure in every scene. I
found the opening sequence particularly exciting.

  5    1    People interested in movies
         2    A, B, D, F

  6    (Suggested Answer)
               Eragon is a great adventure movie with many

famous actors. 
                It is a story about a farm boy who is chosen to

become a dragon rider and save the world. The
movie is set in a country town during the Middle
Ages. There are lots of action and dragon fights and
terrific special effects.

                I thoroughly recommend this movie. If you love
stories about dragons and magic, then you will love
every second of it.

   7     2     a             3     f               4     h             5     d

Unit 10d
  1    a)   1    D          2    A          3    C          4    B

        b)  1    F           2    T           3    F        4    T           5    F

  2    1    arts                  4    performances     7    tickets      
        2    charities         5    stands                   8    admission
        3    place               6    tents         

  3    1    a                 3    f            5    c    
        2    d                4    e          6    b

  4    (Ss’ own answers)

Unit 10e
  1    1    tickets             5    discount               9    comedy
        2    showing         6    movie                 10    teller
        3    change           7    screening          11    actress
        4    adult               8    altogether

        Hidden word: theatergoer

  2    (Suggested Answers) 
        1    Whoopi Goldberg is more talented than Keira

Knightley.
        2    Keira Knightley is less talented than Meryl Streep.
        3    Keira Knightley is the most beautiful of the three.
        4    Whoopi Goldberg is the least beautiful of the

three.
        5    Keira Knightley is not as successful as Meryl

Streep.
        6    Whoopi Goldberg is the funniest. etc.

  3    1    Two tickets for Harry Potter, please.
        2    Thanks. Which screening room is it in?
        3    Here you are.
        4    I’m afraid it’s sold out.
        5    Only for children, I’m afraid.
        6    OK, I’ll have three tickets for that showing then.

Unit 10f
  1    1    comedy                  3    romance         5    animated
         2    science-fiction     4    adventure      6    fantasy

         A    4                  C    3           E    1    
         B    2                  D    6           F    5

  2    1    e           2    b          3    a           4    d          5    c

        1    silent movies                         4    musical clichés
        2    pieces of music                     5    pay attention
        3    create particular moods

  3    1    to study          3    going                    5    going
        2    let                     4    watching
        
  4    (See dictation audioscript for Unit 10f on p. WDT1.)
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Unit Starter a
Ex. 2 (p. 5)
Reporter: Hi listeners! Today, we’re talking about sports and
hobbies with teenagers and we are lucky enough to be joined
by a guest. He has agreed to tell us about what he likes to do
most. Welcome to the show, Kevin! Tell us about yourself …
Kevin: Hi everybody! My name is Kevin Love, I’ve just turned 18,
and I’m from Lake Oswego, which is a small city in Oregon. I’m
in my final year of high school and I think I’m quite an energetic
person.
Reporter: Really? Tell us about your daily routine …
Kevin: Well, Mondays through Fridays, I have school! I really
enjoy math, but my favorite subject is PE. I love it because we
get to play lots of sports, like football and hockey. But, most of
all, I love working out in the school gym because it really relaxes
me. Once school has ended for the day, I usually head straight
to the basketball courts with my friends for team practice; that
usually lasts for two hours. After practice, I go home, do my
homework, eat, and then unwind.
Reporter: Wow! It sounds like you have a very busy schedule! I’m
surprised you’ve found the time to speak to us! Tell us Kevin,
how often do you have basketball practice?
Kevin: Umm… We always have team practice on Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays. We have to work hard if we’re
going to keep on winning our games, right?!
Reporter: Right. So, what about your free time? What do you like
to do on the weekends?
Kevin: Well, my school days are spent studying and reading
books, so I keep away from them in my free time! I used to
spend a lot of my spare time painting, but I wasn’t very good!
Also, I like to keep myself busy, so I’ve recently taken up
horseback riding and I love it! I have classes every Saturday and
Sunday and I’m always the first person there. 
Reporter: You certainly are an active young man! I wish I had
your energy! Thank you for taking the time to talk to us, Kevin!
It’s been a pleasure.
Kevin: Thank you! Goodbye.

Unit 1e
Ex. 3 (p. 13)
Ta:     Next, please.
  C:     Hello.
Ta:     Yes sir, how can I help you?
  C:     I’d like two, no, I beg your pardon, make that three tickets,

please.
Ta:     Certainly, one-way or round-trip?
  C:     Round-trip, please.
Ta:     Where to?
  C:     I’d like to go to New Jersey.
Ta:     Okay, that’s $18.00.
  C:     Here you are. What time is the next train?
Ta:     There’s one every ten minutes. So the next one leaves in 5

minutes.
  C:     Great. Thanks a lot.
Ta:     You’re welcome, sir.

Unit 2e
Ex. 1 (p. 20)
… And according to the latest information released by the
National Center for Disaster Studies, our country is experiencing
more earthquakes now than ever before. So, we have decided
to give our listeners some useful tips on how you can protect
yourselves.
If you are indoors and the ground starts to shake, you should
get under a desk, table or other furniture like that. It’s the only
way you can protect yourself from falling objects. Sadly,
earthquakes can damage buildings, and even cause them to
collapse! So hiding under a table may well save your life!
Remember to keep away from windows and doors, too. This is
the best way to make sure you don’t get cut by broken glass.
And for those of you who work in an office, stay clear of the
elevators; they are not a safe place to be! Elevator cables can
break and send the elevator crashing to the ground!
According to the NCDS, most people are outdoors during an
earthquake. If that applies to you, try to get to an open space
away from buildings and trees. If you’re in an open space, you
won’t get trapped by any falling debris. Also remember to move
away from areas with overhead electrical wires; they can break
and kill anyone unlucky enough to be below them.
If you’re in your automobile, you should try to come to a quick
stop, if it is safe for you to do so. Try to avoid parking near or
under buildings or bridges, as these locations can be
dangerous. When you’re safe, switch on your car-radio and wait
for news bulletins. Most radio stations provide constant
information on what you should do during emergencies.
Last, but not least, try to stay calm and tell others not to panic. If
you ever need further help during an earthquake, you can call
‘Quakeline’ 24 hours a day, free of charge at 1-800-542-5483 ...

Unit 3e
Ex. 3 (p. 27)
   A:   Campell’s Adventure Summer Camp. How can I help you?
   B:   Oh, hello. My name is Sam Tilton and I would like some

information about the camp.
   A:   Sure. First of all, you must be between 13 and 19 years old

to join.
   B:   I’m turning 13 next month, is that OK?
   A:   Yes, that should be fine.
   B:   What can you do at the camp?
   A:   Lots of exciting things! You can have lots of fun in the

water windsurfing, sailing, and scuba diving. There’s a
scheduled visit to a famous theme park every week, and
you can also have a wonderful time while hiking in the
mountains.

   B:   That sounds terrific! When do your sessions start?
   A:   Our sessions run from June 20th to September 30th.
   B:   And how much do they cost?
   A:   It’s $350 for a two week session and $700 for a four week

session.
   B:   Right. Thank you very much.
   A:   Goodbye.

Workbook Audioscripts
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Unit 4b
Ex. 5 (p. 30)
Ladies and gentlemen, we interrupt our regular program for a
news update. A couple is recovering in the hospital this
afternoon, after almost drowning earlier today. Their car fell into
the Maryland River as they were crossing the bridge, which was
closed yesterday afternoon for repairs. When the couple
reached the middle of the bridge, they heard a loud noise.
Before they could stop, their car fell through the crumbling
bridge, plunging into the water below.
An eyewitness, Mr. Jerry Mason, who was walking his dog said
the driver of the car, Mr. Bob Harrison, and his wife Jenny tried
to get out, but couldn’t. Fortunately, Mr. Tom Edwards, who was
riding his bicycle when he saw the bridge collapse, was there.
He jumped into the river to save the drowning couple. His
swimming experience with the national team helped him
rescue the pair.
Mr. Mason said that the driver was not speeding and was
paying attention. However, the sign informing people that the
bridge was closed to the public was missing. Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison are now safe, but still recovering from shock after their
terrible ordeal. 

Unit 5d
Ex. 2 (p. 40)
Susan: Hi Mary. What’s that you have there? It looks like a dog.
Mary: Hi Susan. Yes, it’s my new dog Tekno and he’s a robot!
Susan: A robot! He looks so real. What can he do?
Mary: He walks, barks, cries, and will let you know how he’s
feeling. He can even sleep at night and snores!
Susan: Wow! And you don’t have to feed him!
Mary: That’s right.
Susan: Can he do tricks? 
Mary: Yes, you can teach him to do tricks like real dogs. He can
sit, stand, lie down, and shake hands. I’m working on teaching
him to jump and fetch, too.
Susan: Fetch? You mean he can run and find something you
have thrown?
Mary: He can track things with his built-in radar. So, when you
throw something and it flies through the air, he can identify the
exact spot it has landed. The only problem is that if there are
other things in the same place he does not know which to bring
back and that can be a problem. 
Susan: Problem?
Mary: Yes. Last week I threw a ball for him to fetch and it landed
next to a bench on which a lady was sitting. 
Susan: What happened?
Mary: Well, the ball landed next to her bag, glasses, and shoes
and Tekno picked up the first thing he came to and brought it
back.
Susan: What did he bring back?
Mary: Well, it wasn’t the ball, or the glasses or the bag, but one
of her two shoes!

Unit 6e
Ex. 4 (p. 48)
Doctor: Hello Mr. and Mrs. Reed. I’m Doctor Wiley and I have
taken care of your son Billy and his friend John Robbins.
Father: Doctor! Please tell us what’s wrong with our son Billy.

Doctor: First of all, I don’t want you to worry because everything
will be all right.
Father: Yes, but what happened?
Doctor: Your son and his friend were walking up the stairs at
school when a painter fell off his ladder and the ladder fell on
the boys.
Father: Oh dear! Is it really bad?
Doctor: No, they will be fine. His friend has broken his arm and
cut his leg, and Billy has hurt his shoulder.
Father: How did he get here?
Doctor: The principal called an ambulance and came in with
Billy, and his teacher drove here later with Billy’s friends to see
how he was.
Father: Can we take him home?
Doctor: Not today. In a few days, we will run some tests and two
days after that, if everything’s fine, he can come home. So that’s
four days all together.
Father: Thanks doctor.
Doctor: You’re welcome.

Unit 7e
Ex. 3 (p. 55)
Steve: Hi, Sally. How are things at your new school? Did you
make any new friends?
Sally: It was difficult in the beginning, but now I have a lot of
friends.
Steve: What are they like?
Sally: Well, Lisa is the person I hang out with the most. She’s
short with dark hair. She loves helping the elderly.
Steve: She must be very kind.
Sally: Yes, she is. Another person I like, but don’t get to see
often, is Mark.
Steve: Why’s that? Is he so sociable you can’t get hold of him
easily?
Sally: No, it’s just that he’s very hardworking. When he’s not
studying, he helps his dad. They’re building a small boat to sail
this summer. 
Steve: Wow! That sounds like fun. What about the girl you
mentioned the other day? The tall slim one.
Sally: Oh, you mean Debbie. She’s very nice, too! She’s so self-
confident and fun to be with. And of course, then there’s Peter.
Steve: Isn’t he the first person you met at school?
Sally: Yes, he is. He’s the class clown. He’s always making us
laugh.
Steve: He sounds like fun. What does he look like?
Sally: He’s tall and he has short blonde hair. Sometimes his hair
is curly, but this week it’s spiky.

Unit 8a
Ex. 3 (p. 57)

Jacques Yves Cousteau
Jacques-Yves Cousteau was born in France on June 11th, 1910.
He was an explorer, ecologist, filmmaker, photographer, and
researcher who studied the sea and all forms of life that live in
water. He also helped to develop the aqua-lung, the first piece
of scuba diving equipment. Cousteau explored the world’s
oceans on his boat, Calypso, and made a lot of documentaries,
which brought unforgettable images into millions of homes.
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Thanks to him, coral reefs, fearsome sharks, and amazing fish all
came to life on people’s TV screens! His documentaries have
also helped people understand the unique problems the
world’s marine environments face from water pollution and
dangerous human actions. In 1956, he received an Academy
Award for his breathtaking undersea documentary, The Silent
World. Cousteau died in 1997 at the age of 87, but his
grandchildren continue his work to this day. 

Unit 9e
Ex. 4 (p. 69)
Store assistant (a woman): Good morning. May I help you?
Emily: Yes, please. I need a new outfit for a job interview.
Store assistant: Would you like a jacket with a pair of pants or a
skirt?
Emily: I’d prefer a jacket with a matching skirt.
Store assistant: Certainly. What size are you?
Emily: I’m a small.
Store assistant: All right then. We have it in blue, brown, and
orange.
Emily: I think I’ll try the orange one, please.
Store assistant: Here you are. The changing rooms are over
there.
Emily: Do you have any shoes to match?
Store assistant: I’m afraid we don’t have any here. You’ll have to
take the elevator to the Footwear department.
Emily: Great. Thank you for your help.
Store assistant: You’re welcome.

Unit 10c
Ex. 7 (p. 74)
Erica: Alison, imagine seeing you here!
Alison: Hello Erica! I’m looking for a birthday present for Paul.
Erica: Why don’t you get him Shakira’s latest album. He loves
pop music.
Alison: Great idea!  Have you seen Susan lately?
Erica: No, I haven’t seen her since we went to that jazz concert
in the park.
Alison: Oh yeah, Susan is a big jazz fan, isn’t she?
Erica: Unlike Pat. All she ever listens to is awful head banging
heavy metal music. I’m surprised she can still hear!
Alison: Oh guess what? Stephanie called me the other day.
Erica: Is she still really into rap music? Remember those funny
baggy pants she used to wear?
Alison: No way! She invited me to a classical music concert at
the town hall.
Erica: Gosh! What next?
Alison: Don’t worry though! Alan still loves rap!
Erica: Well, nothing changes there then! Haha!
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Ex. 2 (p. 14)
Peter lives on a farm in the country. He usually gets up at 6 am
each day and feeds the chickens then he goes to school. In the
afternoon he does his homework and then he helps on the
farm. He really likes living in the countryside. He likes the fresh
air and the quiet.

Unit 2
Ex. 3 (p. 21)
After lunch David went to the park. Nothing could prepare him
for what was about to happen. Suddenly, he heard a loud roar
and the sky turned black. He looked up and saw lightning in the
sky. It started to rain heavily. He rushed down the hill to try to
get to his house, but he slipped and then the water swept him
down the road.

Unit 3
Ex. 4 (p. 28)
Have you ever been to summer camp? Those of you who have
know how much fun it can be. This year why not try a new
adventure camp for teenagers? You can try all sorts of fun
activities and sports and when you want some peace and quiet
you can go on long walks in the forest too!

Unit 4
Ex. 5 (p. 35)
Local police officer, James Green, is recovering in hospital today
after his car swerved off the road and crashed into a wall.
Witnesses said he was trying to avoid hitting an old lady
walking her dog who stepped out in front of his car. Doctors say
he was lucky not to be seriously injured.

Unit 5
Ex. 4 (p. 42)
In the future we will take high-tech gadgets for granted. We will
do most things online and have robots to do all the chores.
Scientists will modify plants and stop famine in poor countries.
If we work together, we will help the planet survive.

Unit 6f
Ex. 4 (p. 49)
A visit to any of the natural wonders of our world is a great
experience, but when we travel to these places we must be
careful. Many animals and plants are beautiful, but can be
poisonous. We should always read the caution signs and make
sure we are safe and sound when we are out and about.

Unit 7f
Ex. 4 (p. 56)
Most people in the world have one ambition in common. They
all dream about having a better life. Some want to become rich
and famous, others want a successful career, a family or a big
house. It doesn’t matter where you start out in life because you
never know where it will take you. Some of the most famous
people today had boring jobs before they became famous, but
then everything changed overnight.

Unit 8f
Ex. 4 (p. 63)
The Statue of Liberty can be found in New York in the USA. It was
presented to America by France in 1886. It is made of copper and it
is about 300 ft. high including the base. It is visited by over 4 million
tourists every year.

Unit 9f
Ex. 4 (p. 70)
The next time you need something new to wear, perhaps you can
buy some recycled clothes. Most are good quality and you can find
some real bargains. If we buy smart, we will use fewer natural
resources and harmful chemicals that are needed to make new
clothes. Read the labels before you buy and think about your
choices.

Unit 10f
Ex. 4 (p. 77)
Playing sports is important for a healthy body. You can play team or
individual sports and for those who like living dangerously, there
are extreme sports. You can try any of the new sports crazes that are
taking the world by storm. There is something for everyone, the
choice is yours.
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